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ABSTRACT 

Online texts are an increasingly common part of the classroom and the worid at 

large. As web use inaeases in education, industry, and home/private use, few people 

critically examine the impact of such texts, especially with regard to gender equality, design, 

and use. As a result, there is a lack of research examining sex and/or gender differences in 

how people use webtexts and a deficit of design and development research methods that 

consider se\/gender differences. However, technical communicators, in order to create truly 

user-centered design, must understand and consider sex and/or gender differences in 

specific web use 

My research provides an in-depth examination of sex (biological) and gender 

(cultural) differences and similarities in the use of webtexts. The research includes 

quantitative data, like time to begin and complete tasks, and qualitative data, like open-ended 

interview responses and observations of users completing tasks. 1 analyzed navigation; 

orientation; back button use; task completion success rate; time to begin and complete tasks; 

attitudes towards browsing, searching, and surfing; and the frequency of surfing and site 

loyalty, along with how differences in these areas compare to previous research on 

sex/gender differences. 1 found sex differences in navigation; orientation; and the enjoyment 

and preferences of browsing, searching, and surfing. 1 found gender differences in 

navigation; orientation; time to begin and complete tasks; and the ease of browsing. 1 also 

found similarities across the two sexes and four genders in back button use and success rate. 

Some of my findings closely correlate to previous research, but other findings, like the initial 

navigation methods used by males and females, provide an interesting contrast to previous 

research. My analysis of sex and/or gender differences in web use illustrates not only that 

significant differences do exist, but also provides a foundation for web designers to create 

webtexts that respond to the actual vrays the different sexes and genders use websites. 

My research has implications for web design, for user-centered design mahods, for 

technical communication, for feminist research and gender studies, and for education. With 

xviu 



this research study, and with future studies on differences and similarities among our users, 

technical communicators can begin to develop and understand the full universe of users and 

aeate website designs that are truly usQ-s-centered. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Introduction 

Online texts are an increasingly common part of the classroom and the worid at 

large. Intenet and computei" technology are becoming a part of most Americans' way of life. 

As of 2002, 79% of the United States population is online, and many other countries also 

have large percentages of their populations online (for example 85% of the Swedish, 72% of 

the Australians, 73% of the Nethei'lands) (NielseiV/NetRatings, "Global" 1). The ratio of 

Worid Wide Web (WWW) users to Internet users is growing. In 1995, 65% of Internet users 

used the web. Just four years later, the number of web users jumped to 80% 

(CommerceNet). Intemet users are also becoming diverse: 52% of the United States' 

Internet users are female, and the number of African Americans has surpassed 10 million 

users (Nielsen//NetRatings, "Women" andNielsen//Nd;Ratings, "African Americans"). 

We see similar trends in increased Internet use in the classroom, due in part to 

government aas. The Clinton Administration's Goals 2000 Educate America Aa included 

the infusion of technology into dl education and training programs by the year 2000 (section 

231). The Bush Administration's No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 also places an emphasis 

on technological literacy in education, stating that every student should be technologically 

literate by the eighth grade and that technology promotes achievement (North Central Dept. 

of Education, "Office"). According to the Department of Education, "[i]nformation 

technology is an enabler for accountability and leadership to transform education, improve 

equality and access in realizing No Child Left Behind (" Office"). This int^ation of 

technology into education includes increased educational Internet and web use in and out of 

the classroom. 

As web use inaeases in education, industry, and home/private use, few people 

critically examine the impact of such texts, especially in r^ard to gender equality, design, and 

use While people have been studying the Intemet in terms of general use and features or 

corporate features, particularly in the field of technical communication (see Barnuni; Knox 



et al.; O'Connor; Tewksbury and Althaus; Cockburn and McKenzie; and Bryne et al.), less 

research is being done in education and home/private use, although such research is 

^\^ranted. Much of the existing research is about design, communication, and general use, 

but little reseai-ch has examined specifically how people use webtexts. Examples of the 

general or corporate research that focus on design, communication, and general use include 

• General web use Cockburn and Bruce McK enzie (time spent on pages, page visit 

and rexisit rates), Michael Bryne, Bonnie E.John, Ndl S. Wehrle, and David Crow (types 

of tasks), and Roger Morrell, Christopher B. Mayhorn, and Joan Bennett (web use 

patterns in middle-aged and older groups); Tevd^sbury and Althaus (motivations behind 

web use): and Carol Bamum; Jakob Nielsen; Eileen O'Connor; and David Knox, Vivian 

Daniels, Lakisha Sturdivant, and Marty E. Zusman (various studies on reasons for web 

use) 

• Design issues: Richard Hall, Joel Balestra, and Miles Davis Oinear and nonlinear 

interfaces) and Richard Hall Oist and map stmctural web interfaces) 

• Communication use Carol Bamum (main reason for use); David Knox, Vivian 

Daniels, Lakisha Sturdivant, and Marty E. Zusman (collie student reasons and types of 

use); and Eileen O'Connor (main goal of web users) 

E ducation research tends to focus on the type of learner and the web design. 

Thomas McManus studied self-regulated learners and linearity of the web environment, and 

Margaret Martinez examined how learning orientation impacted learning on the web. Both 

McManus and Martinez find differences in web use based on learning orientation and the 

design and arrangement of a website. These studies on general use, corporate features, and 

education, examine a variety of general types of use and design and communication issues, 

but none of the studies look specifically at how the users navigate and orientate; nor do they 

examine the accuracy or preferences of these types of use. In addition, these studies do not 

clearly examine the browsing, searching, or surfing techniques of the users. As a result, there 

is a need for studies that look more closely at specific web use, especially at the use related to 

education and home/private use. 



Surprisingly, wdiile rese^urh in many areas (including navigation indoors and 

outdoors, cognition, oral communication, moral development, writing, reading, and 

education) has begun to incorporate genda- differences, little research of online 

environments has focused on gender. Research, design, and even theory development that 

do not consider gender often result in findings, designs, and theories that ignore gender 

differences and univa\s:ilize all users/audience manbers into the universal user (who is often 

a wliite, middle-class, American/Western nî ile). Carol Lawton, who researches how people 

navigate, has found that females tend to use a landmark-based navigation strategy (vAere 

they rdy on landmarks like buildings and geographical features to navigate), and male use a 

global/ cardinal-based strategy (where they make maps in their heads and use cardinal 

directions) (Lawton, "Gender Differences in Pointing" 1). Her findings suggest that maps, as 

they are currently created, generally favor male navigation methods. Ann Brady Aschauer 

examines teclinology designs and argues that technology is designed for male users, and as a 

result, women may "feel uncomfortable using technology in conventional ways" because 

those "conventional," male-oriented w^ys do not match women's preferred w^ys of using 

technology (Aschauer 7). Carol Gilligan examines the problems with the theories on moral 

development because the research behind the theories only examines how males develop 

their morals. Without a consideration of female moral development, the theory was biased 

and ignored females' different development cycles. These three scholars in research, design, 

and even theory development illustrate some of the problems with universalized research, 

design, and theory development that do not consider females. 

Since previous text-based studies, such as those by Barnes, Gabriel, and Flynn, have 

indicated that texts are read differently according to gender, it follows that online 

environments might be affected in a similar manner. Without an examination of sex and 

gender differences in the use of webtexts, it is impossible to know if webtexts are designed 

appropriately for the different sexes and genders, or if the texts are universalized. There is a 

lack of research specifically looking a how people of different genders of sexes use websites. 

This lack of research can be found in all three major areas: education, industry, and 

private/home use. With inaeasing use of the web in all three areas, it is important for 

designers and educators to know how people are actually using websites. Lawton, Aschauer, 



and Gilligan demonstrate how univeisalized research, products, and theories result in 

products not designed for the users and how general theories ignore more than half the 

population. It is possible similar problems ;ire occ\irring online in webtexts. Webtexts may 

ignore the female/faninine users and may be designed for male/masculine methods of 

navigation, reading, and use. If so, these webtexts may be harder for the female/feminine 

users to navigate, read, and use. Classrooms, in particular, are supposed to be diverse, 

engaging, gender-faii" places to learn/grow, but without an understanding of sex and/or 

gender differences in web use, classes that use the web are unlikely to be gender-fair. 

Likev îse, webtexts designed in industry or for private/home user that do not consider sex 

and/or gender diffa'ences will not be gender-fair. An examination of sex and gender 

differences in students' use of webtexts is needed to work webtexts appropriately into our 

gender-fair classrooms and to create gender-fair webtexts for education, industry, and 

home/private uses. 

In particular, studying sex and/ or gender differences in web use is necessary for 

technical communication. The understanding of sex and/or gender differences is vital for 

technical communication teachers to be able to teach website design, audience analysis, 

usability testing and other areas related to how the audience/users of online texts interact 

with the texts. The knovdedge of sex and/or gender differences is crucial for technical 

communicators wlio design websites, who write material for websites, and who work for 

companies who design websites. Without an understanding of sex and gender differences in 

the use of websites, technical communicators cannot med: one of their main roles, vdiich is, 

according to Peter Hartman, that of user advocate 6). Technical communicators would also 

be limiting their roles of educator, learner, content provider, and communicator (Hartman). 

For example, if sex and/or gender differences in web navigation reflect Lawton's findings on 

sex and/or gender differences in 3-D computer maze navigation, then females/feminine 

people will navigate websites differently than males/ masculine people and the 

females/feminine people will be less successful and make more errors unless the webtexts 

are designed for their navigation methods (as the mazes were not). Therefore, my study 

examines sex and gender differences in use of websites, specifically focusing on how people 

of different biological sexes and cultural genders use online texts differently. This study is 



significant because it will inform the design, aeation, and use of websites in education and 

industry by examining wdiether or not there are sex and/ or gender differences in how people 

use website. Understanding any sex and/or gender differences in use will allow technical 

communicators to better meet their roles of user advocate, educator, learner, content 

provider, and communicator because they will be better able to respond to the needs of their 

students, users, and customers. By responding to the gaps in technical communication 

conceming sex and/or gender differences in website usage, my research can provide some of 

the needed understanding of sex and/or gender differences. My study should shape and 

inform many areas of technical communication by offering an in-depth analysis of sex 

and/or gender influences in the navigation, orientation, and linking strat^es of users. 

In this chapter, 1 explain the two gaps in technical communication research relating 

to sex and/ or gender differences in web use. I begin by presenting working definitions of 

sex and gender. Next, I focus on these two gaps. Then I define my purpose and research 

questions. After the research questions, I discuss the methods I use to respond to the 

questions. I follow with a discussion of the value of this research and an overview of the 

dissertation. 

Working Definitions 

In this study, I focus on sex and gender; however, the terms sex and gender are often 

confused and, thus, for the purpose of my study need to be defined. There is a long held 

controversy over whether the differences we see in the ways males and females think, 

communicate, and interact are due to nature (biology) or nurture (environment/social) 

(Halpern). It is far beyond the scope of this research to end the controversy The terms I use 

allow us not only to separate the influences of nature and nurture, but also to compare the 

differences and similarities found in my research. For the purpose of this study, the term 

"sex" refers to nature or the biological sex of a person and means "male" or "female" Sex 

wUl focus only on these biological differences. The temi "gender" refers to the influence of 

nurture (environment). In addition the term "gender" signifies the Western/U.S. societal 



(U.S.) stereotypes of femininity and masailinity. Tliis sex and/or gender distinction is 

common among psychologists (Halpern 18). 

In my reseai-cli, 1 draw on Judith Butler's view that gender is performative. As Butler 

theorizes, "wiiat we tal-ce to be an internal essence of gender is manufactured through a 

sustained set of acts..." (xv). She believes that "[t]he notion that there might be a 'tmth' of 

sex, as Foucault ironically tarns it, is produced precisely through the regulatory practices that 

generate coherent identities through the matrix of coherent gender norms" (23). She links 

society's concepts of gender to sex, sexual practice, desire, and power (23-24). If we remove 

the (biological) sex from gender, we get acts that are considered by our society to be 

feminine and masculine based on gender/sex stereotypes. Thus, the person performing these 

acts is considered gendered, vdiich hearkens back to Butler's argument that gender is 

performative. For example, someone who is sympathetic, understanding, and compassionate 

is considered feminine, regardless of his or her biological sex; and someone who is assertive, 

analytical, and aggressive is considered masculine 

Sandra Bern's work on psychological gender supports Butler's theories. She too 

argues that sociays concepts of gender are related to sex. As Ban states, children are 

expected "to acquire sex-specific skills.. .[and] self-concepts,... to be masculine or feminine 

as defined by that particular culture" ("Gender" 354). Bem takes Butler's performance one 

step further by suggesting that one does not have to he either masculine or feminine, but 

someone can be both by behaving (performing) as masculine or feminine as the situation 

warrants 654). She calls the individuals who can be both "androgynous" ("Measure" 155). 

She also discusses "non-sex-typed," or undifferentiated, individuals who behave in ways that 

are neither masculine nor feminine ("Gender" 356). In order to study these four genders 

(feminine, masculine, androgynous, and undifferentiated), Bem developed a sex-role 

inventory" that would not automatically build an inverse relationship between masculinity 

and femininity" ("Measure" 155). This inventory, the Bem Sex-Role Inventory (BSRI), is 

based on behaviors or performances like "acts as a leader," "aggressive," "affectionate," 

"soft-spoken," and "theatrical" vdiich are considered masculine, feminine, or neutral 

("Measure" 156). As Bem states, the BSRI is "measuring a very specific tendency to describe 

oneself in accordance with sex-typed standards of desirable behaviors for men and women" 



(159). Based on their own self-r;uikings, paiticipants are scored as feminine (high in feminine 

behaviors), masculine (liigli in masculine behaviors), androgynous (high in both feminine 

and masailine behaviors), and undifferentiated Qow in both feminine and masculine 

behaviors). These behavior-based genders fit Butler's view of performative gender. 

In tliis research, 1 draw on both Butler's and Ban's concepts of 

perfomiative/behavioral gender to ascertain participants' gender by using the BSRI. Instead 

of daermining genda" based on sex, 1 daermine participants' gender (feminine, masculine, 

androgynous, or undifferentiated) by their self-rated scores of behavioral gender. Thus, by 

using the BSRI, I base the gender categories not on the "internal essence of gender," wftich 

Butler finds problematic, but on the "sustained set of acts," as she recommends (Bulter xv). 

The sustained set of aas, as determined through the BSRI, can result in a gender that does 

not match sex. For example, it is quite possible for a biological female to be any of the four 

genders based on her acts, not biology. 

Gaps in Technical Communication Research 

Recent scholarship in technical communication has argued for a "user-centered" 

approach to the technology design and development processes (Barnum; Nielsen; Ramey, 

Rowberg, and Robinson; Dray and Mrazek; Juhl; and Winsor). Barnum defines user-centered 

design as " a focus on the user's perceptions of usefulness and feeling of satisfaaion" (7). 

This includes, according to Barnum, an understanding of the users, their tasks, and their 

environment (7). Ramey, Rowberg, and Robinson define user-centered design as "the 

processes that incorporate user input from the requirement phase [an early phase in software 

design] forward" (2). Dray and Mrazek define user-centered design similarly saying user-

centered design techniques " involve their users and customers in their [the designers'] design 

processes" (146). Likewise, Juhl suggests that user-centered design focuses on colleaing data 

from the users in context and using this data in the produa design (227). These authors all 

agree that user-centered design is a design process that focuses on the user and often her 

context and perceptions. User-centered design mahods, like usability testing, contextual 

inquiry, design-directed ethnography and participatory design, have been developed to 
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change the system-centered design processes to user-centered design processes. Usability 

testing is used to develop and test products so".. .that thepafileubousethepnocitt can do so 

quickly aiiiahHyto accomplish theiraaitceksf' (italics theirs) (Dumas and Redish 4). The 

usability testing design process fits Barnum's; Ramey, Rowberg, and Robinson's; Dray and 

Mrazeks; :uid Julil's definitions of user-centered design. 

Willie" usa'-centa-ed" is a good idea, the notion of" user" as one single entity does 

not allow for differences, like age, sex, socially constructed gender, culture, education, and 

socioeconomic status, and so forth, yet varioius research studies (particularly feminist studies 

sucli as those by Lakoff, Barnes, Tannen, Gabriel, Gilligan, and Flynn) have found 

differences in these populations. Feminist researchers like Gurak and Bayer along with 

LaDuc ha\e argued that produa development must consider sex and/or gender. LaDuc 

states that" [r]efleaive praaice [by technical communicators] calls for an investigation of the 

potential for gendered effects even when such effeas cannot be clearly seen" (127). Ignoring 

gender issues, or even seaningly "harmless magnifications of gender... can have far-

reaching negative effects" (126). Yet to date, few user-centered studies have incorporated sex 

differences, such as those found in communicating, in interaaing, and in thinking, and none 

have examined gender differences. As a result, the same mal^female binaries found in 

research by Lakoff, Barnes, Tannen, Gabriel, Gilligan, and Flynn and aeated by cultural 

stereotypes may also be found in web design. Webtexts are often construaed for the 

"primary" audience—males/masculine—and not for the "other." Little research has been 

done that considers the feminist issues of sex or gender differences during design, 

development, and assessment situations in wWch usability testing and the other user-

centered design mahods are necessitated. Unfortunately this means little research in these 

areas has examined issues the technical communication industry is concemed with: user-

oriented produa design and development and field methods. As a result, usability testing 

and the other user-centered design mahods have in the past made gender invisible by 

ignoring it. Ignoring gender often perpauates the" norm." The problem with these attempts 

at "user-centered" design is that they often create a universal user vdio does not fully 

represent the universe of users. Thus, although usability testing and the other user-centered 

design mahods are parts of a user-centered design process, these mahods, as they are often 
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applied, fully account for differences in communication, thinking, and using in their users 

due to sex or gender. 

Many researches, such as Lakoff, B:u-nes, Tannen, Gabriel, Gilligan, and Flynn, have 

argued that thae are myriad differences in communicating, writing, and thinking between 

males and females. These studies have gone beyond the traditional western hetero-

patriarchal cat^prization of communication styles based on the experience of those with 

power—often wliite males—and they have guided us in terms of how we teach, how we 

communicate, how we reseirch, and ex'en how we theorize Studies by Barnes and Gabriel, 

who focus on education :ind \\Titing concerns, have suggested we pay attention to and allow 

for different gendered writing styles, accept the females' voices, and do not negate the 

female cultural experience. Communication studies by authors such as Julia Penelope, 

Lakoff, and Christanne Miller have shown us that there are gender differences in how we 

communicate, from a less powerful, submissive "women's language"; to increased hedges 

and other devices used by females; to the disappearance of the female in universal male 

language (such as the use of man for both males and females). Feminist researchers like 

Sandra Harding; MaryMacNealy; Ja)^ti Lai; Patti Lather; Mary Fonow, and Judith Cook 

have presented alternative and more equal researcher and researched models, have suggested 

research can and should lead to social change, and have offered methods like reflexivity for 

deeper research refleaion, critique, and analysis. From feminist theory we have learned to 

accept females as agents of knowledge, to see men's aaivities as gendered and not the 

"norm," and to see the personal as an important place for theorizing. 

Although these studies all show myriad sex and/or gender differences and have 

guided our teaching, communicating, researching, and theorizing, there is limited research 

that aaually examines sex or gender differences in specific uses of websites. Most studies 

involve face-to-face conversation or writing/print communication (see Coates, Lakoff, 

Miller, Gabriel, Barnes, and Boiarsky et al.). Researchers like Rickly, Michel, and Wolfe have 

looked at online sex and/or gender differences, but a majority of these studies deal with 

listservs and online chats, not the use of webtexts, so they deal more with how females and 

males interaa online vs. how they use/receive/read/react to online texts. Similar sex and/or 

gender differences in face-to-face conversation or writing/print communication were found 

file:////Titing


in the listsavs iuid online chat studies, wdiich show such differences based on sex and/or 

gender are found online. If women and men or, for that matter, people who identify with the 

socially defined cliaiaaeristics of masculine, feminine, androgynous, and undifferentiated, do 

in fact ha\e different ways of communicating, of intcTacting, of thinking, and even of 

interacting online, it is likely that they use webtexts differently as well. For instance, Gilligan 

and Shlciin suggest that female/feminine methods of thinking are interconneaed and 

holistic; whereis male/masculine mahods of tliinking are individual and linear. If these 

tliinking mahods are applied to how females/feminine people and males/masculine people 

use the web it seems likely that female or feminine people prefer browsing, a interconneaed 

and more holistic look at the websites, and that males or masculine people prefer the direa, 

linear search mahods of website use The studies that have focused on sex and/or gender 

differences in web use tend to deal with "use" defined generally and not specific uses of 

websites, such as browsing and searching uses. For instance, O'Connor examines use as it 

relates to the loyalty of female and male web users. Pamela Takayoshi, Emily Huot, and 

Meghan Huot look at the use of the web for girls' voices. Thus, studies that examine 

particular uses, like browsing and searching methods, are needed so we can see if the sex and 

gender differences of thinking, writing, communicating verbally, and communicating online 

also apply to specific web uses. 

Most previous research on sex and/or gender differences in communicating, 

interaaing, or thinking, as presented by Lakoff, Gabriel, and Flynn, among others, examines 

only biological sex differences. Although many feminist researchers, such as Harding, 

Gilligan, and Barnes, acknowledge that our ideas of masculinity and femininity are mostly 

socially constmaed (and thus the definitions based on gender more than sex), many of these 

studies only analyzed sex differences—they identified females and males—and have not 

specifically analyzed gender differences. Similarly, existing research on how people interact 

with websites, when it does identify different users (in usability testing), only identifies 

biological sex as a variable Technical communication scholars, in particular, have studied 

websites and web use often in the past few years mostly in the form of usability studies and 

contextual inquiry (Nielsen, Barnum, and Queensbury). But, to date, the only attempt any of 

these studies have made to include sex or gender as a component of study has been to 
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identify male and female. For exiimple, Bai-num partiailarly disaisses sex differences, but she 

does not mention gender differences. Gomes explores differences in males and females, but 

not gender differences. 

My examination moves beyond the polarization of biological sex-eg, male/female 

and instead examines socially constmcted gender as it relates to reading of webtexts. 1 use 

the Ban Sex-Role Inventory (BSRI) as a measure of the socially constmaed gender 

identification (feminine, masculine, androgynous, and undifferentiated) of the participants in 

my reseai-cli. Without identifying such considerations of gender, research that solely analyses 

biological sex reinforces biological essentialism, cultural stereotypes, and the binaries of 

"male" and "female." These binaries often lead to "female" seen as the "other" (as that 

wiiich is not "male") and less powerful. The binaries also enforce the cultural stereotypes 

given to "male" and "female," limiting the sexes to be little more than the stereotypes. The 

BSRI provides a valuable, and often overlooked, distinaion baween those who identify 

themselves with culturally defined gender (feminine and masculine), even allowing 

participants to identify with both (androgynous) or neither (undifferentiated), thus avoiding 

stereotypes, biological essentialism, and binaries. 

Purpose 

Thus, cunent research and design in technical communication and related fields, 

especially in regards to websites, oversimplifies complex design and use processes. Our 

generic use of standard research methods to study web use and (re)design leads to our 

understanding of" users" in a w^y that lacks the richness and complexity of our tme users. 

As user-centered research methods are currently applied, the users are universalized in such a 

way that differences in thinking, communicating, and using are lost. Barnum; Ramey, 

Rowberg, and Robinson; Dray and Mrazek; and Juhl define user-centered design as a process 

that focuses on the users and designs for these users. Without user-centered design, produas 

are often not very usable by the users. Although this is a general problem, my research 

analyzes two specific gaps: 
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. The lack of researcli exiunining sex and/ or gender differences in how people use 

webtexts 

. The deficit of design and development research methods that consider sex and/or 

gender differences 

My research responds to and begins to fill these two gaps. My study complicates 

cunent applications of user-centered design mahods and analyzes sex and gender 

differences in web use, so that designers and researchers can see real events more clearly and 

begin the dialogue towards change. The two gaps are not clearly and fully resolved in 

technical communication, so they require applications from similar areas. For instance, one 

might assume the sex and gender differences found in print writing, oral communication, 

print reading, morality, thinking styles, wayfinding, and online chats could also apply to how 

people use websites (such as their navigation mahods; success rates; task times; and 

browsing, searching and surfing mahods). These previous studies offer a starting place for 

the analysis of sex and/or gender differences in web use. From these studies, by Lawton, 

Lakoff, Barnes, Tannen, Gabriel, GiUigan, and Flynn, and many others, 1 hypothesize that 

there are sex and gender differences in how people use websites; and these differences in 

website use correspond to differences found elsewhere The female/feminine use of 

landmarks in wayfinding offline is likely to also occur online and likewise for the offline 

male/masculine global/cardinal navigation mahods. Since there are differences in the 

wayfinding strat^es of women and men (or masculine and feminine people), according to 

Lawton, 1 hypothesize that there are sex and/or gender differences in how people navigate 

websites. 1 also hypothesize from this research that females or feminine users of the websites 

favor and find it easier to use interconneaed texts or do networked tasks dike browsing). 

Likewise, I hypothesize that men or masculine uses of the websites favor and find easier to 

use/do hierarchical and linear texts or tasks dike searching). 

The lack of previous research on genders, besides Ban's and Rickiys analyses, leaves 

little to drawn on for the gender differences in web use for androgynous and 

undifferentiated people. Rickiys research looks at online and face-to-face communication, 

and although she found androgynous people contributed more (word count) to the class on 
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and offline and undifferentiated pa)ple contributed less than androgynous and masculine 

people, but more than feminine people, ha- findings are not clearly applicable to web use. 

Thus, 1 draw on Ban's definitions. Bem defines androgynous as behaving in ways that are 

both masculine and faninine, so 1 hypothesize that the androgynous users draw on both 

feminine and masculine mahods to use the webtexis in the most successful manner with 

short times to complete tasks, less enors, and the use of the best navigation mahods for the 

task. But, undifferentiated people behave in ways that are neither feminine nor masculine. 

Due to a lack of research in the undifferentiated gender, there is nothing to compare my 

possible results to or suggestions of what undifferentiated people might draw on to think, 

communicate, and even use websites. With a lack of research suggesting ways 

undifferentiated people communicate, think, and use produas, 1 have nothing to base a 

hypothesis on; so I will simply examine this area to see how undifferentiated people use 

websites and how their use compares to the other three genders. The absence of research 

that generally considers sex and gender differences in web use, and particularly examines 

androgynous and undifferentiated genders, leads to my research questions, wMe reinforcing 

the need to examine gender differences. 

Research Questions 

The two specific gaps in technical communication relating to sex and/or gender 

differences in web design and my hypotheses, based on my literature review, have led to the 

research questions and plan below. This dissertation explores sex and gender influences in 

how people, especially students, use webtexts, and this information may guide designers, 

researchers, and educators to a more complex knowiedge of the users that includes sex and 

gender along with a deeper understanding of web use. 1 specifically look at sex and/ or 

gender differences. For the purpose of this study, I define difference as a dissimilarity that is 

measurable in terms of coUeaed data. In addition, I define webtext as information (words, 

visuals, and more) organized in interconnected/interlinked w^ys on the web. Webtexts can 

be a w îole website, or part of a website, or a combination of websites. Webtexts include web 
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pages, syllabi, and courseware (Wel:)CT, Blackboard, and others). In my study I examine 

webtexts as artifacts. My research focuses on cind responds to these research questions: 

1, Do people of diffa-ent genders or sexes use webtexts differently? Use of a 

webtext is defined as when users go to a webtext to <^y the wehtextforagien 

piopcse—they 76ethe website. Specifically: 

a. Are there sex and/or gender differences in navigation^ 

b. Are thae sex and/or gender differences in orientation behaviors? 

c. Are there sex and/ or gender differences in the use of the back button? 

i. In the frequency of use* 

ii. In the types of use* 

d. Are there sex and/ or gender differences in the task complaion success rate* 

e Are there sex and/ or gender differences in the time it takes to begin and 

complae tasks? 

f. Are there sex and/ or gender differences in browsing, searching, and surfing 

techniques? Including: 

i. Perceived ease of use 

ii. Preferences of use 

iii. Enjoyment of use 

g. Are there sex and/ or gender differences in the frequency of surfing and site 

loyalty? 

2. If there are sex and/ or gender differences, how do they compare with 

previous research on sex and/or gender differences in print writing, oral 

communication, print reading, thinking styles, and online chats? 

Question 1 provided a general overview for the study and allowed me to develop a 

framework from my results. Questions la-Id focused on the specifics of use, from 

frequency of use to preferences of use. These allowed deeper analysis into sex and gender 

differences in the use of webtexts. Question 2 required a comparison of the results from 

question one to previous research. 
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Methods of Inquiry 

In order to study how people use websites, I conducted usability-testing-based 

research that is traditionally used to luialyze how people use products. Hughes states 

"usability testing has become a common requiranent in many technical communication 

development cycles" (Hughes 488). Both these methods focus on use. Usability testing 

focuses on the usability of a produa by observing real users using the produa (Barnum 9). 

Usability testing is often used for testing the usability of websites—in faa the web is "THE 

hot topic in usability testing" (Barnum 36I). Usability testing combines qualitative and 

quantitative methods such as observations, user's opinions and comments, questionnaires, 

times to complae tasks, enors, success rate, and more (Barnum 251-7). The combination of 

qualitative and quantitative data make usability testing particularly rich. Sullivan and Spilka 

state that qualitative and quantitative research can "work togaher in answering questions 

necessary to develop a good produa" (594). According to Sullivan and Spilka, qualitative 

research, like parts of usability testing, is good at daermining "how and why 

users/ participants aa the way they do (594). Usability testing allowed me to focus on the 

users using the produas, and through both qualitative and quantitative measure from the 

methods, I am able to not only examine how but also vAry the users use the webtexts as they 

do. 

Because traditional applications of usability testing do not include gender/sex, I 

conduaed usability-testing-based research by applying a feminist mahodology and including 

gender/sex as a variable. By not including sex and/or gender, usability testing makes 

gender/sex invisible, and thus often reinforces the current sexist social realities. Thus, this 

method cannot be used without some adjustment in my research. Since a feminist 

mahodology, according to Harding, focuses the general stmaure of research on" research 

on women and gender," 1 applied a feminist research methodology and framework to 

usability testing so 1 could examine sex and gender-based similarities and differences in web 

use (Harding 9). Since my research examines sex and gender, the findings mi^t help more 

than women and feminine people, but also masculine, andi-ogynous, undifferentiated peopJe 
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and males. Faninist researchers often claim other mahods and alter them, applying both 

disciplinary iind contextiuU rigor to examine feminist issues and concerns (McHugh and 

CosgroN'C; Harding). So by applying a faninist mahodology, I am working within the 

standards of feminist researcli. In addition, the application of a faninist methodology to 

usability testing allowed me to focus on the users and expand these mahods further by 

acknowledging and studying gender and sex differences among my users. I altered usability 

testing by making the reseai-ch/>; /;); abat, on? and «///.? women and by meeting the feminist 

goals of social change, reflection and reflexivity, voice and reciprocity, triangulation, and 

equal treatment of the subject. My research works towards social change by analyzing the 

conditions of women (in this case by explaining how they use the websites) and presenting 

findings that show how we can better advantage all users of the various genders and sexes 

(not just the women or feminine people of traditional feminist research) in future website 

design. Through the application of a feminist methodology, 1 included refleaion in the 

research process by using pilot testing, a semi-stmctured interview, and contextual inquiry 

techniques for reflection, and I also use included reflexivity as a "source of insight" to 

reflea, critique, and examine not only my own findings but, if necessary, to challenge 

traditional research and theory (Fonow and Cook 2). I increased the voice and reciprocity in 

usability testing by giving the participants chances to n^otiate meaning during the 

observation and interviews. I included triangulation by using multiple mahods (observation, 

surveys, and time and error counts) and by checking my findings with other researchers and 

the participants. Taking the less-hierarchical researcher and researched relationships of 

usability testing further, 1 applied the feminist equal relationship of mutual participant. 

The combination of usability testing and a feminist methodology allowed me to 

focus on the issue of sex and/ or gender differences in the use of webtexts. In order to 

respond to specific research questions, I applied particular tools from my methods. Table 1.1 

lists the mahods I used for each research question and its corresponding areas I examined. 

These results will inform the framework developed in Questions 1 and 2 and be of interest 

to many areas of technical communication. 
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Table 1.1: Mahods Used for the Research Questions and Corresponding Areas 

Area Examined for Sex/Genda-
Differences 
Navigation methods 

Orientation behaviors 

Back button use (frequency and 
types of use) 

Success rate 

Time it takes to begin and 
complae tasks 
Preferences of use in browsing, 
searching, and surfing 
techniques 

Perceived ease of browning, 
searching, and surfing 

Enjoyment of use in browsing, 
searching, and surfing 
techniques 
Frequency of surfing and site 
loyalty 
If any found sex and/ or gender 
differences compare with 
previous research on sex and/or 
gender differences in print 
writing, oral communication, 
print reading, thinking styies, 
and online chats 

Research 
Question 
la 

lb 

Ic 

Id 

le 

Ifi 

Ifii 

If iii 

I g 

2 

Mahods 

Coded observations from the usability 
testing and answers from interview 
questions (specifically 3 and 8) 
Coded observations from the usability 
testing and answers from interview 
questions (specifically 3 and 7) 
Coded observations from the usability 
testing and answers from interview 
questions (specifically 8) 
Quantitative data: count of task 
complaion successes 
Quantitative data: times recorded from 
usability testing 
Observations from the usability testing 
and the participants' answers from the 
interview questions (specifically questions 
1, 7, 8, 9,12, and 14) 
Observations from the usability testing 
and answers from interview questions 
(specifically questions 5, 13, and 15) 
Answers from interview questions 
(specifically questions 6,12,14) 

Answers from survey questions and 
interview questions 
Compare the results from all the sub-
questions of research Question 1 to the 
findings of previous studies 
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The Value of the Reseairh 

Tliis study respxDnds to two gaps: a lack of research examining sex and/or gender 

differences in how people use webtexts ûid the deficiency of the consideration of sex 

and/or genda differences in design and development research mahods. Bridging these gaps 

will h:i\'e myriad implications for technical communication, education, and feminist studies. 

This reseurh provides a rich desaiption of the gender/sex differences in the use of 

webtexts and demonstrates the importance of adding a feminist methodology (particularly 

looking at sex and/or gender) usability testing. As Gurak and Bayer state, "regularly 

produced technologies" have a "masculine focus" and these technologies along with the 

investigation mahods to product the technologies often ignore sex and gender differences 

(258). Sex hasn't been looked at much, and gender not at all, in usability studies, but w4ien 

other studies liave looked at this information, theyve found differences, somaimes 

significant ones, that have impacted pedagogy, communication styles, and theory. My study 

ultimately provides information that will serve as a basis for future study and that will affea 

the application of existing sites. Research on how gender influences the use of webtexts will 

add to existing scholarship in technical communication, feminist research and gender studies, 

and education. 

Since technical communication is an area concerned with, among other things, 

making documents usable, this research clearly fits within the discipline of technical 

communication. My study responds to Barnum's statement that more research needs to be 

done examining sex differences in product use. In addition, this research moves beyond the 

superficial and stereotypical "sex" differences to show how a deeper understanding of user 

differences is needed in product design and development. My study should shape and 

inform many areas of technical communication, including the following: 

Theories of web and online writing and reading 

The design of webtexts and webspaces 

Usability testing and the other user-centered design mahods 

Pedagogy (especially in teaching the design of web text and analyzing audiences) 

The development of course materials and sites 
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• The necessity of considalng faninist issues of sex iind gender in technical 

communication 

Likewise, my research should influence and impaa at least two areas of feminist 

research and gender studies. Although many studies in feminist research and gender studies 

have looked at \'ariay of sex or gender differences, sex or gender differences have not been 

studied as they related to web use. Now that more than half of the United States' Internet 

usas are women (Nielsen//NaRatings), it is important to understand wftat sex or gender 

differences (such as navigation, linking mahods, and time to complete task) exist in the use 

of the web and Interna. In addition, this study opens feminist research and gender studies 

to technical communication product design and development methods like usability testing 

and contextual inquiry. Gurak and Bayer, along with LaDuc and other feminist researchers, 

have argued that produa development must consider sex and/or gender. My research 

supports their argument and shows the differences that sex and/or gender make on the use 

of webtexts. This study provides a needed overlap between feminist/gender studies and 

technical communication, providing each with new mahods and tools to create usable and 

usa-focused webtexts. 

Also, my research should be of interest to many areas of education, especially 

because the Clinton Administration's Goals 2000 mandate the infusion of technology into dl 

education programs and because the Bush Administration's No Child Left Behind Aa of 

2001 emphasizes technological literacy in education. As webtexts become increasingly 

integrated into education, it is vital that they are designed for their users (often students). If 

there are sex and/or gender differences, these differences should be considered and designed 

so that webtexts can be more effeaive. This research is also important to education in other 

ways, such as the analysis, design, creation, and use of educational webtexts; theoretical-

pedagogical concerns (especially in teaching website design; theories of web and online 

writing; the analysis, design, creation of webtexts and webspaces); and the development of 

online course materials and sites. My research will inform the design, creation, and the use of 

the web for educational purposes. It is important to understand gender/sex differences in 
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the use of websites so that our inciaisingly webloed education can be equitable and so that 

we can work webtexts appropriately into oiû  gaida"-fair classrooms. 

Chapta' Overview 

Tills research clearly responds to the lack of research on sex and/or gender 

differences in how people use webtexts. I focus on sex and gender differences as a means to 

start complicating the notion of "user-centered." 1 ex:imine whether or not there are gender 

or sex differences exliibited when using webtexts and wdiether or not these differences 

conespond with what cm be expeaed from previous research on print writing, oral 

communication, print reading, thinking styles, and online chats. 1 reply to the absence of the 

consideration of gender/sex in usability testing, along with other user-centered design 

mahods, by examining wftaher or not differences do exist and suggesting ways to explore 

these differences. My research breaks ground in terms of sex and/or gender differences in 

design/application and, thus, will serve as a model for subsequent studies. 

Next, in Chapter II, I review the relevant literature, focusing on several areas: 

important gender and sex differences found in a variety of studies; the lack of gender 

consideration in usability testing; myriad uses for computers, the Intemet, and the web; and 

the definitions of web use, web aaion, interaaion, and maa-action. 1 examine the gaps in 

these areas of research and situate my research as a response to these gaps. 

In Chapter III, I outline and defend my mahodology and mahods. I discuss the role 

and value of usability testing in technical communication and show how usability testing, 

along with other user-centered design mahods, can be research mahods. 1 present my 

application of a feminist mahodology to usability testing to make my research feminist and 

to better respond to the questions of possible sex and/or gender differences in web use. 

Next, 1 disaiss my qualitative and quantitative research methods, the design of the study, 

and the particular tools. 1 end by introducing my data analysis techniques. 

In the next two chapters, I submit the qualitative and quantitative findings from my 

research. Starting with Chapter V, 1 present the findings from the Gender Inventory and 

Survey, the Pre-Tasks Survey, the Post-Tasks Interview; and in Chapter V 1 present the 
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findings from the seven Usability Testing Tasks. These results show sex and/or gender 

differences in navigation, orientation, sairching methods, browsing mahods, surfing 

methods, and linking/jiunping. The results also include sex and/or gender differences in 

frequency, accuracy, prefa'ences, and perceived ease of use of webtexts. 

After presenting the findings in Chapta-s IV and V, 1 discuss these findings in 

Chapter VI. I show what these findings mean ;uid how they impaa us as technical 

communicators, faninists, and educators. 1 argue how these findings support the need to 

alta the notion of designing for the universal user to designing for the universe of users. 1 

present methods and suggestions for the universe of users design approach. 1 also discuss 

how we can b^in to design, arrange, and develop websites for feminine, masculine, 

androgynous, undifferentiated, male, and female users. 

Finally, I conclude with Chapter VII, by situating the findings and discussion in a 

larger framework and consider the ramifications for technical communicators, feminists, and 

educators. 1 discuss the implications of this research, including other research that needs to 

be conducted to expand the available research on user differences in web design. Lastly 1 

offer suggestions for the direction of future research. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

"Usdoilityniles the Wdf NidsaT, Desigiirg 9 

"...baxasetecbiTicdcoDDnnatoKua-k iJiadamncfrbetcricthynwdtoirioriybesersitiveto 

(DixaTSbat^ib-i}la)lV1sJia^toissnescfcaidiBXB, buttoaiiidyexplavsudoayjBTis."LdDicl29 

Introduaion 

Scholarship and research on the interconneaions of web usability and gender cover 

a lot of ground, but inadequately address sex and/or gender differences in specific use of the 

web. As such, no research clearly responds to my main research question—"do people of 

different genders or sexes use webtexts differently—but, myriad research on related areas 

provide a foundation for the examination of sex and/ or gender differences in the use of 

webtexts. In this chapter, I survey the scholarship that contributes to the foundation of my 

research question. 1 examine the current but limited research, particularly in two areas of 

technical communication: 

• Sex and/ or gender differences in how people use webtexts 

• Design and development research methods that consider sex and/or gender 

differences 

Gender is a particularly important issue to consider in technological design. Linda 

LaDuc contends that gender is " one of many praaical variables such as race, class, and 

ethnicity with which we need to be concerned about as communicators" (122). She later 

says, " [r]eflective practice [by technical communicators] calls for an investigation of the 

potential for gendered effeas even when such effects cannot be clearly seen" (127). Ignoring 

gender issues, or even seemingly "harmless magnifications of gender... can have far-
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reacliing negative effects' (126). LaDuc also suggests that technical communicators should 

be sensitive to genda- issues and should "actively explore .such concerns" (129). Gurak and 

Baya suggest that rather than ignoring gender issues in technology, technical 

communicators " are in a position to make gender visible" (258). 

Teclinological design, including computer and Internet technology and related 

usability concerns, is a growing area in technical communication. Sam Dragga states, "[t]o 

operate effectively in the field of technical communication, todays technical communicators 

require extensive training in the creation, analysis, and design of information for both 

domestic and international audiences, for both paper and elearonic environments" (xi). 

According to George Hayhoe, 

nearly 60% of STC [Society of Technical Communicators] members in 1998 worked 
in the computer hardware, software, and associated services industries, compared 
-with 30% in 1985. As computers have increasingly become an expeaed part of life at 
work and at home, there has been a need for people like us -who understand both the 
technology and those -who need to use it. (23) 

In faa, more than 60% of STC members spend at least some of their time aeating, 

developing, and testing Intemet texts (Hart-Davidson 145). Mary Connor states that almost 

100% of the information her company develops eventually appears on the web, regardless of 

the original format. She says " [wjhile fewer than half may be writing for the -web as the first 

or only output or authoring in HTML, it's no longer a specialty—I need all my new-writers 

to have these skills." David Dayton surveyed STC members in 1999 about editing and found 

that 74% of respondents edited documents for the web or other mahods of online 

publication (430). Of these, 21% spent at least half of their time each month editing online 

documents (430). From these authors, it is clear that computers, the Internet, and the -web 

play an important role in technical communication, from text creation to editing. As 

technical communicators, information developers, educators, writers, web designers, and 

usability specialists, we are "faced with the challenge of designing information effectively for 

this elearonic medium" (Winn and Beck 17). 
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Usability according to Dumas and Redish, focuses on the users, and provides 

technical communicators with methods to begin the effeaive design of the elearonic 

medium. Marjorie Davis states that usability is one of the "most important knowledge 

domains" for technical communicators (142). But even research in usability and user-

centered design is limited, partiailarly in two areas: education and general web use 

According to Richard Hall, Joel Balestra, and Miles Davis, hypermedia-based instmaional 

tools, such as webtexts," [h]ave become ubiquitous in classrooms at all stages of education" 

6). Hall, Balestra, and Davis point out that despite widespread use of computers and 

Interna technologies as educational tools, there has been little research on Interna 

technologies as educational tools:" In particular there is a need for studies that examine the 

w^y in which students use these tools" 6). Hall also further discusses this need in "Guided 

Surfing" He suggests the web" has gi-eat potential as an educational tool... [but] as yet, there 

has not been much systematic, theory based researched aimed at examining these methods" 

(1). 

In addition to educational usability, general web and Interna usability are important 

but are not fully explored. Woridwide 580 million people have Interna access. With a yearly 

inaease of an additional four percent. Interna usability is clearly an important issue 

(NielsaV/NetRatings," Global" 1). L ikewise the usability of the Worid Wide Web, just part 

of the Interna, is important, with 332 million users in 2000 and a prediaed 500 million by 

2005 (Barnum 361; Nielsen, Designing 348). Usability of the Interna and web is important 

to both users and designers. As Nielsen states, on the web" all the competitors in the worid 

are but a mouse click away (Designing 9). Even -when usability analysis and user-centered 

design is applied, it is often not enough. As Canchu Lin states, a -web site is a multi-user and 

multiple audience product;" [tjherefore, designing a web page imposes the need for designers 

to take the interests and concerns of those multiple audiences into consideration" 66). Only 

29% of the Interna population is American, and less than half of the American Intemet 

users are male (NielsaV/NaRatings, "Global" 2; NielsaV/NaRatin^, "Women" 1). But 

as Gurak and Bayer argue, "regularly produced technologies" have a "masculine focus" 

(258). This masculine focus is often the average, -̂ \hite, middle class American male. Thus, 

technologies are not designed for the multi-user and multiple audiences, but instead are 
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designed for a nmersd tea: Because the Interna and web are so commonly used for 

comma-ce, information, enta'tiiinment, and education, it is important that these media are 

usable. Usability should nile the Inta-net and web. 

My study responds to LaDuc's and Gurak and Bayer's calls for investigating gender 

in technology design and the lack of genda- consideration in website use. In pjarticular, the 

research responds to the usability concerns that LaDuc suggests technical communicators 

should examine: the possibility and importance of gender differences in "the -way they 

[people] navigate hypertext-based application" (LaDuc 128). I focus on making gender 

\isible by analyzing the sex and gender differences in how students use websites, and, thus, 1 

complicate the simple and superficial universal user. I also address problems in simplifying 

and universalizing the userthat occur in traditional applications of user-centered design 

mahodologies. 

In this chapter, I survey the literature in many areas related to my research concern 

of sex and/or gender differences in -web use. First, I discuss important gender and sex 

differences found in a variay of studies. I examine the scholarship/research on gender and 

sex differences in computer, Interna, and web use and suggest that since scholarship is 

scarce in the area of gender and sex differences in -web use that more reseaixh needs to be 

conduaed. 1 then address gender consideration in usability testing and the other user-

centered design mahods and suggest the need for a universe of users approach to bater 

consider sex and/or gender differences. The third section covers recent studies concerning 

computer. Interna, and web use, and examines the need for further research with an explicit 

focus on sex and gender differences in the use of websites. Finally, 1 look at -web aaion, 

interaaion, and meta-action to examine and define -web use. 

The Importance of Gender and Sex 

"From the moment of birth, a child's -world is organized along gender-rdated lines" 

(Oliver 1). As the studies below show, gender and/or sex is linked to writing, speaking, 

language choice, visual communication, collaboration, management, reaaions to movies, and 

many other issues. In the United States, sex affeas salary, type of job, likelihood of being a 
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prisoner, types of psycliiatric disorda-s, and sports played (Halpern 3). LaDuc states that 

gender, shaped by ailture, is a basic constituent of identity, affecting all that humans say and 

do (121). She asserts that significant genda- complexities exist; thus, further investigation is 

warranted, especially as these concerns impact the practice and discipline of technical 

communication (125). Genda- is iniport;int to our lives and is part of a constmaed "social 

system of power relations" (121). According to Bem, gender is a lens through -which we view 

the world (L ens 2). Most scholars wiio study sex and gender (like LaDuc, Bem, and Oliver) 

have acknowledged that our concepts of male and female aie in faa based on socially 

constmaed genda-, such as masculinity and fanininity, and not biological sex. "We -will 

probably never knowwhetha- gender diffa-ences originate in physiology or in culture, but 

we have lai-gely come to agree that regardless of origins, gender shapes and is shaped by 

culture and our cultural practices" (LaDuc 125). Oliver suggests, "an individual's 

psychological gender [internalization of stereotypical feminine or masculine qualities]... may 

be a bater predictor of responses than an individual's biological sex" (4). LaDuc contends 

that" questions of gender must be addressed at the very least to avoid disadvantaging -women 

in the profession, in the classroom, and in the workplace" (129). She also states that "the 

concept of gender can help us uncover differences and pinpoint problem areas, direa us to 

investigate -why such differences arise, and encourage us to formulate accounts of the 

dynamics of gender relationships as they emerge in our praaice" (121). Thus, it is important 

to examine gender differences along with the more traditionally studied sex differences. 

The following overview of research on sex and/or gender differences focuses on 

cognitive abilities, oral communication, thinking and knowing, -writing, classroom and 

education, media, and the Internet. Many of the authors and researchers 1 discuss below 

claim that the differences they found are cultural (gender) rather than biological (sex). 

However, their research primarily examines differences baween males and females and does 

not apply any mahod beyond sex to daermine gender. By only examining differences 

between females and males, the authors have not specifically looked at gender differences. 

Since these authors neglea to daermine gender separately from sex, their findings are not 

clearly biological (sex) or cultural (gender). For example, Gilligan explores differences in 

moral development bet-ween females and males. Since she is only looking at sex and does not 
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consida- genda- sepai'ately it is hard to deta-mine if the differences she has found are due to 

culture or biology. Only t-wo authors cleuly distinguish tetween sex and gender: Diane 

Halpern and Rebecca Rickly. 

Although Diane Halpern acknowledges the interaction baween biological and 

ailtural influences/ causes of sex and gender differences, she focuses on sex differences in 

her book Se\- DiffaBXES in CcgitiieA tilities. Halpern reviews many previous studies on sex 

differences to provide an overview of cognitive sex differences. She examines a diversity of 

differences, from hearing to dyslexia. From Baker, Halpern states that women are better at 

detecting pure tones, and men are more likely to lose their ability to hear high tones sooner 

(age 32 compared to age 37) (63). There are differences in other senses, too. Men under the 

age of 40 can see small movements bater. Loss of vision occurs ten years earlier for females 

than it does in males. Fanales have lower taste thresholds and are more sensitive to touch 

(63). N umerous studies on -which Halpem dra-ws show that on" average -women have better 

vabal abilities than males" (64). In addition, males are more likely to stutter and have 

dyslexia; conversely, young females (ages one to five) have better language skills (including 

talking earlier and producing longer utterances) (66). These bater language skills are 

maintained at least through middle school (67). In other types of cognitive abilities, sex 

differences are found in three of the four visual-spatial areas, all favoring males (spatial 

perception, mental rotation, and spatiotemporal tasks) (70). In the fourth area, spatial 

visualization, there is not ya enough research to determine -Aether or not there are sex-

rdated differences (70). These studies on cognitive and sensatory differences baween males 

and females focus on areas that are mostly biological and thus suggest some differences may 

be due to sex, and not gender. Thus, it is important to be to be aware of and understand that 

there are sex-based differences. The differences in hearing, taste, sight, language, and visual-

spatial skills, should impaa how females and males use and interaa -with websites and 

should strongly suggest that not all differences in how websites are used (or likely any area 

•Vvhere differences could be found) are due to gender. 

Like visual-spatial abilities, tha-e are different aspeas of quantitative abilities, but 

only some have been shown to have sex-rdated differences (78). Halpem discusses a study 

by Stones, Beckman, and Stephens in 1982 that tested college students in 10 different 
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mathematical categories. They found that wiiai all ten tests were analyzed togaher, there 

were no sex-related dilfa-ences; however, differences could be seen in some individual tests. 

Althougli females scored significantly liigher in mathematical sentences and mathematical 

reasoning, males scored signific^antly liiglier in geomary, measurement, and probability and 

statistics (78-9). One frequently cited example is the quantitative portion of the "highly 

standardized" Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), in wliich males score an average of 50 points 

higher (of 800) (according to the National Education Association in 1989, cited in Halpern 

79). Howeva-, the SAT has \^>een found by American courts to be biased against females 

(Campbell; McAdie and Shaker 1) and multiple-choice questions (the format of the SAT) are 

a testing format males perform bater on than females (McAdie and Shaker 3). So, this 50-

point difference may not be due to higha- quantitative abilities of males, but may be a result 

of test and format bias. Similar faaors may influence other cognitive ability tests; however, 

the overwhelming numbers of studies do suggest cognitive sex differences exist. 

A related area of sex differences are those found in "-wayfinding." Wayfinding is, 

according to Ann Sloan Devlin and Jason Bernstein," the manner in -vdiich humans orient 

themsdves and navigate in spatial environments" (23). Many studies in psychology (and 

related fields) have examined -wayfinding diffa-ences between females and males and have 

considered -wayfinding indoors, outdoors, via computers, and via map. Most studies find 

some type of difference between females and males. Summarizing research in her field, 

La-wton states that -women are more likely to use, recall, and estimate distances to landmarks, 

and" [-^omen are also more likely to report using a route-based -wayfinding strategy of 

attending to local cues indicating -where to turn right or left" ("Gender Differences in 

Pointing" 1). Lawton examines sex differences in indoor -wayfinding and relates the findings 

to outdoor -wayfinding. She finds that men "-were significant more likely to report using the 

indoor orientation strategy, and women more likely to use the indoor route strategy 

("Strategies" 141). According to Lawton, an orientation strategy requires a global mahod 

where position is tracked by geographical and cardinal reference points, and a route strategy 

is landmark-based where a specific route is learned ("Gender Differences in Way-Finding" 

774). Also, La-wton finds that women had significantly greater errors when asked to point 

out the direction of items and were less confident about their answer (" Strategies" 142). In a 
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different study, Lawton finds siiniku- results -with women self-reporting the use of a route 

strategy and with men self-reporting the use of an orientation strategy ("Gender Differences 

in Way-Finding" 765). Lawton's test results indicate signilicant differences in scores by sex, 

with women performing higlier on the route strategy and spatial anxiety tests and with men 

scoring higher on the mental rotation, spatial perception, and orientation strategy tests (773). 

In another study on indoor wayfinding, Ciirol Lawton, Stephanie Charleston, and 

Amy S. Zides found that women made more comments about exploring than men did and 

that -women had more errors in accuracy in the direction task (215). Another study by Ann 

Sloan De\lin and Jason Bernstein found comparable results -with a computer simulation of a 

campus tour. The\' found that males made significantly fewer errors -with orientation and 

navigation than fanales did and that males were more confident in finding their -way G5). 

Interestingly, the authors also found that the "greater one's confidence, the fewer the 

number of arors made in the wayfinding task" 64). Leon Miller and Viana Santoni support 

these findings in an article on two studies of map use in 11- to 19-year-olds. In the first 

study, they found that males -were more accurate than females, and that -while females 

frequentiy used landmarks, males often used distances (228-30). In their second experiment, 

they found that there -were gender differences in accuracy, performance, and landmark verses 

distance use. Females used more landmarks and -were less accurate -with lower performance 

levds than males - ^ o used more distances and cardinal directions (232). Shawn Ward, Nora 

Newcombe, and Willis Overton also examine sex differences including the meanings behind 

the differences. In their study, they found that, like in the other studies, males used more 

cardinal direaions and mileage indicators (204). They also found that males made fewer 

omission and commission errors in the memory condition, but females made fewer errors in 

the perception conditions (205). Both sexes used an inaeased amount of cardinal direaions 

when prompted, which suggests to the authors that females can as easily use cardinal 

direaions," [b]ut may simply have a styistic preference not to do so quite as much as men" 

(209). Overall, the findings from these wayfinding studies suggest that females are more 

likely to use a landmark-based route strategy and personally centered direaions, but -will have 

greater pointing errors than males. In addition, on the one hand, females show less 

confidence, more anxiety, are more likely to explore, and -will be stronger in perception 
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conditions than piu-e memoiy conditions. Mciles, on the other hand, were more likely to use 

cardindly based orientation strategies and were more likely to use distances. They made 

fewer pointing errors ;ind fewa- orientation iind navigation errors. Males are more confident 

and make more enors in the perception conditions, but fewer in the memory conditions. 

These diffa-ences in navigation and wayfinding suggest that similar sex and/or gender 

differences are likdy to be found in how people will navigate within websites and on the 

web. Since sex differences have been found in cognitive skills, it is possible some of these 

differences ai-e due to biological sex. However, none of these studies explidtly looked at 

genda, so tha-e is no -way to tell -which differences are due to sex and -which to gender. 

Thus, more research is needed to see if these navigational and -wayfinding differences are 

rdated to gender or sex, and research is needed to see how these differences impaa web 

navigation. 

L ike the differences found in the -̂ \̂ yfinding, many researchers have found gender 

differences in the -way people use and respond to media such as movies and computer 

games. Carol A. Lawton, in the study "Gender Differences in Pointing Accuracy in 

Computer-Simulated 3D Mazes," closdy relates to the finding in the offline -wayfinding dted 

above. La-wton found that -women had less reported experience -with computer games and 

were less accurate as shown through higher number of pointing errors (pointing toward 

unseen environmental reference points). La-wton states," [m]en were more likely than 

-women to report having a 'feeling' for the relative position of the start of the maze as they 

-were shown the route through the maze" (9). L awton states that men are more likdy to use 

global direaions during the game and in real life dike north, south east, and west) -vdien 

giving and referring to direaions. This supports the -wayfinding research discussed above in 

-̂ vhich females were found to rely more on landmarks and route-based wayfinding strategies. 

Mary Oliver finds gender differences in peoples' responses to films including enjoyment, 

disturbance levels, and empathaic responses -with feminine viewers responding more 

positively to tragic films and masculine viewers responding more positively to violent films 

(11-2). In another study Oliver found that females experienced greater levds of sadness 

while -watching films. Jane Adamson examines another media, interactive tdevision. She 

investigates "differences in interaaion patterns and in attitudes between males and fanales 
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as they worked in cooperative gi-oups varying by gender composition with the 1-TV program 

Loess Hills Mamia^' (,9 )̂. The author found that in male dominated groups, females had low 

achievement and were ignored. In female dominated groups, females also had low 

achievement, but in groups -with equal niunbers of males and fanales or groups with only 

females, females had equal adiievanent to males. These research findings not only show a 

variety of sex and/or gender diffa-ences in how females and males respond to movies, 

navigate in computer games, and collaborate through interactive television, but may also 

condate to how males and femles use websites. For instance, Lawton's research findings 

r^arding the differences in how males and fanales navigate in computer games may 

condate to sex and/or gender differences in -website navigation. 

Not only are there differences in -wayfinding, response to movies, and collaboration 

through interactive television, but also in thought, knowledge mahods, and perceptions. 

According to Gilligan, females, on the one hand, develop morality defined by conflicting 

responsibilities and thinking that is contextual and narrative, -what Gilligan calls "the web" 

(-vvhich suggests interconneaiviness and entrapment). Males, on the other hand, define 

morals by rules and rights and develop thinking that is formal and abstraa, -what Gilligan 

calls "the ladder" (-which suggests achievement and individualism). These types of morality 

seem to match closely -with female -ways of knowing and -writing E lizabah Flynn, who 

researches women's writing, submits that the quest for self and voice is central to knowing 

for -women (119). She finds narrative differences in the -writings of students; females -wrote 

narratives of interaaions and connections; whereas males -wrote of achievement and 

separation (117). Mary Field Belenky, Bythe McVicker Clinchy, Nancy Rule Goldberg, and 

Jill Mattuck Tarule in Women's Ways of Knowing contend that women's ways of knowing 

and self-concept are intert-wined 6). They also suggest that for many-women important 

lessons come not from academia, but from relationships, community, and life aisis (4). 

Shlain takes the argument of gender differences one step further -vdien he states that "a 

hdistiq simitamxe, synthetic, and oonMeView of the worid" is feminine; whereas the masculine 

outlook is "//mar, sequentid, twkidia'nst, and dstnxf' (2, italics in original). Shlain also includes 

images as feminine, because "seeing" the image combines the holistic and spth^icfeatures of 

the feminine—one sees the image by synthesizing the parts into a -whole. These sex and/ or 
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genda- differences in thought, knowledge methods, and perceptions are similar to the 

differences in wayfinding. The landniiU'k wayfinding strategies of females/ feminine are 

concrae, holistic, and based on connections (the connections of one landmark to another). 

The cardinal and global wayfinding methods of males/masculine people are abstraa, linear, 

and often more sequential. The similarities between wayfinding and thought, knowledge 

mahods, and perceptions suggest such similarities are likely to occur elsewhere, like in web 

use. 

Similar differences can l)e found in research on writing. According to Flynn, -^ere 

-women normally write nanatives of interaction and connection, men normally write of 

individualism and adiie\'ement (117-21). Linda Laube Barnes, in "Gender Bias in Teacher's 

Writing," finds differences in the -writing styles of males and females, and her -work agrees 

with that of a long line of sources (including linguists Lakoff and Key and writing difference 

researchers Haitt and Paerson) Barnes draws on to support her work (145). She also found 

male teachers were less tolerant of emotional -writing than female teachers were (152). In 

addition, male teachers were more critical of female authors, and female teachers were more 

concemed -with form and mechanics (151). In general, Barnes found that the female voice 

-was tolerated less (152). So, there are gender differences in both stye and pedagogical 

approaches to -writing. Susan Gabriel echoes these ideas in her research article, "Gender, 

Reading, and Writing: Assignments, Expectations, and Responses." Gabriel contends that 

the differences in background between males and females, including the "emasculation" of 

females through the emphasis on the traditional literary canon on the male and female 

experience, should lead to differences in how female and male readers respond to a variay 

of texts (130). Her research, -which examined college students' journal entry responses to two 

stories, shows that males and females -write and read from different perspectives (136-7). 

Current educational praaice, according to Gabriel, teaches students to "think like a man"; 

reading "glorifies and emphasizes the male cultural experience" (and perhaps his reading 

stye, more linear and hierarchical) "-while negating the female experience" (and her reading 

stye, more interconnected and web-like) (129-30). Kathryn B. Ward and Linda Grant 

research coauthorship in their field of sodology and find that women are more likely to 

collaborate and be coauthors of articles than men (254). This research implies that not only 
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do females and niiiles read and write from different perspectives, but they also have 

differences in the likdihood of writing collaboratively. 

SimilaiJy, differences, based on sex or gender, in oral communication have been 

found in many studies. Jennifa- Coates, a sociolinguist, studies and describes the differences 

between men and women in Women, Men and Language She finds sex-differentiated 

language and offa-s a detailed examination of sex differences in pronunciation, grammar, 

and \'ocabulary, Deborah Tannen's work with genda-ed language is well known both in 

poplar culture and in acadania. She bdieves men and women speak from different cultural 

perspectives and that thdr language should be treated that way—ndther deserving of value 

judgments. She argues that while men use language to engage in a hierarchical sodal order, 

-women use language to create a na-work of conneaions. Chris Gaine and Rosalyn George, 

in Gender. 'Race' and Class in Schooling: A New Introduaion. find many of the same 

problems as Coates and Tannen, including male generics, gendered semantics, and incorrea 

staeotypes of male and female linguistic behavior and interaction. Robin Lakoff also finds 

vast gender differences in oral communication and argues that there is a ''women's language" 

that ddines -women as subservient and/or sex objeas (283). Lakoff finds differences in "the 

choice and frequency of lexical items; in the situations in -which certain syntaaic rules are 

prdormed; in intonational and other supers^mental patterns" (283). Christanne Miller 

reviews research on gendered language and states that women's language is considered 

weaker, and has different speech patterns including politeness, encouragement, and 

promoting of others. In addition, females are frequently intermpted by males in 

conversations and have shorter and less frequent conversational turns. Miller illustrates the 

" 'disappearance of the female 'agent'" through interpersonal verb use by both sexes (271-5). 

Carolyn Boiarsky, Barbara Northrop, Laurel Grove, Marianne Phillips, Lisa Myers, and 

Patrida Earnest, in "Men's and Women's Oral Communication in Technical/Sdentific 

Fidds: Results of a Study," try to disprove some of the gendered language differences while 

looking at the oral communication of those in technical and science fields, but instead they 

find that women have been adopting a "masculine" stye of communication, dependant on 

amount of time in industry and goal of communication (the longer in industry, the more 
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likely they -will use masculine language, and conlVontation is often handled with masculine 

language). 

Scholais -who examine the Inta-na discovered differences in user approaches based 

on gender and sex, some of -wiiich closely match those found in oral communication. 

Kathleen Michd, in "Conversation On-Line Girls' Rapport Talk and Boys' Report Talk," 

applies Tannen's theory of female "rapport talk" and niiile "report talk" to computer 

mediated communication studying KIDCAFE youth dialogue. She observed that Tannen's 

theories are rougjily supported online by her research. Joanna Wolfe also uncovered 

differences in her research of computer-mediated communication. She found -women were 

more likely to initiate agreements in online communication, equally likely to initiate 

disagreements, but were less likely to challenge others or speak in thdr own defense (153). 

Ann Hill Duin and Ray Archee observed in thdr study of collaboration on the Interna that 

females often discussed more than thdr male collaborators. Lori Kendall, in "Meaning and 

Identity in 'Cyberspace': The Performance of Gender, Class, and Race Online," percdves 

that stereotypes -were common online, and feminine stereotypes were enforced by male 

participants -vvho -were playing females online. However, the female -who -was gender 

switching did not rely on masculine stereotypes. This suggests a stronger rdiance on 

stereotypes of femininity to differentiate females from the "norm"—male. The male reliance 

on feminine stereotypes, while playing the female role, may also carryover to females playing 

female, as they may need to rely more heavily on feminine stereotypes to appear "female." 

These studies in online and offline communication illustrate differences in how females and 

males communicate, and the studies set-up a rapport/report sexed/gendered 

communication methods. But, these studies do not dearly address if these differences are 

due to sex or gender and, thus, they are problematic. 

These gender and sex differences also impact the classroom and education. Chris 

Kramarae and Paula A. Trdchler, in "Power Relationships in the Classroom," found that 

women and men partidpate in classroom differently (53-4). Women fed they must make 

their ideas understood, are very apologaic, prefer collaboration, enjoy lively open 

discussions, and -will support others by contributing in dass (54). Men prder great stmcture 

in the classroom and back and forth attacks in classroom discussion. Researchers also found 
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that men -were given (and preferred) credence and credibility and that while men are most 

comfortable with cui-rent leaching traditions, fanales prefer a more collaborative educational 

stye (53-5). These results fit Gilligan's description of fem;ile and male morality. Barnes also 

sees genda- differences in education. She states, "male and female students have different 

academic experiences ... -women's written voices are not accepted equally with men's written 

\'oices" (152). Myi-a Sadker and Da\id Sadka- further examine differences and state, "the 

teaching act itsdf, the very heart of the educational process, is the source of significant, if 

inadvertent, sex bias" (177). Examples of bias include: 

• Teacher responses to students' requests for help -with daailed instmaions given 

to males, compared to the teachers' completion of the females' -work 

• Females are called on less often, and -^en they are called on they are more 

likely to be intermpted and are" less likdy to be accepted or rewarded" 

• Different feedback -with females recdving work appearance comments, and 

males recdving comments on both their ideas, and specific direaion for 

improvement (177-80) 

While the research by Kramarae and Trdchler and Sadker and Sadker looks only at females 

and males, it is not clear if the differences found are biological, cultural, or some 

combination. 

Although the first studies use sex only as a variable, gender seems to be even more 

prediaive of pattems of behavior. In "The Gender Gap in Computers and Composition 

Research: Must Boys be Boys," Rebecca Rickly moves beyond sex-based research, and 

examines gender differences in classroom partidpation. She finds that gender (using the Bem 

Sex-Role Inventory) served as a more accurate prediaor than sex of participation levels in 

face-to-face and online communication, -with those who tested as feminine less likely to 

participate in all class discussions and those - ^ o tested as masculine and androgynous 

participated more (137). Kramarae and Trdchler along -with Sadker and Sadker show that 

females and male interaa differently in the classroom and recdve different responses from 

their teachers. Rickly adds to this by showing partidpation differences based on gender. 
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Combining the three articles, females/feminine people prefer collaboration and lively 

discussion, are less likely to be called on, and are less likely to participate in class on or 

offline. Males/masculine people prefer traditional hierarchical classes, back and forth attacks 

in classroom discussion, and :u-e more likely to participate on and offline; also males recdve 

more direction and instmctions from teachers and are called on more. These findings 

complement Gilligan's, Flynn's, Bdenky et al.'s, and Shlain's findings on morals, thinking, 

writing, and perceiving. The collaboration and lively decisions match the female/feminine 

prderences for interactions, and (inter)connection discussed by Gilligan, Flynn, Belenky a 

al., and Shlain. Likewise the hierardiical classes stmaure and back and forth attacks found 

by Kramarae and Trdchler and Sadker and Sadker match the male/masculine preferences 

for adiievanent, indi\idualism, and separation examined by Gilligan, Flynn, Belenky et al., 

and Shlain. Togaher, these three studies by Kramarae and Trdchler; Sadker and Sadker; and 

Rickly show that differences in preferred type of class, in partidpation types and amount, 

and in teacher feedback based on gender and sex exist in the classroom and match findings 

in other areas. 

All these researchers support the position that there are various sex or gender 

differences in everything from speaking, to thinking, to reading, to watching movies, and to 

playing computer games. Halpern discusses cognitive sex and/or gender difference in 

everything from hearing, sight, taste, verbal abilities, math, and in three of the four visual-

spatial areas. These cognitive differences can impaa current and future web use, and they 

suggest that biological sex is an important area to consider when examining differences. A 

variay of researchers (Devlin and Bernstdn; Lawton; La-wton, Charleston, and Zieles; Miller 

and Santoni; Ward, Newcombe, and Overton) show sex and/or gender differences baween 

how females and males w/ayfind. In general, these researchers have found that females are 

more likely to rely on the use of landmarks and that males are more likdy to rely on 

cardinal/global direaions while wayfinding These navigational differences suggest that there 

might be similar sex and/or gender differences in how people navigate websites. Lawton 

does show that the indoor and outdoor wayfinding differences can apply during maze 

navigation on computers. According to Oliver and Adamson, there are other sex and/or 

gender differences in how people reaa to and interact with media Oliver finds differences in 
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wliat types of films males and females leact to and enjoy, -with females preferring tragic films 

and males prefaring violent films. Adamson shows how the female/male group 

composition of groups collaborating through interactive television impaas the achievements 

of group members, especially the females who acliieved less than males when in male 

dominated groups. These findings on various media from computer mazes to interaaive 

television suggest sex and/or gender differences can include everything from navigation in 

computer environments (including maizes), to tragic and violent content, and to group 

dynamics. 

Researcha-s in oral communication, including Coates; Tannen; Gaine and George, 

Lakoff; Miller; Boiarsky a al., have found sex and/or gender differences in pronundation, 

grammai-, vocabulary; male generics; gendered semantics; and incorrea stereotypes of male 

and female linguistic behavior and interaction. These differences create -̂ \hat some 

researchers, including Penelope and Lakoff, call "-women's language" that defines -women as 

subservient and/or sex objects (Lakoff 283). As Michd; Wolfe; and Duin and Archee show, 

these differences in oral communication also apply online, as females work tow^ds rapport 

and males to-wards a report stye The rapport/report sex and/or gender differences found 

online minor the differences GiUigan, Flynn, Belenky a al., and Shlain find in morals, 

thinking, -writing, and percdving, with the female/feminine methods based on holism, 

interaaions, and (inter)conneaion, and males/masculine mahods based on achievement, 

individualism, and separation. Flynn; Barnes; Gabriel; and Ward and Grant find similar sex 

and/or gender differences in writing including narrative focuses, pedagogical approaches to 

•writing, reading and responses to texts, and likelihood of collaboration. Likewise, there are 

differences in education. Kramarae and Trdchler; Barnes; Sadker and Sadker; and Rickly 

discuss differences in education ranging from preferred educational stye to classroom 

participation (on and offline). Rickiys study focuses explidtly on actual gender differences, 

which moves beyond the biological sex differences most researchers examine. 

Many of these researchers argue that the differences found are not due to biology 

(that is sex differences) but due to cultural (gender) differences. However, the researchers 

who claim to be examining gender differences neglea to daermine gender separately from 

sex, and thus thdr findings are not clearly biological (sex) or cultural (gender). The lack of 
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clear reseairh on actu:il sex and gender differences, besides Rickiys study, aeates a need for 

research that daermines genda- differences separately from sex differences. Thus it is not 

only important to examine sex and/or gender differences in web use, but also to clearly 

differentiate sex from gender in the needed evunination. 

Althougli online chat and synchronous conversations have been studied, little has 

been done to exiunine how these differences play into the use of webtexts. In her book 

Usability Testing and Reseirch, Carol Barnum states that studies which examine gender 

differences are "scant" and that there are likely gender differences in how websites are used 

(l60), Howe\'er, all of these vai-ious studies that examine differences in everything from 

reacting to movies to participating in the classroom suggest not only that sex and/or gender 

differences are likely to exist in how people use -websites, but that the studies also suggest 

possible differences. The -wayfinding studies suggest navigational differences, -with 

females/feminine people prefening landmarks and males/masculine people preferring 

global/cardinal direaions. The research on morals, thinking, -writing, and percdving suggest 

fanales/feminine people -will prefer more interconneaed and holistic use of the web and 

thus -will likely favor browsing; whereas these studies suggest males/masculine people -will 

prder more linear and direa mahods of -web use like searching. 

All of these studies on sex and gender differences show that humans think, -write, 

speak, react, and interact differently because of sex and/or gender differences. These 

important and myriad sex and/or gender differences are likdy to occur during the use of 

-webtexts and other produas and, thus, should be studied. The next seaion explores user-

centered design methods, such as usability testing, which are frequently used to examine how 

people use produas and consequently could provide methods for the research of sex and/or 

gender differences in web use. However, these methods, as they are traditionally applied, do 

not consider sex and gender. In the next seaion, I examine these methods and analyze how 

these methods can be used for research on sex and/or gender differences. For us to bater 

analyze, design, and create webtexts for our readers, we must understand gender and sex 

roles in the use of webtexts. 
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The Lack of Gender in the User-Centered Design Methods 

Tills section will discuss the problems with the universal user that are often a result 

of the usa-centered design methods. There is a need to consider gender and sex differences 

in designing for a universe of users. I begin by showing the arguments for sex and genda 

considerations in teclinology development. Next, I analyze researchers' and designers' 

concepts of usa- in user-centa-ed design methods, and 1 discuss how the user becomes 

universal in the design process. Then, 1 addiess -wliy universalizing can be problematic, 

drawing on feminist reseirch and ex^unples from past designs. 

As many reseai-chas have shown, including Flynn, Gilligan, Oliver, Rickly, Kramarae 

and Trdchler, and Lakoff discussed above, a diversity of communication differences, based 

on gender and sex, exist. With all these differences, it seems logical that differences based on 

sex or gender could also occur in produa use, particularly web use; thus, these differences 

should be examined during produa development processes like usability testing. Gurak and 

Baya recommend that produa development should take a "hard look" at the produa's 

impaa on gender and marginal groups and make design decisions that -will help change the 

cunent sexist sodal realities (263). Gurak and Bayer suggest that technical communicators 

should "play more critical roles in balancing gender biases in technology (257). LaDuc also 

sees problems with how gender or sex is treated and suggests further investigation of gender 

issues, espedally as they relate to learning styes, user responses, and implications for design 

in computer interfacing (127-8). She states that" [i]f we do not 'interrogate' users to find out 

about such possible differences, -we may assume all is -well, -^en instead there are hidden 

obstacles to communication—or learning (128). In addition, she states that by not" attending 

to gender can lead to certain, sometimes harmful consequences" (123). Aschauer suggests 

that further research to examine how women use technology in their daily lives -will produce 

a bater understanding of how technology is shaped and drfined by gender interests (l6). She 

also suggests a broadening of the definitions of technology and technological use to include 

•women's experiences (l6). Mary E. Hocks contends that" creating feminist multimedia [such 

as websites] can help ensure a more human, diverse, and gender balanced presence in all 

forms of technology and new media" (190). Silvia Austerlic agrees and suggests that -we can 

envision a "just -worid" and create it through (re)design. She contends that through interface 
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design, the designer ai'tiailates the space and actions of the user (71). As she states, "[djesign 

actions, in turn, may produce ch:uiges in the reality of the iisa" (70). 

As these authors show, sex and gender are important considaations in technology 

devdopment. In "The Hazards of Lening Out the Users," Ldlen Bravo demonstrates that 

designers must consider actual usa-s. In one example, she discusses how secretaries' offices 

•wae redesigned for the bosses' conxenience and overall aesthaics (complete -with the chairs 

nailed to the floor). This redesign did not •work for the users (the secraaries), and in faa the 

redesign actually impeded thdi- work (3). This example not only illustrates the problems of 

not designing for the actual user, but also demonstrates that the aaual user can be ignored 

for "users" with power—the bosses—and "users" who match the assumed "norm"— -white, 

male, and middle dass—even thougli these people were not the genuine users of the offices. 

This non-indusion of users is a common problem -with product design. If one does not pay 

attention to who -will aaually be using it, then the produa -will not work -well for the aaual 

usas. 

Recent scholai'ship in technical communication has argued for a "user-centered" 

approach to the technological design and development processes (Barnum xiv). User-

centered design mahods, like usability testing, contextual inquiry, design-direaed 

ahnography, and partidpatory design, have changed system-centered design processes to 

user-centered processes. User-centered design mahodologies focus on usability and user-

centered design and have become increasingly int^al parts of technical communication 

since the 1980s (Barnum xvi). These new processes, -vdiich include user partidpation and 

usa context, are often empowering to the user, especially when compared to the older 

design methods; however, these mahods are relatively new (most less than 20 years old), 

and they are evolving and still being applied, tested, critiqued, and revised. In faa, these 

methods are not perfect, nor are they completely "user-centered," but they are an 

improvement over the older system-centered methods. The problem with these attempts at 

user-centered design is that designers often rely on the concept of a universal user who does 

not fully represent the universe of users. User-centered design mahods have been developed 

over the past twenty years to more fully bring the user into the design, including contextual 
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inquiry, usability testing, and participatory design. Howeva-, applications of these mahods 

can treit the user in a way that only begins to design for the actual user. 

The user-centered design mahods focus on and involve the user in the design 

processes. There :u-e four major user-centered design methods: usability testing, contextual 

inquiry, partidpatory design, and alinographic mahods. Usability testing is used to test 

produas so".. .that the pa^pleuho use thepnttict can do so quickly and easily to accomplish their 

aaitcsk^' (Dumas and Redish 4, italics in original). In usability testing, Joseph Dumas and 

Janice Redish argue we must focus on the users ;md we must" know, understand, and -work 

•with" these users (5). Usability testing is now a" common requirement in many technical 

communication devdopment cycles" (Hughes 488). The goal of usability testing, according 

to Dumas and Redish, is to" improve the usability of a product" (22). Usability testing 

normally includes a usability test of task scenarios -with real users as partidpants. Data is 

collected through observation (including notes from observations during the tasks and 

videotaping for later analysis), screen captures, time and error recording, and other 

applicable mahods. 

Contextual inquiry is another field method" oriented towards design" (20). It is a 

qualitati\'e data gathering mahodology that consists of "observing and talking -with users in 

the workplace as they do real work" (Raven and Flanders 2). L ike usability testing, contextual 

inquiry places value on the user along •with the context of the user from physical 

environment to type of company. According to Holtzblatt and Jones" [c]ontextual inquiry 

gathers design data by sending individual designers to •watch p)eople do their own jobs, 

interspersing observation, discussion, and reconstmaion of past events" 608). Data is 

gathered through the observations and interviews during the contextual inquiry and analyzed 

using a variety of tools like contextual models, physical models, flow models, sequence 

models, artifaa models, and the t-wo consolidated models: affinity diagrams and consolidated 

work models (Holtzblatt and Jones 311-319). 

In partidpatory design "the people destined to usethe system play a critical role in 

desigirgir (Schuler and Namioka xi, italics in original). Participatory design includes 

collaboration baween the designer and the users with data" co-constmcted" by the 

participants and researchers (Spinuzzi 423). Unlike usability testing and contextual inquiry. 
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participatory design is more of a" humane" approach in which a relationship is developed 

between the users and designers (Ncunioka ;ind Rao, citing Suchman, 283). According to 

Namioka and Rao participatoiy design: 

• Considers technology as a away of giving the" -workers better tools for doing 

their jobs" 

• Views the user as expert and are best able to" determine how to improve thdr 

work and their work lile" 

• Sees user's perceptions of the tool and feelings about the tool as important 

• R^ards technology as part of the" context of the workplace" (283-284) 

In partidpatory design, designers and users -work togaher "to explore the tool and how it 

rdates to participants' -work praaices" and includes dialogue during cooperative prototyping, 

simulations, games, and collaborative design (Spinuzzi 423). 

Ethnographic methods are "focused primarily on the cultural aspects of users' -work" 

(Spinuzzi 420). As such, ethnographers are interested in exploring the culture and 

understanding the users in the culture so that key linkages can be found and the users' 

aaions can be prediaed. Ethnographic methods have been devdoped from ahnography, a 

research mahod in cultural anthropology (Spinuzzi 420). A traditional ahnography is 

longitudinal and "typically results in volumes Oiteraliy) of -written fidd notes, boxes of audio 

and video tapes, colleaions of "native" artifaas, and all manner of things coUeaed during 

research" (Ford and Wood 269, parenthesis in original). The large colleaion of data is often 

hard to manage and few design researchers have the time for a full ahnography So, instead, 

many designers have incorporated ethnographic mahods into their design processes. These 

open-ended mahods focus on observing and talking with users in thdr natural environment 

and colleaing the same types of data as traditional ethnographies, but on a smaller scale and 

over a shorter time (Ford and Wood 270). 

These user-centered design methods are commonly used in the field of technical 

communication as means of studying, creating, or critiquing user-centered design; however, 

some researchers and designers who use these methods oftai conceptualize the user in such 
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a w ŷ that creates a universal user. 'While "user-centered" is a good idea, the notion of "user" 

as one single entity does not allow for differences, like age, sex, socially constmaed gender, 

culture, education, and socioeconomic status, and so forth; and yet, various research studies 

have found differences in these populations. Despite the user-centered nature of these 

methods, designa-s - ^ o apply these user-centaed design mahods, as the methods are 

commonly conceived, often only begin to know, understand, cind work with the aaual users. 

Frequently in these user-centered design methods,'' other" users are ignored complady or 

lumped togaher, and results are commonly combined or consolidated when analyzed, 

aeating the universal user. 

Some scholars in the literature on these user-centered design mahods argue that -we 

should address the differences ba-ween users. For example, Barnum suggests that designers 

daermine subgroups of users -where the characteristics in that subgroup are "carrfully 

identified" (158). Some subgroups she suggests are experience levds, age, and sex (159). 

Dumas and Redish also suggest designers use subgroups to bater study users (125-6). But 

designers following these suggestions often categorize the users into broad groups and 

treating the groups 2S factors. These categories rely on a simple, cursory understanding of 

demographics rather than a more complex understanding of how human aaivity -works. This 

results in superficial differences that mask the underlying sameness. Often the produa is 

designed for the predominate group, with the other categories considered, but marginalized. 

David Strom argues against such design in his article" eCommerce for Her, Another Dumb 

Idea.' He looks particularly at e-commerce and asserts that ecommerce websites with 

specialized seaions for -women are "almost al-ways a bad idea" (1). He uses the example of 

AutoByTd, which has a sa of pages for women and asks" [w ĥy should women have thdr 

own series of pages, complae -with recommended models and driving tips?" (1). He calls the 

women pages on AutoByTd "demeaning" and "patronizing" (1). Throughout the artide, he 

argues against the spedalized "pink pages" for females -when there are no such "blue page" 

for males. He suggests that this implies the main site is for males and these sites " are just 

now getting around to putting up a few pages in the female's HTML ghato" (1). Instead of 

these superfidal cat^ories based only on demographics, he suggests "bater service, bater 

tools for anyone to find what they are looking for" and "great content that can be inclusive. 
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not divisive" (1-2). These sites cUe just one example of the problematic application of user-

centered design. Instead of focusing on the univase of users, traditional applications of the 

user-centered design methods, such as these "daneaning" sites, often create and focus only 

on superficial differences ratha- than on the universe of aaual users. Differences among 

usas may be addi'essed but aie still universalized in five areas: 

"Representative consolidated results 

Select groups 

Purposive sampling and market-based users 

Democratic representative users 

Group design with consensus and "equal" time 

The universal user often occurs through "representative" or general users or user 

groups universalized into "the user." For example, Bamum, in her book on usability testing, 

suggests sating up user profiles and testing "typical" users (157). Hugh Beyer and Karen 

Hokzblatt, researchers who work -with contextual inquiry, also conceptualize a universal user 

by studying representative users, and then consolidating thdr findings. In the user-centered 

methods, including contextual inquiry, results are normally consolidated into representative 

models dike -work flow modds), -vdiich create a universal modd and ignore differences. 

Another common mahod of universalized is the use of selea users. Davis Sless, 

vA^e arguing for design that creates social and political change for the users, universalizes 

these users by designing for one type of user, normally the general user. In one situation he 

discusses designing for older users who have problems -with a certain form design (253). In 

this situation, where he seems to design for a non-universal user, he universalizes the older 

users into his "user" and does not also look at younger users - ^ o may have different 

problems -with the original or the redesign. Similar universalizing occurs in ethnography. In 

ethnographic research, often the researchers examine only a particular group or community 

and" frequently identify -with the interests of those studied" and have or feel a certain 

responsibility to those studied (Bloomberg et al. 139). This identification and focus can blind 
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the reseirdiers to other users and, thus, may cause the researched group to become a 

universal example of the user. 

Universalizing also CK.-c\irs when reseai-chers use purposive sampling and market-

based users to study diffa-ences." Purposive s:uiipling" finds the best users/markets to later 

genaate profits, so the focus is not explicitly on" users" (Raven and Flanders 5). Raven and 

Flanders, - ^ o write about contextual inquiry, suggest designers use "purposive sampling" to 

identify representative usa-s from key miu-ka places (5). Similarly, Karen Holtzblatt and 

Sandra Jones, also -wi-iting about contextual inquiry, focus on the marka orientation of the 

usas for the study by calling them" customers'' and sdeaing representative" key 

customers... that are critical to our business success" (193). Marka orientation is also 

important to usability testers Dumas and Redish, who suggest first testing for "typical" users 

"those -who represent the largest part of the market" (121). These marka focuses could 

arguably even lead to" profit-making-user" -centered design, -which may leave out users from 

smaller, less profitable segments of the population, thus, universalizing all users into the 

" profit-making-user." 

Even the use of democratic representative users can lead to a universal user. In the 

Scandinavian tradition of user-centered design, the universal user is more of a political 

representative user than a marka/profit based representative user of contextual inquiry and 

usability testing. In the UTOPIA project, partidpants -were" t^presertaiwieas in the 

demoaatic sense, the sense that they -were chosen by the local union to represent other 

members of the union" (Spinuzzi 210, italics in original). Additionally these representative 

users further became universalized because they -were from a single union, rather than from a 

variay of users (and unions) at the workplace. PoUtically chosen users are also found in 

Dorothy Winsor's study on blue-collar literacy. The users she studied were three lab 

technicians who -were seleaed for their roles as union shop stewards by thdr supervisor 

(160-1). Susanne Bodker, Kaj Gronadc, and Morten Kyng consider the design process "a 

political one" (158). Like Ehn, they suggest representative users "to insure that competencies 

central to the design are represented in the design group" (158). Another example of 

representative users is in an article by Susanne Bodker and Kaj Gronadc. Here, caseworkers 

(users being researched)" chose among themselves five representative to partidpate" (456). 
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The use of political and competency based representative usa-s also universalizes the user 

into a "representati\'e' user chosen not to actually characterize the different users, but 

represent political roles and competencies. 

Further univasalizing cui ocair in participatory design even when equality is a goal. 

PICTIVE (Plastic Interface for Collaborative Technology Interface through Video 

Exploration) often relied on consensus for decision making (220). Although Muller thought 

that consensus would not" disenfranchise the minority (220), consensus often requires 

negotiation and discussion, which might disadvantage minorities, or those with less power 

(such as new workers and those -vdio use less direct communication techniques). For 

instance, Robin Lakoff, -who has found a separate subservient -women's language used by 

females, shows that women tend to avoid conflicts, use polite language, and are often denied 

power because of their language (12). Thus, when designers are working towards consensus, 

the -women's contributions may not be as valued and the -women may be more likely to ydd, 

so tme consensus may be hard. Another problematic technique used for equality in 

workshops, or groups of users, is distributed speaking time. Bodker, Gronadc, and Kyng 

suggest "equal distribution of speaking time" in future -workshops, but a truly equal 

distribution is difficult (l65). Researchers in education have found that in the classroom, 

female students get less speaking time, even when teachers make the effort to distribute time 

equally, because biases and communication differences enable the male students to speak 

more (10). So, it is likely the facilitators in participatory design have the same problems: even 

attempts at equality do not fully consider that the differences in the usa-s, such as 

communication styes, may not work, and their attempt -will instead result in a universal user. 

As Bodker, Gronadc, and Kyng state, "[djifferent types of users will need different 

tilings from the application" (158). 'Whitney Quesenbery also points out the need to 

accommodate different users: 

To be effective, the interfaces for online information systems must be as rich and 
flexible as the physical environments they replace. They must not only supply a 
direct path to reach the users' goals, but must be able to accommodate different 
approaches to the task. This means that the intaf ace design must not only organize 
the content for easy access, but must incorporate the right combination of 
technologies and interaction techniques to allow users to work in thdr own stye (2) 
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Despite the need to understand user differences, USCTS of a product are often 

universalized through "representative" consolidated results, selea groups, purposive 

sampling and marka-based users, danocratic representative users, group design -with 

consensus and "equal" time These universalized mahods result in a universal user and make 

the user-centa'ed design less usa--centa-ed because the mahods do not design fully 

acknovdedge user differences. Ignoring differences, as LaDuc points out, can lead to hidden 

obstacles for the user (128). As many reseai'chers, especially feminist researchers, have 

sho-wn, uni\'ersalizing is problematic. Gilligan points out one example of universalizing in 

her analysis of moral devdopment. She shows how past -work on moral development that 

dealt only-with males, and univa'salized the findings for all humans, did not explain the 

differences in female development and thus, the theories did not wdl represent females. In 

fact, the older theories ignored women's very different moral development processes. Other 

universalizing also occurres in previous studies Gilligan examines; in faa, Gilligan herself 

falls prey to universalizing because ndther her research nor the other past research seems to 

fully address the moral development of members of the minorities or sodo-economic dass 

(not all of Gilligan's studies included participants from diverse ahnic or sodo-economic 

backgrounds) or moral development in other cultures. 

Another example of universalization is found in computer-simulated 3D mazes. 

Lawton found that women had 20 times the number of pointing errors than men and, thus, 

were less accurate navigating in the computer-simulated 3D mazes (11). Although there are 

some differences in pointing accuracy in real world environments, these differences seem 

more extreme in virtual environments. The virtual environments are often universalized -with 

the male users as the "universal" user. The mazes are built off of (and for) the male method 

of maze navigation, like global direaions. The female method, -which tends to rely on 

landmarks and local cues, essentially disappears in many computer-simulated 3D mazes, 

espedally -^en one is trying to navigate towards an unseen marker (11). This male 

universalization enables the male users to more accurately navigate and hinders the 

navigation of those who are not part of the universalization—females and those who use the 

female navigation methods. Thus, both Gilligan and Lawton show the problems with 
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universalization outside-website devdopment. Universalization leads to theories and produa 

designs that praend to be universal, but only represent a small fraaion of users. 

Ann Brady Aschauer s :irticle shows the results of the universal user in design. As 

Faith Wilding states," new media exist within a sodiJ framework that is already established 

in its practices and embedded in economic, political and cultural environments which are still 

deeply sexist, and radst" (21). Technology was designed for male users, and, as a result, 

women may" fed uncomfortable using teclinology in conventional ways" because those 

"conventional," male-oriented ways do not match -women's preferred -ways of using 

technologN' (Aschauer 7). The result is a vicious and dosed cycle that prevents many-women 

from being as technologically successful as their male counterparts. The cycle begins -with 

the -women as non-dominant, or even non-existent, users of the technology. As minority 

users, -women are then either not considered in user-centered design methods or do not have 

dominant x̂ oices in the design. So the technology continues to be designed for male-oriented 

work praaices. Any differences in -women and women's -work praaices may not be 

supported. The lack of suppxDrt for female/feminine methods may make it harder for the 

women to successfully use the technology. This cycle is probably tme of various minorities, 

and non-representative users moving into new jobs and fields where technology is not 

designed for them. 

Bodker, Gronadc, and Kyng point out that different users -will need different things 

from the application (158). Gilligan, Lawton, and Aschauer all show how universalizing is 

problonatic. But -with the implementation of many user-centered design methods, 

universalizing occurs through "representative" consolidated results, sdea groups, purposive 

sampling and marka-based users, democratic representative users, group design with 

consensus and" equal" time. As a result, -we end up -with not only a problematic universal 

usa, but also a produa that is user-centered for only a selea group of users. This negates 

the whole user-centered goal in user-centered design. The universalizing of the generic user 

downplays differences and disadvantages the non-generic others. Often these other users are 

the same "others," such as minorities and women, who have been ignored or universalized 

in various areas of research. Ignored or universalized users is a particular problem for -web 

usability. The diverse global audiences possible on the -web are severely limited when 
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univasalized. Universiilizing can have niiuiy negative results. A design process with a 

universal user may: 

• Ignore some t>pes of airrent users from categories other than what the researchers 

are examining 

• 1 nhibit other user types from becoming users of the websites by creating websites 

that do not fit thdr practices and needs 

• Disadvantage non-dominant users by omitting thdr voice in the website design, and 

by not creating a website to fit their use 

• Blend vAxat variay does exist among users, thus losing individual and small group 

differences 

Vast differences in product use could exist because of sex or gender, but these 

differences are also ignored or blended into the universal user. Even -vdien sex differences 

are studied, gender differences are often ignored. Barnum discusses the lack of consideration 

of sex differences in usability testing in her book Usability Testing and Research. She points 

our some research that has been done, but says "there is much research that still needs to be 

done (160). Bamum states "-^enever your user population includes both men and -women, 

it is a very good idea to include both in your user profile, as the differences can be 

noteworthy (l60). LaDuc agrees and states that sex and/or gender must be addressed so 

-women are not disadvantaged (129). One study, "Usability Feedback in Education Software 

Prototypes: A Contrast of Users and Experts" by Pericles Varella Gomes, looks for sex 

differences and, not surprisingly, finds them. Gomes finds that females have a more positive 

attitude tovrard the prototype, and males daect a higher number of problems (gender.html). 

This study, along with previous research on sex and gender differences in other areas, and 

with Barnum's discussion of noteworthy differences, suggests that gender and sex should be 

considered in usability testing and other user-centered design mahods so -we can, as Dumas 

and Redish surest, knxvand unkrstandoMX users and improve the usability of a produa (4). 
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Use of Computers, the Interna, and the Web 

America is unda-going a digital ;uid information revolution in both culture and the 

economy. The mechanical age of industry is disappearing as Internet and computer 

technology are becoming a pmt of most Americans' way of life Baween 2001 and 2002,10 

million Ama-icans (ova- the age of 16) began using the Internet, for a total of 186.6 million, 

which is 79'̂ 'o of the U.S. population (NidsaV/NetRatin^, "Global" 1). This percentage is 

not an anomaly among otha- tech-sawy nations of the world: 85% of the Swedish, 72% of 

the Australians, 73% of the Netherlands, 68% of the British, and 63% of Germans over the 

age of 16 use the Intemet (NielsaV/NetRatings, "Global" 1). The average time spent in 

June 2003 by Americans on the Internet at home and -work was approximately 100 hours 

(NielsaV/NaRatings, "NetView"). This 100 hours is a significant increase from only 45:10 

hours spent by Americans online in December of 2002 (Ndlsen, "Broadband"). Interna 

usas are not all vMte men, as stated in Chapter 1. In America, 52% of Interna users are 

females, and the number of African Americans have surpassed 10 million users 

(NielsaV/NaRatings, "Women" 1; NielsaV/NaRatings, "African Americans" 1). 

Americans use the Interna for entertainment, -work, play, research, and communication, 

along -with aaivities like banking, checking out the news, catching movie trailers, exchanging 

piaures and music, and much more. Because the Internet and computers play such large 

roles in the lives of Americans, it is important to fully understand how people use computers 

and the Internet. 

In this seaion, I examine research on human interaaions with computers and the 

Interna to show-vdiat research has been done, show-vdiat holes exist, and to contextualize 

my own research. 1 b^in -with computer use and look at how computers compare to paper 

technologies for writing; then I move onto research about eye and mouse tracking, 

computers in education, human sodal responses to computers, and the home use of 

computers by students on (elementary through high school). 1 also discuss sex and/or 

gender differences found in computer use starting -with the fundamental differences in how 

computers are seen and used by the sexes/genders. Then 1 explore at the politics of 

computers, differences in user interfaces, and the impaa of attitude, gender, and parental 

encouragement of college students in a computer sdence course. After examining computer 
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use, I investigate Internet use of computers to see how people use the Internet. First, 1 

discuss research on how people use the IntcTnet to find mates, and then how people use the 

Inanet to locate help. 1 also look at how Internet can be used for a more democratic way of 

teacliing; how the Intemet is used by gay, bisexual, and transgendered people; how people 

pacdve gendered statements online; and how people use the Internet to explore self and 

gender. Following the uses of the Internet, I foais on sex and/or gender differences in the 

use of the Interna. I analyze the types of uses, from viewing sex sites, to lying, 

communicating, and" flaming" jDeople online. The final section of my examination explores 

how people use the 'WWW. The areas I examine are 

The reasons for computer use 

Web use by students 

Motivations behind -web use 

Web use including navigation, page visits and revisits, types of tasks 

Age differences in use 

1 end by examining sex and/ or gender differences in -web use from t-ypes of web use, 

to self-r^;ulated learning differences, to girls' use of their websites. The research included 

illustrates the myriad of uses for computers, the Interna, and the -web. Although some 

studies explore differences in use, none look explicitly at gender differences or sex and/or 

gender differences in specific -web use. 

How people use and interaa -with computers has been studied since people began 

using computers on a r^ular basis. Christina Haas looks at computer use through writing 

and -writing technology. She presents several studies of computers as part of the writing 

processes. She compares hardcopy to a" standard computer" (with a screen size of 9-5 by 6.5 

inches, 24 lines by 80 charaaers, with a CRT display, nonvariable fonts, no scroll bar, no 

mouse and pointer and a 48700n baud rate), or an" advance computer" (-with a saeen size of 

9.5 by 10.5 inches, 50 lines by 90 charaaers, bit-mapped display variable fonts, scroll bar, 

mouse and pointer, and a l6 kilo-baud speed). She found that, in a recall study, -with only the 

hard copy or standard computer, where readers were asked to find the location of eight 
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items within the text, that the only significant difference was the vertical location, with 

readas in the hard copy condition scoring bater (61). In another study, where participants 

were asked to read a text cind then answer questions using the text, although Haas found no 

differences between the advanced computer and paper conditions, she did find significant 

differences bet-ween these t-wo conditions compared to the standard computer condition 

(64). In a third study, wiiere the readers were asked to correct an altered text -with lines out 

of order, Haas found that for the hard copy and large screen, performance -was faster than 

on the small screen (67). In two more studies focusing on the planning process of -writing, 

Haas found the planning process -was different with computers than -with pen and paper. 

Thae was less planning in general with the computer, but more sequential planning and less 

conceptual planning with the computer. More notes -were produced with the pen-and papa-

condition, and the notes on the computer -were more "text-like" and less "note-like" (77-

115). She also studied the -writer's sense of text and found poorer recall with those vAio 

composed on the computer than on paper and more physical interaaions -with the pen and 

paper condition than -with the computer (126-32). These various studies by Haas show how 

-writers and readers used computers as compared to pen and paper during the late 1980's and 

early 1990's. Akhough Haas's research presents important findings, the findings maybe 

dated and do not consider sex and/or gender differences. However, these findings are 

important because they show how -writer and readers used paper/ hardcopy compared to 

computers during an important transitional time. Now that more people use computer for 

more things the findings might not be valid. 'What is most important is the faa this research 

occurred during a transitional time in education, industry, and the home -^en computers 

became more common. These findings help technical communicators bater understand the 

transition though Haas's extensive research. One aspea of Haas's research that may still be 

valid, and should be further investigated, is that computer types and software captivities 

impaa use Future research should be expanded to not only look at computer types and 

software captivities, but other similar things like browser types, that may impact not only 

reading and writing, but how the user interaas with -websites and other computer 

applications. 
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Michad D. Byrne, Jolin R. Anda'son, Scott Douglas, and Michad Matessa studied 

eye and mouse tracking in the use of compute- click down menus. They found that users 

apply mahods of click down menu use that is neither complady top down or random 

("Eye Tracking" 407). They did find that items were often skipped, and backtracking was 

not uncommon, but in general the method was more top down than random (407-8). With 

eye tracking, they found a preference for the first three items on the click down menu list, 

with the longest eye fixation on the first itan (408), The menu response time findings can be 

particularly helpful for technical communicators - ^ o design menus and similar items. Bryne 

et al. also found that -vdien using longer menus (nine to 12 items), people take approximately 

75 milliseconds per item, and less for the shorter six item list; significantly less than -what -was 

found in previous studies (404). The researchers also studied mouse movement. They found 

that users moved the mouse more than one time, but fewer times than they moved thdr eyes 

(408). Bryne a al. did find individual user differences, -vdiich they only discuss briefly. These 

user differences include eye tracking that appears to be solely top down, or random (407). 

These individual differences -would be interesting to study in daaH and should be 

considered, along -with the average results that the authors discuss, in interface design and 

computer use studies. 

John Schaaer reviewes several studies published between 1990 and 1999 on 

computers and education in "The Impaa of Education Technology on Student 

Achievement: 'What the Most Current Research has to Say.' From these studies, he finds 

that students - ^ o used computers scored higher on achievements tests than those - ^ o did 

not use computers (64'^ percentile compared to 50"") and that students who used computers 

learned more and enjoyed learning more (4). In addition, students in technology-rich 

environments, including spedal needs students, had increased achievement in all subject 

areas from preschool through high school (5). Also, Schaaer found that in a study on 4"" and 

S"' graders, high order thinking technology-v^ "positively related to students' academic 

achievement in mathematics" for both groups (7). The use of collaborative computer 

technology, as stated in a study reviewed by Schaaer, lead to inaeased depth of 

understanding, refleaion, independent thinking, multiple perspeaives, and increased test 

scores in reading, language, and vocabulary (8). Schaaer's review shows the bendits of 
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technology in education and how the use of this teclinology can help students in many areas. 

However, most of the studies look at gena-al uses and not particular uses by particular users. 

Paul Grimes, Patricia Sanderson, and Geok Ching also consider computers in 

education, but they foais on college students' optional and supplemental use of computer 

aided instmction (CAI) in an economics course. They found that the use of the course's CAI 

depended on more than "just encouraganent and opportunity (68). In their cinalysis, they 

aeated three categories of users of the CAI: hea-vy users, users, and non-users. They found 

that the heavy usas studied more in the class ovaall (68). The use of CAI as a study aid was 

rated the lowest of the course study aids for all students, but both users and heavy users did 

rate it higher than non-users (70). The researchers also found demographic differences. 

Students who -were called" black" by the researchers spent 38% less time per week using the 

CAI and were not heav̂ ^ users (71-2). Older students, students -with prior computer 

esq^erience, and student -with computer access spent more time on the CAI per -week than 

the other students (71-5). However, students -with prior subjea experience and -with higher 

academic achievement spent less time per week on the CAI (75). Despite the faa the use of 

CAI resulted in bater course performance, CAI use appeared to have been seen by the 

students as remedial (71-9). Grimes, Sanderson, and Ching do look at particular users in thdr 

study, and they find differences not only in the use of CAI but also in -who uses it. The 

smaller number of African Americans (" blacks" as they were called by the researchers) using 

CAI is a particularly interesting finding, which should be further researched to discover the 

reason(s) for this difference. However, this study does not look as how the CAI was used 

and -vdiich users -were the most effeaive. 

Clifford Nass and Youngme Moon, in a series of experimental studies, examine how 

people respond to computers and argue that humans mindlessly apply (human) sodal 

responses to computers. They found gender stereotyping among users when computers 

emitted a male or female voice 6). The female voiced computers were seen as less friendly 

and thdr compliments less compelling than male voiced computers. In addition, male voiced 

computers appeared to be more compaent and informative about computer and related 

topics; conversely, female voiced computers were considered more informative about the 

topic of love and relationships, despite the fact that the scripts wa-e all the same (5). In the 
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same series of articles, the researches found other interesting partidpant responses. 

Partidpants applied ethnic stereotyping vM\e interacting with videos where a Korean or 

Caucasian \ideo face -was shown (5). Additionally, the researchers found that "in group 

vasus out group" conditions between the user and computer effeaed how participants used 

computers. 'When the participant and computer were on the same color team, the participant 

would see the computer as more cooperative and -would be more likely to follow the 

computer's suggestions. Additionally, these users regarded computers as more friendly and 

intdligent and would even see the computer as being more" like" themselves than the 

human participants on the other team (6). Participants were also polite to the computer, 

giving it bater evaluations when evaluating the computer on their team. Participants 

expressed reciprocity by helping the computers that -were more helpful to them and by 

disclosing more to the computers that" disclosed" more to them (8-9). Nass and Moon's 

series of experiments provide an interesting perspective on how humans interaa -with 

computers and the reasons for these interaaions. Partidpants' sodal responses to computers 

-wae similar to those that occur between humans. This suggests that humans regard 

computers as human-like; as such, there are several implications for future study. 

Like Schaaer, Dayene Lauman presents a literature review surveying computers and 

students; however, her focus is on the home use of computers by elementary through high 

school students. From a study by Kirkamn, L auman finds the majority of students use home 

computers to play games. She finds some gender differences in usage, -with 100% of males, 

and 91% of females using the computers for games. In addition, females are almost three 

times more likely to use computers also for -word processing (199). From various studies, 

Lauman finds a link between home computer use and increased performance at school. This 

link includes differences in how the computer is used at school and the ability of the users 

(200-1). Lauman b^ins an important analysis of sex and/or gender differences in computer 

use, and she illustrates some of the general types of computer use that boys and girls (or 

males and females) engage in. However, she does not look at particular differences in aaions 

and specific uses. 
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Besides the sex and/or gender differences in computa- use discussed in Lauman's 

literature review, there ha\e been sever̂ il other studies in which these differences were 

examined. Many authors ha\'e looked at funckunental differences in how computers are seen 

and used by the sexes/genders. Barniun, referring to work by Ekaterina Walsh, suggests that 

while men play with technology, -women use it as a tool (370). M:iny authors hold this view. 

According to Barbara Kantrowitz, males buy and see computers as a "male-machine 

bonding thing" dike cars) and are seduced by the technology (177). They see technology as a 

status s-\Tnbol and iilmost a "xirtual religion"; conversely, fanales see computers as 

somaliing to be used for -work (177). Eileen O'Connor argues that men see technology as a 

gadga to explore and that women see technology as a time saving device (1). Men also see 

technology as somahing to play -with and as entertainment; men are more positive about 

technology (3). Tannen supports the view that females see the computer as a work tool. She 

says," [m]ost -women want one thing from a computer—[for it] to -work" (185). She also 

contends that females are interested in information and not interested in getting the 

computer to "submit" (185). David Nicholson also argues such differences exist. He agrees 

with Kantrowitz by saying men are seduced by the machine and see it as an area of bragging 

rights (again, like a new car). Nicholson also agrees with Tannen, saying that women are 

more interested in seeing if the computer -works well enough to accomplish thdr tasks (188). 

However, interest in computers appears to change over time. Females and males 

have equal interests in computers until fifth grade, -^en males' computer use inaeases, and 

females' computa use deaeases (Kantrowitz 178). Part of this change might be due to the 

gateway to computa use, computa games and video games. Most video and computa 

games are not aeated for female audiences and are" shoot-'em-ups," a type of game that 

does not intaest females as much. Females prefa nonlinear games whae playas do not 

"die" (Kantrowitz 178). This is supported by Laumans' findings, cited above, that all boys 

played games on the computa, but not all females did. The changes at fifth grade may be 

due to a change of computa games, from kid games to the games less intaesting to females, 

the "shoot-'em-ups." Barnum, Kantrowitz, O'Connor, Tannen, and Nicholson show thae 

are fundamental diffaences in how males and females use computas. Thus, it is likely 
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diffaences will also exist in particular mahods of use. Howeva, these authors do not make 

it clear if these are really sex or genda differences. 

Some authors argue that these sex and/or genda diffaences exist in part because of 

sodal expectations. In Nicholson's article, he suggests that technology has been markaed as 

male, and popular media continues the staaitype that women are not intaested in 

computas (187). According to Kantrowitz, girls ga messages from both sociay and thdr 

parents that technology, math, and science are not feminine (177). Likewise Billie Wahlstrom 

su^ests that "[tjechnolgy is not neutral. It is political" (185). She contends that the 

technology is sexist and not politically conect, from computa networks to spell checkas, 

and that the technologies that are used in the classroom can even subvert positive messages 

that educators may be trying to teach (178). For instance, Wahlstrom uses spell and grammar 

checks to make the pxjint that these program only -work for those -who adhae to the 

dominant cultural values of language (which has been shown to be sexist). The sexist and 

non-politically conect nature of the technology may, as discussed above, disadvantage otha 

usas, thus, impaaing thdr use of technology. Aschaua also contends that technology is 

political and suggests that men have a monopoly on technology and that technology is "an 

important source of male economic and political powa" (7). Sexism also exists online. 

GiUian Youn^ sees cybaspace as sodaUy constmcted, thus built by similar ideas, views, and 

biases inhaent in todays non-cyba soday She sees cybaspace "direaly conneaed to them 

[sodal locations] in divase and complex ways" ((54). Similarly, Lori Kendall found genda, 

class, and race to still be issues onhne, because the MUDas' (usas of Multi-Usa Domains, 

an online chat and virtual reality space) online pasonas evolve from offline pasonas and the 

offline pasona is still judged to be more real (at least it is by the MUDas she studied). Since 

people resist views of identity, class, and race as fluid offline, these concepts cannot truly be 

fluid online. 

Howeva, some authors offa hope. Shary Turkic suggests that with cultural change 

have come changes in computas, from -^at computas can do for us, to -vdiat they do to 

us—including relationships, to the way humans think about themselves (18). Gurak and 

Baya focus on how cybaspace off a s new possibilities for feminist theory because genda 

awareness is skewed and the media allow for a potential ^ i ta r ian and demoaatic system. 
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Cybaspace can collapse bounduies, flatten hiaarchies, and makes sodal cues invisible. 

Virtual reality evokes questions on genda roles and staeotypes, with available genda 

eqjaimentation. The political nature of the tcx:hnology seems to fosta and aeate 

diffaences as tedinology is designed for dominant usas. The possibilities Gurak and Baya, 

and othas discuss, can only be fully realized -when technology is designed for all usas, and 

not just a few. 

Besides discussions of the m:ilt>oriented and political nature of computas, some 

studies have focxised more explicitly on sex and/or genda considaations of computa use. 

According to Johndanjohnson-Eilola, genda diffaences can be found in computa use. 

For instance, the command line intaf ace (CLI) vases the graphic usa intaface (GUI) 

reflect ''genda diffaences in thinking pattans between males and females" 0ohnson-Eilola 

107). He dtes research by Turkic and Papat (1990) that found that men perform b a t a in 

vabal intafaces and that women preformed b a t a with graphical intaf aces. He states that, 

"CLI intafaces tends to discourage women from entaing the discipline" (107). Ananda 

Mitra, Stdne Lenzmda, Timothy Steffensmda, Rachel Avon, Nancy Qu, and Mike Hazen 

complaed a longitudinal study at Wake Forest Univasity during the univasity wide 

transition to all students having laptops, focusing on genda, attitude, and computa use. In 

part of the study, a survey, they found males had a more positive attitude towards computas 

(73). They also found that in the researcha's six categories of -web use, males were more 

frequent usas in five categories, particularly in specialized categories. Only in the 

communication category-wae thae no genda diffaences (73). Included in the study-was an 

analysis of the student newspapa during the transitional time paiod, -which showed that 

males -wae more positive about the technology changes, defended the plan more, and 

offaed solutions; -whaeas females seemed un-pasuaded. It -was only-when the funaionality 

of the technology-was demonstrated that females became more positive than males (78-81). 

These two authors discuss important sex and/or genda diffaences in use and attitudes on 

computas and the web, and, it -would seem, in the importance of training. Howeva, like 

sevaal otha studies, the authors studied males and females, and they are not clear if the 

diffaences are due to genda or sex. In addition, the investigation in technology use is 

genaal and does not look at specific uses. 
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Lily Shashaani also studied collie students in a course. Using pre and post-course 

questionnaires, she examined attitude, genda, and parental encouragement of collie 

students in a computa science course. She found that males wae more excited about 

computas and liked learning and enjoyed working with computas more than their female 

classmates (42). Fanales wae more uncomfortable using computas, feared than, and wae 

less confident about using computas (42). Howeva, both males and females found 

computas hdpful (42). Males also had more expaience on computas than females 68% to 

40% respeaivdy), and males -wae more likely to have a computa at home (70% of males 

compared to 25% of females) (-43). Parental attitudes wae found to be influential in 

computa use. Parental encouragement -was positivdy related to student attitudes about 

computas, but females -vdiose parents considaed computas a male area had Iowa 

confidence in thdr computing ability and wae less intaested in computas (44). Afta the 

class both females and males had a more positive attitude about computas, had more 

confidence using computas, and thought computas wae more useful (45). This supports 

Mkra a al.'s findings that once the functionally of technology was demonstrated, females 

would become more positive about it. Despite thdr Iowa confidence levels, lack of 

expaience, and lack of a home computa, females paformed significantly b a t a in the 

computa science course than males paformed (450). 

Computa use studies have expanded to include Intanet use. Studies on Intana use 

have ranged from relationships that college students aeate online, to flaming (attack-like 

messages), to the use of bullain board postings. Some studies have also examined 

genda/sex diffaences in how people use the Intanet. The studies on genda/sex 

diffaences include styes in posting messages, types of use, and reasons for use. These 

studies can add to our undastanding of how people use computas. 

David Knox, Vivian Daniels, Lakisha Sturdivant, and Marty E. Zusman present one 

of these Intanet use studies in thdr examination of college students using the Intemet to 

find mates. The researchas found that instead of love or sex (their hypothesis), friendship 

was the goal of Intanet use for the largest pacentage of students, 48% (2). Romance was 

only the goal for l%i of the respondents, looking for a potential mate only 0.5%, and sex the 

goal for 3% (2). Sixty pacent of the partidpants -wae successful meaing someone online; of 
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these, meaings 25% became friendships, 7% became emotional/romantic relationships, and 

2% ended up li\'ing togaha (it was not clear from the article if these relationships wae 

romantic or friendsliip/roommate arrangements) (2). Knox et al. found that the Intana was 

used to reduce the anxiay of meeting new people for 49% of the respondents—they "felt 

less shy on the Intanet than face to face" (2). This study uncovas important information 

about how the Intana is used for rdationship devdopment and communication. 

The Intana is also used for locating hdp, as Barbara Mirel explores in an article. 

She looks at the help exchange messages on a bulletin board. Mirel examines 587 elearonic 

bullain board postings from a database usas' bulletin board (212). These postings show not 

only how people respond to help requests, but also the types of help needed. She found 74% 

of the problems wae complex problems, with 26% simple problems (214). The help 

responses wae split between exaa procedures and explanations for both simple and 

complex task problems. The types of problems, howeva, resulted in response splits that 

-wae quite diffaent. For complex problems, the split was 54% exaa procedure and 46% 

explanations, for simple problems, the split was 78% exaa procedures and 22% for 

explanations (214). According to Mirel, most convasations on complex tasks focused on 

"problems at the level of computing"—the usa's intaaaion with the computa and not 

more genaal job tasks (215). This study has sevaal implications for computa and Intemet 

use. The study illustrates that for expaienced usas, complex problans in computa use are 

more common. The study suggests that computa hdp should include help for more 

complex problems; and the help for complex problems should include procedures and 

explanations; and hdp for simple problems should focus on procedures -with fewa 

explanations. In addition, it is clear that experts are -willing to help out usas -vdio need help; 

and it is clear that bullain boards can supply effeaive help exchanges and aeate a 

community of sharing. 

Not only can the Intanet be used for help exchanges, but John Hollenbeck suggests 

the Intana can lead to a more demoaatic way of teaching. Hollenbeck, -who was 

disappointed by the lack of revolution implemented and enaaed by instmaion and 

education with computa use in the 1980's, suggests that computa confaencing is a 

"potentially revolutionary educational medium" (2). According to Hollenbeck, computas 
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wae used as "tii-dess tutors' that only continued traditional hiaarchical education (1). 

Howeva, computa conferaicing presents a medium which may result in a more demoaatic 

way of conducing class ratha than producing "lasting change" (8). But he does suggest 

lasting change may occur in environments, such as the 24-hour classroom, "self-organized" 

student postings, and a deaease of teacha domination and intamption (8). 

Randiil Woodland examines how lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgenda (LGBT) 

people use computa mediated communication (CMC). He uses a -web-based survey of 75 

LGBT people to find out about their online expaiences, especially in regards to coming out. 

He argues that the Intana has offered anonymity/privacy for LGBT people and has 

provided information about resources and community; "LGBT people today have many 

resources that allow them to gain information, ask questions, explore thdr identity, and 

discern the shape of larga communities, -while maintaining a safe level of disclosure" (76). 

Woodland finds that people -who come out use the Intana "in three major ways: to get 

information, to explore thdr identity, and to find an audience... [and the] online resources 

allow these aaivities to occur and flourish" (78). In addition, the Intana provides 

anonymity. Also, through CMC, his participants are "aafting more pamanent pasonal 

expression that stand as artifaas of their litaacy (82). 

LGBT people may find many opportunities online; howeva, computa mediated 

communication carries staeotypes that are similar to the ones -we see in gendaed language 

offline. In an earlia study of mine on gendaed statements from MOOs (MUDs [Multi-Usa 

Domains] Objea Orientated), 1 found that genda staeotypes exist online, even -^en the 

partidpants can choose thdr genda and may be playing a diffaent genda than thdr " real" 

genda. 'When partidpants wae asked to rate statements from a MOO as masculine or 

feminine, many statements wae considaed gendaed, and the statements matched offline 

staeotypes of genda. In faa, my study suggests that even online, in an environment whae 

gendas is self-seleaed (in a MOO people can selea the genda of their characta from a 

long list that includes neuta, male, female, dtha, Spivak, and royal), people still relate 

genda to sex, and most of the partidpants did not diffaentiate baween genda and sex— 

feminine -was seen as female and masculine seen as male. These staeotypes are so strong 
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that the participants applied the staeotypes online to statements and used the staeotypes to 

detamine the "sex" of the speaka (Bowie, Discussion: Study 2). 

Sheny Tiu-kle explores self, tinysex (netsex on MUDs), and genda in h a book, Life 

on the Saeen. She argues that the Intemet :iids in siudyng current thinking on identity as 

multiplicity (178). Usas/playas can be vdioeva they want—very diffaent pasonas, or 

simply aspects of themsdves that they cannot be (for a variay of reasons) in" RL" (real life). 

Many usas/playas think of life, or -would like to think of living RL, as being anotha 

Interna pasona, and their Intemet pasonas can become important parts of their 

somaimes idealized Ih-es (179-85). Turkic discusses how genda s-wapping (playing a 

diffaent genda online than one's genda in RL) allows people to explore aspects of thdr 

pa-sonality that they do not fed comfortable with in real life (211-23). Throughout h a book, 

she discusses how the Intemet, particularly MUDs, are used: children have found the 

Interna a safe place to expaiment -with sexuality because they can al-ways disconnea; MUDs 

force the male genda to "talk" more, and MUDs allow the kids to depart from face-to-face 

ejqDeaations. 

Like computa use in genaal, thae are genda diffaences in Intana use. For 

instance, Knox a al. found that men are significantly more likely to view sex sites online and 

are more likdy to report " 'rdaxation and escape' as the primary reason for using the 

Intana" 6). Although both males and females lied online, females wae more likely to he 

(43% to 35%) 6). Most of the decdt -was in areas like appearance and genda 6)- Dick 

Kdsey discusses otha sex-related diffaences regarding Intana use. According to results 

from an online survey of 38,000 Intanet usas, more males than females are addicted to "sex 

and the Intanet" (9.9% compared to 4%) (1). In addition, the pursuit of sex online was 

diffaent for females and males. Females based thdr activity on relationships and used 

Intana chat features; whaeas males pursued the more visual web (1). Lisa Bowman found 

additional diffaences in a study by Jupita Communications. Bowman sees the same genda 

divide in Intanet use as Barnum, Kantrowitz, O'Connor, Tannen, and Nicholson see in 

computa use. Bowman states that" [i]n genaal, boys wae more intaested in learning about 

technology, playing games and building Web pages"; -whaeas girls wae "more 'goal-

orientated,' using thdr time online to read publications, do homework, and communicate 
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-with othas' (1). The study looks partiailarly at teenage boys and girls and finds that males 

visit more sites than females do 601.2 to 271 pages respeaively). 

Joanna Wolfe ex:unines the "often expresstxl complaint" that -women are ignored in 

computa mediated communication aivii-onments (153). She focuses on Intachange (a local 

area nawork chat) synchronous exchanges and finds that althougli each sex had the same 

numba of turns, males had more words pa- turn (158). Both males and females seemed 

more intaested in communicating -with manba-s of the opposite sex (158). Thae wae no 

significant diffaences in the numba of intaactions received by female and male students 

(159). Howe\'a, sex diffaences wae found in the type of intaaaion. Females asked many 

more questions, but males recdved more directed questions (159). Females endorsed thdr 

dassmate's contributions, -while males wae more likdy to provide tangential comments 

(160). Contrary to otha research, females were less likely to reply to oppositions and 

agreements. Howeva, ovaall females' contributions wae more collaborative. 

Otha sex and/or genda diffaences in Intana use also related to online 

communication. According to Susan Haring, thae are genda diffaences in "flaming" 

online (190). LaDuc defines flames as " attack like exchanges in -vdiich participants assault 

each otha vabaliy (126). "Flames" are messages online that have a "pasonally offensive 

nature" (Haring 192). Martin Lea, Tim O'Shea, Pat Fung, and Russell Spears suggest that 

flaming is due to" reduced availability of social cues" and" dominance of the computing 

subculture" (192). Lea a al. contend that flaming is due to the "adolescence" of the 

computing culture, one that admires and encourages everything from impolite behavior, to 

pranks, to mild larceny (93). They argue that flaming is not a" univasal feature" of CMC, 

but context-dependent and rare (108). Howeva, Lea et al. neglea to discuss the 

male/female nature of this phenomenon including the fact that the computing subculture 

flaming is based in is predominantly male Haring does examine the sex diffaences of 

flaming and su^ests that men and women have diffaent styes in posting elearonic 

messages (just like otha communication diffaences discussed above) and that they have 

diffaent communication ahics (190). She contends that the male stye is flaming, and their 

ethics allow flaming; convasdy, the female stye is more coopaative and polite, -vdiich does 

not allow flaming (191-7). Kantrowitz also sees male convasation as more flame-like; male 
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convasation online is often" cmde" iuid compaitive with online hostility ;ind put-downs, 

whidi are considaed an "art form' (180). LiilDuc also sees diffaences in the issue of 

flaming. LaDuc states that online flaming incorporates a "diffaent politeness conventions" 

then the conventions -women use and iLuiiing is a display of the male dominant discourse 

(126-7). Although the appearance of accessibility and equality of the Intanet is an illusion, 

genda politics and styes of communication still a n a g e Many people still want genda 

information, and othas cannot or will not divulge such information. According to LaDuc, 

flaming is one evimple of "gender, powa, and culture" t rom the outside worid refleaed in 

cybaculture(127). 

The final area of use and sex and/or genda diffaences in use is the World Wide 

Web. Studies on web use cova many diffaent areas from reasons for use, to web-bases 

instmction, to age diffaences. Studies on sex and/or genda diffaences in web use are more 

limited and focus mostly on design considaations like background and visual/vabal 

content, -website lo>alty, and leaming. According to Barnum, thae are only three reasons for 

people to use the -web: information (content), sales (commace), and intaaaion 

(communication -with otha people) 665). Knox et al. support two of these uses in thdr 

study of -web use among college students. They found that 53% of thdr partidpants used the 

•web primarily for research/academic (information) and 44% pursued social (intaaaion) 6). 

Eileen O'Connor states that the main goal of web usas is communication 6). In addition, 

web usas are goal driven, and speed is important (Barnum 368). The usas "demand fast 

download and are extremely impatient and -want immediate support for thdr own goals" 

(Nielsen, "Web Research" 1). According to Nielsen, "every click is a burden for busy Web 

usas" ("Web Research" 1). Usas mostly use t-wo web features to navigate: links and the 

back button, respeaively (4). Both Nielsen and Barnum state that usas do not wont to read; 

instead, they prefa to browse and skim information (Barnum 368-9; Nielsen 104-6). 

The -web is also an important tool in education. According to Badrul Khan, the web 

"has the ability to provide rich learning environments in a global, demoaatic, and intaactive 

manna" (69). Howeva, the type of learna and the amount of linearity in the web design 

could make a diffaence Thomas McManus studied sdf-regulated leamas and the web 

environment. He found that highly-self r^^ilated learnas paform poorly in linear web 
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learning environments that have limited choices. Howeva, medium sdf-regulated learnas 

learn poorly in the web learning environments that wae liiglily nonlinear and offaed many 

choices (243). Margara Martinez's findings support McManus's findings. Martinez ecamined 

how leaming orientation impacted learning on the web. She found that "learnas enjoyed 

greata success in leai-ning environments that matched their individual learning orientation" 

(478). In addition, learnas -with "liiglier orientations had higha achievement in the more 

sophisticated leai-ning environments' (482). The more sophisticated learning environment 

was more nonlinear, so these results dosely match McManus's. These studies on linear and 

nonlinear web environments show diffaences in -web use based on learning orientation, 

anotha important area to consida in •web design. Both Martinez and McManus show that 

the design and arrangement of a •website can make a diffaence for the usas. Howeva, 

Martinez and McManus do not examine sex or genda diffaences. Some of their results 

could be due to or impaaed by sex or genda diffaences. 

David Tewtebury and Scott Althaus focus on the motivations behind •web use. They 

found that web use is " purposive and goal direaed" (134). Anxiay was found to be a factor 

in web use. Usas •vdio were anxious •wae less likely to use the -web for entertainment and to 

pass time, and -web use -was less gratifying (131). The u sa s belids and gratifications wae 

found to predia web use (132). Tewtebury and Althaus found five categories of web sites 

that accounted for 60% of the -web use that they studied. The categories are 

Arts and mass media 

Pasonal utility (business, employment, and travel) 

Political and govanment 

Online magazines or newspapas 

Sports information (132) 

These five categories did not aa to limit -web use, howeva. The web -was used for a large 

variety of reasons, and most usas, on avaage, used the -web for tasks related to four of the 

five categories (133). But those who used the -web for one type of gratification dike work) 

wae less likely to use it for the opposite type of gratification dike entatainment) (133). 
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Andy Cockburn and Bruce McKenzie, in an empirical analysis using the Nascape 

Navigator liistory and bookmai-k files of seva-al participants ova a four-month paiod, also 

examine web use. The particip-ants were faculty, staff, :uid students in the computa sdence 

department at the Univasity of Cantabury. The researchas found thdr participants visited 

an avaage of 42 pages a day and had an avaage revisit rate of 81% (918). Twenty-four 

pacent of a usa's -web page visits wae to the u sa s top thi-ee pages (including their 

browsa's homepage) (911). Also, Cockburn and McKenzie found that most time gaps 

between page xisits -wae only one second long, and few visits lasted more than ten seconds. 

This suggests that most people used the pages as a route to otha particular pages (911). 

Although the participants -wae all niembas of the same computa sdence department, only 

9.2% of the pages -wae seen by more than one pason, and thae was not a single page seen 

by all (917). 

Michad Bryne, Bonnie E. John, Ndl S. Wehrle, and David Crow present a 

contextual analysis of usas doing their own tasks on the web in "The Tangled Web We 

Wove A Taskonomy of 'WWW Use." They found six classes of tasks: 

" Use information" 

"Locate on page" 

"Go to page" 

" Provide information" 

"Configure browsa" 

"Reaa to environment" 645) 

All usas' tasks fell into one or more of these categories 647). The researchas found that 

any task can genaate the use of any otha task as a subtask, -vdiich means the" hiaarchy of 

web tasks is tangled and nearly flat" 647). The most common tasksthat the researchas 

found -was " configure browsa," -which means changing the state of the browsa, and 

includes things like changing the window size and saolling 647). Of the six tasks, the 

partidpants spent the most time on the "use information" (whae usas attempt to use 



information from the web) task. "Locate" (finding a piece of information on the page) was 

the second most time intensix'e task, -with "go to [xigc" (going to a new URL) the third most 

time intensive (547). Avaage time spent on "use inl'ormation" tasks was also the highest, 

more than a minute p a task, l̂ ecause it has more subtasks. This task was also longa because 

it induded reading (548). The authors argue that past research, especially that of Nielsen, 

discussed above, wiiich showed that usas did not read online, was not complady tme. 

Usas might not read during study-direaed tasks, but would read, as Byrne et al.'s findings 

show, when using the -web on their own (548, 551). Byrne et al. also found web usas only 

used a few mahods of the many a\'culable mahods to change URLs. The researches counted 

three categories of URL changing: hypalink, back button, and otha. These categories, and 

Bryne a al.'s findings, show hypalinks are most commonly used, and then the back button 

(550). This agrees with Ndisen's findings. Howeva, the otha methods took longa and 

included t̂ yping in the URL, •which was often problematic, and using the history brow/sa 

button, -̂ vhich •was very rare (549-50). The researchas found that of the five hours each usa 

spent online, 47 minutes -wae spent •waiting (even though most usas had high-speed 

Intana conneaions) 650). Waiting time is an important finding to consida for both 

website and browsa designas. 

Richard Hall, Joel Balestra, and MUes Davis, in "A Navigational Analysis of Linear 

and Non-Linear Hypamap Intafaces," compare how usas use two diffaent website 

intafaces: a linear intaface and a nonlinear intaface. For both interfaces, they found that 

the hits (visits) on the main page •wae higha than on any otha page 6). Howeva, the use 

of the main page seemed to diffa for usas of diffaent intafaces. The linear group spent 

less time than the nonlinear group on the main page and more time on a few of the sub-

pages. This diffaence su^ests that the nonlinear group used the main page as more than a 

navigation and orientation anchor, but as a "graphical tool for int^ation" and as a study aid 

(6). Navigational pattans among the linear intaface usas wae consistent with the linear 

stmaure, but intaestingly the navigational pattans for the nonlinear intaface usas wae 

ndtha consistently linear nor nonlinear (6). Not only are the diffaences in use of the 

navigational stmaures important, but also are what the usas ga out of the intaface. Hall, 

Balestra, and Davis found that the nonlinear interface usas had a more positive learning 
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expaience, that the usas found the nonlineaj- design more helpful, and that the nonlinear 

design is a b a t a aid to remanber the infonnation (6). In a similar study, Richard Hall, in 

"Guided Surfing: Development and Assessmait of a World Wide Web Intaface for an 

Undagraduate Psychology Class," compares list înd map structural web intafaces. He 

found that the list group had less anxiety and a more positive expaience, but the map group 

had more positi\'e comments about the guide pages. This finding is an intaesting contrast to 

those of Hall, Balestra, and Davis wdio assat that the nonlinear usas had a more positive 

eq^aience The map group had a more balanced use of the site; whaeas; the list group only 

focused on about t-wo-fourths of the site. In addition, the map usas had broada searches, 

•̂ \hich suggest that these usas had a b a t a undastanding of the breadth of the site and may 

have" enhanced the student's maacognitive knowledge of the domain" (2). 

Various studies have found diffaences in how usas use the -web. For instance, 

Roga Mondl, Christopha B. Mayhorn, and Joan Bennett studied web use pattems in 

middle-aged and olda groups. They found that middle-aged people (ages 40-59) use the web 

more than young-old people (ages 60-74) and old-old people (ages 75-92) (176). Ovaall, 

they found that web usas (in genaal and in each age group studied) are more likely to be 

younga, b a t a educated, and have access to a computa (178). In faa, the top prediaor of 

web use -was, not surprisingly, access to a computa (179). Predictors of not using the web 

were age, training, and lack of knowledge of -^at one can do on the web (180). Howeva, 

both usas and non-usas -wae willing and intaested in using the -web, particularly for email, 

travel information, and health information (178-80). Bowman discusses additional age 

diffaences in web use. Drawing on a study by Jupita Communications, she states that 

teenagas spend only half the amount of time online as adults do. In fact, the olda the 

pason is (only up to age 49 in the study)" the more time they spend online" (1). Bowman 

provides reasoning for the adult and teenagas diffaences in time online, suggesting that 

teenagas have more limited use because the teenagas are busia, must share computas -with 

otha family membas, and do not use the Intanet at -work, as olda people might (1). 

Along with age diffaences, genda or sex diffaences are also not uncommon in web 

use According to O'Connor, men spend more time on the web (2). Women use the web to 
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complete a task and stop using the web when done; whaeas, men will keep going 

(O'Connor 2). O'Connor draws on reseuch by Melissa Moss to argue that women aie more 

loyal in their -website usage pattans; once they find a site they will return, but men, on the 

otha hand, prefa browsing the whole Intana (2). Fanale loyalty to websites also includes a 

catain loyalty to familiar offline brands; according to Bowman, females wae" more likely to 

look for familiar offline brands while hanging out online" (1). Tewksbury and Althaus also 

found that "genda exats a small but stable influence on web use reasons" due in part to 

greata fedings of anxiay (131). As result, females were less likely to use the web for 

entatainment and to pass time, as was common of those -with greata computa anxiay 

(131). 

Young-Ju Joo, Mimi Bong, and Ha-Jeen Choi found sex and/or genda diffaences 

in their study of sdf-r^ilated leaming online. They found that females had greata self-

efficacy in thdr self-regulated learning and had a b a t a cognitive strategy in their web use 

(10-1). The females also outperformed males in a content exam ova web-based instmaion 

mataial (10). Howeva, males had more expaience with computas (10-1). Anotha study by 

Richard Hall also looks at sex and/or genda diffaences in the use of web-based instmaion 

mataials. Like Joo a al., HaU finds that the male students had more expaience -with 

computas (9). He studies the effeaiveness among students of web page backgrounds (plain, 

texture, and images -with text), and the vabal/visual content. He finds that, as predicted 

(based on the litaature), both sexes rated the picture and text content the highest (ova text 

only, piaure only, and text-piaure) (88). Females in his study rated the image and text 

background lowest for learning effeaiveness, -which corresponds to the author's predictions 

that the image and text background -would be distracting (10). Howeva, the males rated this 

background the most effeaive. These two studies show some important genda diffaences 

that need to be considaed -vdien developing websites, espedally for instmaion. Furtha 

research is needed to see if web-base instmaion is not effeaivdy designed for males and to 

learn how-we can make web-base instmction equally effeaive for males. The unprediaable 

results of males' prefaence for image and text background could influence our design of 

educational -websites, but requires more analysis to see -vdiy this happened. 
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Pamela Takayoshi along with Emily Huot and Meghan Huot (Takayoshi's 

stepdaughtas), look partiailarly at how girls use theii" websites. They state that computa 

culture for many females, as it is popularly represented, is an "inhospitable and sometimes 

dangaous space for girls," or females in genaal. In faa, the authors call computa culture 

an "dectric clubhouse for boys" (89). With the advent of the web, thae are signs of change; 

thus, females ai'e using the Intanet more than ever tefore. (90). They argue that "against a 

predominance of male usas and within the masailine ailture of computing, some girls are 

aaivdy weaving the web, aeating cornas of the web that reflect girls' intaests, values, and 

solidarit)-" (90). They found that girls are using the web as a" space to share their voices and 

ideas with real audiences," and that the female presence on the web is "bold, loud, and 

proud." (95). From this study, it is clear that girls are not only using the -web, but are aeating 

or reaeating it -with their own voices and websites. The authors show the web as possibly 

empowaing for females (despite the male-orientated nature of computas, the Intana, and 

the web). The "weaving of the web" by girls is an important area to study and acknovdedge, 

but the focus on pasonal use moves away from the audience/usa focus of many technical 

communicators. 

All of this research shows how computas, the Intana, and the web are used in 

various -ways for various things. Haas, Bryne et al; Grimes, Sandason, and Cliing; and Nass 

and Moon studied genaal computa use and found diffaences in how people •write and read 

•with/on computas compared to papa/hard copy, diffaences in how and • ^ o uses 

computa aided instmaion; and diffaences in how and why humans intaaa with 

computas in the -way they do. These researchas illustrate how people use and intaaa with 

computas for a variay of uses (from education to entertainment). They also demonstrate 

how various factors, such as the type of computa and soft-ware, education, demographics, 

drop down list length, computa voices' sex, the race of people on saeen, and 

computa/human "in group vasus out group" conditions, can all impaa computa use and 

human/computa intaaaions. Lauman, Barnum, Kantrowitz, O'Connor, Nicholson, 

Johnson-Eilola, Mitra a al., Shashaani also study computas, but they concentrate on sex 

and/or genda as an influence in computa use. They find sex and/or genda diffaences in 

genaal types of computa use; the view/role of technology (tool/toy); interface prefaences 
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(CLI/GUI); attitudes on computers and the web, confidence levels; and in expaience levels. 

Wahlstrom, Aschaua, and Kantrowitz investigate why these diffaences could exist and 

argue that sex and/or genda diffaences exist in part l:)ecause of social/political expeaations 

and influences. These researchas provide important insiglits into sex and/or genda 

diffaences in computa use, and thdr findings suggest such diffaences also are likely to 

occur with web use. 

Knox, Danids, Sturdivant, and Zusman; Mirel; Hollenbeck; Woodland; Bowie; and 

Turkic all focus on Intana use and examine a wide range of Intanet applications. These 

Intana researchas examine Inta-na use for rdationship development and communication; 

online hdp exchanges; new and more danoaatic -ways of teaching; CMC use by LGBT 

people, and the use of the Intana to carry offline genda staeotypes online. Although this 

variay of Intemet research iUustrates the divasity of Intana uses, thae is a focus on 

communication uses like devdoping relationships and coming out. As chats, email, and otha 

Interna communication media move onto -web pages, these findings for Intanet 

communication become more applicable to webtexts and may offa furtha direction for 

study. Knox a al., Kdsey, Bowman, Wolfe, Haring, and LaDuc focus their examinations of 

Intana use on sex and/or genda diffaences. The researchas discuss sex and/or genda 

diffaences in types and reasons of Intanet use; collaboration in online chats; and in 

"flaming" online. These sex and/or genda diffaences in Intema use match sex and/or 

genda diffaences found by feminist researchas like Gilligan, Flynn, Barnes, Gabriel, and 

Ward and Grant in -writing, thinking, and speaking and, thus, suggest such diffaences are 

likely to also occur in -web use. 

In the final category of analysis, Bamum; Knox et al.; McManus; Martinez; 

Ta\fobury and Althaus; Cockburn and McKenzie; Bryne a al; Hall, Balestra, and Davis; 

Mondl, Mayiorn, and Bennett explore how people use the -web. They cova a wide range of 

topics rdated to web use including reasons and motivations for -web use; the impaas of 

learning orientations and the web environments on web use; types/classes of web use; the 

influences of linear and nonlinear intafaces on web use; and -web use pattans in middle-

aged and olda groups. Togaha this research shows that reason for use, motivations, 

learning orientations, website stmaure, and age can all impaa how the web is used. Not 
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only does this research suggest that sex iind/or genda might also impaa web use, but k also 

provides a wide range of areas in wiiich sex and/or genda should be considaed to fully 

undastand web use. O'Connor; Tewksbiuy and Althaus; Joo, Bong, and Choi; Hall; 

Takayoshi, Huot, and Huot begin this furtha analysis by directing their examinations of web 

use on sex and/or genda diffaences in use. They consida a variety of diffaences: time 

spent on the web; -website usage pattans; web use reasons; self-regulated learning on the 

web; web-based instruction mataials use; and the female use of the web for voice. This 

research illustrates that sex and/or genda diffaences do exists in how people genaally use 

the-web, the Intanet, and computa. 

Howe\'a, none of these studies look explicitly at sex and genda diffaences in 

specifically how people use -websites. The time use diffaences, website loyalty diffaences, 

and reasons for -web use diffaences provide a good, but limited, undastanding that 

diffaences do exist. These studies provide a foundation for deepa analysis. Bamum's, 

Know a al.'s, and O'Connor's reason for web use are important for technical 

communications and web designas to undastand, but these reasons do not look at sex 

and/or genda diffaences in use. To aeate and design usa-friendly-websites, it is important 

for designas and educators to know more than these three main reason for use 

information, commace, and communication, but also to know-what sex and/or genda 

diffaences exist. For instance, it is possible that the three main reasons are actually 

univasalized, and, thus they do not accurately reflect usa considaations for some sexes and 

gendas. Cockburn and McKenzie's analysis of website use, -which includes page visits, 

revisits, and time spent on pages, off a s a valuable undastanding of what usas do in 

browsas and how they navigate and utilize -websites. But, like the reasons for use found by 

Barnum, Knowet al., and O'Connor, these findings do not examine any sex and/or genda 

diffaences, and they may present univasalized uses. Michal Bryne et al., in thdr article "The 

Tangled Web We Wove: A Taskonomy of WWW Use," focus thdr exanimation of use on 

six tasks "usas engage in -̂ \hile browsing" 644). Their study can help designas, 

communicators, and educators undastand -^at usas do -̂ \hile browsing, and thus, b a t a 

design, create, and use -websites. Howeva, thdr view of behaviors and a limited participant 

pool do not allow higha levels of abstraction dike usa strategies, pattans of behavior, and 
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even how successful the partidptints' tasks wae (551). Also, like many of the otha studies, 

Bryne d al. ignore usa differaices like sex iind genda. In anotha article, Bryne a al. 

acknowledge that thae are diffaences in the use of click down menus from usas who 

appeared to use the menu as a top down orda only stye, to usas who appear to use the 

menus in a complaely random orda (" E ye Tracking" 407). Howeva, they do not examine 

•^y these diffaences exist and if these diffaences are due to diffaences in usas' age, sex, 

or genda. Since these diffaences could be argued to be hiaarchical and linear (masculine 

mahods) for the top down approach, and intaconnective and holistic (feminine methods) 

for the random, they could easily be attributed to sex and/or genda diffaences. 

Without deepa analysis of how females, males, feminine people, masculine people, 

androgynous people, and undiffaentiated people use the •web, we will only have a limited, 

and possibly univasalized, undastanding of •web use. We •will likdy ignore important 

diffaences that could lead to more effeaive designs for many of our usas. 

Definitions of Use, Intaaaion, and Action 

The goal of my research is to examine genda or sex diffaences in the use of 

-websites. This includes genda or sex diffaences in usa intaactions and actions -with 

websites. Before 1 present my own definitions of "use," "intaaaion," and "aaion," 1 

explore how usa and website intaaaions and usa aaions have been defined, applied, or 

discussed by otha scholars. First, I look at the two main tasks in hypertextual reading 

presented by Smith, Newman, and Parks:" secmhirg" -which requires the usa to find 

particular information on a particular node in the text, and bvasirg, or "exploratory," "which 

requires the reada to find related items of information within the stmaure" (69, italics 

mine). They suggest that the "concept of exploratory task serves to simulate 'goal-direaed' 

browsing... [and] -^en browsing, the usa's goal may change ova time as information is 

gathaed and goals are changed or refined accordingly (69). Each of these tasks are sas of 

usa actions and usa-website intaaaions—meta-aaions, -vdiich are tasks that include 

aaions and intaaaions. 
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Next, 1 examine intaactivity in Jay Bolta's and Richard Grusin's Remediation. They 

call usa/web intaaaivity a "point-;ind-click-inttTaaivity (199). The authors argue that the 

web remediates sevaal otha media, espediilly "the printed book, static graphics, paintings, 

and photographs." (200). They also suggest the web ranediates otha things like libraries, 

lettas, magazines, enqdopedias, radio, television, film, and the telephone (196-210). An 

analysis of all these ranediations can show a -wide range of possible uses, intaaaions, 

and/or actions that the usa has -with the -web. Table 2.1 lists Bolta and Grusin's web 

remediations (column one) and shows possible actions or intaaaions 1 see for each media 

(column two). 

Table 2.1: Uses, Intaaaions, and Actions and for Web Remediations 

Media or Items Remediated 
The printed book 
Static graphics, paintings, 
photographs 
Libraries 

Latas 
Magazines 
Encydopedias 

Radio 
Tdevision 
Film 
Telephone 

Uses, Intaaaions, or Aaions 
Read, flip pages, search 
Look at/view 

Browse for information or books, search for 
information or books 
Read 
Read, look at, browse 
Search, browse, read, jump (from entry to suggested 
related entry) 
Listen 
Watch, surf 
Watch 
Talk, listen 

Togaha from Bolta and Grusin, -we see that the usas' uses, aaions, or intaaaions 

•with the web are many, and can include: 
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Pointing and clicking 

Retrie\'ing 

Modifying 

Reading 

Flipping 

Seardiing 

Browsing 

Viewing Qooking at) 

Jumping 

Listening 

Watching 

Talking 

Surfing 

To this list •we can also add controlling;" [0]n the Intanet, the listena has greata 

control ova h a listening or viewing expaience" than radio or TV, and probably many otha 

media (Bolta and Grusin 203). Howeva, many of these uses, intaactions, or aaions—like 

reading, listening, and •watching—are more passive usa actions and they do not (often) 

require a corresponding aaion from the "website 

As discussed in the previous seaion, thae have been sevaal studies that examine 

web use including those by Takayoshi, Hout, and Hout; Joo, Bong, and Choi; O'Connor; 

Cockburn and McKenzie; Tewskbury and Althaus; Hall; and Hall et al.. For example, 

Takayoshi, Hout, and Hout look at how web use is a aeation space in which to have a voice. 

Joo, Bong, and Choi look at an educational use of the web and find sex and/or genda 

diffaences in the cognitive strat^es in web use. O'Connor discusses loyalty diffaences and 

task diffaences. Bryne a al., in thdr article looking at the "Tangled Web," find six usa web 

tasks: 

• " Use information" 
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"Locateon page" 

"Go to page" 

"Provide information" 

" Configure browsa" 

"React to environment" 

Cockburn and McKenzie find that many web pages are used as part of a navigation 

route and that usas have high revisit rates. Tewskbury and Althaus examine diffaent 

moti\'es and gratifications from entatainment to -work, and the authors present five 

categories of -websites. The Hall and Hall a al. studies show diffaences in navigation for 

diffaent stmctures and diffaent uses for pages in diffaent stmaures. These studies show 

sevaal diffaent types of aaions, intaaaions, and uses of the web from aeating to 

navigating. 

Like Bolta and Grusin, Carol M. Barnum, in Usability Testing and Research 

presents many usa uses and aaions; howeva, she also presents some intaaaions. Barnum 

writes a chapta on web usability in which she discusses usa and -web intaactions and usa 

aaions. She says usas do not "read," but instead skim, search, and scan 668-9). As Barnum 

covas in h a book and as Byrne a al. discuss in "The Tangled Web," approximately 30% of 

a usas' time is spent -waiting and saolling, 12% searching, 13% requesting information, and 

5% responding to requests (Barnum 369; Byrne a al., "Tangled Web" 547-50). Some of 

these aaions, such as -waiting, saolling, requesting information, and responding to requests, 

can be seen as intaaaions because they require some aaion from the website. Looking at 

anotha study, Barnum discusses more aaions, this time sexed. Barnum states, from a study 

by Melissa Moss (Women's Consuma Network), that women prefa to raurn to site they 

like and that men prefa to surf and browse (370). Anotha study by Bowman found that 

males prefa playing and building and that females prefa completing goals and 

communicating 670). Learning, playing, building, complaing tasks, and communicating are 

all usa maa-aaions, which often include usa and web intaactions. Barnum, Know et al., 

and O'Connor discuss reasons for web use, and togetha, they present three main reasons: 

information (which could be learning, searching, or many otha maa-aaions), commace 
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(buying and commace related meta-actions), and communication with otha people 

(communicating). These tiiree things can also be defined as uses. 

Jakob Nielsen, in Designing Web Usability, claims that links iire the most important 

part of the -web l^ecause" [t]hey connea the pages and allow usas to go onto new and 

exdting places on the Web" (51). He adds to this lata by saying," [t]he web is a navigational 

system: The basic usa intaaaion is to click on hypertext links in orda to move around a 

huge information space..." (188). Thus, clicking on links is the most important usa aaion 

and is one that aeates an intaaaion. Ndlson also states that 7S)% of web usas scan ratha 

than read, so scanning is clearly a common aaion -with websites (106). Nielsen addresses the 

diffaences between search-dominant usa (more than 50% of usas -vdio are task-oriented 

and go straight to the search) and link-dominant usas (20% of usas who -wQl look around 

the site, and when trying to find information, -will use links), and mixed usas 60% of usas 

who -will switch between searches and links) (224). These methods of navigation include 

both aaions (clicking on links) and meta-aaion (searching for information). Otha uses, 

intaaaions, or aaions Ndlson mentions are: 

• Clicking, navigating (l(S4-259) 

• Complaing tasks (198) 

• Moving between sites (217) 

• Managing large amount of information while navigating the site (217-21) 

• Providing feedback (256) 

• Contributing (256) 

In Adaptive Hypertext and Hvpamedia. two chaptas add to the discussion of 

intaaaions. Although these chaptas deal mainly with pre-WWW hypertext, many of the 

same intaaaions can be carried ova to hypertext on the web. Hubertus Hohl, Heinz-Dieta 

Bocka, and Rul Gunzenhausa, in "Hypadapta: An Adaptive Hypertext System for 

Exploratory Learning and Programming," present four uses, aaions, or intaaaions: 

exploring browsing, navigating, and linking (117). Nathalie Mathe and James R. Chen, in 

"Usa-Centaed Indexing for Adaptive Information Access," look at the use of a larga 
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hypatext of connected techniciil doaiments used in a company They present five possible 

uses or intaaaions: retrieving information, navigating, marking of documents, sharing of 

documents, and indexing (171). 

Whiteney Quesenbery suggests five usa approaches to gathaing information online: 

browse, find, query, struaured, and guided (183). She contends that "browsing" is an 

exploratory task in -which usas enter the website "-without a clearly defined goal except to 

undastand what is available in tliis space" (183). This involves the usa obtaining a hoUstic 

view of the information available on the site and making conneaions baween information 

and items (184). The next type of approach requires a search intaface; when "finding," usas 

are looking for a particular thing. The usas "" can identify the target and only needs help in 

locating it -within the information space" (184). ""Find" is similar to the third type of 

approach, "query." Usas -who are querying are also looking for something, but they only 

have a ""genaal concept of the desired item without a specific targa or knowledge of 

-whaha such an item exists" (184). Howeva, the usas have a clear and conaete mental 

image -with sevaal aitaia; thus, they do not need a very stmaured approach (184). The 

fourth approach is "stmaured," and it "relies on a defined hiaarchy to assist the usa in 

nanowing the search domain through successive choices" (185). The final usa approach is 

"guided," and such an intaface ""offas few navigational options in presenting a single 

nanative sequence." " Stmaured" and" guided" are two usa approaches that are not clearly 

usa aaion based, but, instead, are intaface stmctures that require the usa to respond in a 

set -way, like clicking on d tha the "next page" or "previous page" buttons of a guided web 

document. The first three usa approaches—"browse," "find," and "quay"—are more 

clearly usa uses or aaions. 

From these various authors, we have a ratha large and somewhat repaitive concept 

of usa uses, aaions, and intaaaions. Even this concept is not complae, as thae are sevaal 

aaions a usa could engage in on a -website, and as technologies change, more actions and 

intaaaions -will become available. Intaaaion, defined by WebsterNewWoddCdl^ 

Diaicmty is "action on each otha; reciprocal aaion or effea" (703). Thus, intaaaions are 

only actions that cause a redprocal action, or effea from the computa. Table 2.2 lists the 

aaions from the various authors and displays -which ones noraially become intaaaions with 
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the website. These actions do not include a category of aaions that 1 call meta-actions. Maa-

actions—searching, browsing, surfing, exploring, navigating, working and/or learning (task 

completion, learning), building, buying (doing commace), communicating, and playing—are 

the genaal aaions that a usa paforms -wlien he/she goes to a website These maa-aaions 

lead to usa intaactions with the website. For ex:unple, a usa cannot search a website 

-without intaacting with the website by clicking, entaing text, or many otha aaions. A final 

list of intaaaions and maa-aaions are listed in Table 2.3. 

Table 2.2: List of Actions and Intaactions 

Aaions 

Pointing, clicking, and linking 
Reading 
Flipping 
Viewing Cooking at) 
Jumping 
Listening 
Watching 
Talking 
Skimming 
Scanning 
Waiting 
Saolling 
Controlling 
Requesting information 
Responding to requests 

Moving 
Contributing (and feedback) 
Rarieving information 
Marking of documents. 
Sharing of documents 
Indexing 

Intaactions (usa aaion and corresponding 
website action) 
Clicking and linking 
— 

Part of linking 
— 

Part of linking 
— 
— 

— (Unless using voice activated technology) 
— 
— 

Waiting on the otha 
Saolling/ moving text 
Controlling/bdng controlled 
Requesting/providing info 
Responding/asking for info 

Part of linking 
Contributing/ changing 
— 

Marking 
— 

I ndexing/ being indexed 

From these lists, definitions of website use, intaaaion, aaion, and meta-aaion begin 

to emage For this text, 1 will define usa aaions and intaaaions based on these tables and 
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the work of previous authors. First, a usa aaion is aintJ that theincrcbes cn^totheuetsitetha 

does rut ausea cxrre^idirgctiiai For example, an aaion the usa might do is reading text on 

a website. Unless they complae anotha aaion dike clicking or saolling), their reading does 

not require any aaion from the website. A usa intaaaion is coiact that the userperfarns or^to 

theuebsitethd a:aees theuebsitetogiea ajnespondii'gctiia^ iiDUtmi An example would be a usa 

clicking (aa) on a link to a new page, and the website providing (corresponding aaion) the 

new page. A maa-action is akv^act, iisudlythetcKk orgxi bMrdtheusecftheiuebsite; or apart 

cf the task a~gyi, uhido leads toaseries cfactiais coid iiiattiia^ topeiformtheact. For instance, 

browsing for a book on a website -would include actions like reading, and intaaaions, like 

dicking and using searches. Often the maa-aaion is the actual task that the usa comes to 

the website to do. 

Table 2.3: Intaactions and Maa-aaions 

Intaactions: 
• Clicking and linking (includes flipping, 
jumping, moving) 
• Waiting 
• Saolling 
• Controlling 
• Playing 
• Requesting information 
• Responding to requests 
• Contributing (and feedback) 
• Marking 
• Indexing 

Maa-aaions: 
• Searching 
• Bro-wsing 
• Surfing 
• Exploring 
• Navigating 
. Working, finding out, and/or leaming 
(task completion, learning) 
• Building 
. Buying (doing commace) 
• Communicating 
• Playing 

In Webster'sNewWorldCdl^Diaiomry, use is defined in sevaal diffaent ways. The 

most applicable definitions are "to put or bring into action or service; employ for or apply to 

a given purpose... the objea, end, or purpose for -which somahing is used... function, 

service benefit" (1496). Normally, -when usas go to a -website, they cffdythe wdositefora 

gienpopcse—they usethe website. Most of these given purposes are the maa-aaions 
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disaissed above such as samMi^iov information,p!!a>i>ga game, or leanm^dbout a new 

subject. The usa's use of a website will normally include both actions, dike reading, 

skimming, and listening) and intaaaions dike scrolling, clicking and linking, and 

contributing). Howeva, the maa-actions may be the usa's use of the website or may be 

anotha levd of action -within the use. For example, a usa- may be using a website to learn 

(use and maa-aaion) about a new subject. This may involve searcliing (meta-aaion), reading 

(aaion), scanning (action), clicking and linking (intaaaion), and browsing (maa-aaion). 

Thus, the use of a -website by a usa includes all three levels of action: actions, intaaaions, 

and maa-actions. So, to truly examine if thae are genda or sex diffaences in how websites 

are used, I must explore all three levds. 

Conclusion 

In this chapta, I surveyed the scholarship/research and found that, -while it covas a 

lot of ground, it still inadequatdy addresses sex and/or genda diffaences in the specific use 

of the -web. Research on sex and/ or genda diffaences explores a variay of diffaences from 

cognition to reactions to tragic films. Many of the researchas 1 surveyed found similar sex 

and/or genda diffaences even though the diffaences -wae found in divase areas. In 

education, -writing, thinking, speaking, chatting online, and pacdving, researchas, including 

Barnes; Flynn; Belenky a al.; Gilligan; Lakoff; Duin and Archee; and Shlain, found that 

females/feminine people prefa and used more intaconnected and holistic mahods and that 

males/masculine people used more individual, separate, and achievement-based mahods. 

Howeva, thae are two problems wdth the research on sex and/or genda diffaences. The 

first problem is that -while many of the researchas acknowledged the diffaences they found 

wae due to genda (that is cultural influences), the researchas daamined the "genda" of 

their participants based on sex. So, it is hard to tell from their research what is due to genda 

and what is due to sex. The second problem is that although these researchas covaed a 

wide range of topics they did not explicitly look at sex and/or genda diffaences in specific 

web use These various studies suggest that sex and/ or genda diffaences are likely to be 
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found in how people use websites, but little has been done to examine how these diffaences 

play into the use of -webtexts. 

The usa-centaed design mahods, including usability testing, are mahods frequently 

used in tedinical communication to examine how usa use produas and thus would be good 

methods to examine sex and/or genda diffaaices in websites. Howeva, as these methods 

are traditionally applied, usa diffaences dike sex and/or genda) are hidden through 

univasalizing. Univasalizing commonly ocairs in five diffaent ways: '"representative" 

consolidated results, sdect groups, pLu-p)osive sampling and market-based usas, demoaatic 

representative usas, and group design -with consensus and "equal" time. Gilligan, Lawton, 

Aschaua illustrate that univasalizing is problematic because it ignores or hides some of the 

people being studied, Barnum points out including both males and females is important in 

usability testing if the audience includes both (l60). Gomes demonstrates that -when sex is 

not univasalized, sex diffaences in product use can be found. Togaha Gilligan, Lawton, 

Aschaua, Bamum, and Gomes present the argument that that genda and sex should be 

considaed in usability testing and otha usa-centaed design mahods so •we can, as Dumas 

and Redish suggest, kwivand unckrstandour users and improve the usability of a produa (4). 

Additionally the issues of sex and/or genda diffaences in specific web use are 

insuffidently addressed in litaature examining how people use the computa, the Intana, 

and the web. Numaous studies have found that the computa, the Intana, and the web are 

used for everything from entertainment to -work and are used diffaently by diffaent people. 

Various sex and/or genda diffaences are found in computa, Intemet, and genaal -web use. 

Johnson-Eilola; Mitra a al.; Knox et al.; Bowman; Wolfe; O'Connor; Joo, Bong, and Choi 

find sex and/or genda diffaences in intaface prefaences; attitudes about computa and 

the Intemet; reasons for technology use; types of technology use (such as play and work); 

communication types and amounts; time spent using the technology; and leaming methods 

with the technology. The -wide range of diffaences implies diffaences are also likely in -web 

use. Howeva, research negleas to fully examine possible sex and genda diffaences in 

specific -web use, like navigating a website. 
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In the final section of this chapta, 1 provided definitions for aaion, intaaaion, 

meta-action, and use by first showing how previous studies have discussed web use and then 

providing my own definitions. These definitions present a starting place to undastand and 

analyze specific -web use. 

Without deepa analysis of how females, miiles, feminine people, masculine people, 

andi'ogynous people, and undiffaentiated people use the web, technical communicators -will 

not be able to fully design for thdr usas and will have a limited (and likely univasalized) 

undastanding of -web use. Technical communicators, educators, and those who aeate and 

design -websites •will likely ignore important diffaences that could lead to more effeaive 

designs for many of the usas. 

As LaDuc states, "Technical Communication is a profession that, because of its 

rdationship to technology, can greatly affea the sodal constmction of •work-related 

assumptions, organizational stmaures and plans for aaion, the implementation of specific 

technologies, and even genda roles and functions" (128). Thus, technical communicators 

must not ignore the gaps that currently exist—the lack of research on sex and/or genda 

diffaences in how people use •webtexts and the lack of usa-centaed design methods that 

consida or explore sex and/or genda diffaences in •web use—ratha, technical 

communicators have a responsibility to explore and undastand sex and genda diffaences 

in web use and to implement usa-centaed mahods that consida sex and genda without 

univasalizing. This chapta reviews these problems and shows why they need to be solved. 

In the next chapta, I discuss the research methods and methodology that I use to respond 

to these two gaps. I present my research rationale; discuss the use of the investigation 

mahods in technical communication; introduce my feminist research mahodology; and 

discuss my research tools and data analysis techniques. 
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CHAPTER 111 

METHODS AND METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

In the remainda of the dissertation, 1 examine two limitations in the body 

of scholarship surrounding •web use and genda. To date, little research emphasizes sex 

and/or genda diffaaices in how people use webtexts and little research considas sex 

and/or genda diffaences in design and devdopment research mahods, -which aeates 

unanswa-ed questions in web design and use, education, feminist studies, genaal usability, 

and particularly in the field of technical communication. To begin to address the questions 

arising from these limitations, 1 have applied a feminist mahodology by making my research 

for, by, dxxi, a? and/or idth women, and I have adjusted usability testing into a solid research 

mahod for my particular questions and context. This chapta will discuss my research 

mahodology and mahods. I begin by discussing my rationale for the research and 

rearticulating my research questions in light of the review of the litaature and in orda to 

discuss the methodology and method of my research. Next, I discuss how usability testing is 

an appropriate technical communication method used by the field and open to feminist 

considaations. Afta situating my method, I -will then present my mahodology, showing 

how the research fits -within the definitions of feminist research. Then, I desaibe the aaual 

design of the study including the tools used and my response to the research questions. 

Finally, I detail the data analysis techniques I use on genda and sex diffaences in -web use. 

My study design, mahodology, and methods, are designed and applied to not only respond 

to my research questions, but to respond to the gaps in the field of technical 

communication. 

Rationale and Research Ouestions 

Technical communicators and those in the related fields of education, usability, and 

produa design are concemed with making produas (or education) usable by the aaual 
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usas. Howeva, as my review of the literatiu-e show^, the current scholarship in the field of 

technical communication and rdated fields of usability and produa design leaves important 

gaps in the research and disaission of usability. Little research examines sex and/or genda 

diffaences in temis of how people use webtexts, and little research considas sex and/or 

genda diffaences in the usa-centaed design methods (UCD mahods). Intaestingly, thae 

is myriad research on sex and genda diffaences in everything from morality to navigation in 

a building, and research on sex and/or genda diffaences in communication online and 

identity online exists. But little research that looks at sex and/or genda diffaences in web 

use exists. The usa-centaed design mahods (the UCD methods, like usability testing and 

contextual inquiry, see Chapta II for furtha discussion) wae aeated to focus on design for 

the usa, h a aaual use, and h a context of use. Howeva, in the application and use of these 

methods, researchas often univasalize the usas into a single" representative" usa, and, 

thus, the diffaences in the univase of usas are ignored, including sex and genda 

diffaences. These gaps that ignore sex and genda in the research and design of -web use 

leave important questions in the field of technical communication unanswaed and, thus, 

provide my rationale for this research. 

My main research question is pahaps the greatest question left unanswaed by the 

gaps: A re them sec a-^nder diffenenss intheusecfuebtextsF I define use as usas applying the 

website for a given purpose, such as navigating the site to find information. I focus on three 

t-ypes of use typical of web intaaaion: navigation, orientation, and back button use. I also 

examine otha concans related to -website use like the success rate for complaing tasks; time 

it takes to start and finish tasks; surfing frequency; and website loyalty. In addition, I examine 

three common -web use techniques, browsing, searching, and surfing, by looking at 

participants' prdaences of use, enjoyment of use, and pacdved ease of use of these 

techniques. 1 also ask: Ifthereaivsexanfor^rb'djffeiBioES, howcb they compare uithprnme 

resemh onsex anfor^nckrdfferenxs inprirt uritirg ctd aomn^rmiion, pnrt rwdrg thirkirgst)ies, 

andodnvdoats? These questions pamitted me to accomplish two complex tasks. First, I 

explored -whaha genda diffaences and/or sex diffaences exist -when people use the web 

and how the diffaences compare to previous findings in the litaature. Second, 1 b^an to 

address the questions left in our field by the gaps in research that examines sex or genda 
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diffaences in -web use and UCD mahods that do not investigate genda or sex diffaences. 

To answa the research questions, my study involves a unique application of a feminist 

methodology to usability testing adjusted for research, through which 1 gain a distinaive 

paspective From this distinct paspective, 1 can provide a rich desaiption of the 

genda/sex diffaences in the use of webtexts and danonstrate the importance of adding a 

feminist mahodology (particulai'ly wiien looking at sex and/or genda) to usability testing. 

Research Methods 

In this section, 1 focus on my research method, usability testing. Usability testing 

involves the use of various mahods (such as observation and interviews) and is used widely 

in technical communication to inaease the usability of designs. I begin by pointing out the 

problems -with the terms " mahod" and" methodology for the usa-centaed design 

techniques, like usability testing. Within this discussion, I argue why "method," although 

problematic, is the best tam for the UCD mahods. I then discuss how usability testing (and 

otha UCD mahods) fit within the current issues of technical communication, respond to 

the research needs -within technical communication, and provide a legitimate focused 

research technique In the next seaion, 1 compare the UCD methods to feminist research, 

and then discuss how I applied a feminist methodology to make these methods more 

feminist. 

Taminology 

Throughout this dissertation, 1 call usability and the otha UCD techniques 

"mahods." But, usability testing, along with the otha UCD mahods like contextual inquiry, 

can only arguably be called a mahod. Harding calls a mahod a" technique for (or -way of 

proceeding in) gathaing evidence" (2). The UCD methods are often techniques for 

gathaing evidence, so this definition of method fits. Howeva, Harding lata suggests that 

mahods fall into three categories: "listening to (or intarogating) informants, observing 

behavior, or examining historical traces and records" (2). The UCD methods often indude 
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these methods, but they are not limited to just one of the mahods. So, if we consida 

methods to only fall into these tiiree categories, we might call usability testing, contextual 

inquiry, and the otha UCD mahods maa-methods since they are techniques for gathaing 

evidence and because they often incorporate at least two of the mahods. But the tam 

"maa-mahod" is not without problems dther, since "maa" also implies a higha orda 

analysis and examination of (in tliis case) mahods. Although "mahod" and "meta-mahod" 

are not, pahaps, the best tanis for UCD, the tam "methodology," genaally, does not fit 

any bata. According to Harding, a methodology is " a theory and analysis of how research 

does or should proceed" (3). Although usability testing and the rest of the UCD methods 

can be applied as methodologies according to this definition, they are not al-ways applied as 

mahodologies. 

The divide between mahod and mahodology is often unclear •within even the 

litaature. For example, GoubU-Gambrdl, in "A Praaitiona's Guide to Research Mahods," 

seems to use mahod and methodology intachangeably. She states that thae are "two 

empirical mahodologies—quantitative and qualitative" 683), but lata she says quantitative 

research and qualitative research are "both methods" (590). Ethnography is a mahodology 

-when applied in anthropology, but is considaed a" field method" when applied as a design-

orientated technique in technical communication (for example Spinuzzi in "Investigating"; 

Ramey a al.; and Ford and Wood) and just a"" method" in composition research (see, for 

example. Moss). Harding points out" 'method' is often used to refa to all three aspeas of 

research [methods, methodology, and epistemology!" (2). Sullivan and Porta called the 

separation of the tams "mahod" and "methodology "comforting to researchas who are 

taking up the complex tasks of research,... yet dangaous in its possibilities for easy answas 

and non-aitical praaice" (49). Thus, not only do researchas seem confused by the tams 

"mahod" and "methodology," but even the distinaion of mahod from mahodology is 

problematic. 

Sullivan and Porta do provide some clarity to the mahod/methodology tam use 

They suggest one can "adjust methodology to the setting and the theory (67). Sullivan and 

Porta disagree that a mahodology is "dearly established [in] disciplinary frames," as some 

researchas suggest (such as Gross who they are arguing against), and instead contend that 
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although the mahodological framewc:)rks are provided by the community, the frameworks 

can be" justifiably shaped by the situation" (65). Harding supports this shaping in h a 

discussion of methodology. She shows how feminist methodologies are often used to 

reshape and aitique traditional research, aeating feminist research. Within feminist research, 

researchas apply traditional mahods but from a faninist pa'speaive; thus, research is 

carried out in -ways that are diffaent than traditional research. This intaconnection of 

methods and mahodologies -within faninist research matched Sullivan and Porta's 

argument that such adjusts are common. 

I have defined the usa-centaed design mahods as mahods, not to inaease the 

problematic separation of mahod and mahodology, but to accept the methodological 

adjustments that often can and do occur in usa-centaed research. Many technical 

communicators who use UCD methods do so from a usa-centaed design mahodology. 

The researchas shape the UCD mahods to fit thdr design or research needs. For example, 

one contextual inquiry may indude a stmaured interview afta the observation, and anotha 

may only have the inquiry during the observation. These slight adjustments to the research 

process are situated •within the context of the research and enable the researchas to focus on 

the usa-centaed design concans they see as important. Thus, for these technical 

communication researchas the blurring of method and methodology is common. Howeva, 

not all researchas who use the UCD methods apply a UCD methodology. For example, 1 

am applying a feminist mahodology to a UCD method, usability testing. 1 too am shaping 

my mahodology to fit the sating and theory of my research. 1 am taking usability testing 

from its usa-centaed focus and aitiquing and redefining the usa-centaed focus to include 

"otha" usas. In education research the UCD mahods may also be used, but applied in a 

way that is shaped by an education-based mahodology. So, it is clear that the UCD methods 

can be used with a diffaent mahodology. Thus, calling the usability testing and the otha 

usa-centaed design techniques ""mahodologies" limits these techniques to only catain 

types of research. Howeva, by calling usability testing and the otha usa-centaed design 

techniques "methods," I acknowledge that these processes can be applied in diffaent ways 

from diffaent methodologies. The UCD methods and their applied mahodologies should 

blend to aeate aitical and appropriate research. 
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T.s.sues of Technical Communication 

The UCD mahods, particularly usability testing, fit well with the current issues of 

technical communication. Technical communication focuses on the audience and usability, 

and by employing UCD mahods, technical communicators can b a t a study and undastand 

audience and usability issues. Usability testing, in particular, is a mahod that can provide 

technical communicators with ways to respond to usa-centaed design issues and usability 

concems, espedally tlirough a focus on usa, inaeased audience analysis, and improved 

usability. 

The first way the UCD mahods fit •well into the airrent issues of technical 

communication is through their focus on the usa. The role of a technical communicator is 

often to aa as a liaison between a company and the audience and as the designa of produas 

for the audience. Karl Smart points out many technical communicators "view themselves as 

usa advocates" (227). Usability testing is one of the processes in designing produas—to 

aeate usa-centaed produas and to identify breakdowns, problems, and ineffidendes •with 

the produa's use (and in some cases •within the context of use). "Usa-centaed design 

focuses on usas, tasks, and environments" (Barnum 9). As Michael Albas puts it, "[t]he 

usa expaience is ultimately •what •will detamine the success or failure of any information 

design projea" (95). Holtzblatt and Jones suggest that "a usable system supports usas in 

achieving thdr tasks" (179). This link between technology, the usas, and the usa's work is a 

key part of Hokzblatt and Jones' definition of usability and design for usas (179). Gronbadc 

et al., in "Achieving Coopaative System Design: Shifting from a Produa to a Process," 

argue for a process focus on design, and, like Holtzblatt and Jones, the design process 

should indude usa involvement (80). The authors also contend that designas need to 

consida the usa's work processes and the outcome of those processes (96), •which is 

somahing UCD mahods wae aeated to do. 

The second way UCD mahods can help technical communicators mea their goals is 

through inaeased audience analysis. Througli usability testing and the otha UCD methods, 

usa advocates, like technical communicators, can b a t a undastand the usa experience; the 

usa's work and -work intentions; and the link between technology, the usas, and usas' 

work. In faa, these mahods wae designed to focus on the usa and h a work process, as 
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discussed in Chapta II. Usability testing, along with the otha UCD mahods, allows for a 

greata level of audience analysis th:in would be av;ulable to a designa removed from the 

usas and the usas' actual use of the produa, which allows the technical communicator to 

be a b a t a usa advocate. Thus, these UCD mahods aie design mahods that fit pafealy 

into the role of a teclmicil communicator. 

In addition, the tliird way UCD mahods, specifically usability testing, can help 

technical communicators is improved usability. According to Colleen Pettit Jones 

"[t]echnical communicators are becoming inaeasingly involved in produa usability issues, 

such as assisting -with analyzing the produa's usas, conducting usability testing, or offaing 

recommendations based on usability research and theory (232). Roga Grice and Robert 

Krull also discuss the inaeasing importance of usability issues in technical communication 

when they state," '[wjritas' [technical communicators] are predicted to become usability 

testas, visual designas, trainas, and technology mavens, and all at once." 

In the special issue of Technical Communication •which Grice and Krull edited, they 

surest that technical communication •wdll find usability testing both in the laboratory and in 

the field to be produaive"prior to aaual design work." Hughes quotes Hales, Orey, and 

Reeves •who point out how aitical usability testing is; " [u]sability testing is especially critical 

in the design, dissemination, and implementation of intaaaive multimedia for education, 

training, performative support, and information access" (488). Barnum puts usability testing 

in a usa-centaed design process that involves the usas before, during, and afta the design. 

She includes fidd mahods in the usability testing design process to gatha data before the 

testing on the usas, tasks, and environment. Dumas and Redish suggest that in the design 

process, usability goals should be sa early, and the process should focus on usas' needs. 

Usability and usability testing are already important issues in technical 

communication, as can be seen surveying the publications and presentations in technical 

communication. In the proceedings of the STC confaence from 1993-2002, a total of 89 

articles deal with the subjeas of usability or usability testing. In the journal Technical 

Communication. 184 of 473 articles (in the journal from February 1995 to Novemba 2002), 

more than a third, also deal with usability or usability testing. As Hughes states " usability 

testing has become a common requirement in many technical communication development 
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cycles" (488). Usability testing has become such a common part of technical communication, 

in fact, that thae are enougli artides and studies to conduct a maa-analysis, as Barbara Mird 

has done. Thus, usability testing is a popular tool techniciil communication researchas 

already use to b a t a fill their roles of i\ser advocate and to study usability issues. 

Cunent Research Needs 

Not only does usability testing and the otha UCD mahods provide technical 

communicators •with a technique for research that responds to current issues in technical 

communication, but these methods allow technical communicators to also respond to 

cunent research needs. In particular, usability testing and the UCD mahods respond to the 

need for more research in technical communication, provide a link between the profession 

and disdpline, and supply a new avenue for additional qualitative research. 

One of the main research needs •within technical commutation is simply the need for 

more research. MacNealy states," [t]he development of research is essential [for technical 

communication] to grow as a field and a profession" (533). She suggests that the research 

must inaease in "quantity, quality, and cohaence" 633). The UCD methods offa •ways to 

reach the quantity, quality, and cohaence by allowing shorta, yet still rigorous, research 

studies that draw on well-accepted techniques from the •workplace Sullivan and Spilka 

suggest that qualitative research -will not only contribute to the field of technical 

communication, but that qualitative research -will also strengthen the field and allow 

researchas to "discova meaning" (Sullivan and Spilka quote Jeanne Halpan) 693)- Thomas 

E. Pinelli and Rebecca O. Barclay discuss how the significance of research in technical 

communication is, and should be, growing (526). In particular, MacNealy contends we need 

research that focuses on the "CONTEXT [all caps has] surrounding -writas, documents, 

and readas/usas" 645). The need for research on the usa, h a work/use, and h a context 

can be addressed by the UCD methods. Patricia Sullivan and Rachd Spilka suggest that thae 

is a need for more of this type of research in technical communication, and without a strong 

body of research, technical communication cannot be considaed a profession (592-3)- These 

authors and researchas point out that technical communication needs research to not only 
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grow and devdop, but even to be considaed a profession. The UCD mahods provide an 

avenue for usa and context foaised reseuch that respond to the needs of "quantity, quality, 

and cohaence" in teclinical communication research. With the UCD mahods technical 

communication can grow and develop. 

The UCD mahods also respond to ;inother need -within technical communication 

research—research that lidps to link the profession and the disdpline. Pinelli and Barclay 

suggest that we need more research and that research should be a link bet-ween the discipline 

and profession that"" sustains both by providing the bases from which to develop new areas 

of inquiry and to find solutions to problems" (526). Pinelli and Barclay suggest that the link 

will hdp devdop new areas of inquiry, but that the link can also aeate common ground 

between the theory of the discipline :ind the practice of the profession. Already the UCD 

mahods are used in industry as part of the design/redesign process to redesign websites, 

brochures, soft-ware, manuals, and more. Howeva, the research need not be limited to the 

professional. Data on the usas, how usas work, and the usas' context are useful in the 

disdpline as wdl and can lead to theory development. In addition, the systematic application 

of specific mahods -within the disdpline will lead to b a t a praaitionas -who leave school 

ready to paform the research of thdr field. Pinelli and Barclay discuss how the research that 

is done in technical communication is not applicable (or easily applicable) for praaitionas, 

and one solution to this dilemma is for the praaitionas to do research themselves. Many of 

the UCD mahods are the techniques -which our praaitionas are already using to coUea 

information. As these mahods are also adopted and shaped by the discipline, technical 

communicators in the discipline and in praaice -will have common ground from which to 

discuss research and related theories, as well as theories that inform and evolve from such 

research. According to Sullivan and Spilka," a body of research is needed for technical 

communication to be considaed a profession" (593). Using these UCD mahods togaha, 

praaitionas and scholars can contribute to the solid body of reseai'ch necessary for 

technical communication to be considaed a profession and enable the profession -within 

industry and the discipline within academia to grow. 
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The final technical communication resc^cli need that the UCD methods respond to 

is qualitative research. Sullivan and Spilka suggest qualitative research is the "most accessible 

type of research for techniail communicators," and it is good at detamining "how and why 

usas/participants act the way they do (593-4). These authors suggest that qualitative and 

quantitative research can ""work togaha in answa-ing questions necessary to devdop a good 

product." Since the UCD methods employ the type of qualitative data colleaion that 

Sullivan and Spilka say we need, it logically follows that this is yet one more reason why 

scholars should adopt these mahods in their own research. Usability testing, in particular, 

combines qualitative and quantitative mahods. Barnum discusses how data and findings in 

usability testing can be quantitatix'e and/or qualitative (251-3). Hughes suggests the mixture 

of qualitative and quantitatix'e techniques in usability testing can be challenging for 

researchas but, when combined and analyzed conealy, the techniques can provide rigor. In 

fact, tlirough the combination of qualitative and quantitative techniques a researcha can 

triangulate findings for results that -would be more rigorous than the results from dtha 

technique alone Otha UCD methods like design-orientated ahnography, contextual 

inquiry, and partidpatory design, indude large amounts of qualitative research. These 

methods, •with a unique design focus, provide technical communication with research 

methods that fit the usa-centaed goals of the field and discipline and provide valuable 

qualitative data and analysis. The UCD mahods provide a means to answa important 

questions, and since the scholarly intaests of technical communication are similar, we would 

do well to adopt (or adapt) these mahodologies in our scholarly research as -well—for by 

applying them in both programmatic and theoretical concepts, they -will truly become 

disdpluiary in nature. 

Legitimate Focused Research 

The UCD mahods provide technical communicators valid -ways to research current 

issues and to mea the research needs of technical communication. In addition, the UCD 

mahods provide technical communication with methods that can be legitimately and 

rigorously used for focused reseai'ch. In this section, I discuss how the UCD mahods can be 
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shaped into accepted reseai-ch (not just design) methods, how the UCD methods can be 

rigorous research mahods, and how the methods are good fi)r focused usa-centaed 

research. 

Althougli the UCD methods :ue often applied in the design process, these powaful 

mahods can be used to study things outside design issues. Howeva, UCD mahods are less 

commonly used outside the design process. In faa, the UCD methods are not even always 

considaed '"research." For example, Dumas and Redish argue in their book that a usability 

test and a research study are diffaent because they have fundamentally diffaent goals (22 

and 35-8). According to them the"' primary goal of a usability test is to improve the usability 

of the produa being tested... [and] improve thepxxEss by -which produas are designed" 

(22). For a research study, the goal is to" investigate the existence of some phenomenon" 

(22). Howeva, Hughes off a s a diffaent definition of research: "activities -whae data is 

collected and analyzed for the purpose of making genaalizations beyond the immediate 

partidpants of the study (488). Usability testing and research studies, as drfined by Dumas 

and Redish, both fit within Hughes's broada definition of research. Dumas and Redish's 

primary goals of usability testing—to improve usability and the design process—can qualify 

usability testing as research since to improve usability and the design process, data is 

coUeaed to make genaaHzations beyond the usas studied. These genaalizations lead to 

improved usability and design processes. In faa, Hughes' definition fits usability testing and 

the otha UCD mahods as well as it fits a laboratory study or an ahnography. Data are 

colleaed using the UCD methods through intaaaion with the usa. In usability testing, this 

is often quantitative data, such as the time it takes to complae a task, as wdl as qualitative 

data, such as observed fadal expressions. The otha UCD mahods collea data through 

additional intaaaions -with the usas such as the usa participation in design and long or 

short observations of the usa in h a context. In each of these instances, regardless of the 

UCD method employed, genaalizations are made beyond the partidpants of the study for 

redesign for this genaal usa. So, by Hughes' definition, the UCD mahods can be 

considaed research methods. So that, -while usability testing, as well as the otha UCD 

mahods, are usually associated with workplace application (and specifically with design 

concans), because the broada goal is similar to research studies outside the workplace. 
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these mahods should not be limited in scope to design application only They are Intimate 

mdhods that can proxide information in a broad range of contexts. 

The UCD mahods not only make good research mahods, but like all good research 

methods and mahodologies, they can be applied with rigor. Rigor, a combination of validity 

and rdiability is important for researchas because, without rigor, the research may not 

measure what the researchas ai-e attempting to measure, and the results may not be 

consistent with future tests or the outside world. The rigor available with usability testing is 

due in part to the possible combination of qualitative and quantkative data and analysis 

techniques often used in usability testing, and this combination of mahods can provide 

greata ovaall rigor than using d tha qualitative or quantitative methods alone. According to 

Hughes, thae are diffaences in the validity and reliability of qualitative and quantitative 

mahods (488), but" [b]oth mahods have well-established praaices meant to ensure the 

validity and reliability of their findings" (493). One -way rigor can be inaeased with the 

combination of mahods is the inaeased amounts of reliability and validity faaors, such as 

aedibHity, transfaability, and dependability (Hughes 492). Anotha -way rigor can be 

inaeased -with a combination of mahods is by triangulating (vaifying the data and findings 

by using multiple measures) the qualitative and quantitative methods and results. The 

inaeased amounts of reliability and validity faaors and triangulation possibilities can make 

usability testing a more rigorous method than otha research methods that use dtha 

qualitative or quantitative techniques, not both, and thus do not have the same level of 

possible triangulation or the numba of reliability and validity faaors. 

Research methods evolve to mea the needs of specific types of research, and UCD 

methods meet the specific needs of closely examining the usability of one produa with 

specific goals, real usas, and real tasks (Barnum 9). Howeva, as helpful as these mahods 

are to praaitionas developing a produa, for academic study these methods can go beyond 

that original purpose and be produaivdy applied to bigga concans. For instance, these 

concems could include the usability of genaal intaface design (not a particular produa) and 

the usability of various produas (comparing say three diffaent website navigation 

stmaures). Furthamore, UCD methods used for research could also measure how usas 

complae tasks when not limited to catain produas, how diffaent purposes behind the use 
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(say homework compared to entatainment) impact the use of a produa, how usas use a 

variety of products, and how diffaent types of USCTS use .specific or genaal products. These 

are areas that could provide significint contributions of knowdedge to the field. Thus, 

usability testing, and likdy otha UCD mahods, is usrful for research focusing on design 

rdated concems like use, the usas, and the purpose of use. If both academics and 

praaitionas use these methods, they can aeate an intaactive, intricately-woven body of 

research and scholarship hdpful for the discipline and practice. For praaitionas, these 

methods can lead to redesigns, but for academics they can lead to theory development and 

the investigation of \'arious phenomena (more in line •with Dumas and Redish's definition of 

research). Thus, academics can use the UCD methods to research design-, use- and usa-

based issues. 

In summary, the UCD methods fit nicely into the needs and concans of technical 

communication. The UCD mahods allow technical communicators to b a t a fill their role as 

usa advocates by focusing on usa-centaed design concans. With UCD mahods, technical 

communicators can b a t a research and undastand an already established concem— 

usability. The UCD mahods provide new research avenues to mea the need of more 

research in technical communication. Since UCD mahods are often used in industry, 

inaeased use of these mahods by academics will aeate a much needed link and common 

ground, as Pinelli and Barclay say we need, between academics and those in industry. Also, 

UCD mahods can provide otha avenues for more qualitative research, a cat^ory of 

research Sullivan and Spilka suggest -we need more of. In addition, the UCD mahods can be 

legitimately considaed valid research methods because these mahods collect and analyze 

data "for the purpose of making genaalizations beyond the immediate participants of the 

study (Hughes 488). Due to the combination of qualitative and quantitative research, the 

UCD mahods provide inaeased avenues for rigorous research. Finally, the UCD methods 

can provide researchas -with a variety of -ways to focus on usability-related research. In 

conclusion, the UCD mahods are appropriate mahods for technical communicators in 

industry and academia to research issues rdated to usability design, use, usas, purpose of 

use, and context of use. 
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My reseai-ch tends towai-d "traditional" academic research (using Dumas and 

Redish's definition of research to" investigate the existence of some phenomenon") because 

1 am investigating wlietha thae exists a phenomenon of sex and/or genda diffaences in 

web use. Because tliis gixil requii-es a dose examination of people using the web, 1 decided 

that the UCD mahods are best suited for my study Usability testing supplies a task-based 

focus on how usas intaaa -with a product. I can expand this to be a task-based focus on 

how usas intaaa with (" use") the web. With a usability testing base mahod, I can focus on 

my research questions and the use, usability, and usas involved in the study. 

Feminist Research Mahodologies 

Since usability testing often ignores genda and sex, these mahods cannot be used without 

some adjustment in my research. Appl-ying a feminist research methodology to usability 

testing •will transform it into •what Gurak and Baya have desaibed as a genaic human 

approach model, making these methodologies more appropriate in my research. Part of 

feminist research is often claiming otha mahods and using them to examine feminist issues 

and concans. Usability testing is a method that could easily be claimed and used in feminist 

research. This mahod fits •well •within the feminist methodology and could be used •with 

minor adjustments. In this section, I will first define feminist research and mahodologies. 

Then, I •will discuss the similarities baween UCD mahods, particularly usability testing, and 

feminist research. Finally, I •will discuss how my research fits a feminist mahodology. 

Feminist Research and Mahodologies 

Brfore I desaibe my own application of feminist mahodology to UCD methods, it 

is important to make clear the nature of feminist research and its methodologies. Maureen 

McHugh and Lisa Cosgrove desaibe feminist research as ty about, and7&>"women (21-24). 

Patrida Sullivan and James Porta also discuss howfeminist research can be a?and/or luth 

women (59). It also can challenge sexism, include •women as researchas/knowledge 

producas, see genda as a "basic organizing principle that affects all aspeas of our lives," 
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and work for "the benefit and advancement of women" (McHugh and Cosgrove 22-3). 

Cook and Fonow posit faninist reseai-ch is " research for women to be used in transforming 

their sexist sociay" (80). Wt)nien should be placed "in the centa of inquiry (88), and 

research should be designed to" provide a vision of the future as well as a stmctural piaure 

of the present" (80). Knowledge production is more focused on social change and not the 

more sdentific "univasal truth" finding. In feminist research, like feminist theory, the 

pasonal is political. 

Fonow and Cook define mahodology as "the study of actual techniques and 

practices used in the researdi process" (1). Sandra Harding defines a mahodology as "a 

theory and analysis of how research should proceed" (2). Mahod she defines as" a technique 

for (or a way of proceeding in) gathaing evidence" (2). She states that feminist researches 

can and do use just about any type of mahod. But" precisely how they carry out these 

mahods of evidence gathaing is strikingly diffaent," and this is whae mahodology and 

even epistemology can come in. With a feminist mahodology, one can take basic mahods 

or maa-mahods dike usability testing) and apply a feminist theory and analyical framework 

to how the research should proceed. A feminist mahodology, according to Harding, focuses 

the genaal stmaure of reseai'ch to"" research on women and genda" (9). The feminist 

mahodology places the researcha in the same aitical plane as the researched (8-9), provides 

research that is for -women (answas -women's questions on sodal phenomena) (8), and 

includes -women's expaiences (6-8). Fonow and Cook describe a faninist methodology as 

somahing that" aitiques each field's biases and distortions in the study of women... [and] 

the -ways each field studies -women and genda rdations" (2). 

UCD and Feminist Research Similarities 

I am using the UCD mahod of usability testing for research in -what might be 

considaed a feminist area—sex and/or genda diffaences. Although the UCD mahods are 

not "feminist" mahods, they do akeady have some similarities to feminist research, -which 

make them good mahods to use in feminist research (in this case research that focuses on 

sex-genda diffaences) and with fewa necessary adjustments. Faninist research shares with 
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UCD mahods foiu" partiailiu- areas of similai-ity research that provides an examination of 

the present and a \'ision of the future, multiple methods, researcha/researched relationship, 

and partidpant collaboration. 

The first similarity baween the UCD mahods and faninist research is that the 

research often provides an examination of the present and a vision of the future. An 

inhaent pai't of feminist research, according to Cook and Fonow, is to "provide a vision of 

the future as well as a stmaural pictiue of the present" (80). Harding agrees with Cook and 

Fonow that feminist research should provide a piaure of the present. Harding argues that 

one of the tiiree things that makes feminist research distinctive is that it is research for 

•women and provides explanations of cunent sodal phenomena (8). McHugh and Cosgrove 

point out that some feminist research, particularly action research, doaiments the present 

with the ""agenda of sodal change" (23). 

The examination of the present and a vision of the future are, likewise, part of 

usability testing and the otha UCD methods. Usability testing provides a stmaural piaure 

of the present by testing the usability of the cunent produa and providing a more usable 

vision for the future with the research findings. According to Barnum, usability testing 

examines the usa's ""-wonts, needs, and desires" (10). The primary goal of usability testing is 

change—to make the produa more usable (Barnum 9; Dumas and Redish 22-3). Dumas and 

Redish see usability testing as somahing that makes the produa quick and easy for the usas 

and enables them to accomplish thdr task. The end produa should allow the usas to be 

produaive and -work at thdr job or to do some task at home or school and not have to 

stmggle to undastand the produa (4). Likewise, otha UCD mahods present this 

examination and visions. For example, contextual inquiry is designed to enable usa-centaed 

change Raven and Flandas contend that contextual inquiry is particularly helpful for 

solution implementation and guidelines for the solutions (12). Beya and Holtzblatt argue 

that contextual inquiry provides " base aitaia for dedding what the system should do and 

how it should be stmaured" 6 ) and "makrfs] new ways of working possible" (5). So both 

feminist research, particularly aaion-oriented research, and the UCD mahods focus on 

examination of the present and a vision of the future. 
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Anotha similarity shared by feminist research and UCD methods, particularly 

usability testing, is that of anploying multiple methods and techniques. As Maureen 

McHugh and Lisa Cosgrove show, in" Research for Women: Feminist Methods," feminist 

research employs a variety of tecliniques (some like photo-journals are fairly unique to 

feminist research) to gatha data. In faa, Harding makes a strong argument in "Introduaion: 

Is thae a Feminist Mahod''" that thae are no aaual feminist mahods. Popular data 

colleaing techniques used in feminist research include qualitative information gathaing such 

as interx lews, case studies, observation, and ethnography (MacNealy 237-8; McHugh and 

Cosgrove 30). For example, one feminist reseai-cha. Lay, with two research assistants, 

complaed 18 months of multi-mahod/multi-technique research in Delhi -which included 

interviews, observations, an analysis of firm records(a garment and a television firm), and 

archival research. Usability testing is also a multi-mahod/multi -technique •way to research. 

Usability testing normally includes observations, quantitative measures dike time and arors), 

and possibly otha things like interviews and surveys. One example of a usability test which 

included multiple mahods/techniques -was complaed by Gomes. In the usability test 

Gomes used quantitative usability instruments, qualitative reports, saeen and audio grabs of 

problems encountaed, navigation maps for each subjea, •written comments, and a list of 

enors (Gomes). Even the multiple mahods/technologies employed in feminist research and 

usability testing, such as interviews and observations, are similar. Thus, using usability testing 

and feminist research are similar because they both can use multiple mahods/techniques 

and because the multiple mahod/techniques used are often the same, or comparable, 

mahods/ techniques. 

The third area of similarity is the researcha/researched relationship. Feminist 

research, and the UCD methods, including usability testing, genaally allow for more equal 

researcha/researched relationships than traditional research. Feminist research can use any 

type of researcha/researched relations as Cook and Fonow discuss (even the more 

"objeaive researcha" stance for certain types of feminist research); howeva, as these 

authors and othas (Rdnharz and Harding, for example) discuss, feminist research often has 

a less objeaive and more equal and, thus, subjeaive researcha/researched relationship. 

Harding suggests that one of the three things that make feminist research distinaive is the 
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placement of the researcha on the s;uiie plane as the reseirched (8-9). Thae are two 

distinaive types of equal reseu-clVresou-ched relationship models in feminist research. 

The first modd, the friendsliip modd, is a model whae both partnas have equal 

powa and both are committed to maintaining the relationship (MacNealy). Reinhartz 

disaisses one researcha, Ann Oakley, •wiio used tliis friendship model for h a interview 

research. Reinhartz suggest the friendships were a result of the participants feeling "valued as 

individuals ratha than 'data providas'. Pahaps being listened to and respeaed led to a kind 

of 'bonding.' H a acceptance of thdr statements encouraged them to share their ideas 

extensivdy with ha" {2S). Thus, applying the friendsliip model to relationships with 

participants in research can lead to partidpants who feel valued and may be more likely to 

contribute more to the research, 

Lai proposes the second relationship model, the mutual participant model. She 

suggests -we should treat the researched as a irUud partidpant in convasation whom we 

listen to (122). Howeva, Lai does not take the friendship models as far as Oakley. Unlike the 

friendship model used by Oakley, the mutual participant model does not require the 

researcha to maintain the rdationship afta the research. In Rdnharz's text, she discusses 

Susan Yeandle's interview research -whae Yeandle adopted a more mutual relationship, 

allowing the "interviewees to define the end of the story (25). Reinhartz su^ests the 

possibility of initiating a" 'tme dialogue' by allowing participants to become 'co-researchas'" 

63). By applying the mutual partidpant modd, researchas can ensure that the participants 

will fed valued and knowiedgeable and that the information gathaed focuses more on the 

usa's concans and issues than just -with the researchas. 

Like feminist research, the UCD methods point out and aitique the unequal 

researcha/researched model and integrate more equal models of the researcha/researched 

relationship. One way that more equal models are included in the UCD methods is a simple 

renaming of the people researched from names that suggest an unequal 

researcha/researched relationship to names that suggest a equal relationships. Dumas and 

Redish, -who discuss usability testing, suggest we do not call the participants "subjeas" as 

they are ""not intachangeable subjeas in a research study but instead call them "co-

evaluators" (275). Barnum also dislikes the "frightening" name of "test subjea" for the 
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researched and suggests instead p:uiicipant, usa, or evaluator, favoring the latta (234). In 

usability testing the researcher/reseirched ai-e seen as equals, with toth contributing to the 

rdationship, as Diunas and Redish discuss. Raven ;ind Flandas also suggest an equal 

rdationship between inquirer iind participant, with each one an expat in h a area. They call 

this a partnasliip modd (3). Beya and Holtzblatt focus on the usa/partidpant as an expert 

in contextual inquiiy. They present a masta/apprentice model with the usa as the masta 

and the inquira as the apprentice (42). The renaming of the participants in the research and 

the new researdia/researched relationships are similar to the researcha/researched 

rdationship and names in faninist research. In both cases the names and relationship fosta 

greata equality between the researcha and researched, -while empowaing the people 

researched 

The greata equality baween the researcha and researched can often lead to 

participant and researcha collaboration, the final area of similarity between feminist research 

and UCD methods. Cook and Fonow discuss how the faninist collaborative modds of 

research have many benefits including opportunities for researchas to recdve feedback 

(which can lead to triangulation -with the partidpants), na-working and nurturing, and 

aeating intaest in feminist issues (85). MacNealy, -whUe discussing feminist research, points 

out that participant collaboration can happen on many levels, from simple convasation and 

equal sharing by researcha and partidpant, to deepa levels. Simple convasation, -wiiile 

collaborative in essence, may fall more into the previous discussion of the 

researcha/researched relationship. Howeva, the deepa levds MacNealy suggests move 

beyond the researcha/researched relationship. Collaboration is deepa than the equal 

relationships discussed above because the partidpants are more than mutual participants in a 

convasation or experts. With collaboration, the participants become more aaive parts of 

the research. For example, some researchas share thdr intapretation of the data with thdr 

participant to elicit feedback and make sure thdr intapraations and representations are 

correa. Othas go so far as to involve the participants in the design of the research itself at 

all levels (240). The deepa level of collaboration gives the partidpants a role and often a 

voice in the research, and thus the research b a t a refleas the participants' reality and b a t a 

meas the goals of feminist research. 
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Collaboration can also be part of the UCD methods. The UCD methods count on 

participant collaboration to work. Gr0nlxid< a cil. argue for greata usa involvement in the 

design process in thdr article on investigation methods (80). Hughes suggests mahods for 

inaeased rigor in usability testing that include greata participant collaboration, like 

triangulation and checking the findings with the participants (491). Collaboration in the 

UCD mahods is similar to collaboration that occurs in faninist research. In both cases, the 

partidpants become an active part of the research, and the research is more rigorous through 

the triangulation and findings checking. 

The four areas of strong similarities between feminist research and the UCD 

mahods show that the im^estigation methods are open to a more feminist paspeaive Both 

feminist research and the investigation methods provide an examination of the present and a 

vision of the future, multiple mahods/technologies, researcha/researched relationships, 

and partidpant collaboration. Howeva, the UCD mahods, as they are commonly used, do 

not focus on one of the major tenets of feminist research—research that is " [ajbout Women 

and Genda" (McHugh and Cosgrove 22). Thus, it is necessary to apply a feminist 

mahodology to these investigation mahods so I can examine sex and genda diffaences in 

web use. Appl-ying a feminist mahodology and adjusting these methods to fit -within the 

feminist mahodology-will make my research feminist while adding new avenues for rigor. In 

addition, the feminist methodology enables me to look beyond the univasal usa that is a 

common result of the investigation mahods to the broada and more inclusive univase of 

usas. In the next seaion, I will discuss how 1 shaped usability testing by applying a feminist 

methodology. 

The Application of a Feminist Mahodology to Usability Testing 

In this last area of my discussion of my feminist methodology, I present specifically 

how 1 applied a feminist methodology to usability testing. As 1 stated earlia, feminist 

research is research that is for, by, dbcut, 07 and/or wthwomen. In this seaion, I -will compare 

howfeminist researchas respond to the for, by, abod, onandf or uithr\3^\yre of faninist 

research and show how my research also responds to the nature of feminist research. Four 
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areas in my research clearly reflect my application of a feminist mahodology to usability 

testing and respond to the fa; by, dxit. on; and/or iiilh women nature of feminist research: 

social change (/orwomen), a move away from the univasal usa (a? and diod), refleaion and 

reflexiyity ( ^ women), and voice and reciprocity (^and ujth) women. 

Social Change 

Feminism evolved as a cry for social change, and, thus, feminist research should 

work towards sodal change—it should be y&i'women and the improvement of -women's 

condition. The concept of research for social change is explicitly covaed in Patti Latha's 

"Research as Praxis" and also by McHugh and Cosgrove and Cook and Fonow. hatha 

argues for research that is ""explicitly committed to aitiquing the status quo and building a 

more just sociay (3). Fonow and Cook state that" feminist researchas must play aaive 

roles in the stmggle for -women's libaation in orda to guard against the misuse of thdr 

theoraical and mahodological innovations" (6). Cook and Fonow state the researchas, 

through research, should -work on "transforming their sexist sodety (80). McHugh and 

Cosgove argue feminist research challenges sexism (19-21) and -works for the advancement 

of -women (22-3). 

Traditional applications of usability testing do not clearly meet the sodal change 

goals of feminist research. Usability testing is notforwomen and the improvement of 

•women's condition, nor is the ultimate purpose to transform a sexist sociay, or aeate a 

more just social orda. Howeva, usability testing does work towards change. According to 

Barnum, usability testing examines the usa's "wants, needs, and desires" (10). Although 

researchas who employ usability testing do work towards change, the mahods, as normally 

used, often result in changes that are for only a select population of the usas—often male or 

masculine usas since much research d tha focuses on them or fails to diffaentiate the sex 

and/or genda of the usa. Simply by examining the diffaences in sex and genda, and thus 

doing research mand dxU the often ignored female and faninine usas, the changes and 

solutions become faninist and allow for sodal change. Women's condition is improved 

because now products can be designed for them, which should also make sodety (or, at least 
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produds aeated based on this inforiTCition) less sexist. So, -with a slight adjustment to 

usability testing, I will respond to and work towards the feminist goal of sodal change. 

In addition, my research will work towards change by analyzing the conditions of 

women (in tliis case by explaining how they use the websites) and by presenting findings that 

show how •we can b a t a undastand and addi-ess the needs of •women or feminine people in 

future website design. With this research, I am committed to a more just social orda and 1 

challenge sexism. The research should hdp transform sexist web design and, thus, •work 

towards transforming our sexist sociay In addition, with my findings, I can challenge any 

sexism that may exist in aurent web design. 1 pursue the advancement and equality of 

•women by including sex and genda in how people use the web and as areas to study in 

usability testing. Thus, my research responds to theT&rgoal of feminist research. 

Univasal Usa 

Feminism also focuses cnand dxU women. One of the main goals in feminist 

research is to research -women and women's issues (see for instance Harding). Feminist 

research and theory exists in part to respond to the sexist bias of past research (McHugh and 

Cosgrove). One particular area of feminist research works to counta is the univasalization 

that has occuned in past research. For example, traditional psychological research did not 

include -women as subjeas, but devdoped theories that wae used to represent all of 

humankind (see McHugh and Cosgrove, and Gilligan). Thus, -women were univasalized. 

The univasalization of females is discussed in more detail in Chapta II. 

An additional change to the investigation methods I use is the feminist change 

towards inclusion and the feminist focus on and dxU genda and women. As discussed in 

Chapta II, usability testing was devdoped to more fully bring the usa into the design; yet it 

often treats the usa in a way that only begins to design for the aaual usa. Usability testing 

researchas frequently focus their research on the "univasal" usa. This usa is far too often 

the same univasal pason that has invaded and controlled the westan worid for hundreds 

of years: white, middle dass, and male As countless studies have shown, (see, for instance, 

Tannen, Lakoff, Gilligan, Aschaua, Gabrid, Sless, Barnum, LaDuc, and Belenky a al.), this 
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misrepresentation of the usa causes problems for "otha" usas, including women. 

Although it is unlikdy teclinical communicators wiio use usability testing mean to be 

"univasal," the way the research is iinalyzed causes the individual diffaences baween the 

usas to be lost, resulting in data that has Ixoi assessal only for univasal usas. Clearly, this 

univasalizing devdops a product that does not work for ;ill concaned, espedally usas who 

became invisible in the formation process of the univasal iLsa. 

My application of research methods within a feminist framework seeks to address 

this problan. Instead of just using usability testing, 1 apply a feminist research mahodology 

to bring out a fuUa conceptualization and undastanding of the universe (f users, as opposed to 

the udtasd ise-that both usability testing, along -with otha UCD methods, often constmas 

afta data is analyzed In fact, usability testing does not really have mahods for seeing 

individual usas -within the analyzed research results. In usability testing data is often 

combined Because usability testing frequently uses aror- and time-based data, this data is 

analyzed and statistical information, like avaage time to complete the task, is found 

Akhough it might be easia to focus on type of usas (feminine, Jewish or whateva) in 

usabihty testing, it is rarely done, as Bamum shows. Howeva, feminist research focuses on 

the individual participant as Cook and Fonow discuss. Often feminist research direaly 

brings in the voices of the participants through quotes taken from interviews, surveys and 

otha research methods. Feminist research -works to countaaa research that has been 

univasalized by focusing on the groups (normally •women) that •were ignored, wae 

"assumed" to behave the same, or •who •were thought of as less devdoped (as Gilligan Ina 

Diffenat Vdce Psy±dc^cd Theory and WonBisDeudcpneit discusses—women •were seen as 

having less developed or '"matured' morals instead of diffaent morals). By valuing the 

"otha," feminist research draws attention to the otha and finds a place for h a as a research 

subject/partidpant. In the context of a feminist mahodology, 1 -will pay attention to the 

indvidual usas, in this case, -whetha they are female or male, and -whaha they are 

feminine, masculine, androgynous, and undiffaentiated. I -will not make these various usas 

into a universd leer, instead I will begin to focus on the urnvasecfieers and thus respond to the 

mwomen nature of feminist research. 
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Rdlection and Reflexivity 

Cleuy my reseirch will be bywomen, as 1 am a woman. But 1 will take this "ty" 

deepa and furtha apply feminist theory by integi-ating refleaion and reflexivity, reciprocity 

and triangulation. Sullivan and Porta, along with MacNealy, see refleaion as important parts 

of research, especially feminist or postmodan research. Fonow and Cook suggest that 

reflexivity and reflection can be a source of insight in feminist research (2). Refleaion, as 

Fonow and Cook discusses it, is the act of looking back analyzing and aitiquing the 

particular reseu-ch study. They take the reflexivity beyond reflection of the research during 

the research, to the larga picture of reflection, aitique, and exploration of the research 

process, the undalying assumptions of research in genaal, and the research projea for the 

researcha in particular (2). 

The addition of refleaion and reflexivity to usability testing transforms it into 

noticeably more feminist research. Refleaion is not uncommon in usability testing, but the 

deepa le\'ds of reflexivity, such as aitique and anal-ysis of the research process, are often 

not considaed. Refleaion occurs in usability testing in two •ways—as part of an itaative 

process -with multiple tests during the design process or before the testing begins in terms of 

dedding -what is tested, -why, and otha related testing concans. Usability testing could 

become more refleaive -with Barnum's suggestion of comparing results of the various 

itaative tests (espedally formative evaluation in the beginning and summative evaluation 

afta the produa is done). The comparison of tests and multiple tests during the design 

process may involve refleaion, but does not require it. Howeva, usability testing researchas 

rarely seem to employ reflexivity to reflea on, aitique, and explore the usability testing 

process or the undalying assumptions usability testing. Thus, although reflection is not 

uncommon in the UCD mahods, reflexivity is rare. 

My research covaed both levels of refleaion and reflexivity. 1 focused my 

"reflexation" particularly on the genaal problematic research process of usability testing. 

Through refleaion, aitique, and exploration, I discussed how my methods fit into a faninist 

research processes and then -work to resolve the problems -with these methods by situating 

them in a feminist methodology. Specific refleaion and reflexivity will be included through 

the research processes. Pilot testing allowed me to reflea on the reliability and validly of my 
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methods and research processes and to make any needed adjustments. Otha paiods of 

reflection have been -worked into the processes, including the opportunity for the 

participants to reflect and comment on my findings. So, by adding refleaion and reflexivity 

to my application of usability testing, I am responding to the ^women nature of feminist 

research. 

Reciprocity 

My research -will also be iiith and ^-women by giving them voice in my research 

through redprodty. Otha research techniques and mahodologies, such as Modanism, give 

no, or very little, voice and powa to the participant; and feminist research dsagrees with this 

lack of voice and powa. hatha dscusses the need for redprodty—a "give and take, a 

mutual n^otiation of meaning and powa" (57) —in feminist research. One place hatha 

su^ests including reciprodty is between researcha and participant 67). For 

researcha/participant reciprodty, thae needs to be collaboration between the partidpants 

and researcha, and the participants should be allowed a"" role in negotiating the final 

meaning of the research" 68). 

Usability testing, as it is commonly applied, does not allow for this level of 

redprodty. Some redprodty may occur during the condua of observation and interviews; 

howeva, the partidpants are not usually allowed to n^otiate the final results and analysis of 

the research. I wiU add this level of reciprocity to my research by giving the partidpants 

multiple chances to n^otiate meaning not only during the observation and kiterviews, but I 

-will also provide the partidpants an opportunity to respond to and if necessary n^otiate my 

findings from their observations and interviews. Since some of my partidpants are female 

and othas test as feminine, this -will make the research ^sevaal women and not just myself. 

By including the deepa levels of redprodty -with my partidpants, 1 draw on the 

triangulation, an inaeasingly essential component of feminist research, thus, making my use 

of usability testing more feminist and making the research fit the ^women nature of 

feminist research. 
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My Feminist Mahodology 

The foais of my reseai'di is faninist because my research is fa-, ly aboU, cwand/or 

mf̂  women. My resairch works towards social clringe, moves away from the univasal usa, 

includes reflection and reflexivity, and provides a medium for reciprodty. I have chosen 

partidpants that include women and consida genda diffaences. I am examining the 

feminist area of sex and/or genda diffaences, and my research is e\'en more inclusive than 

a more tradtional application of these mahods, as 1 give women a voice through 

representation and considaation. 

According to Harding and Fonow and Cook, a feminist methodology focuses on 

-women and genda, is research for women, includes women's expaiences, puts the 

researcha and researched on the same plane, and aitiques the biases and -ways those in the 

researcha's fidd study women. The research mahodology 1 am applying to usability fits this 

description of a feminist mahodology. The reseai'ch does focus on women and especially on 

genda as I -will be looking at both sex and genda diffaences. This research fits Harding's 

requirement that it is research for -women, since the research examines and should answa 

women's questions on the sodal phenomena of websites. 1 include women's expaiences in 

sevaal diffaent -ways, from observing thdr expaiences during the usability testing to 

interviewing them on thdr expaiences. My research includes a aitique of how usability 

testing studies, or doesn't aaually study, -women. Thus, my research mahodology matches 

what Harding and -what Fonow and Cook desaibe as a feminist methodology. 

For my research, 1 -will apply a feminist mahodology to usability testing. This allows 

me to use this rich approach to focus on the usas. In addtion it pamits me to take this 

mahodology one step furtha by acknowiedging and studying genda and sex diffaences 

among my usas. Finally it enables a aitical approach to the univasal usa by looking 

beyond that limited constma to examine the full univase of usas. By applying this feminist 

mahodology 1 will transform usability testing, as I use it, into Gurak and Baya's genaic 

human approach model that does not make genda invisible but equal. My research is 

feminist research because it is for, by, about, m and/or tuth women and because it meas the 

feminist goals of sodal change, de-univasalization, refleaion and reflexivity, and voice and 

reciprocity. 
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Mahods and Design of the Study 

In tliis next seaion, I present and discuss my methods and the design of the study. I 

begin by daailing my participants and then move onto the setting. Next, I examine the study 

design and respond to the research questions. In the following section, I go into more detail 

on the mahod and tools. 

Partidpants 

My participiints are students in the Texas Tech introduaory technical 

communication survey classes, wiiich most students take as sophomores, juniors, or seniors 

depending on their major. These students are strong participants because they come from a 

variety of dsciplines, they are college students in the middle or end of thdr programs, and 

they are likdy to have used the web for research and entatainment. Because the majority of 

these students are traditional college students between the ages of 18 and 22,1 -will be able to 

focus on sex and/ or genda diffaences and mostly rule out the impact that age may have on 

web use. Since Barnum agues age can make a big diffaence is use, having a variety of ages 

could lead to inaccurate results due to age diffaences and not sex and/or genda diffaences 

670-3). 1 had 71 participants in the first level of research and 33 in the second level of 

research. The partidpants recdved extra aed t for participation in the first level of the 

research. Some recdved extra aed t for participation in the second level of research, 

depending on the instmaor, and all wae entaed in a raffle to win $15 gift certificate to 

Coffee Haus (a local coffee shop near campus), $20 in Cinemark movie dollars Oocal movie 

theata), or one of eleven coupons for a free Chick-Fil-A sandwich. 

Sating 

The second levd of research, the Pre-Tasks Survey, seven Usability Testing Tasks, 

and the Post-Tasks Interview, -was conduaed in the Texas Tech Usability Testing and 

Research Lab. The lab consists of two rooms, an evaluation room and an observation room, 

which are separated by a -wall -with a two--way window for observation. 
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The second le\'d of resewch was conduaed in the evaluation room. Various 

equipment in this room was used in the research: 

• Three video caniaas (one cdling mounted camaa that recorded facial expression, 

one adjustable table camaa that recorded the usas' profile and intaaaion with the 

computa, and anotha adjustable table camaa that recorded the time) 

• One computa saeen capture recording device 

• T-wo computas •with the necessary hardware and software (one •was used for the Pre-

Task Sui'\'ey and one for the Usability Testing Tasks) 

• Addtional equipment such as chairs, cables, lamps, and desks 

The observation room -was used to record the second level of research. 1 used the 

following equipment in the observation room to aeate videotapes of each test: 

• A VHS recorda 

• An audovisual console and mixa with four video monitors 

• An audo mixa and speakas to monitor audo sources 

• Addtional video and audo recording and mixing support equipment 

Study Design and Response to the Research Ouestions 

By means of this research, I explore sex and genda diffaences in web use. To 

answa the main research questions and the sub-questions, I integrated a feminist 

methodology -with the already usa-centaed and somewhat feminist UCD method of 

usability testing. To answer question 1 and its sub-questions, I use qualitative and 

quantitative research including time and aror counts, observation, surveys, and an interview. 

My research consisted of two studes, a pilot study and a full sized study Both 

studes used the same steps, with only slight adjustments (as noted below for the pilot 
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testmg). Howeva, I only analyze the full study in the next chaptas. The pilot test was only 

used for reflection and redesign. The reseai'ch involved two main levels with sub steps: 

• ResemioL ad One All partidpants took the Genda Inventory and Survey 

(Appendix A), -wiiich was used to aeate stratified genda and sex categories and 

selea the partidpants for the Usability Testing Task, Post-Task Interviews, and 

Pre-Tasks Survey. Through the Genda Inventory and Survey, I was able to 

detamine the sodally constmcted genda that the participants identified with. This 

survey is composed of two parts: 

1. Demographic information: Name and email address wae coUeaed so that I 

could contact the participant. Age range and biological sex wae also 

inventoried 

2. The Bem Sex-Role Inventory (BSRI): The BSRI is a widely used 

psychological measure of the participant's pacdved genda with 60 quick 

survey questions. 

• ResecmhL eud Tim After the participants took the Genda Inventory and Survey, 

I placed the participants in stratified categories according to their sex and genda. 

From these stratified categories, 1 randomly seleaed people to partidpate in the 

second level of research. Level two includes three steps: 

1. A PraTasks Survey (Appendix B) -was given to each sdeaed 

participant brfore they began the Usability Testing Tasks. This survey-was 

administaed to provide an undastating of each participant's familiarity and 

use -with computas and the Intanet. 1 also colleaed addtional demographic 

information including race/ethnidty and collie year. 

2. N ext, each pason participated in the usability testing tasks designed 

to examine sex and/ or genda use of the web. The usas wae given seven 
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specific tasks and goals to complete, during which data was colleaed in the 

fomi of obsa-\'ations, notes, video recording of the screen, their faces, and 

their uppa body and computa monitor (so I could see them leaning into the 

monitor, toudiing the monitor, and otha such physical intaaaion with the 

computa monitor), Addtionally I raorded times taken to complete the tasks 

and the rate of successful complaion of the tasks, as wdl as back button use 

to answa the sub-questions to research question one. The tasks are provided 

in more daail in Appendix C. All seven tasks wae used in the longa research 

study, but tasks tiiree and four -wae not used in the pilot test. 

3. Finally, a Post-Tasks Interview was conducted afta each participant 

complaed the Usability Testing Tasks to gain an undastanding of the 

participant's aaions during the tasks and to dscuss h a or his prefaences and 

pacdved ease of use of various web use techniques. A protocol of the 

interview is included in Appendix D. 

This data allowed for a more complete comparison aaoss genda, sex, and use than 

the surveys alone -would have provided. For the research question 1, -whae I studed sex 

and/or genda diffaences in navigation, orientation, back button use, initial task tune, 

complae task time, surfing frequency, website lo^^ty, and attitudes towards browsing, 

searching, and surfing, 1 integrated the seven Usability Testing Tasks, the Pre-Tasks Survey, 

and the Post-Tasks Interview. I examined research questions la to Ic and If to Ig through 

the Post-Tasks Interview and Pre-T ask Survey, using the participants' own words and 

responses, my pasonal observations, and some of the statistical research findings from the 

Usability Testing Tasks. 1 used the Usability Testing Tasks to respond to research questions 

la to If. 

To answa question two, whae I compared my findings on sex and/or genda 

diffaences in •web use to previous research, I analyzed my findings for question 1 to develop 

a genaal framework of diffaences. I then compare these results to previous research on 

print -writing, oral communication, print reading, thinking styes, and online chats to see if 

the genaal diffaences in the reading of online texts fit -what could be expeaed from this 
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previous research. 1 focus specifically on surfing frequency and website loyalty navigation, 

and the web/ladda theory. Although 1 develop tliis fnunework from my skigle research 

study and from a specific, limited population, this research breaks ground in tams of sex 

and/or genda diffaences in how-we analyze, design, ;ind create websites; thus, it will serve 

as a modd for subsequent studes. 

Mahods and Tools 

Tills research draws on sevaal research mahods and tools. In this seaion, I will 

dscuss in daail the mahods and tools that 1 will be using: the Genda Inventory and 

Survey, the Pre-Tasks Survey, the Usability Testing Tasks, and the Post-Tasks Interview. 

The Genda Inventory and Survey 

Most researchas, like Lakoff, Barnes, Tannen, Gabriel, Gilligan, and Flynn, -who 

dscuss sex or genda diffaences look only at sex diffaences—that is, -whaha someone is 

male or female. Howeva, many of these same researchas are not essentialist in thdr 

stances, and acknowiedge that the diffaences they are studying are not purely biological sex 

diffaences, but diffaences due to culture and/or cultural identification. Barnes states that 

pacdved language diffaences are aaually based on genda staeotypes, and she dscusses 

how some of these staeotypes tend to not be tme. Coates dscusses how the process of 

becoming "propa" girls and boys includes language indoctrination and that females quickly 

develop b a t a language skills. Children aaually see language as such an important part of 

bdng one genda or the otha that they pacdve language as sex exclusive, not as sex 

prrfaential. Gabriel contends that the diffaences in background between males and females 

should lead to diffaences in how they undastand a variay of texts. These cultural 

diffaences and staeotypes are what often lead to the blurring of biological sex and cultural 

genda (the sodaal staeotypes of femininity and masculinity). According to Pryzgoda and 

Chrisla, -who studed the definitions of genda and sex," 'Sex* has come to rrfa to the 

biological aspeas of being male and female. 'Genda' typically refas only to behavioral. 
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sodal, and psychological charaaaistics of men and women" (2). Howeva, even the authors 

admit this definition is "too simple" and does not acknovdedge such things as "intasexed or 

transgendaed people" (2). The authors point out that "the measurement of genda byway 

of sex doesn't acknowledge the multitude of indvidual responses to bdng born a particular 

sex"(2). In otha •words, calling someone's sex thdr genda, especially in research, does not 

allow for masculine females, feminine men, or peoples of d tha sex that are androgynous or 

neutraV undiffaentiated. 

The Bem Sex-Role Inventory (BSRI) off a s researchas a way to daamine the 

genda of their participants, and it is a method used in my research to daamine the 

participants' genda. Sandra Bem first published the BSRI in 1974. The inventory is a 

psychological measure of genda that measures four genda categories: feminine, masculine, 

androgynous (high in both faninine and masculine), and undiffaentiated dow in both 

feminine and masculine). These categories of genda are based on staeotypes of genda. 

According to Chery Holt, the BSRI is still used frequently in research (1). Holt assesses the 

validly of the BSRI in h a 1998 study. She suggests that thae could be issues with the 

validly of the BSRI because of changes in genda staeotypes since the Bem study 25 years 

before h a study. H a findings suggest that the BSRI is still valid with all of the masculine 

adjeaives still considaed masculine and 18 of the 20 feminine adjeaives still considaed 

feminine. Intaestingly "loyal" and "childike" -wae the t-wo feminine adjeaives that wae no 

longa significantly considaed feminine. Othas have reevaluated the BSRI, including Carol 

Austa. Like Holt, Austa found all of the masculine adjeaives wae still valid and two of the 

feminine adjeaives (this time" childike and "yelding") wae no longa valid In their two 

1995 studes. Sue Strea, Elien Kimmel and Jeffery Kromrey examine genda roles and 

support the validly of sex-roles through thdr findings ("Student" 183; "Faculty 421). Thus, 

it seems Bon's 1974 sex-roles are still one of the most valid indcators of genda we have to 

date. 

The BSRI survey -was given to partidpants as part of the first levd of research to 

detamine thdr genda, and using the results from the BSRI, I placed participants into 

stratified categories and then randomly selected participants in these categories to participate 

in the second level of research (Pre-Tasks Survey, the Usability Testing Tasks, and the Post-
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Tasks Interview). The BSRI allowed me to daamine the participants' genda according to 

theii" sdf-paceptions and cultural staeotypes. 

The Pre-T ask Survey 

The Pre-T:isks Survey (Appendix B) is the first part of the second levd of research 

and was given to the partidpants bd'ore they d d the usability testing. The survey 

information -was kept anonymous. The survey -was used to gatha demographic information 

like sex, age, race/ahnicity, major, and college year (questions 2-6). The demographic data 

allowed for me to :malyze findings based on sex and consida age and college year. The 

survey-was also used to gatha data on the computa expaience level of the partidpants 

including information on thdr computa esq^aience level, amount of time using computas, 

familiarity •with the web, numba of hours each week on the •web, and pasonal uses of the 

•web (questions 7-12). This information allowed me to analyze the findings for diffaences 

based on expaience •with computas, the -web, and the Intana. Much research has shown 

that expaience -with computas can impaa how-well people use computas (see Lawton for 

the ejq^erience impaa on computa game playas). Question 12 along -with Task 4 in the 

testing, and question 5 on the Post-Tasks Interview allow me to study Barnum's statement 

that -women prefa to raurn to favored sites and that men prrfa to surf 670). 

Usability Testing Tasks 

Afta the Pre-Tasks Survey, Usability Testing Tasks were conduaed -with each 

partidpant to examine gendaed use of the web (Appendix C). The usas wae given seven 

specific tasks and goals to complae (six for the pilot test) and data was colleaed in the form 

of observations, notes, times needed to complete the tasks, types of links used, and arors 

made -while complaing the tasks. This data is analyzed to answer research question 1 and 

sub-questions la-g (see Chaptas IV and V for the findings and Chapta VI for the analysis 

and dscussion). 
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In addtion, the testing was videotaped. 1 videotaped the participants' faces, and a 

side view of the monitor and partidpants' uppa body (to see physical intaaaions with the 

computa monitor), the time, and the monitor tlirough a saeen capture. The tapes wae 

reviewed and analyzed for information not included in the notes, for instance information 

that 1 may have missed wliile observing and writing, and also for vaification of accuracy, 

such as the recorded time to complae tasks. Videotape recordings and handwritten notes of 

the usability testing provided me with data I then transcribed and examined systematically 

The recording and notes provided me -with data that can be triangulated for greata accuracy. 

Each task is designed to gatha information for particular research questions: 

• Tcsk 1: Ncvigtia^ cmd Otiatctia: Tcsk: This task -was designed to provide 

information on how usas navigate -websites, responding to the navigation seaion of 

research question 1. It was also designed to provide information on orientation 

behaviors. According to Nielsen, thae are three types of orientation mahods: 

search-dominated usas (go straight to the search), link-dominated usas dook 

around the site -when trying to find information), or mixed usa (who do bothX224). 

In this task, partidpants wae asked to find a particular travel story in a website. This 

task allowed the usa to choose h a mahod of finding the story, since it can easily be 

found through a search, the links, or both. I analyzed the methods used to see if 

thae are genda/sex diffaences in the choices of task-dominated orientation 

methods, link-dominated orientation mahods, or mixed. This task, along-with Post-

Tasks Interview question 2, allowed me to observe any genda/sex diffaences in 

navigating the site, such as landmark use or global direaions use. Lawton argues that, 

when navigating, women are more likely to use landmarks and that men are more 

likely to use global direaions. 

• Task 2 and3: SeanMvg rr&hocJKs) and Task 4 and5: Bvoimvg nethc^s}. These tasks 

wae designed to illustrate how usas seai-ch and browse the site and respond to the 

search and browse seaions of research question 1. The findings may also be 

applicable to the navigation seaion of research question 1. According to Smith, 
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Newman, and Parks, thae ai-e two main taslcs in hypertextual (which in this case 

includes the web) reading:" saud.vi^." vdiich requires the usa to fkid particular 

information on a particular node in the text, and biusirjg, or "exploratory," "which 

requires the reada to find rdatal itans of information within the stmaure" (69). 

Tasks 2 and 3 requii-e the participants to find particular information and, thus, are 

searching tasks. In Task 2, partidpants are asked to find tour date information for 

their favorite band (the upcoming, or the most recent, date for the closest the 

band/singa will come to Lubbock), For Task 3, participants are asked to find recent 

(108"' or 107"' Congress) legislation sponsored or cosponsored by a senator from 

their home state. Both these tasks focus on specific information, which could be 

found on a particular node of the -websites. 

Tasks 4 and 5 fit Smith, Newman, and Parks' definition of browsing tasks since the 

tasks require the participants to browse -websites and look for related information 

within the site. To correctly complete Task 4, usas must have sevaal pages on the 

indvidual species of -whales and compare the information on proteaed and 

endangaed -whales. For Task 5, participants had to browse the site recipes to find 

which one best fit thdr ingredents. The site forces this to be a browning task 

because the search only allow/s three words. The search does not allow usas to find 

any recipes direaly with more than three ingredents or ingredents that have more 

than three -words. This particular task -was a four-ingredent -with five words task (as 

one ingredent, olive oil, is t-wo -words long) and, thus, forced the partidpants to read 

and compare redpes looking for the correct combination of ingredents. 

• Tcsk 6: Suifirg Tcsk: This task -was designed to provide data for the surfing 

section of research question 1. Surfing, for this research, is defined as a multi-website 

perusal for information of intaest. Surfing often is a self-guided -wandaing task. 

Since this is hard to replicate in a laboratory sating, this task is direaed surfing. As 

surfing often requires searching and browsing, this task may also provide data for the 
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navigation, searching, and browsing sections of research question one. This task 

requii-es that the participants compare prices of aii-fare ova at least two airfare 

-websites. In addtion, the findings, along with Pre-Tasks Survey question 13 and 

Post-Tasks Interview question 5, enable me to study Barnum's statement that 

women prrfa to raurn to favored sites and men prefa to surf 670). 

• Tcsk 7: G&iaid Tcsk: The genaal task allowed the participants to use the web in 

any way they chose to complete the t;isk. Tliis allowed me to observe how they used 

the web for a genaal task -without the level or direaion Tasks 1 to 6 have. For the 

task, the participants supposedly inliaited $25,000 for a vehicle and had to dtha 

find the pafect vehicle for themsdves or, if they aheady had a vehicle in mind, find a 

nearby dealaship selling the vehicle This task required a variay of diffaent uses of 

the web including surfing, searching, navigating, and browsing, •which provided data 

for all parts of the first research question. 

Post-Task Interview 

The Post-Tasks Interview •was a semi-stmctured interview conduaed afta each 

partidpant completed the Usability Testing Tasks to gain an undastanding of the 

partidpant's aaions during the tasks and to dscuss h a or his prefaences and pacdved ease 

of use of various web use techniques. See Appendix C for a protocol of the interview. In 

this interview, I questioned the participant in daail about the tasks they complaed during 

the usability testing. The interview questions, along with the Pre-Tasks Survey and Usability 

Testing Tasks data, provided information for particular research questions as shown in Table 

3.1. 
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Table 3-1: Interview Questions and the Conesponding Research Questions 

Research Question 
Question 1 a (navigation) 
Question 1 b (orientation) 
Question 1 c (back button use) 
Question 1 f i (prrfaences of use in browsing, 
searching, and surfing techniques) 
Question 1 f ii (pacdved ease of browsing, 
searching, and surfing) 
Question 1 f iii 

Interview Question 
3and8 
3 and 7 
8 
1,7,8,9, 12, and 14 

5,13, and 15 

6,12,14 

Analyzing and Reporting the Results 

With this research, I examined genda or sex-diffaences in the use of webtexts. To 

analyze the data, I used sevaal diffaent measures, both qualitative and quantitative in 

nature, to triangulate my results and also to look at my research questions from vai'lous 

paspeaives. The various methods produce data that are unique to that method—thus the 

variay of mahods produce a variay of data. Qualitative information includes observations 

of the participants' motivations, reactions, and reasoning during the usability testing and the 

participants' own -words from the interviews. Quantitative data includes times to complae 

and b^in tasks, success rate, and otha counts of use types. During data analysis, I draw on 

sevaal theories and previous studes, such as: 

• Sex diffaences found in oral and print communication 

• Research and theories pertaining to usability testing and contextual inquiry 

• Theories of -web design, and 

• Hypatext theory, espedally as it focuses on how hypatexts are used 

My data analysis methods draw on feminist mahodologies and theories. The 

application of a feminist mahodology to usability testing allows me to focus on the usas 

and take these mahods furtha by acknowledging and studying genda and sex diffaences 
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among my usas. 1 use reflexivity as a ""source of insight" to reflect, aitique, and examine not 

only my own findings but, if necessary, to challenge tradtional research and theory (Fonow 

and Cook 2). According to Patti Lather, this reflexivity adds constmct validly (67). Although 

my various methods present diffaent results, I triangulate these mahods looking for 

pattans, various pa'spectives, and convagences in the data (hatha 66). 1 use face validly, 

whae 1 cycle the results back tlirough the participants to get their input on my initial 

findings (hatha 68). 1 also situate the locations of those involved with the research, the 

participants and mysdf, as Lai argues. Using this situating and the constma validly of 

cycling, 1 move my results beyond the tradtional, ya problematic, "speaking for" and 

"speaking from" to the more feminist ""speaking to" and "speaking of" (Lai 102). These 

" speaking to" and" speaking of" betta allow me to truly -work •with and undastand the usas 

and thus, betta meet the goals of usability testing and move beyond the univasalizing of 

the usas. 

Through data analysis, I seek to answa my research questions. For each question, I 

use data analysis techniques, some qualitative and some quantitative. The breakdown of 

questions and data analysis techniques follows. 

Research Question 1 

My primary research question, are thae sex and/or genda diffaences in the use of 

webtexts, is broken down into sevaal sub-questions. The types of web use are analyzed 

through a variety of mahods. The sub-questions include navigation; orientation; back button 

use, success rate, time to begin and complae tasks; attitudes towards browsing, searching, 

and surfing; and the frequency of surfing and website loyalty. I compare the qualitative and 

quantitative data for each usa, sex, and genda. For quantitative data analysis (used for the 

initial and complae task times), I applied an AN OVA to daamine significance and then 

applied the Scheffe's Test and Tukeys Test to ascertain which items whae significant. To 

analyze the data from the otha sub-questions 1 applied the Chi-squared, common test for 

significance of the relationship between categorical variables, and Cramd's Phi for the 

strength of the relationships. 
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To examine the navigation methods, 1 code how each usa navigated during each 

task as global, landm:u-k, or mixed navigation, based on the wayfinding research covaed in 

Chapta II. Global navigation includes the use of browsa controls like "go" and "history," 

use of the search engine on the -website, use of a site map, use of browsa" find" command, 

and the typing-in of the URL. Landnai-k navigation includes the use of the navigational 

links, use of in-text links, use of" breadcmmbs" navigation stmaure, and use of drop down 

menus within the site. The navigation is coded global if 67% or more of the navigation 

mahods are global and is coded landmark if 67% or more of the navigation methods are 

landmark mahods. 1 also code and time the initial usa aaion for each task as global or 

landmark. The initial usa action is the first navigation aaion the usa takes on the site. This 

initial action illustrates wiiat their first choice for navigation is before they have explored the 

site and have a good idea of the site's options. In addtion, I count the numba of times the 

usas attempted to navigate to a site -with the global method of typing in the URL or the 

landmark mahods of using a search engine. I also draw on the qualitative interview data 

from questions 3 and 8 to detamine the paitidpants' genaal self-proclaimed navigation 

mahods and compare these mahods to their indcated mahods found in the testing. 

To examine the orientation, 1 also used coding. 1 coded each usa's orientation for 

each task as search-dominated, link-dominant usas, or mixed-dominant based on Nielsen's 

own drfinition of each. Nielsen found more than half of -web usas are search-dominant, a 

fifth link-dominant, and the rest mixed (224). Nielsen defines the orientation mahods as: 

Secmbdorrirmt isers will go straight for the search button when they enta a -website 
They are not intaested in looking around the site; they are task-focused and want to 
find specific information as fast as possible... lirk-donri-ncot usas prefa to follow the 
links around a site. Even -when they want to find specific information, they will 
initially try to ga it by following promising links around the site. Only when they ga 
hopelessly lost -will link dominant usas admit defeat and use a search command 

Mixad-bdxmys isers switch baween search and link following depending on what 
seems the most promising at any given time, but they do not have an inhaent 
prefaence. (224) 
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As with the navigation iuiiilysis, 1 also timed and ccxled each usa's initial usa aaion 

as search-dominated and link-dominated so I can daamine what their first choice of 

orientation for the site would be, 1 drew on the qualitative intciview data from questions 3 

and 8 to daamine their genaal sdf-proclaimed orientation mahods and uses and 

compared these methods to their mahods found in the Usability Testing Tasks. 

1 next examined back button use by foaising on the frequency and types of use. For 

this sub-questions, I drew on interview data from question 8 whae I asked the partidpants 

to explain their frequency and types of back button use. I categorized thdr answas into five 

types (do not use, rardy, occasionally, often) for deepa analysis. 

The next sub-question foaised on success rate. To daamine the success rate—if 

the tasks were complae successfully—I noted if each task -was complaed totally 

successfully (they accomplished -what the task asked), somewhat successfully (they met some 

of the goals of the task but not all), or not successfully (they dd not complae the task). 

Time -was my next area of examination. Like the navigation and orientation, I 

recorded both the initial and complae time. The initial time -was the time it took the 

partidpant to complae thdr first aaion on the site to move off of the main page, and the 

complae time -was the time it took the participants to complae the task. 1 recorded both 

tunes -while observing the Usability Testing Tasks. 

To daamine the attitudes towards the three techniques, browsing, searching, and 

surfing, I drew on both qualitative and quantitative data Browsing and searching are, 

according to Smith, Newman, and Parks, the main tasks in reading/using hypertextual 

documents, such as websites. Smith, Newman, and Parks' define sambirgas requiring the 

usa to find particular information on a particular node in the text, and bvusirgas requiring 

"the reada to find related items of information -within the stmcture" (69)). To their t-wo 

techniques I add surfing, a common web technique that involves a multi-website perusal of 

information. For each of the three techniques, I analyzed three attitudes towards the 

techniques: prrfaences of use, pacdved ease, and enjoyment of use. 

The prrfaences of use are based on quantitative data. I use statistics to analyze the 

results and to detamine significance, correlation, frequency, and diffaence between means. 
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Howeva, 1 also draw on the qiuilitative intaviewdita where I asked atout their prrfaences 

of use (questions 1, 7, 8, 9, 12, and 14), 

The pacdved ease of use is based on qualitative data. I examined and rated the data 

on the selected browsing, searching and surfing tasks 6,5, and 6) to daamine how easy it 

•was for the usa to complae the tasks. I coded the ease of use from pasonal observation of 

the task complaion and include usa comments and intaview data. Each task was coded as 

easy, modaate, or hard I also drew on the applicable interview questions to detamine the 

participant's pacdved ease of use for browsing, searcliing, and surfing tasks (questions 5, 

13, and 15). 1 compared their answas on genaal use to my observations of specific use. 

To examine the enjoyment of use I relied on participant provided information from 

the inter\iews. In particular, I focused on the answas from interview questions 6,12, and 14 

to undastand the levds of enjoyment the participants have for each of the three techniques. 

Since these wae Likat-scale questions, I recdved a clear quantitative measurement of 

enjoyment. 

Finally, I inspeaed surfing frequency and website loyalty. In orda to investigate 

O'Connor and Bowman's claims on surfing frequency (males surf more) and website lo-yalty 

(females are more loyal), I gathaed and analyzed data from the survey on loyalty and data 

from the interview on surfing frequency. 

Research Question 2 

Research question 2 is analyzed afta the data analysis from question 1. For this 

question, I compared the sex and genda diffaences from my research to those found ki 

otha litaature that looks at sex and genda diffaences (see Chapta II for a review). 1 

examined how my findings matched the litaature, -with women or faninine people using a 

more networked and intaconnected methods and men and masculine people using more 

hiaarchical and direa methods. I also examined if women or feminine people favor 

landmark navigation and males or masculine people prefa global navigation. 
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Conclusion 

In tills chapta, 1 began by presenting my research rationale and rearticulating my 

research questions. I dsaissed usability testing as an appropriate, oft used, and rigorous 

UCD mahod in technical communication. I also showed how usability testing could be used 

in academic as wdl as workplace studes, and I illustrated how usability testing already has 

some practices in common with faninist research. Next, 1 presented my specific feminist 

research mahodology, wiiich 1 used to furtha adjust usability testing, given my focus on sex 

and/or genda. Afta sating up the methods and methodology for my specific study, I 

dscussed the study itself, including the tools and methods I used, as wdl as my response to 

the research questions. In the last section, 1 detailed the data analysis techniques 1 use in the 

study. In the next two chaptas, I present my research findings for the research study, 

including the results from the genda inventory and survey. In Chapta VI, I analyze these 

findings according to feminist and usa-centaed design theories and dscuss -what they mean 

-with r^ards to my original research question/focus: the possibilities of sex or genda 

diffaences in the use of -webtexts. 
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CHAPTER IV 

INTERVIEW AND SURVEY FINDINGS 

Introduction 

Chapta III focused on five :ii-eis: situating my research as a response to two gaps in 

the fidd of technical communication; adjusting usability testing and contextual inquiry into 

research mahods; applying a feminist methodology to usability testing and contextual 

inquiry; desaibing my research mahods and tools; and presenting my data analysis 

techniques. In this chapta, I focus on my research findngs, presenting the data from the 

Genda Inventory and Survey, the Pre-Tasks Survey, and the Post-Tasks Interview. The 

findings for the seven Usability Testing Tasks will be presented in the next chapta. The 

analysis of the findings in both Chaptas IV and V -will be presented in Chapta VI. 

My presentation of my findings in this chapta will be organized in three -ways. First, 

I b^in this chapta by presenting the findings from the Genda Inventory and Survey. I 

examine the genaal breakdown of genda and the breakdown of genda by sex. Second, I 

examine the results of the Pre-Tasks Survey. These results include demographic information, 

computa expaience, and -web expaience. Third, and finally, 1 present the findings from the 

interview. The interview data includes the participants' task prrfaence (browsing, searching, 

or surfing); thdr ease of use and enjoyment of browsing, searching, and surfing; and 

information on navigation, back button use, and link or task dominance. In orda to lata 

daamine whetha or not sex and/or genda diffaences exist in these areas, I not only 

present the genaal findings for the interview and survey questions, but I also examine the 

data by sex and genda. The findings from the Genda Inventory and Survey, the Pre-Tasks 

Survey, and the Post-Tasks Interview, along -with the Usability Testing Task findings 

dscussed in Chapta V, are the data 1 will analyze in Chapta VI to daamine whaha or not 

sex and/or genda diffaences do exist in -web use. 
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Genda Inventory cUid Survey 

I began the research by anailing the 11 instmctors -wdio taught the 21 seaions of the 

Spring 2003 sophomore-level technical communication survey class, asking the kistmaors to 

invite thdr students to participate in the research and to dstribute the attached invitation 

email to tlieii- students. 1 also sent a follow-up aiiail to the instmaors a few days before 1 

needed the surveys back from the students (see Appendix E for the original email and 

Appendix F for the follow up). Of the 11 instructors, 8 dstributed the email to 11 classes, 

for a total of 228 students. This anail invited the students to participate in the research, 

starting with the first levd of research—the Genda Inventory and Survey (see Appendix G). 

Of the 228 students invited, 219 were digible to participate (the nine students who 

participated in the pilot testing -wae not eligible). From the 219 students, 71 took the 

Genda Inventory and Survey so I could detamine thdr psychological genda. This was a 

32% raum rate, -which is fairly good. According to MacNealy the "biggest problem facing 

survey researchas is the response rate" (168). For papa surveys she cites a raurn rate of 20-

40% based on findings by Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias (149). She does not provide 

numbas for dearonic surveys, but extrapolation leads me to believe that my results are -well 

within the typical response rate. Of these students, 36 (51%) wae female and 35 -wae male 

(49%). The sex and genda breakdown, in stratified categories, is dsplayed in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: Stratified Categories of Participants by Genda and Sex 
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As Figure 4.1 shows, the fem;ile piu-ticipants are well dstributed among the four 

gendas, but the m;iles iue more concentrated. Figiues 4.2.A and 4.2.B show the pacentages 

of genda for each sex. One tliird of the female particifxmts were feminine, similar numbas 

of females are androgynous and undiffaentiated. Twenty-dght pacent of the females are 

androgynous and t-wenty-five pacent are undiffaentiated. Although the fewest numba of 

females are masailine, masculine females still make up 14% of the females, a not 

insignificant pacentage. 
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Figure 4.2.A: Distribution of Females into the Four Gendas 

Howeva, the genda of the males was less equally dstributed in this study. Fifty-nine 

pacent of the male participants -were masculine—a clear majority. Twenty-six pacent wae 

androgynous, which -was the second most common genda category for these male study 

participants. Both undiffaentiated and feminine -wae rare in this population, -with 9% and 

6% respeaively. Thus, out of the pool of partidpants, males are much more likdy to be 

masculine -with about a quarta androgynous. 'While more females tested as feminine than 

any otha category, they wae also fairly even dstributed among the undiffaentiated and 

androgynous gendas; thus -while they -were more likely than males to dvat from thdr 

staeotypical genda, females still tended toward identification -with the genda staeotype 

assodated with females. Both males and females are least likely to be gendaed into the 

opposite genda (masculine for females and feminine for males); howeva, the pacentage of 

females -with a masculine genda -was appredably higha than the pacentage of males -with a 

feminine genda (14% to 6% respeaively). 
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Figure 4.2.B: Distribution of Males into the Four Gendas 

For the second levd of research, I placed the participants into stratified categories by 

sex and genda: 

• Androgynous Females 

• Androgynous Males 

• Undiffaentiated Females 

• Undiffaentiated Males 

• Feminine Females 

• Feminine Males 

• Masculine Females 

• Masculine Males 

Through these stratified categories, 1 could betta examine diffaences due to both 

sex and genda since 1 separated the partidpants by both sex and genda. Based on Jakob 

Nielsen's article "'Why You Only Need to Test With 5 Usas," I dedded to randomly choose 

5 participants from each cat^ory. According to Nidsen," [t]he best results come from 

testing no more than 5 usas" (par. 1). He suggests five usas because with five, the examina 

can identify about 85% of the usability issues, but, due to the law of diminishing returns, 

addtional usas add little new knowledge and mostly repeat the same previously found data. 
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He suggests always testing with more than one user to prevent" being misled by the spurious 

bdiavior of a single pa-son" -who may not be representative luid that the cost benrfit analysis 

shows t-wo to five usas are optimal (par. 17). For liighly dstina groups of usas, like my test 

group, he suggests at least three usas in each group to" ensure you have covaed the 

dvasity of behavior witliin the group" (par. 21). Thus, my choice of five participants from 

each group should cover 85% of the usa diffaences -while allowing for the dvasity of usas 

-within each of the groups. Howeva, t-wo of my groups, faninine males and undiffaentiated 

males, had less than fhe partidp:ints, and one group, masculine females had only five. So, 

for these three groups -with five or less than five participants, I recmited all the people -within 

the group. 

Afta sorting the first level of participants into stratified categories and randomly 

sdeaing partidpants in the categories -with more than five people and selecting all the 

partidpants in the three categories -with five or fewa people, I invited the seleaed people to 

partidpate in the second level of research. For the people -who dd not ga back to me -within 

two -weeks, 1 repeated the invitation. If I still dd not get a response, then I randomly seleaed 

anotha pason in that cat^ory. If I heard back from a pason who could not partidpate, 

then 1 -would randomly selea anotha participant from that category. My total numba of 

partidpants for the second level of research -was 33- In the five categories -with more than 

five people, 1 had the full five participants. In the three categories with five or less people, 1 

had two feminine males, two undiffaentiated males, and four masculine females. The 

breakdown of partidpants p a stratified cat^ory is shown in Table 4.1. Due to the scarcity 

of males in the genda cat^ories of feminine and undiffaentiated, thae -wae fewa males 

who partidpated in the second level of research—14 males compared to 19 females. 
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Table 4.1: Stratified Categories of PiU-ticipants in Level Two by Genda and Sex 

Genda and Sex 
Androgynous Fanales 
Androgynous Males 
Undiffaentiated Females 
Undiffaentiated Males 
Feminine Females 
Feminine Males 
Masailine Fanales 
Masculine Males 

Nuniloa of Participants 
5 
5 
5 
2 
5 
2 
4 
5 

Demographics and Computa Expaience Survey 

Afta the seleaed subjeas agreed to partidpate, they scheduled time for the second 

levd of research. This level included a Pre-Task Survey, the Usability Testing Tasks, and 

then a Post-Task Interview, -which all occurred during the same one-on-one (researcha and 

participant) scheduled lab session. The Pre-Task Survey focused on demographic 

information along -with computa expaience and -web expaience. This pre-task survey-was 

designed to gatha this information so I could analyze the effects of these faaors on genda 

and sex diffaences in use. As researchas have shown, age and expaience make a diffaence 

in -web use. For example, Roga Mondl, Christopha B. Mayiorn, and Joan Bennett found 

that both age and training impaaed the amount of time spent on the -web. Bowman, 

comparing teenagas and adults up to the age of 49, found that the adults spend more time 

online. 

Basic Demographic Information 

The survey begins with basic demographic information: age, race, year in college, and 

collie major. 1 first analyzed age and race, finding my participants wae fairly homogenous. 

Of the 33 participants in the second level of research, all but one were in the age range 18-
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25. The remaining participant was in the 3 t-45 age rmge Figure i.3A shows the pacentage 

of partidpants in each age range. 

3% 

(F34^ol 
[•^18-25 

Figure 4.3A: Age Range of Partidpants 

Like age, the partidpants were mostly of the same race—'White/Non-Hispanic. 

Figure 4.3B dsplays the partidpants' race. Eight-five pacent of the participants -were 

•White/Non-Hisp)anic, nine pacent Spanish/Hispanic/Latino, three pacent Amaican 

Indan or Alaskan Native, and three pacent declared they wae "otha." These findings were 

not surprising, given the race demographics at Texas Tech, with 79% of the enroOed 

smdents for Fall 2002 classified as 'White, Non-Hispanic, and my own observations from 

teaching sevaal seaions of the survey technical communication classes ova the past three 

years (Department 1). 
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Figure 4.3B: Race of Participants 
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In the survey, 1 also asked for year in college so I could compare dffaences based 

on collie expaience. Because the survey technical communication course is a sophomore-

levd course, 1 expeaed the largest niunlTa- of students to be sophomores. Howeva, thae 

wae equal numbas of sophomores and juniors who paiticipated in the second level of 

research, 12 each. Thae were fewa fii'st year students and seniors, four and five students 

respectix'dy. Figure 4 A shows a pie chart of the participants' year in college. 
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Figure 4.4: Partidpants' Year in College 

Anotha item on the demographic survey -was college major. Thae -was a wide 

variay of majors represented, and sevaal majors only had one partidpant. Table 4.2, below, 

shows the list of majors and numbas of participants in each major. In some areas, I 

condensed the majors into one cat^ory. For instance, 1 combined the Elementary 

Education and Early Childhood Education majors into "Education." In Table 4.2,1 have 

included the categories of majors and the indvidual major names in each cat^ory. 
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Table 4.2: Majors of Particip-ants 

Major/Category of Majors 
Engineaing (indudes Civil Engineaing and 
Constmction Engineaing Teclinology) 
Computa Science 
Physical Thaapy 
Machandsing 
History 
E ducation (E lementary and E arly 
Childhood) 
Intaior Design 
Architecture 
Wildife Management 
Speech and Language Disordas (Speech 
Pathology and Communication Disordas) 
Human Devdopment and Family Studes 
Pasonal Financial Planning 
Agriculture and Applied E conomics 
Biology/ Pre-Dental 
Horticulture 
Political Sdence 
Total 

Numba in Major 
•̂ i 

3 
2 
3 
1 
3 

4 

3 
1 
2 

1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
33 

Computa and Web Expaience 

In the next seaion of cjuestions, I asked the partidpants about thdr computa and 

web expaience. The first computa expaience question asked them to self-rank thdr 

computa expaience. They wae provided -with seven options: 

• B^inna dimited expaience, just learning) 

• Basic (can use a -word processing program like MS Word, the Intemet, and email) 

• Intamedate (can use a variay of programs. Comfortable with most computa use) 

• Advanced (able to use many programs. Can do coding, like HTML, and some basic 

programming) 
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• Expat (very comfortable with many programs. Can code and program. Familiar with 

hardware) 

• Advanced Expat (can do systems adninistration. Knows sevaal programming 

languages and the theory behind the languages) 

• Otha (1 asked them to explain their other and provided space to do so) 

One problan with the self-ranking of ability is that females tend to rank thdr 

computa expaience levels lower than males (Shashaani 42-3). Howeva, by specifically 

desaibing the cat^ories, this should counta the lower self-rankings. Figure 4.5 shows these 

rankings. Most of the partidpants, 21 of the 33, ranked themselves as intamedate. The 

second largest group was basic, -with seven of the 33 participants. Only a few partidpants, 

two p a level, ranked themselves as advanced and expert. No participants listed themselves 

as otha. 

Levels 

Figure 4.5: Self-Ranked Computa Expaience Levels 

Since a lower self-ranking bias may apply to the females' self-ranking, 1 also 

compared the computa expaience levd by sex. Because thae were an unequal numba of 

females and males who participated in the study (19 females and 14 males), comparing the 

numba of female and male participants in each level by numba does not give an accurate 

comparison. Instead, examining the pacent of the partidpants by sex in each category 
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provides a more equitable analysis. Figure 4.6A shows the pa-ccTit of each sex in the 

expaience level categories. Thae appoirs to be slight diffaences in expaience levels and 

sex, since the total pacentage of ni:iles in the top three expa-ience levels (advanced expat, 

expat, and advanced) was 21%, but the fanales total only 10% in these top levels, and no 

females are in the top levd of expaience (advanced expert). Howeva, the numbas of aaual 

participants are smdl. All three of the top-levd categories consisted of one male, and the 

second and third highest categories each consisted of one fanale in them. So, it is possible 

that thae is, in fact, ver)- little diffaence in the top levds of expaience by sex. In the 

intamedate le\'d, the pacentage of fanales :ind males -was exactly the same, 65%. This is a 

significant enough pacentage of total participants to indcate that these numbas may be 

more truly reflective of the ability of the partidpants. Also, the larga pacentage in both 

sexes at this expaience levd suggests that thae -was little self-ranking bias at the 

intamedate levd of computa expaience. Howeva, the Iowa categories of expaience are 

more heavily female Ndtha males nor females ranked themselves in the lowest level of 

computa use (beginna), but a higha pacentage of females rated themselves as basic usas 

(25% to 14%). Togaha with the greata pacent of males in the advanced levels, these 

pacentages may indcate that on the extremes of expaience, sex-based bias in self-ranking 

occurs -with the females more likely to rate themsdves in the Iowa extremes and males more 

likely to rate themselves in the higha extremes. Or the findings may simply indcate 

diffaences in expaience. Howeva, this was a limited subject pool, and these results may 

not be indcative for larga populations. 
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Figure 4.6A: Pacentage of Each Sex in the Self-Ranked Computa Expaience Levels 

The breakdown of computa expaience by genda also provides some intaesting 

fkidings. The dvase expaience levds of the participants by sex are not always as dvase by 

genda. For example, as shown in Figure 4.6.B, the masculine and undiffaentiated 

partidpants only occupied one or two expaience levels. Pahaps surprisingly, and 

unstaeotypicaUy, the masculine participants -wae only in the lo-wa two levels: intamedate 

and basic. Seventy-dght pacent of the mascxJine people rated themselves as intamedate 

level usas and 22% as basic level usas. Thae -was even less dvasity among the 

undiffaentiated partidpants. All of the undiffaentiated partidpants rated thdr computa 

expaience level as intamedate 

The feminine partidpants -were only slightly more dvase than the masculine 

participants. Instead of the two levds of expaience of the masculine participants, the 

feminine partidpants had three levels of expaience expert, intamedate, and basic. Tliirty 

pacent of the feminine participants ranked thdr computa expaience as expert, -wiiich is 

two levels above the highest expaience levels of masculine or undiffaentiated partidpants. 

Like the masculine and undiffaentiated partidpants, the largest pacentage of feminine 

participants, 57%, had intamedate level computa expaience. Only 14% of the feminine 

partidpants rated their computa expaience level as basic. 
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The androgynous participants had the greatest computa expaience level dvasity^ 

four levds. The androgynous usas wae the only participants with expaience ranked in the 

highest levd, advanced expert. Ten pacent of the androgynous partidpants had this 

advanced expat levd of expaience. Twenty pacent of the androgynous participants ranked 

their expaience levd as advanced. The lowest percentage of intamedate usas are 

androgynous, only 30%. Howeva, the liighest numba of basic usas are androgynous, 40%, 

which was also the largest numba of androgynous usas in any expaience level. 
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Figure 4.6B: Pacentage of Each Genda in the Self-Ranked Computa Expaience Levels 

Next, for a deepa look at expaience, I asked about the numba of years the 

partidpants had been using computas. This numba -would provide quantitative data on 

computa expaience -without the self-ranking bias of females and males and, thus, could 

provide findings that are more refleaive of tme expaience. The participants had four 

choices: 

• 0-1 years 

• 1-3 years 

• 4-6 years 

• 6 or more years 
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Most pai-ticipants, 22 of 33, had six or more years of computa expaience. Ten of 

the ranaining pai-ticipants had four to sLx years of computa expaience and only one 

participant had only one to tlu'ee years of computa expaience. No participants had one year 

or less of expaience. Figure 4.7 illustrates the yeus of computa use by participants. 

0-1 years 1-3 years 4-6 years 6+years 

Years 

Figure 4.7: Years of Computa Expaience 

Like Figure 4.6A, Figure 4.8A provides information on pacentage of fanale and 

male participants and thdr computa expaience. Howeva, Figure 4.8A shows the computa 

ejqDaience by years, and not self-ranked levels. The majority of female participants, 68%, 

had six or more years of expaience using computas; -whaeas only 50% of the males are in 

this top level of expaience based on time. The remaining 32% of females had four to six 

years of expaience, -which -was less than the 43% of males at the same amount of 

expaience. Only males fit into the category of one to three years, and 7% of the males (or 

one male student) qualified for this level. This particular male rated himself as an 

intamedate usa. The sex breakdown of expaience by years seems to dsagree with the 

earlia anal-ysis of self-ranked ability, since the females tended to rate themselves Iowa on 

expaience level, but higha in years of use. This could mean that females tend to use more 

basic application of computas dike surfing the web instead of building web pages); or this 

could mean that thae was a self-ranking bias in the females' more qualitative ranking of 

expaience by level than the more quantitative expaience by years. Howeva, the gendaed 
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tool vs. toy approach provided by Barniun, Welsh, and Kiuitrowitz, may support the forma 

possibility—that females used computers on more basic levels. As Barnum, Welsh, and 

Kantrowitz dscuss, females tend to \'iew computas simply as tools to ga work done and, 

thus, generally may not work at the more advanced levels of computa use. 
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Figure 4.8A: Pacent of E ach Sex in Years of Computa Expaience 

The range of years of computa expaience by genda -was similar to the range by sex, 

as shown in Figure 4.8B. In addtion, all four gendas had similar pacentages in each 

category. All four gendas had the most participants in the highest time-based computa 

expaience level—six or more years of computa expaience. The second most common 

time-based expaience level for all gendas -was also the same—four to six years. The one to 

three years time-based expaience level -was the lowest for the gendas; in faa only the 

androgynous genda had any participants in this level. 
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Figure 4.8B: Pacent of Each Genda in Years of Computa Expaience 

The next survey question focused on time spent on the web so 1 could analyze -web 

expaience. Genaal web expaience -was covaed by the computa expaience question; 

howeva, as mentioned above, self-ranking bias may impaa results for the genaal 

expaience question. So, like the years of computa expaience, I aeated anotha avenue to 

look at experience: time. The time-based -web expaience question asked how much time the 

partidpants spend on the web each week. Thae wae five possible answers: 

• Less than one hour a -week 

• 1-5 hours a week 

• 6-10 hours a -week 

• More than 10 hours a -week. 

Figure 4.9 dsplays the time spent on the web by the participants. As the figure 

shows, the majority of partidpants, 22 of 33, spent one to five hours on the web each week. 

The next largest numba of participants, nine, spent six to ten hours on the web each week. 

Only one partidpant stated she or he spent less than one hour p a week on the -web, and 

only one partidpant stated she or he spent more than 10 hours on the web. 
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Figure 4.9: Pai'tidpants' Time Spent on the Web Each Week 

The -weekly time on the web changes slightly based on sex, as shown in Figure 4.10A. 

The largest pacentage of both female and male participants spend one to five hours on the 

•web—74% of the females and 57% of the males. The second most common amount of time 

was also the same for both: 21% of the females and 36% of the males spend six to ten hours 

on the -web each week. Only a small pacentage fell outside this range of one to ten hours a 

week. For the males, 7% used the -web less than one hour a week, and for the females, 5% 

use the web for more than ten hours a -week (both these pacentages equal one participant in 

thdr sex category). None of the females said that they used the -web for less than an hour a 

-week, and, convasdy, none of the males said that they used the web for more than ten 

hours a week. 
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Figure 4.10A: Pacent of Each Sex in Hours Spent p a Week on the Web 
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L ike the -weekly time on the web by sex, the weekly time on the web by genda 

provides some intaesting findings (see Figiu'e 4.10B). Two gendas, androgynous and 

feminine, only sdeaed two categories for the amounts of time spent on the web: one to five 

hours and six to ten hours. E iglity pa'cent of androgynous participants and 43% of feminine 

participants use the web one to five hours p a week. More feminine participants than 

androgynous participants use the -web sLx to ten houi-s p a week: 57% and 20% respeaively. 

Both the masailine participants and the undiffaentiated participants had a slightly wida 

range of time spent each week on the web than the androgynous and feminine usas. The 

masculine partidpants and the undffaentiated participants each seleaed three categories for 

the amounts of time spent on the web. The masculine participants seleaed the time p a 

week categories of less than one hour, one to five hours, and six to ten hours -with 11%, 

78%, and 11% respectivdy. The undiffaentiated participants seleaed slightly diffaent 

categories of time p a -week on the -web: one to five hours, six to ten hours, and more than 

ten hours p a -week. The undiffaentiated participants wae the only participants who used 

the -web more than ten hours p a -week, and 14% of the undiffaentiated partidpants use the 

web this often. T-wenty-nine pacent of the undiffaentiated people use the web six to ten 

hours, and 57% use the -web one to five hours p a week. 
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Figure 4.10B: Pacent of Each Genda in Hours Spent p a Week on the Web 
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Website Loyalty and Vaiiay 

The next question 1 asked foaised on the loyalty pattans of participants and variay 

of websites that they xisit. With this question, I intendal to test Bowman's contention that 

females are more loyal site visitors and will visit the same sites; wiiaeas males will visit a 

larga variety of websites (2). For tliis question, I asked what their web use was like and gave 

them fhe options: 

• I regularly \'isit a vai-iay of diffaent sites 

• 1 regularly visit a variay of diffaent sites, but occasionally visit the same skes 

• 1 regularly visk a mix of the same sites and a variety of diffaent sites 

• 1 regularly \isk the same skes, but occasionally visit otha sites 

• 1 regularly visk only the same sites 

No partidpants seleaed d tha of the extreme categories—only visiting a variay of 

diffaent skes or only visking the same skes—as illustrated in Figure 4.11. The largest 

numba of partidpants, 17 of 33, said that they visk the same ske and occasionally visk otha 

skes. The second largest cat^ory, -which 10 of the 33 partidpants seleaed, -was a mix of the 

same skes and new skes. The remaining category, visking a variay of sites and occasionally 

visking the same skes, was chosen by six participants. This ske viskation dstribution 

suggests that pahaps males and females are not as diffaent in thdr ske viskation as 

Bowman suggests. Howeva, this can be b a t a undastood by examining the sex dstribution 

of viskation. 
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Figure 4.11: Variety of Webske Viskation Among Participants 

Figure 4.12A shows the sex-based -webske viskation variety by pacentages. Fifty 

pacent of the males stated that they r^ularly visit a variety of sites and only occasionally 

visk the same skes, so, like Bowman suggests, the males -who took the survey seem to be 

more inclined to surf and visk a larga variay of skes. Howeva, some males, 36%, said that 

they visit a mix of the same sites and new sites, and 14% said that they visk more of the 

same skes then new sites. Thus, although half of the males dd say that they visked a variay 

of new skes more than the same sites, an equal numba dd not visk new skes more often 

than famiUar skes. 

The females' ske viskation rates do not seem to support Bowman's clakn as clearly. 

Only 21% of females said that they -wae more likely to visit the same skes than otha skes. 

This 21% -was close to the l6% -who said that they visked a variay of skes more than the 

same skes. The majority of females, 63%, visked a mix of skes. Thus, k does not appear that 

females had greata -webske loyalty and only visit the same skes. These fkidings, along with a 

statistical analysis, -will be compared more thoroughly to Bowman's claim ui Chapta VI. 
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Figure -4.12A: \'ariay of Sex-based Webske Visitation by Pacentage 

Bowman's claun -was not supported when genda was considaed and applied in 

staeotypical -ways—-with masculine usas equated as male and femmine usas equated as 

female as shown ui Figure 4.12B. Masculine usas and feminine usas dd not match what 

Bowman daimed was the male and female viskation rate. Masculine subjeas aaually had the 

highest pacentage of participants, (67%) statmg that they visked the same sites -with some 

variety, -which -was the opposke of Bowman's contention that males -were more inclined to 

surf than visk the same skes. The lowest pacentage of masculine usas, 10%, rated thdr 

viskation variay as the closest to Bowman's claim as normal for males, -which -was variay 

with some of the same skes. The remaining 22% of masculuie participants seleaed a mix of 

the same and diffaent sites as thek visitation variay Likewise, the feminine usas dd not 

clearly match Bowman's clakn. Although the largest pacentage of femkiine partidpants dd 

choose the visitation variay closest to Bowman's claim for females, this pacentage (42%), 

was not a majority, and, m faa, the highest pacentage of femdrune partidpants (44%), 

comprised of those -who choose a diffaent viskation variay—22% in the mix category and 

22% ki the variay with some of the same ske category. 

The undiffaentiated partidpants had exactly the same pacentage of visitation 

variay as the feminme partidpants: 42% same skes -with some variety, 22% mix of skes, and 

22% variay-with some of the same skes. The androgynous partidpants more closely 

matched the masculuie partidpants' visitation variety, but the numbas are not the same. 
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Like the masailkie participants, the highest numba of androgynous participants seleaed the 

same skes with some \'ariety aitegoi-y. The pacentage fi)r androgynous usas m this category 

was smalla thmi the masailkie usa's i:)ercentage—50% compared to 67%, respeaively. 

Forty pacent of the iuidrogynous pai-tidpants selected a mix of sites as thdr visitation 

variay, and the remakiing 10% selected the variay with some of the same sites as thdr 

visitation variay. Thus, no genda deai'ly matches Bowman's contention that females (or in 

this case femkiuie usas) are more loyal viskors to the same sites and that males (or in the 

cause masculuie usas) -will surf and had little to no loyalty. Howeva, this -will be furtha 

analyzed and dscussed ui Chapta VI. 
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Figure 4.12B: Variay of Genda-based Website Viskation by Pacentage 

The Post-Task Semi-Stmctured Interview 

The Post-Task Semi-Stmaured Interview occurred during the second part of the 

research, afta both the survey (dscussed above) and the seven Usability Testing Tasks 

dscussed in the next chapta. The mterview was designed for two purposes. The fust 

purpose was to obtaui the opuiions and paceptions of the participants with regard to 

specific web use The second purpose was to follow up on questions that I asked duruig the 

seven tasks and/or to query participants about the specific methods that they used to 

complae the seven tasks. By douig so, 1 obtauied a deara undastandng of what they dd 
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and why they dd it. Both purposes respond to the aills in femuiist research for the 

participants' voice ui the rt^eai-di and for a mutual rdationship with each participant 

(Rdnharz and Lai). Also, the uiterview structure allowed the participants to be the "'mastas" 

on thdr own -web use and for me, the researcha, to be the" apprentice." The 

masta/apprentice rdationsliip is common ui contextual inquuy and otha technical 

communication mahods (Raven and Flandas). 

In tills dscussion of the finduigs, I am gouig to focus on fourteen diffaent 

questions/ai-eas of inquuy. These areas include: browsing/searchuig/surfing prdaences, 

surfuig issues (such as amount of tune, level of difficulty, and level of enjoyment), searchuig 

issues (such as amount of tune, levd of difficulty, and level of enjoyment), browsuig issues 

(such as amount of tune, levd of difficulty, and level of enjoyment), orientation, navigation, 

and back button use. 

Browsing. Searchuig. and Surfuig Prefaences 

The fkst question that I asked the partidpants was to rank, in orda of prefaence, 

browsing, searching, and surfuig. Browsing and searchuig, according to Smith, Newman, and 

Parks, are two of the main tasks ui hypertextual reading and, thus, can apply to -webtext use. 

Surfing is anotha common task associated -with web use. For those -who needed furtha 

explanation of these three types of web tasks, I provided a shopping analogy for a defuikion: 

"Searching is like trying to find an exaa pak of shoes—maybe Nike mnnuig shoes. 

Browsing is Hke lookuig at shoes m genaal, and surfing is like gouig shoppmg in genaal." 

Figure 4.13 shows the participants' ordas of prefaence for browsuig, searchuig, and 

surfuig. Although thae -was variay among the orda of prefaences, thae -was a dstinct 

common orda of prrfaence, -with searchuig tasks ranked fust, browsuig tasks second, and 

surfuig tasks thkd Seventeen of the partidpants ranked searchuig as thdr most prefened 

task; 12 ranked searchuig as thdr second most prrfared task, and 4 ranked searchuig as thdr 

least prefened task. For browsing the numbas are sunilar, but the dstribution diffas: 11 

participants ranked browsing as thdr most prrfared task, 19 as thdr second most prefared 

task, and 3 as thdr least prefared task. For surfing, the dstribution of numbas was much 
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diffaent than for browsing and seai-ching: 5 p:u-ticipants ranked searching as thdr prefared 

task, 3 as thek second most prefared task, and 25 as thdr least prefared task. Many 

participants noted that they dd not have time to surf (as will be dsaissed lata). 

Figure 4.13: Participants' Orda of Prefaence for Browsing, Searching, and Surfing 

The genaal breakdown of the participants' ordas of prefaence for browsuig, 

searching, and surfuig, as dsplayed in Figure 4.13, shows some diffaences in prrfaence 

orda for the various tasks. In orda to detamuie if the prefaences change by sex or genda, 

the prefaences must be examined specially ui regards to these categories. Figures 4.14A-D 

show the breakdowns by sex and genda. Figure 4.14A focuses on sex and Figures 4.14B-D 

focus on genda. 

Figure 4.14A suggests that thae could be some sex-based diffaences ui task 

prrfaences. Pahaps the most obvious diffaence was the large pacentage of male 

participants -who ranked searchuig as thdr most prefared mahod. Sixty-four pacent of 

male partidpants chose searching as thdr most prefared task, and only 42% of fanales dd 

likewise. An equal pacentage of females, 42%, also chose searching as thdr second most 

prrfared task. Only 29% of males chose searchuig as thdr second most prefared task. 

More females than males chose searchuig as theu least prefared task: l6% to 7% 

respeaively. 
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The pacentage of males and females who choose browsing as thdr most prrfared 

task was much dosa than the pacentage of those who chose searching. Thdrty-seven of 

fanales and 29% of males rated browsing as theu most preferred task. A slightly higha 

pacentage of fanales than males rated browsing as thdr second most prefared task: 58% to 

57%. Fourteen pacent of males ranked browsuig as thek least prefared task, and only 5% 

of females ranked it as the least prrfared. 

The prrfaence rankuigs for surfuig show high pacentages of both males and 

females who ranked siu-fuig tlikd, and the dstribution reflects the genaal (non-sex based) 

dstribution. Seventy-nine pacent of males and 74% of females rated surfing as thdr least 

prrfared task. More males than females rated surfuig as theu second most prefared task 

(14% to 5%) and more females than males rated surfing as thdr prrfared task (21% to 7%). 

Ovaall, the sex-based dstribution matches the genaal prefaence orda, shown in 

Figure 4.13. Howeva, thae are some dsparities that suggest possible sex diffaences. For 

instance, the higha numba of males -who chose searching as theu most prefened task may 

imply males had a greata prefaence for searching tasks. These possible and suggested sex 

diffaences -will be dscussed ui daail in Chapta VI. 
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Figure 4.14A: Sex-Based Orda of Prefaence for Browsuig, Searchuig, and Surfuig 
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The sex-based prrfaences for browsing, searching, and surfing may suggest possible 

sex diffaences, just like the genda-based prefaences may suggest possible genda 

diffaences. Figures 4.14B-D show the gaida breakdown of the orda of prefaences for the 

three types of tasks. Figure 4.14B dsplays the prrfacTices for browsuig tasks. The feminme 

genda was the only genda to have a majorky of participants rank brovwsuig tasks as thdr 

most prrfared The genda breakdown by pacent of those who most prefared browsing 

was 57% of fanuime participants, 20% of androgynous, 44% of masculine, and 14% of 

undiffaentiated. Browsuig was sdect ed as the second most prefared task by large 

pacentages of and'ogynous and undiffaentiated participants: 70% and 86% respeaively. 

Only 44"''o of masculuie partidpants and 29% of femkiine participants seleaed browsuig as 

thek second most prefened task. For all four gendas, browsing -was least likdy to be 

sdeaed as the least prefared task: 10% of androgynous, 14% of femkiine, 11% of 

masculine, and none of undiffaentiated. 

Figure 4.14B: Genda-Based Orda of Prefaence for Browsuig Tasks 

Unlike browsuig, searchuig was seleaed as the most prefened task by the largest 

pacentages for three of the four gendas. As Figure 4.14C shows, 70% of androgynous 

participants chose searchuig as thdr most prrfared task, 14% of femuiuie, 44% of 

masculuie, and 71% of undiffaentiated. The genaally high levds of prefaences for 

searchuig match the genaal (non-gendaed) dstribution of task prefaence; howeva, the 
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paiticLilarly high numlTcrs of undiffaentiated and and'ogynous participants, along with the 

low numba-s of femuiuie pai-ticipants -wiio chose searchuig as theu most prefared task, 

suggest that some genda diffaences may exist. The possibility of genda diffaences will be 

more fully explored in the Chapter VI. 

Illustrated ui Figure 4.14C, the majority of faninuie partidpants, 57%, seleaed 

searcliuig as thdi- second most prefaral task, and the niunbas for the otha gendas wae 

Iowa: 30% of androgynous, 55% of masailine, and 29% of undffaentiated. No 

andogynous and undiffaentiatal participants rated searchuig as theu least prefared task, 

and only 29% of fanuime participants luid 22% of masculuie partidpants rated searching as 

thdr least prefened task. 

Figure 4.14C: Genda-Based Orda of Prefaence for Searchuig Tasks 

Of the three tasks, surfuig was the most likely to be the least prrfared task. As 

Figure 4.14D dsplays, 100% of undiffaentiated participants sdeaed surfuig as thdr least 

prrfared task, and 80% of androgynous, 57% of femuiuie, and 67% of masculine also 

sdeaed surfuig as thdr least prefened task. Only masculine and fendnine participants rated 

surfing as thdr second most prefened task -with 22% and 14% respeaively. Three gendas, 

androgynous (20%), femuiuie (27%), and masculuie (11%), had participants sdea surfing 

tasks as theu most prefared task. 
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Although the genda-based dstribution of task prefaences reflects the genaal 

dstribution of task prefaences (seen ui Figure 4.13), some uiconsistaides may imply that 

genda diffaences ui task prrfaences do exist. For example, the large numba of femuiuie 

participants who selected browsuig as thdr prefared task, and the large numbas of 

androgynous, masailkie, and imdiffaentiated pai'ticipants who seleaed searching as theu 

most prefened task, may suggest a diffaence ba-ween feminme prefaences and 

androgynous, masculuie, and undiffaentiated prefaences. Howeva, the possibilities of 

genda diffaences will be more fully explored in Chapta VI. 
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Figure 4.14D: Genda-Based Orda of Prefaence for Surfuig Tasks 

Surfing Attkudes. Frequency, and Difficulty Level 

The next three questions on the uiterview examuie the participants' web surfuig 

attkudes, frequency, and difficulty levd. Figure 4.15 shows the participants' sdf-desaibed 

frequency of surfing. For this question partidpants wae asked "Do you surf the Intema 

much'" The answas ranged from "no, neva" to "yes, wheneva shoppmg" with sevaal 

answas ui the midde. Although thae was a wide range of answers, 1 categorized the 

answas into four groups: 
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• Do not surf: includes "no" and "neva" answas 

• Rarely: uidudes "rardy," "not much," "not really," and "not often" answas 

• Occasionally: uidudes " occasionally" answas 

• Frequently: indudes "yes" and "yeah" answers 

As Figure 4.15 shows, the majority of participants do not surf very often, if at all. 

Thkty-nuie pacent of the participants do not surf, and 43% of the participants rarely surf. 

Of the remauiuig participants, only 6% surf occasionally and 12% surf frequently. These 

numbas reflea the lunited numba of partidpants -who rated surfuig as thdr prrfared -web 

task (compared to browsuig and searching), as shown ui Figure 4.14D. 
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Figure 4.15: Partidpants' Sdf-Desaibed Frequency of Surfing 

Along -with the genaal breakdown of the frequency of surfuig, the sex and genda 

breakdowns of the frequency of surfuig are necessary to fully undastand possible sex and 

genda diffaences. Figure 4.16A dsplays the sex-based sdf-desaibed frequency of surfing 

through the pacent of participants by sex. As Figure 4.16A shows, males do not often surf, 

if they surf at all. In faa, no males said they-were occasional or frequent surf as. Forty-three 

pacent of males stated that they d d not surf, and 57% said that they rarely surf. On On the 

otha hand, females placed themselves ui all four frequency categories, with 38% who do not 

surf, 32% who rarely surf, 11%) who occasionally surf, and 21% who frequently surf. These 
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pacentages suggest that thae are sex dfferences ui the frequency of surfing. These possible 

diffaences -will be dscussed more fully in Chapter VI. 

Sex 

Figure 4.16A: Sex-Based Setf-Desaibed Frequency of Surfing 

Like the sex-based frequency of surfing, the genda-based frequency of surfuig 

implies thae may be diffaences. Figure 4.16B illustrates the genda frequency of surfing by 

pacentage. It is uitaesting to note that the masculine pacentages nearly match the male 

pacentages, -with 44% masculine participants and 43% male participants -who do not surf; 

and 56% of masculuie partidpants and 57% male partidpants who rarely surf. Like the 

males, most of the masculuie participants rarely surf, k at all. Both the males and the 

masculuie partidpants had no occasional or frequent surf as. The pacentages of the females 

compared to the femuiuie partidpants wae not as close. For all four gendas, the majority of 

participants surf rarely or not at all. Thkty pacent of androgynous participants do not surf, 

along -with 43% of femuiuie participants, 44% of masculuie partidpants, and 43% of 

undiffaentiated partidpants. Fifty pacent of androgynous participants rarely surf, along 

with 29% of femuiuie partidpants, 56% of masculuie partidpants, and 29% of 

undffaentiated partidpants. Only two gendas had any partidpants who are occasional 

surfas; androgynous (10%) and undiffaentiated (14%). Participants from three gendas are 

frequent surfas: androgynous (10%), femuiuie (29%), and undiffaentiated (14%). The 

genda-based pacentages, especially the lack of occasional or frequent masculine surfas, 
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could represent genda diffaences. The possible gcTider diffaences will be dscussed more 

fully in an upcomuig chapta. 

Fem Masc 

Gender 

Figure 4.I6B: Genda-Based Sdf-Desaibed Frequency of Surfuig 

The next question examines the partidpants' enjoyment of surfing. The participants 

wae asked "Do you like surfing on the web." The fuiduigs from this enjoyment question are 

illustrated ui Figures 4.17, 4.18A, 4.18B, and Table 4.3. The responses to the open-ended 

enjoyment question varied greatly, as answas to open-ended questions often do. For ease of 

analysis, 1 classkied the answas into four categories: 

• Dislike negative responses such as "no," "not unless I have to," and "no, more 

unportant stuff to do" 

• Both like and dslike: for responses that uiduded both negative and positive 

statements such as " enjoy and is -waste of tune," " ak-ight, don't enjoy sitting at 

computa," and "computa as tool, but don't have time to surf" 

• Somewhat like: responses that wae positive, but not strongly poskive, such as 

"okay" 

• Like: for responses that are strongly positive, such as "yes, can get current info," 

"fun," and "yes, neva closes." 
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A list of the responses and categories of responses ;ilong with the sex and genda of 

the responda can be found ki Table 4.3. Figiu-e 4.17 dsplays the pacentage of participants 

in each category of response. Forty-sLx {oacent of responses to the enjoyment of surfuig 

question wae negative. Only 9% of the participants had responses that wae both positive 

and negati\'e—the" both like and dslike" category. An even smalla pacentage of 

participants, 3%, stated that they somewliat like surfuig. The remainmg 42% of participants 

like surfuig. 

42% J 

3% 9% 

^ ^ ^ 4 6 % 
• dislike 
D both like/dislike 
Q somewhat like 
• like 

Figure4.17: Partidpants' Sek-Ranked Enjoyment of Surfuig 

The participants' enjoyment of surfuig can be furtha examined by analyzuig 

enjoyment of surfing according to sex, as can be seen ui Figure 4.18A. Although the 

responses of both sexes span three cat^ories, these categories diffa. For females, the three 

cat^ories are dslike (with 53% of the females), both like and dslike (with 16%), and like 

(with 32%). Males had two of the same categories as females: dslike (with 36% of the males) 

and like (with 57%). No males responded ui a both positive and negative way (both like and 

dslike), but seven pacent of the males had somewhat like responses. 
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Table 4.3: Partidpants' Genda, Sex, Enjoyment of Surfing Response, and Response 
Categor)' 

Genda 
Andro 
Andro 
Undif 
Andro 
Undif 
Fem 
Masc 
Fem 
Undif 
Undif 
Andro 
Fem 
Undif 
Masc 
Andro 
Masc 
Masc 
Andro 
Masc 
Fem 
Ando 
Fem 
Andro 
Fem 
Masc 
Andro 
Undif 
Fem 
Masc 
Undif 
Andro 
Masc 
Masc 

Sex 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Female 
Male 
Male 
Male 
Female 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Female 
Fanale 
Male 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Male 
Male 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Male 
Male 
Male 

Response 
enjoy and is waste of lime 50/ 50 like/dslike 
no, ga uifo then done 
computa as tool, don't have time 
yes, can get aurent uifo 
ga lost, frustrated 
yes, uifo and access 
ratha have hard copy 
don't like 
Yes, I guess, nice to have uifo 
fun 
not unless have to 
no 
yes, entatainment 
okay 
no 
no, more unportant stuff to do 
not really, no purpose 
yes, fuid things ddn't know-wanted to find 
no 
yes, somahing to do 
yes, intaesting uifo 
can be frustrating 
b a t a than readuig a book 
don't do k 
yes, quick 
no tune 
ratha search 
yes, easy 
yes, neva closes 
ahight, don't enjoy skting at computa 
yes, lots of uifo 
yes, find uifo easy 
ratha be outside 

Response Category 
both like/dslike 
dslike 
both like/dslike 
like 
dslike 
like 
dslike 
dslike 
like 
like 
dslike 
dslike 
like 
somewhat like 
dslike 
dslike 
dslike 
like 
dslike 
like 
like 
dslike 
like 
dslike 
like 
dslike 
dslike 
like 
like 
both like/dslike 
like 
like 
dslike 
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D dislike 

• both like/dislike 

Q somewhat like 

alike I 

Sex 

Figure4.18A: Sex-Based Sdf-Ranked Enjoyment of Surfuig 

L ike the examuiation of the enjoyment of surfuig by sex, the enjoyment of surfuig by 

genda also provides uitaestuig fuidkigs. With the sex-based fuidngs both males and 

females had responses ui three of the four categories, and for the genda-based finduigs 

three gendas, androgynous, masculuie, and undiffaentiated, also had responses ui three of 

the four cat^ories. The feminuie partidpants only had response ui two of the three 

cat^ories: like (with 43% of the femuiuie participants) and dslike (with 57%). The three 

cathodes the androgynous responses filled are dslike (40%), both like and dslike (10%), 

and like (50%). The undkfaentiated participants had responses in the same three cat^ories, 

with 29% of the response cat^ories as dslike, 29% as both like and dslike, and 43% as like. 

The masculine partidpants -were the only partidpants to have had any somewhat like 

responses, -with 11% of the masculuie responses ui this cat^ory. Ftfty-stx pacent of the 

masculine partidpants had dslike responses and 33% had like responses. 

D dislike 

• tx)th like/dislike 

• somew hat like 

Blike 

Fem litesc 

Gender 

Figure 4.18B: Genda-Based Self-Ranked Enjoyment of Surfing 
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The fuial question that foaises on surfuig is about the participants' ease of surfuig. 

The question asked them to rate how easy or dtfficult they found it to surf the web on a 

scale of one to five, with one bdng easy and five being difficult. Figure 4.19 dsplays the 

participants' answas to these questions. For analysis, 1 lateled the numbas on the one to 

five scale 

• 1 is " easy" 

• 2 is " niodaatdy easy" 

• 3 is "modaate" 

• 4 is "modaatdyhard" 

• 5 is "hard" 

In addtion, I uiduded the cat^ory "do not surf" for those -who neva surfed at all 

and thus, could not rank how easy or difficult they found surfing. As Figure 4.19 indcates, 

9% of the partidpants selected this last category do not surf. This low pacentage of non-

surfas seems to contrada the 39% of participants who said they dd not surf in a previous 

question (see Figure 4.17). Of the participants -who surf, the majority does not seem to fuid 

surfuig very hard—30% find surfuig easy and 46% fuid k modaatdy easy. Only 12% find 

surfuig modaate ui amount of ease, and an even smalla pacentage, 3%, fuid surfing 

modaatdy hard. No participants fuid surfing hard 

4 6 % ^ > - v ^ 

r 0% 

\ j 9% 

l30% 

• do not surf 

a easy 

• moderately 
easy 

H moderate 

H moderately hard 

nhard 

Figure 4.19: Participants' Sdf-Ranked Ease of Surfing 
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Suice no participants rankal surfing as hard, 1 removed this level from the sex and 

genda breakdown of the ease of surfuig. Figure 4.20A illustrates the sex-based self-ranked 

ease of surfuig, and Figure 4.20B ilkustrates the genda-based self-ranked ease of surfing. In 

Figure 4.20A, males only ranked thdi" ease of siu-fing in three of the remauiuig five 

categpries, and fanales ranked theu ease of siu-fuig ui all five categories. Of the females, 

16% do not surf, 21% fuid surfuig easy, 42'Ko fuid surfing modaatdy easy l6% find surfuig 

modaate, and 5% fuid surfuig modaatdy hard. No males said that they do not surf, and no 

males ranked surfuig as modaatdy hard. Howeva, 43% of males ranked surfuig as easy, 

50% as modaatdy easy, and only 7% as modaate 

a do not surf 

• easy 
• moderately easy 

B moderate 

B moderately hard 

Sex 

Figure 4.20A: Sex-Based Sdf-Ranked Ease of Surfuig 

As with sex, not aU gendas ranked thdr ease of surfuig ki the five remauiuig 

categories. Figure 4.20B show« the breakdown of the ease of surfuig by gendas. Two 

gaidas, androgynous and masoilme, only sda i a l three of the four ease cathodes, and the 

otha two gaidas, fanuime and undiffaaitiated, sdeaed four of the five cat^ories. No 

gaida sdeaal all five of the categories. Fifty pacait of androgynous participants rankai 

surfuig as easy 40% rankai surfuig as modaatdy easy, and only 10% rankal surfuig as 

modaate. For fanuime partidpants, 29% stated that they dd not surf, 14% statai that 

surfuig was easy, 43% statai that surfuig was modaatdy easy and 14% statai that surfuig 

was modaate Masailkie partidpants selated the same three categories of ease of surfuig as 

the androgynous participants: easy 63%), modaatdy easy (44%), and modaate (22%). 

Fourteai pacoit of undffaaitiatal partidpants rankai surfuig as easy 57% rankal surfuig 
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as modaatdy easy, and 14% rankal surfing as modaatdy hard. The remainuig 14% of 

undiffaentiatal jxirtidpants stated that they dd not surf. 

D do not surf 

• easy 

! a moderately easy 

B moderate 

• moderately hard 

Andro Fem Masc 

Gender 

Undif 

Figure 4.20B: Genda-Based Self-Ranked Ease of Surfuig 

Searchuig Enjoyment and Ease 

Afta examuiing surfuig, 1 then explore searching. The next two questions focus on 

the partidpants' enjoyment and ease of searching on the web. For the fkst of these 

questions, 1 asked the partidpants if they liked searching on the -web. The fuiduigs from this 

enjoyment question can be found ui Figures 4.21, 4.22A, and 4.22B, along -with Table 4.4. As 

with the surfuig, I recdved various responses to the questions on if the participants like 

searchuig. 1 classkied the responses kilo four categories, the same four categories that I used 

for surfing: 

• Dislike negative responses such as "frustratuig" and "not really" 

• Both like and dslike: for responses that uiduded both negative and positive 

statements such as "yes, but k can be frustrating and it can be fun" and "if I need k 

yes, if not no" 

• Somewhat like responses that wae positive, but not strongly positive, such as 

"somaknes" and "okay" 
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• Like for responses that are strongly positive, such as "yes, can ga current uifo," 

"fun, and "yes, neva closes" 

Figure 4.21 shows the genaal dstribution of partidpants into these four enjoyment 

categories. Sixty-foiu" pacent of the participants enjoy or like, searching The remauiuig 

360̂0 are evenly dvided uito the three other enjoyment categories: somewhat like, both like 

and dslike and dslike, each -with 12%. 

64% 
12% 

• dislike 

a bott) like/donl 
like 

Dsomewtiat like 

Blike 

Figure 4.21: Participants' Self-Ranked Enjoyment of Surfuig 

The dstribution of the enjoyment categories by sex is shown ui Figure 4.22A. For 

both females and males, the largest pacentages of partidpants like searchuig, with 58% of 

the females and 71% of the males ui this cat^ory. Twenty-one pacent of the females stated 

they somewhat like searching, but no males are ui this cat^ory. The remaining females are 

evenly dstributed ui the two otha categories: dslike (11%) and both like and dslike (11%). 

Likewise, the remaining males are evenly dstributed into these two same categories—14% 

of the males dslike searchuig, and 14% both like and dslike searchuig. 
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Figure 4.22A: Sex-Based Self-Ranked Enjoyment of Surfuig 

The dstribution of genda into these four enjoyment categories is dsplayed ki Figure 

4.22B. Pahaps the most noticeable dstribution is the fanuime dstribution. A full 100% of 

the femuiuie partidpants like searchuig. No otha genda had all of the participants in a 

single category of searching enjoyment level. Howeva, for the remaining three gendas, the 

like cat^ory had the most participants, -with 50% of the androgynous participants, 56% of 

the masculuie participants, and 57% of the undiffaentiated participants. The somewhat like 

cat^ory had fewa partidpants, -with 10% of the androgynous participants, 22% of the 

masaiine partidpants, and 14% of the undiffaentiated participants. Only androgynous and 

undiffaentiated partidpants responded to the enjoyment question -with a both like and 

dslike searchuig response, -with 30% of the androgynous partidpants and 14% of the 

undiffaentiated partidpants. Ten pacent of androgynous partidpants, 22% of masculuie 

participants, and 14% of undiffaentiated partidpants had negative responses and dslike 

searching. 
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Figure 4.22B: Genda-Based Sek-Ranked Enjoyment of Searchuig 

The next searching question focuses on how easy or dkficulty k is for the 

partidpants to search on the -web. I asked partidpants to rate thdr searchuig on a scale of 

one to five, with one as easy and five as difficult. This is the same scale used for the ease of 

surfuig question above and the ease of browsuig question below. Although thae are five 

ease cat^ories -within this five pouit scale, participants only chose the three lowest, or 

easiest, categories for searchuig:" 1" or easy, "2" or modaatdy easy, and "3" or modaate. 

Since the otha two categories wae not chosen, I duninated them from the figures for the 

ease of searchuig. Figures 4.23, 4.24A, and 4.24B dsplay the fuiduigs for this searchuig ease 

of use question. Figure 4.23 shows the genaal breakdown of the participants' self-ranked 

ease of searchuig. T-wenty-seven pacent of participants found searchuig easy, 46% found it 

modaatdy easy, and 27% found k modaate. 
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Table 4.4: Partidpants' Genda, Sex, Enjoyment of Searchuig Response, and Response 
Category 

Genda 
Andro 
Undif 
Andro 
Undif 
Fem 
Masc 
Fem 
Undif 
Undif 
Andro 
Fem 
Undif 
Masc 
Andro 
Masc 
Masc 
Andro 
Masc 
Fem 
Andro 
Fem 
Andro 
Fem 
Masc 
Andro 
Undif 
Fem 
Masc 
Undf 
Andro 
Masc 
Masc 

Sex 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
M:ile 
Female 
Female 
Male 
Male 
Male 
Female 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Male 
Male 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Male 
Male 
Male 

Response 
very hdpful, saves time 
yes, easy 
yes, current information 
frustratuig 
yes, useful 
somaknes 
yes, easy 
yes, easy and accessible 
yes, but fmstrating and fun 
if need yes, if not no 
do like, I can find a lot of uiformation 
okay 
somaknes can be frustratuig 
uidiffaent 
not really 
like this most about the intanet 
somaknes 
somaimes 
yes, convenient 
depends on subjea, can be rewarduig 
yes, convenient 
yes, lots of uifo but can be frustratuig 
yes, helpful 
yes, easy 
yes, easy 
yes, find uitaestuig and unexpeaed thuigs 
yes, enjoy 
yes, find -what lookuig for 
yes, easy 
yes, lots of resources 
yes 
yes, convenient 

Response Category 
like 
like 
like 
dslike 
like 
somewhat like 
like 
like 
both like/dslike 
both like/dslike 
like 
somewhat like 
dslike 
dislike 
dislike 
like 
somewhat like 
somei\hat like 
like 
both like/dslike 
like 
like 
like 
like 
like 
like 
like 
like 
like 
like 
like 
like 
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Figure 4.23: Pai-ticipants' Sdf-Ranked Ease of Searching 

The dstribution of the three ease of use cat^ories varies depending on sex or 

genda. Figure 4.24A dsplays the dstribution based on sex of the three ease of searching 

categories. T-wenty-sex pacent of females rated searching as easy, 37% as modaatdy easy, 

and 37% as modaate. On the otha hand, 29% of males rated searching as easy, 57% as 

modaatdy easy, and l4% as modaate. 
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Figure 4.24A: Sex-Based Self-Ranked E ase of Searchuig 

Figure 4.24B shows the dstribution of the four gendas kito the three ease of 

searchuig categories. Twenty pacent of androgynous partidpants found searchuig easy 40% 

found k modaatdy easy and 40% found k modaate. Of the femuiuie partidpants, only 

14% found searchuig easy whaeas 57% found searchuig modaatdy easy and 29% found k 

modaate. A slight majorky of the masculuie partidpants found searchuig easy 44%, and 

33% found k modaatdy easy, and 22% found k modaate. Twoity-nuie pacent of 
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undffaaitiatal partidpants found seirdiing easy 57% found it modaatdy easy, and 14% 

found it modaate 

Figure 4.24B: Genda-Based Self-Ranked Ease of Searchuig 

Browsuig Enjoyment and Ease 

The next two questions look at the same issues, enjoyment and ease, but with 

browning uistead of searchuig or surfuig. Figures 4.25, 4.26A, 4.26B and Table 4.5 dsplay 

the partidpants' responses to their enjoyment of browsuig. The enjoyment levels are the 

same levels that I used to examuie surfuig and searchuig: 

• Dislike: negative responses such as "no, -want k to be more dkea" and "no, -waste of 

time, I ga frustrated" 

• Both like and dslike: for responses that uiduded both negative and positive 

statements such as "all right, waste of tune" and "suppose, like the option" 

• Somewhat like responses that wae positive, but not strongly positive, such as 

"somaknes" and "okay" 

• Like: for responses that are strongly poskive, such as "yes, see -what is out thae," 

"yes, not aimless like surfuig," and "yes, easy" 

Table 4.5 lists the partidpants' genda, sex, response, and the cat^ory in which 1 

dassified thdr response. Figure 4.25 shows the genaal dstribution of the partidpants uito 
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the four enjoyment levds. The majority of participants, 52%, like browsuig. Twenty-four 

pacent of the partidpants somewhat like browsuig and only 3% both like and dslike 

browsuig. Howeva, 21% of the participants dslike browsuig. 

52% ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

^ ^ ^ 21% 

1 :-:-:\>y 2APk 

• dislike 

D both like/donl 
like 

• somewhat like 

Blike 

Figure 4.25: Participants Self-Ranked Enjoyment of Browsuig 

Sex-based dstribution of the four browsing enjoyment levels does not fuUy reflea 

the genaal dstribution. Figure 4.26A dsplays the sex-based dstribution of the enjoyment of 

browsing. None of the males responded that they both like and dslike browsing; howeva, 

21% of the males dslike browsuig, 36% somewhat like browsuig, and 43% like browsing. Of 

the females, 21% also dslike browsuig, but 5% both like and dslike browsing. Sixteen 

pacent of the females somewhat like browsuig and 58% like browsing. 

100 

• dislike 

• both like/dislike 

S somewhat like 

Blike 

Female 

Sex 

Figure 4.26A: Sex-Based Self-Ranked Enjoyment of Browsuig 
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The genda-based dstribution also does not fully reflea the genaal dstribution. 

Figure 4.26B shows the genda-based self-ranked enjoyment of browsuig. The femuiuie 

participants Me the only participants wiiose responses fall into just two categories—like with 

71% of the faiiuiuie participants and somewhat like with 29% of Uie femuiuie participants. 

Both and-ogynous and imdiffaentiated participants had responses in three levels. Thkty 

pacent of androgynous participants dslike browsuig, 10% somewhat like k, and 60% kke k. 

For the undiffaentiated participants 15% dslike browsuig, 43% somewhat like k, and 43% 

like k. Ndtha androgynous nor imdiffaentiated participants both like and dslike browsuig. 

The masailkie paitidpants -wae the only participants with responses in all four categories. 

Thuty-three pacent of masculuie participants dslike browsuig, 11% both like and dslike 

browsing, 22% somewhat like browsing, and 33% like browsing. 

D dislike 

• both like/dislike 

D somewhat like 

alike 

Andro Fem Masc Undif 

Gender 

Figure 4.26B: Genda-Based Sek-Ranked Enjoyment of Browsing 
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Table 4.5: Partidpants' Genda, Sex, Enjoyment of Browsuig Response, and Response 
Category 

Genda 
Andro 
Andro 
Undif 
Andro 
Undf 
Fem 
Masc 
Fem 
Undif 
Undf 
Andro 

Fem 
Undif 
Masc 
Ando 
Masc 
Masc 
Andro 
Masc 
Fem 
Andro 
Fem 
Andro 
Fem 
Masc 
Andro 
Undif 
Fem 
Masc 
Undif 
Andro 
Masc 
Masc 

Sex 
Fanale 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Fanale 
Male 
Female 
Female 
Male 
Male 
Male 

Female 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Male 
Male 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Male 
Male 
Male 

Response 
yes 
no, want it to be more dkea 
no only browse -when bored 
sometimes 
yes, easy 
suppose, like the option 
not really, it is inconvenient 
yes 
somaknes 
yes 
not really 
yes "can find random uitaesting thin^ you 
wouldn't find otherwise" 
yes 
yes 
not really 
I guess 1 enjoy k 
okay 
yes, can ga a lot of information 
no, -waste of time, 1 ga frustrated 
somaknes 
yes, when have time 
yes 
yes, entertauiment 
yes 
yes, guess, intaesting 
yes 
okay 
yes 
all right, waste of tune 
all right 
yes, see what is out thae 
no, overwhelming 
yes, not aunless like surfuig 

Response Category 
ike 
dislike 
dslike 
somewhat like 
ike 
somewhat like 
dslike 
like 
somewhat like 
like 
dslike 

like 
like 
like 
dslike 
somewhat like 
somewhat like 
like 
dslike 
somewhat like 
like 
like 
like 
like 
like 
like 
somewhat like 
like 
both like/dslike 
somewhat like 
like 
dslike 
like 
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The final question that spaifically looks at browsuig focuses on the ease of 

browsuig This siune type of question was asked for surfuig and searchuig and is dscussed 

previously ui this chapta. In tliis question I askc^ participants to rate how easy or difficult k 

was for them to use the web on a scale of one to five 

• 1 or "easy" 

• 2 or " modaatdy easy" 

• 3 or "modaate" 

• 4 or "modaatdy hard" 

• 5 or " hard" 

Of the three types of tasks, bro-wsing, searching, and surfuig, bro-wskig was the only 

task to have any partidpants rate k as hard. Figures 4.27, 4.28A, and 4.28B dsplay the 

dstribution of the participants ki these five categories. Figure 4.27 shows the genaal 

dstribution. Of all the partidpants, 30% find browsuig easy, 43% modaatdy easy, 18% 

modaate, 6% modaatdy hard, and 3% hard. 

18%/ 

6 % ^°'^° 

43% 

^ 30% 

• easy 

D moderately 
easy 

• moderate 

B moderately hard 

• hard 

Figure 4.27: Partidpants' Sdf-Ranked Ease of Browsuig 

The dstribution of the five categories varies when sex and genda are considaed. 

Figure 4.28A dsplays the dstribution of males and females uito the five categories. The 

largest pacentages of both sexes rated browsuig as modaatdy easy with 42% of the 
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females and 43% of the males. Twenty-sbc f>a-cent of the females and 36% of the males 

rated browsuig as eisy Twenty-one pa-cent of fem îles :uid 14% of males rated browsuig as 

modaate. 

Fewa partidpants ratal browsuig as lodng more difficult—7% of females and 5% of 

males rated browsing as modaatdy hard. No males rated browsuig as hai'd, howeva, five 

pacent of the females rates browsuig as hard. 

D easy 

• rrtDderately easy 

O moderate 

B moderately hard 

Bhard 

Female 

Sex 

Figure 4.28A: Sex-Based Self-Ranked E ase of Browsuig 

The genda dstribution ki the five ease of browsuig categories is shown is Figure 

4.28B. As the figure shows, no genda had participants ui all five categories. The 

androgynous partidpants ranged ova four cat^ories: easy (40%), modaatdy easy (40%), 

modaate (10%), and hard (10%o). None of the femuiuie participants rated browsing as hard 

or even modaatdy hard, but 29% rated browsing easy, 29% modaatdy easy, and 43% 

modaate No masculuie participants rated browsuig as hard, but 11% rated browsuig as 

modaatdy hard, 22% as modaate, 44% as modaatdy easy and 22% as easy Of the 

undffaentiated partidpants, 29% rated browsing as easy 57% as modaatdy easy, and 15% 

as modaatdy hard. 
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Figure 4.28B: Genda-Based Self-R;inked E;ise of Browsuig 

Web Domuiance Navigation, and Back Button Use 

The next sales of questions deal -with orientation, navigation, back button use, and 

link or task dominance. These questions encouraged the participants to define thek o-wn 

navigation and dominance and to dscuss -what they do during thdr own web use and not 

duruig the dkeaed tasks I observed. The findings from these questions allowed me to 

compare how well the participants' aaual navigation and dominance from the provided tasks 

matches thdr navigation and domuiance that they exhibit for sdf-dkeaed and "real" tasks, 

along -with the navigation and dominance that they bdieve they apply. 

For the fkst of these navigation and domuiance questions, I focused on navigation 

and dominance -when they fkst go to a website. The aaual question was "How do you 

navigate ki a webske* Do you go straight to the search, look around -when tryuig to find 

uiformation and choose Ikiks, or some of both?" Akhough this question used the term 

"navigation," the question aaually focused more on domkiance The tam "navigation" is 

used because it is a tam the participants undastand. The question focused on domuiance 

because k asked if the partidpants looked around and chose a Ikik domuiance to complae 

the tasks or if they-went straight to the task, chose a search domuiance This question 

examkied the three types of domkiance, search, Ikik, and mixed, that Nidsen dscusses. 

Figure 4.29 dsplays the pacentages of participants ki each category of domuiance, and 

Table 4.6 dsplays the partidpants' response, genda, and sex, along with the cat^ory of the 

participants' response The majorky of partidpants, 70%, stated that they use link 
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dommance Twenty-one pa'cent of partidpants stated they ase search domkiance, and the 

raiiakiing 9% use a iiiLxed domkiiuice. 
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Figuie 4.29: Partidpants' Stated Domkiance 

Figures 4.30A and 4.30B furtha daail the dstribution of domkiance by showing the 

breakdown of dominance by sex (Figure 4.30A) and genda (Figure 4.30B). In Figure 4.30A, 

the pacentages of female and male participants whose responses -wae classified as search 

dominance wae exaaly the same—21%. Howeva, 74% of female partidpants' responses 

•wae link dominance responses, and only 64% of males' responses -svae luik responses. Only 

5% of fanales and 14% of males had responses that wae classified as mixed. 
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Table 4.6: Partidpants' Genda, Sex, Dominance Response, and Response Category 

Genda 
Andro 
Andro 
Undf 
Ando 
Undf 
Fem 

Masc 
Fem 
Undif 
Undif 
Ando 
Fem 
Undif 

Masc 
Ando 

Masc 
Masc 
Ando 
Masc 
Fem 
Ando 
Fem 

Andro 
Fem 

Masc 

Andro 
Undf 
Fem 
Masc 
Undif 
Andro 
Masc 
Masc 

Sex 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 

Female 
Female 
Male 
Male 
Male 
Female 
Female 

Male 
Female 

Male 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Female 

Female 
Female 

Male 

Male 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Male 
Male 
Male 

Domkiance Response 
right to the seucli or site map 
search site fkst, luiless knew 
luiks fkst, search wdien forced 
look around and choose links, search as a last resort 
search imless know site 
look ai-ound then use luiks 
look around fust, and use luiks wiien possible, may 
end up searching 
look around, use Ikiks, then search if have to 
look, then click links 
start by lookkig around, prefa luiks 
search fkst, if cannot fuid then Ikik 
look around and then use links 
scan page fust 
both, depends look around -when not sure, -when 
know-what -want search 
look around fkst, then luik 
look around and fuid links, then search if Ikiks don't 
work 
look around fkst, if not obvious, then search 
look o v a fkst, then click Ikiks 
straight to search 
both, but usually straight to search 
luiks k know, otherwise search 
usually search fkst and then look around 
scan ske fkst, prefa luiks, if don't find quickly gas 
impatient 
look around and use Ikiks usually 
looks around, uses links, and if they don't work then 
searches 
prefas search, only when can't fkid search looks 
around 
look around, if not fuid search 
look around, luiks then search 
look first, look for a link, if no Ikik then search 
look around luiks fkst, then search 
look around, Ikiks then search 
luiks and looks around fkst, search when forced 

look around 

Response Category 
Search 
Search 
Luik 
Link 
Search 
Lkik 

Link 
Link 
Luik 
Luik 
Search 
Luik 
Link 

Mix 
hkik 

Link 
Link 
Luik 
Search 
Mix 
Mix 
Search 

Link 
Link 

Link 

Search 
Luik 
Link 
Lkik 
Link 
Lkik 
Lkik 
Link 
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Figure 4.30A: Sex-Based Stated Domkiance 

The highest pacentages of partidpants from each genda stated thdr domuiance as 

link dominance, and only one genda also had high pacentage ki anotha category. 

Andogynous partidpants had high pacentages of partidpants in the link cat^ory (50%) 

and ki the search category (40%). The remakikig 10% of androgynous participants were in 

the mix category. The undiffaentiated participants also had some unique dominance 

results—they -wae the only genda to have just two types of domuiance. These rwo types of 

dominance wae lkik (with 86% of the unckffaentiated participants) and search (with 14%). 

The femkiine and masculkie gendas had sknkar pacentages for the three cat^ories of 

dominance: respeaively 14% and 11% for search domuiance, 14% and 11% for mix 

domkiance, and 72% and 78% for link domuiance. 

Sex 

Figure 4.30B: Genda-Based Stated Domuiance 
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The next question more dearly focusal on navigation. In this question, I asked "Do 

you rdy on landmarks such as the constant navigational luiks at the top and sides of 

webskes, or global dreaions, such cis the site map, go, and history browsa controls?" Figure 

4.31 shows the pacentages of partidpants ki each of the navigation categories: global, 

landnwk, or both. SLxty-one pacent of the partidpants stated that they navigate with 

landmark mahods, and 27" b stated that they navigate with global mahods. Only 12% stated 

that they na\4gate with a combkiation of both landmark and global navigation. 

61% 

• Global 

DBoth 

D Landmark 

12% 

Figure 4.31: Partidpants' Stated Navigation Mahod 

Like previous dstributions, the dstribution of the three navigation mahods varies 

dependmg on the partidpants' sex and genda. Figure 4.32A dsplays the dstribution ki each 

of the three navigation mahods according to sex. Sixty-eight pacent of females stated that 

they use landmark navigation, 21% stated that they use global navigation, and 11% stated 

that they use a combination of both landmark and global navigation. Higha pacentages of 

males use global methods and a combkiation of mahods (36% and 14% respeaively). 

Howeva, 50% of males stated that they use landmark navigation methods. 
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Figure 4.32A: Sex-Based Stated Navigation Method 

Genda also kiipaas the dstribution of the three navigation mahods. Figure 4.32B 

dsplays the dstribution of the four gendas ui the three navigation mahods categories. For 

all four gendas, the majority of participants stated that they use landmark navigational 

methods—60% of androgynous, 57% of femuiuie, 67% of masculkie, and 57% of 

undtffaentiated For three gendas, global methods wae the second most common choice 

•with 30% of and'ogynous, 22% of masculkie, and 43% of undtffaentiated. The femkiine 

genda had more partidpants who that stated thek navigation -was a combination of 

landmark and global (29%) than partidpants who that stated thek navigation •was global 

(14%). Thae are no undffaentiated participants who stated that thdr navigational methods 

were a combination of both global and landmark; howeva, 10% of androgynous 

partidpants and 11% of masculuie partidpants dd state that a combkiation of both was 

thek navigational mahod. 
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Figure 4.32B: Genda-Based Stated Navigation Mahod 

Afta kiqukkig into the partidpants' navigational mahods, I asked about thdr use of 

the back button. I specifically asked how often and in •what fashion they used the back 

button. Figures 4.33, 4.34A, and 4.34B dsplay the back button use findings, and Figures 

4.35,4.36A, and 4.36B dsplay the navigational types of back button use Table 4.7 lists the 

genda, sex, response, frequency of back button use, and category of back button use for 

each partidpant. Below, 1 dscuss my mahods of classification for frequency. I dscuss my 

mahods of classification for the categories of back button use lata. 

To daermkie the frequency of back button use, I classtfied the partidpants' 

responses into four categories: 

• Do not use for responses saykig that they dd not use the back button 

• Rarely: for responses that knplied infrequent back button use such as " rardy would 

ratha use home button" and "rarely when no otha ways to go back" 

• Occasionally for responses that implied some back button use such as " occasionally 

to go back and click on a b a t a luik" and" mixed" 

• Often: for responses that knplied frequent back button use such as " quke a bk" and 

" all the time" 
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Figure 4.33 illustrates the pa'centage of participants in these four categories of back 

button use. Seventy-six pacent of piuticipants were frequent usas of the back button—they 

were ki the often category. Twehe pacent of the partidpants occasionally used the back 

button, and 9% rarely used the back button. Three pacent of the participants, only one 

partidpant, do not use the back button. 

12% 

76% 

• Do not use 

D Rarely 

13 Occasionally 

H Often 

Figure 4.33: Participants' Sdf-Ranked Frequency of Back Button Use 

Figure 4.34A dsplays the dstribution of the frequency of back button use according 

to sex. Both females and males often used the back button, with 84% of females and 64% of 

males in this cat^ory. The females are equally dstributed among the remauiuig three 

categories with five pacent ki each cat^ory. No male participants wae classified ki the do 

not use category, but 14% of males rardy used the back button and 21% occasionally used 

the back button. 
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Table 4.7: Partidpants' Genda, Sex, Back Button Use Response, Frequency, and Response 
Category 

Genda 
Ando 

Ando 

Undif 

Ando 
Undif 

Fem 
Masc 

Fem 
Undf 
Undif 
Ando 
Fem 
Undf 
Masc 
Andro 
Masc 
Masc 

Ando 
Masc 
Fem 
Andro 
Fem 
Andro 
Fem 
Masc 

Andro 
Undf 
Fem 
Masc 

Undif 
Andro 

Sex 
Female 

Male 

Female 

Male 
Female 

Male 
Female 

Fanale 
Male 
Male 
Male 
Female 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 

Female 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Male 

Male 
Female 
Female 
Female 

Female 
Male 

Response 
quite often 
occasionally, to go back and click on a 
b a t a lkik 
rardy, 95% to origkial page, would ratha 
use home button 
occasionally out of sites, back to -whae 
was 
occasionally to ga back to search 
a lot, •wiien lost back until familiar page or 
to go back to a dffaent fork 
a lot, fasta than link 
often, •when not •what •wanted or back to 
the main page 
prary often 
mixed 
rarely, if link -wrong 
quite a bk, back when not what wanted 
often 
fakly often 
often, -within ske and out of the ske 
very often 
often go back -whae started 
a lot, use to go back -when link not -what 
wanted 
very often 
constantly, but -wiU use home luik 
often, yes, back to original page or search 
a lot when found somahing not right 
n/a 
a lot to go back to search 
a lot to go back to search 
defuikdy a lot, -when page not wanted go 
back to maul page or search agaki 
a lot withki ske to get to needed page 
all the tune, use -when go place shouldn't 
yes often, if not -what wanted go back 
often, when not sure how got thae or 
how to get back 
often, prefa ova lkik, back to search 

Frequency 
Often 

Occasionally 

Rarely 

Occasionally 
Occasionally 

Often 
Often 

Often 
Often 
Occasionally 
Rarely 
Often 
Often 
Often 
Often 
Often 
Often 

Often 
Often 
Often 
Often 
Often 
Do not use 
Often 
Often 

Often 
Often 
Often 
Often 

Often 
Often 

Category of Use 
No spaifics 

Correa Mistakes 

Global 

Route 
Route 

Route 
No spedfics 

Correa Mistakes 
No specifics 
No specifics 
Correa Mistakes 
Correa Mistakes 
No specifics 
No spedfics 
Route 
No specifics 
Route 

Correa Mistakes 
No spedfics 
No specifics 
Route 
Correa Mistakes 
No spedfics 
Route 
Route 

Correa Mistakes 
Route 
Correa Mistakes 
Correa Mistakes 

Route 
Route 
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Table 4.7: Contkiued 

Genda 

Masc 
Masc 

Sex 

Male 
Male 

Response 
iill the tune to go back to the home 
page 
rardy, wlien no otha ways to go back 

Frequency 

Often 
Rarely 

Category of Use 

Route 
Global 

D Do not use 

• Rarely 

H Occasionally 

B Often 

Female Male 

Sex 

Figure 4.34A: Sex-Based Sdf-Ranked Frequency of Back Button Use 

Like the sex-based frequency dstribution, the genda-based frequency of back 

button use dstribution was uitaestuig. Figure 4.34B illustrates the pacaitages of each 

gaida ki each cat^ory of back button frequency. Pahaps the most mtaestkig fmdng is 

that 100% of femkiuie partidpants often used the back button. Masailkie usas also had a 

large pacaitage of partidpants who oftai use the back button, 89%, and the ronakikig 11% 

rarely use the back button. The undiffaentiated partidpants had frequencies m three 

categories: rarely (14%), occasionally (29%), and oftai (57%). The and-ogynous partidpants 

wae the only gaida with back button fia^uoicy ui all four categories: 10% do not use, 10% 

rardy, 20% occasionally, and 60% often. 
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Figure 4.34B: Genda-Based Self-R:uiked Frequency of Back Button Use 

Afta examkiuig the frequency of use, 1 assessed the navigational types of back 

button use from the answas to the back button question. Table 4.6 uidudes a summary of 

the partidpants' responses. I sorted the responses into four categories: 

• No specifics: for responses that gave no specific navigational information 

• Route for responses that knplied the partidpants used the back button as a route 

navigational mahod such as "-when not sure howl got thae or how to ga back," 

"back to origkial page or search," and "when lost, back until famkiar page or to go 

back to a dkfaent fork" 

• Conea Mistakes: for responses that suggested the main use of the back button was 

to conea mistakes like clicking on the -wrong link, and included responses such as "I 

use it -when I go places 1 shouldn't" and "if the page is not what 1 wanted, I use it to 

go back," and 

• Global: for responses that implied the back button -was used for global navigations, 

such as "to go to the original page, but would ratha use home button" and "-when 

thae are no otha -ways to go back" 

Figure 4.35 dsplays the pacentage of partidpants ki each of these four use 

categories. Forty pacent of partidpants used the back button ki route navigational -ways, and 

27% used the back button to correa mistakes. Anotha 27% dd not give any specific 
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infonnation on how they usal the back button. The ranauikig 6% used the back button 

global navigation device. 
asa 

27% 

27% 

• No specifics 

D Route 

a Correct Mistakes 

B Global 

40% 

Figure 4.35: Partidpants' Sdf-Desaibed Types of Back Button Use 

The use of the back button can also be examkied by analyzuig use by sex and genda. 

Figure 4.36A shows the dstribution of back button use by sex. Partidpants of both sexes 

gave no spedfics on thdr use of the back button (21% of females and 36% of males). More 

females than males used the back button as a route navigational device (42% to 36%) and to 

conea mistakes 62% and 21%). Global uses of the back button -wae the least common by 

both sexes, -with only 5% of females and 7% of males uskig the back button ui this way 

D No specifics 

• Route 

I a Correct Mistakes 

B Global 

Female Male 

Sex 

Figure 4.36A: Sex-Based Self-Desaibed Types of Back Button Use 
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Unlike the foiu- categories pa- sex, only one genda, masculkie, had partidpants in all 

foiu- types of use. All otha gendas used the back button in three of the four ways. Only two 

gendas used the back button as a global navigation device: masculkie (11% of masculine 

participants) and luidffaentiated partidpants (l4% of undffaentiated participants). Three 

gendas used the back button to conect mistakes: fankikie (-with 57%), and androgynous 

(with 40%), and masculkie (with 11%). All foiu gendas used the back button as a route 

navigational device, with 50% of androgynous, 29% of femkiuie, 33% of mascuUne, and 

43% of undffaentiated paitidpants. In addtion, all four gendas also gave no spedfics on 

thek type of use of the back button, -with 10% of androgynous, 14% of femkiuie, 44% of 

masculine and 43% of undiffaentiated participants in this category. 

D No specifics 

• Route 

H Correct Mistakes 

a Global 

Andro Fem Masc 

Gender 

Undif 

Figure 4.36B: Genda-Based Sek-Desaibed Types of Back Button Use 

Conclusion 

In this chapta, I presented the fkidkigs fiom the Gaida Invaitory and Survey, the 

Pre-Tasks Survey, and the Post-Tasks Interview. These fkidngs mdude the sex and genda 

breakdown of the participants ki gaiaal and by computa and web expaience, web task 

prdaences, navigation and domkiance prefaences, and back button use. All of this data 

have been obtauied horn the participants, through kiterviews and surveys, as a means of 

kicludng the subjects. The data kiclude the participants' paceptions of thdr behavior and 

expaiaice, along with thdr own thoughts on how they use the w * and what they like In 

the next chapta, 1 move away from the partidpant-givai data kilo researcha-obsaval 
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(jat-v—data that I obsa-\'ed and recorded wiiile watching the participants complete thdr 

seven Usability Testkig Tiisks. In Chapta VI, both types of data are combuied, analyzed, 

and triangulated to daamuie wlietha or not sex or genda dkfaences do exist. 
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CHAPTER V 

RESEARCHER OBSERVED FINDINGS 

Introduaion 

In Chapta IV, I began the presentation of the research fkidings. 1 focused the 

partidpant-provided data, wiiich uiduded fkidings from the Genda Inventory and Survey, 

the PraTasks Survey, and the Post-Tasks Interview. This chapta focuses on the researcha-

observed fkidkigs from the seven Usability Testkig Tasks (see Appendix C). During these 

tasks, I obtained axariay of data induding observational data, times, and arors. These 

seven tasks -wae designed to provide data on how the participants aauaUy use the web in 

terms of orientation, navigation, and Ikikkig strategies. In addtion, some tasks -were 

specifically designed to focus on how usas complete browsing, searching, and surfing tasks. 

The analysis of the fkidings ki this chapta and those of the last chapta •wiU be presented ki 

Chapta VI. 

In this chapta, I examuie five diffaent cathodes of data from the seven Usabkity 

Testkig Tasks. These tasks are: 

• Task 1: The navigation and orientation task ki which the partidpants wae asked to 

fkid a particular story on a photography webske 

• Task 2: The fkst searchuig task in which partidpants wae asked to fkid tour date 

information for thdr favorke band or skiga 

• Task 3: The second searchkig task ki which partidpants wae asked to fkid recent 

legislation sponsored or cosponsored by a senator from thdr home state, starting 

from the U.S. Congress webske 

• Task 4: The fkst browskig task ki which participants wae asked to look for and 

compare uifonnation on proteaed and endangaed whales on a markie biology 

webske 

• Task 5: The second browskig task ki which partidpants wae asked to pause redpes 

on a cookkig website to locate a recipe that best fit thdr given kigi-edents 
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• Task 6: The surfing task ui wiiich piu-ticip-ants wae asked to compare prices of 

akfare ova at least two iikfare websites 

• Task 7: The genaal task ki wiiich p-articipants wae asked to dtha find the pafea 

vehide for themsdves, or, k they already had a vehide ui mkid, fkid a nearby 

dealasliip sellkig the vehicle 

These tasks wae dsaissed ki more daail in Chapta III. 

1 b^in this chapta by mvestigatkig the tkne that it took for the participants to start 

and then to complae each task, includuig the range and avaage of the times. The second 

area that 1 explore is the task success rate. Next, I examkie navigational mahods. 1 fkst 

study the kiitial navigational choices and then the complete navigational mahods. The 

fourth area of examuiation is the orientation behaviors. Like the navigational mahods, I 

begin by examkiing the initial behaviors and then examine the complae behaviors. My fkial 

area of exploration in this chapta is the participants' observed ease of use for browsuig, 

searching, and surfuig tasks. All of the task fkidings wae explored in genaal, by sex, and by 

genda. The findings from the Genda Inventory and Survey, the Pre-Tasks Survey, and the 

Post-Tasks Interview (Chapta IV) along -with these fkidkigs from the seven tasks are 

analyzed in Chapta VI to daermkie if sex and/or genda dkfaences do exist ki web use. 

Tkne to Complete E ach Task 

In the fkst area of examuiation, tknes to complae each task, a wide variay of 

complaion tknes existed, as shown in Figures 5.1- 5.l6C. Even withki each task, thae was 

often a wide range of complaion tknes. As the graphs in Figures 5.1- 5.16C show, thae was 

a fak amount of dvasky ki complaion times for the seven tasks, along with ranges of tknes 

that were clearly common for many participants who completed that task. Some of the range 

and simkar time groups may be due to sex or genda dk'faences; thaefore, it was knportant 

to also analyze the tknes based on sex and genda. 
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In orda to teta compaie complaion times aaoss tasks, I dassified the complaion 

tknes kito three categories. I based these categories on the complaion tkne for my pilot 

testkig. In the pilot testkig, alx»ut one-tlikd of the tunes wae at or unda 100 seconds; so, 1 

choose 100 seconds or less as my fkst completion tune citegory. About half of the pilot 

testing complaion tunes wa-e ki the 101 to 300 scA:ond range, without any otha dear 

groups ki this tune frame, so I set the next aitegory at 101 to 300 seconds. The remakikig 

few tknes wae more than 300 seconds. Although only about 17% of the pilot testkig tknes 

exceeded 300 seconds, my fkidkigs from the siuvey (see Chapta IV) suggest that usas 

spend about 525 seconds on the web at one time, so I thought it likely that more partidpants 

would have times ova 300 seconds when 1 timed a larga numba of participants and added 

tasks. Thus, I sa my last category at 301 saonds and longa. Howeva, ki orda to also note 

particularly long tknes, I -wiU also dscuss tknes ova 500 seconds. 

In this seaion, I exanikie the genaal complaion tknes, the sex-based completion 

tknes, and the genda-based complaion tknes. For each task, 1 present the genaal 

complaion tknes, then the sex-based completion times, and fkially the genda-based 

complaion tknes. Skice the times of task completion varied from task to task, the y-axis 

values change from each task graph to the next. I furtha study the sex-based and genda-

based times through the tkne ranges and avaage times towards the end of the section. For 

the sex-based and genda-based graphs, some dtffaences occurred. The scatta plots for the 

sex-based complaion tknes must take kito account the diffaence ki numba of participants. 

Since thae -wae 19 female participants and only 14 male participants the tkne pokits for 

males dd not go beyond the x-axis participant numba value of 14. Ho^weva, the females' 

tkne points wae graphed to the x-axis participant numba value of 19, representing the 19 

female participants. 

The problem with numba of partidpants on the x-axis also occurs in the genda-

based scatta plots. Because thae were diffaent numbas of partidpants from the four 

gendas (ten androgynous, rune masculuie, seven undiffaentiated, and seven femkikie), the 

graphs do not have the same numba of tasks complaion tknes for each genda. The 

numba of task completion tknes obviously matches the numba of participants in each 
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genda; so thae were ten luidrogynous tunes for each task, seven undffaentiated tunes for 

each task, nkie masculkie tunes for each task, and se\'en famkie times for each task. 

Complaion Tknes 

For Task 1, the niivigation and orientation task on the photography website, tknes 

ranged from 28 saonds to 622. FigLue 5.1 dsplays the dvasity of these tunes. The majority 

of Task 1 tunes, 23 of 33, "^ae luida 100 seconds. Nine times for Task 1 wae baween 101 

and 300 seconds. Only one time, the 622, was ova 300 seconds. So, although a wide range 

of tunes occurred for Task 1, the majority of times wae unda 100. 
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of Complaion Tunes for Task 1 

Figure 5.2A dsplays the Task 1 complaion tknes for both females and males. The 

dstribution of male and female was dose ki the less than 100 seconds range and ki the 

between 101 and 300 seconds range. Fourt^n females had tknes less than 101 seconds, and 

nme males had tknes less than 101 seconds, which equals 74% and 64% respeaively Evai 

dosa pacentages of females and males had complaion tknes ki the 101 to 300 second 

category—26% and 29% respeaively (5 and 4 participants). Howeva, no females had tknes 

longa than 200 seconds for Task 1, and two males dd have tknes that exceed this numba. 

The longest tkne was a male's tkne of 622 seconds, and the lowest tkne was a fanale's tkne 

of 28 seconds. So, for Task 1, more fanales had completion tknes less than 100 saonds. 
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and sliglitly more males had times between 101 :uid 300 saonds. The males also had the two 

longest times. 
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Figure 5.2A: Sex-Based Distribution of Complaion Tknes for Task 1 

Figure 5.2B dsplays the genda-based dstribution for Task 1. Sixty pacent of the 

androgynous participants complaed the task ui 100 seconds or less, and a skmlar numba of 

undffaentiated partidpants complaed the task ki 100 seconds or less (57%). A large 

numba of feminine participants, six (or 86%), complaed the task ki the lowest amount of 

tkne. Also a high numba of masculine usas completed the task ki 100 seconds or less—7 

(or 78%). As Figure 5.2B shows, only a few participants of any genda took longa than 100 

seconds to complae the task, and only one participant took longa than 300 seconds. The 

androgynous participants had the highest numba of participants, 4 or 40%, who complaed 

Task 1 ki 101 to 300 seconds. Undffaentiated partidpants had the next highest pacentage, 

29% or 2 people, ui the 101 to 300 second completion range. Twenty-two pacent of 

masculkie partidpants, or 2 people, completed the task in 101 to 300 saonds. The lowest 

numbas of partidpants ui the 101 to 300 second range wae femkikie Only 1 femkikie 

partidpant (or 14% of the femkiuie partidpants) completed the task in 101 to 300 seconds. 

The only partidpant who took longa than 300 seconds was an undffaentiated partidpant 

Mho took 622 seconds, and appears as the outlina on Figure 5.2B. 
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Figure 5.2B: Genda-Based Distribution of Completion Tknes for Task 1 

The tunes for Task 2 (the searching task in which partidpants -wae asked to find 

tour date kiformation) had less of a range than the tknes for Task 1. As Figure 5.3 shows, 

the range of times for Task 2 wae 26 seconds to 398. Like Task 1, the majority of times for 

Task 2 -wae unda 101 seconds (22 of 33 -wae unda 101 saonds). The same numba of 

partidpants for Task 2 as Task 1, nine, wae ba-ween 101 and 300 seconds. Two Task 2 

times were ova 300 saonds, but the largest tkne, 398 saonds, was much shorta than the 

longest tkne of Task 1, -which -was 622 seconds. 

15 20 

Participant 

Figure 5.3: Distribution of Complaion Times for Task 2 
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L ike Task 1, a male partidp-ant had the longest tkne ki Task 2. Howeva, ki Task 2, a 

male partidpant also had the shortest completion time. Figure 5.4A illustrates the sex-based 

complaion tkne^ for Task 2. For both sexes, the majority of task complaion tknes wae 

fewa- than 100 seconds—13 of the females (68%) and 9 of the males (64%). Five females 

and three males (26% and 21% respativdy) complaed Task 2 with a tkne between 101 and 

300 saonds. Only one male and one female took longa than 300 seconds. 
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Figure 5.4A: Sex-Based Distribution of Complaion Tknes for Task 2 

For Task 2, higha numbas of androgynous and undiffaentiated usas complaed 

the task in 100 saonds or less (see Figure 5.4B). Seventy pacent of androgynous usas (or 7 

partidpants) and 86% of undiffaentiated people (or 6 partidpants) completed Task 2 ui 100 

seconds or less. The pacentages of feminuie and masculine usas who completed Task 2 in 

100 saonds or less, whke stkl high, was smalla than for Task 1. Forty-three pacent of 

femkiine usas and 67% of masculkie usas completed Task 2 ki this time range. Most of the 

remakiing partidpants completed Task 2 ki 101 to 300 saonds: 30% of androgynous people 

6 participants), 42% of femkikie people 6 partidpants), 22% of masculkie partidpants (2 

participants), and 14% of undk'faentiated partidpants (1 partidpants). Only 14% of the 

femkune partidpants (1 partidpant) and 11% of masculkie participants (1 partidpant) took 

more than 300 saonds. 
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Figure 5.4B: Genda-Based Distribution of Completion Tknes for Task 2 

Unlike Task 1 and Task 2, whae the majority of times wae less than 101 saonds. 

Task 3 (the searching task that focused on raent legislation) had only a few times that wae 

less than 101 saonds. Just five of the participants complaed Task 3 ki less than 101 

seconds, as shown in Figure 5.5. The majority of partidpants, 25 of 33, complaed the task ki 

times between 101 saonds and 300 saonds. The remakiing three partidpants took more 

than 300 saonds, with the longest time being 396 saonds. The shortest tkne for Task 3 was 

73 seconds. 
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Figure 5.6A dsplays the sex-basal dstribution of complaion tunes for Task 3. 

Unlike Tasks 1 and 2, the majority of complaion times for Task 3 wae more than 100 

saonds. In faa, only 7% of the males (equivalent to one male partidpant) and 21% of the 

fanales (equi\'alent to foiu- fanale partidpiuits) completed Task 3 in less than 100 saonds. 

For both males and females, the niiijorky of completion times wae between 101 and 300 

seconds. Howeva, a much larga pacentage of males than females, 93% (13 of 14), had 

times ki this range, with females at 63% (12 of 19). Three females (or 16%) had tknes that 

wae greata than 300 saonds. 
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Figure 5.6A: Sex-Based Distribution of Complaion Tknes for Task 3 

The large numba of partidpants ki the 101 to 300 saonds range ui Task 3 was 

unevenly dstributed among the four gendas (see Figure 5.6B). One hundred pacent of 

feminine partidpants (seven) complaed the task ui this time range. Eighty pacent of 

androgynous participants (dght), 56% of masculkie participants (five), and 71% of 

undiffaentiated partidpants (five) complaed Task 3 ki 101 to 300 saonds. Few partidpants 

complaed the task ki 100 saonds or less: 10% of androgynous partidpants (1), 33% of 

masculkie partidpants 6), and 14% of undiffaentiated participants (1). Only one masculuie 

partidpant and one undffaentiated partidpant (11% and 14% respativdy) took more than 

300 saonds to complae the task. 
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Figure 5.6B: Genda-Based Distribution of Completion Tknes for Task 3 

The task complaion times for Task 4 -wae genaally higha than for Tasks 1, 2, and 

3. For Task 4, the browsing task on endangaed -whales, the shortest time -was 134 saonds, 

aknost double the shortest time of Task 3- Figure 5.7 shows the genaal dstribution of Task 

4 complaion times. Only a slight majority of partidpants, 17 of 33, had completion times 

for Task 4 between 101 and 300 saonds. Of the remainkig l6 participants, all -with tknes 

ova 301 saonds, 7 partidpants had tknes of more than 500 saonds. 
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of Complaion Times for Task 4 
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Figure 5.8A illustrates the sex-based completion tknes for Task 4. Although some 

high complaion tknes occuned for males, the clear outlia ki Figure 5.8A was the high 

female completion tune of 996 saonds. For both males and fanales, higha numbas of 

completion times of more th;ui 500 saonds occurred duruig Task 4 than for any of the 

previous tasks. Sbcteen pacent of the females and 14% of the males (equivalent to 3 and 2 

participants respeaivdy) had complaion times that exceeded 500 saonds. The majority of 

males, 57% or 8 of l4, had complaion tunes that wae greata than 300 saonds (kicludng 

those ova 5(X) saonds). Only 27% of females, or 7 of 19, had completion tknes ki this 

range. The majorky of females, 63% or 12 of 19, completed the task -with times between 101 

and 300 saonds. Forty-two pacent of males, 6 of 14, also had complaion tknes in the 101 

to 300 saond range. No females or males had completion times less than 100 saonds for 

Task 4. The range of tknes for females -was baween 142 saonds and 996 saonds, with an 

avaage of 33 saonds. 

A Female 

a Male 

Figure 5.8A: Sex-Based Distribution of Complaion Tknes for Task 4 

Unlike thdr paformance ki previous tasks, none of the partidpants complaed Task 

4 ki less than 100 saonds. Figure 5.4D dsplays the dstribution of the tknes for the four 

gaidas ki Task 4. Although no participants had tknes at 100 saonds or less, aU gaidas had 

tknes ki the 101 to 300 saonds range Half of the androgynous partidpants (50% or 5) 

complaed the task ki this 101 to 300 saonds range, along with 71% of femkikie 
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participants (5), 55% of masailkie p-cUticipcmts (3), and 57% of undk'faentiated participants 

(4). An almost equal niunba- of participiuits complaed the task ki more than 300 saonds, 

and some from each gaider took longer than 500 saonds. Fkty pacent of androgynous 

partidpants (5) complaed the task ki 300 saonds or more, and 10% of these took longa 

than 500 saonds (1). T-wenty-nkie pacent of the femkikie participants (2) took 301 saonds 

or longa and all of these took longer than 500 saonds. Sixty-seven pacent of the masculkie 

partidpants (6) took 3(X) saonds or longa, and of these, 22% (2) took more than 500 

saonds. Forty-three pa-cent of luidkTaentiated participants G) took 300 saonds or longa 

to complae Task 4, and l4% (1) of these took longa than 500 saonds. 
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Figure 5.8B: Sex-Based Distribution of Complaion Times for Task 4 
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Figure 59: Distribution of Complaion Tknes for Task 5 

Like Task 3 and 4, the participants d d not have many tknes that wae less than 101 

seconds for Tasks 5, 6, and 7. As Figure 5-9 shows, just a single participant in Task 5 (the 

redpe browsing task on the cookkig webske) had a time of less than 101 saonds. The 

majority of partidpants, 28 of 33, completed Task 5 ki 101 to 300 saonds. The remainkig 

three partidpants took 301 saonds or more to complete Task 5. The range of tkne from 

Task 5 -was 45 saonds to 36l saonds. 

Skrularly for Task 5, as was the case ki Task 3, the majority of female and male 

partidpants had task complaion times in the 101 to 300 saond range (see Figure 5.10A). 

E ighty-nkie pacent of the females and 79% of the males had times ki this range. Only one 

female and one male 6% and 7% respeaivdy) had Iowa complaion tknes (101 saonds or 

less). Likewise, only one female had a complaion tkne ova 300 saonds. Howeva, two 

males (14%) had completion tunes ova 300 saonds. 
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Figure 5.10A: Sex-Based Distribution of Complaion Times for Task 5 

The majorky of partidpants by sex ki the 101 to 300 saond range was refleaed in 

the numba of partidpant by genda in this midde range (see Figure 5.10B). In faa, the 

majority of each genda completed the task in this tkne range 80% of androgynous 

participants (dght), 100% of femkikie participants (seven), 67% of masculkie partidpants 

(six), and 100% of undiffaentiated partidpants (seven). Only two androgynous partidpants 

(20%) complaed the task ki less time, and only three masculine participants 63%) took 

more tkne. 
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Figure 5.10B: Genda-Based Distribution of Completion Tknes for Task 5 
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As with Task 5, only one of the p:ii-tidpants m Task 6 (the akfare surfmg task) had a 

completion time of less than 101 saonds (see Figure 5.11). Although Task 6 pai-allds Task 5 

in that the majority of compakion times for both tasks wae in the range of 101 to 300 

seconds, this majorky for Task 6 was only a sliglit majorky: 18 of the 33 participants. 

Fourteen partidpants had tunes that wae greata than 301 saonds for Task 6; of these, 

three had tunes of more than 500 saonds. The range of times for Task 6 was from 90 

saonds to 788 saonds. 
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Figure 5.11: Distribution of Complaion Times for Task 6 

Figure 5.12A dspla-ys the dstribution of task complaion times for both males and 

females for Task 6. The majority of participants of ekha sex complaed the task ki the 101 

to 300 saonds tkne range. Ftfty-dght pacent of the females (or 11 females) and 64% of the 

males (or nkie males) complaed the task in this 101 to 300 saond range Thuty-seven 

pacent of females (seven) complaed the task ki more than 300 saonds, and 10% of those 

complaed the task ui more than 500 saonds, with the highest female time at 658 saonds. 

Twenty-one pacent of the males, three, complaed the task ki more than 300 saonds; of 

these, 7% (one) took more than 500 saonds, with the highest tkne for males at 574 saonds. 

The quickest tkne for females to complae Task 6 was 90 saonds; males complaed the task 

even more quickly at 75 saonds. 
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Figure 5.12A: Sex-Based Distribution of Complaion Times for Task 6 

Figure 5.12B shows the genda-based dstribution of task complaion tknes for Task 

6. Three of the four gendas had half or more of thek participants that complaed the task in 

the 101 to 300 saond range: 50% of androgynous partidpants (five), 71% of femkikie 

partidpants (five), 67% of masculuie partidpants (six), and 43% of undiffaentiated 

partidpants (three). The remakikig partidpants; 50% of androgynous partidpants (five), 29% 

of feminme partidpants (two), 33% of masculkie participants (three), and 57% of 

undiffaentiated partidpants (four); completed the task in 300 or longa saonds. Of the 

50% of androgynous partidpants wiio complaed the tasks ki more than 300 saonds, one 

partidpant took longa than 500 saonds (10% of the androgynous partidpants). 
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Figure 5.12B: Genda-Based Distribution of Complaion Tknes for Task 6 

The fkial task. Task 7 (the genaal task that focused on fkiding the pafa t vehicle), 

also had only a few complaion times of less than 101 saonds, as Figure 5.13 shows. Only 

two of the complaion tunes for Task 7 wae less than 100 saonds; howeva, 22 tunes wae 

between 101 and 300 saonds. The remakiing nine tunes exceeded 300 saonds, -with only 

one tkne of seven exceedkig 500 saonds. The range of times for Task 7 -was 57 to 574 

seconds. 
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Figure 5.13: Distribution of Complaion Tknes for Task 7 

Figure 5.14A dsplays the sex-based dstribution of the complaion tknes for Task 7. 

Sixty-dght pacent of the females (13) complaed Task 7 with a tune range of between 101 

and 300 saonds. Sbcty-four pa'cent of males (nkie) also completed Task 7 ki this tune range. 
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Only one partidpant from each sex complaed Task 7 ki 100 saonds or less. Fakly dose 

pacentages of females and males (26% :uid 29% respativdy) fkiished Task 7 in more than 

300 saonds. Of the 29>o of miiles wiio took this long, seven pacent, or one male, 

completed the task ki a tune ova 500 saonds: 574 saonds. No females took more than 470 

saonds. The shortest tkne for females was 54 saonds; the shortest time for males, 74 

saonds. 
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Figure 5.14A: Sex-Based Distribution of Complaion Times for Task 7 

Figure 5.14B shows the genda-based dstribution of task complaion tknes for Task 

7. As Figure 5.14B shows, one androgynous participant (10%) and one undffaentiated 

partidpant (14%) complaed Task 7 ki 100 saonds or less. The majority of partidpants 

from each genda completed Task 7 in 101 to 300 saonds: 50% of androgynous partidpants 

(five), 71% of femkiuie participants (five), 67% of masculkie partidpants (six), and 71% of 

undffaentiated partidpants (five). The remakikig participants took more than 300 saonds 

to complae Task 7: 40% of androgynous partidpants (four), 29% of femkikie partidpants 

(two), 33% of masculkie partidpants (three), and 14% of undffaentiated partidpants (one). 

Of the 33% of masculkie partidpants who took more than 300 saonds to fkiish Task 7, one 

participant (or ll%o of the total masculkie partidpants) took more than 500 saonds. 
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Figure 5.14B: Genda-Based Distribution of Complaion Tknes for Task 7 

Sex-Based Tkne Ranges and Avaages 

Equally as knportant as the dstribution of the sex-based and genda-based 

complaion tknes are the sex-based and genda-based ranges and avaages of the times. 

Figure 5.15A shows the range and avaage for males and females for aU seven tasks. The x-

axis dsplays the sex and task -with the task abbreviated as T and the task numba. For 

example "Female Tl" means the female time for Task 1. Figure 5.15B dsplays just the sex-

based avaage complaion times for the seven tasks. The focus on the avaage times ki 

Figure 5.15B allows a higha levd of visual scrutiny for the avaage tknes. From Figure 

5.15A, k is clear that the range of tknes varied accordkig to task and sex. For Task 1 the 

range of tknes for females was between 28 and 196 saonds—a l68 saond range This -was 

one of the shortest ranges for any task. Howeva, the 582 saond range for males for Task 1, 

40 saonds to 622 saonds, was one of the longest tkne ranges. The Task 1 avaage tknes for 

females, 73 saonds, and the avaage tkne for males, 133 saonds, kidcates that females 

complaed the tasks more quickly. 

For Task 2, also Ulustrated ki Figure 5.15A, the avaage complaion tknes were much 

dosa than for Task 1. The females' avaage tknes, 108 saonds, was only slightly less than 

the males' 114 saond avaage So, unlike Task 1, the males and females complaed Task 2 ki 

fakly sknkar tknes. The range of complaion tknes for Task 2 was dosa than those for Task 
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1. The range of tknes for fanales was 270 saonds (35 saonds to 305 saonds), and the 

range for males was 372 saonds (29 saonds to 398 saonds). 

The fanales' range of tknes for Task 3 was 73 to 396 saonds 623 saonds ki 

length) with an avaage of 175 saonds. The males' range was smalla—74 saonds to 207 

saonds (a 195 saond r:uige)—with an avaage of 168 saonds. So, despke the few higha 

complaion tknes for fanales, the avaage time for lx)ih male and females was withki 10 

saonds of each otha. 

The fanales' nmge of completion times for Task 4 was the widest for the seven tasks 

and twD sexes. The 854 saonds r:uige, from l42 saonds to 996 saonds, includes the 

longest task complaion tune for the study—996 saonds. Not surprisingly, the females' 

avaage tkne for Task 4 was one of the highest avaage tknes, 333 saonds. The range for 

males was not as high, only 586 saonds (134 saonds to 720 saonds). Howeva, the 

avaage tune for males -was 330 saonds, only thra saonds fasta than the females' avaage. 

Thus, the Task 4 avaage tunes -were ratha close, despite ovaall higha tknes for females 

due to a single outlia. 

Unlike Task 4, the sex-based length of the range of tknes for Task 5 wae the same. 

The range for both -was 298 saonds -with the females' tknes starting at 45 saonds and gouig 

to 343 saonds, and the males' tunes startkig at 63 saonds and gokig to 36l saonds. The 

avaage sex-based complaion tunes were -withki a ten saond range—199 saonds for 

females and 204 saonds for males. 

The avaage tkne for task complaion for both sexes -was not as close ki Task 6 as k 

was in otha tasks, but it was stkl withki 30 saonds. The females took an avaage of 301 

saonds, and the males 333 saonds. The range -was also not as close as the range for otha 

tasks, espaially Task 4. The females' range was 568 saonds (from 90 saonds to 658 

saonds), and the males' range was 640 saonds (from 148 saonds to 788 saonds), a 

dffaence of more than a mkiute (72 saonds). 

For the last of the seven tasks, the avaage task complaion tknes for males and 

females diffaed by half a mkiut^271 saonds to 241 saonds respeaivdy. The length of 

the range of tknes for Task 7 was not as dose The range for females was 4l6 saonds (from 
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54 to 470 saonds). The range of tkne for males was longa at 499 saonds (from 75 saonds 

to 574 saonds). 

Aaoss all seven tasks, fanales appear to be fasta. Females had Iowa avaages task 

completion tunes for f i\e of the seven tasks. Also for five tasks (not the same five tasks), 

females had the shortest task complaion times. For five of the seven tasks, even the longest 

task complaion tknes were shorta for females than for males. L ikewise, the range of times 

ki four of the tasks -was shorta for females than males, and for one task, the range -was the 

same. These numbas suggest that thae might be sex dkfaences in the time k takes 

partidpants to complae tasks; howeva, tliis -will be dscussed ki greata daaO ki the next 

chapta. 
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Figure 5.15A: Range and Avaage of Sex-Based Complaion Tknes 
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Figure 5.15B: A\ aage of Sex-Based Complaion Tkne for Tasks 

Genda-Based Time Ranges and Avaages 

The sex-based avaage complaion tkne and range of complaion tkne may suggest 

that sex dkfaences exist, but to furtha undastand how genda might kifluence tkne on the 

wd), k is also important to undastand the range of completion times and avaage 

complaion tknes for each genda. Figures 5.16A, 5.16B, and 5.l6C show the range and 

avaage complaion tknes for the fours gendas ova the seven tasks. For Figures 5.16A and 

5.16B, the x-axis dsplays the sex and task with the task abbreviated as T and the task 

numba. For example "Femkiine Tl" means the femkikie time for Task 1. The y-axis scale 

for Figure 5.16A and 5.16B are diffaent, because Tasks 4-7 had sevaal longa ranges. Figure 

5.16c dsplays only the genda-based avaage complaion tknes for the seven tasks. The 

focus on the avaage tknes in Figure 5.l6C allows for a higha levd of visual scrutkiy for the 

avaage times. 

Figure 5.16A focuses on the range and avaage of the genda-based complaion tknes 

for Tasks 1 to 3. Most noticeable on Figure 5.16A is the very long range for the 

undiffaentiated usas for Task 1. This range was 594 saonds (28 to 622 saonds) and was 

the longest range of any genda for Tasks 1 to 3- The ranges for the otha thra gendas for 

Task 1 wae much shorta: 107 saonds for androgynous (41 to 148 saonds), 236 saonds 

for femkikie (37 to 273 saonds), and 156 saonds for masculkie (40 to 196 saonds). The 
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avaage for the foiu- gendas for Task 1 dd not vary as much: 89 saonds androgynous, 84 

saonds for fankikie, 81 saonds for masculine, and l49 saonds for undk'faentiated. The 

eight-saond or less dffaence ki ax'erage for androgynous, femkikie, and masculkie 

partidpants ui Task 1 shows that these tluee genda categories could complae the task ki 

rdativdy sunil;u- tknes. 

In the next task, T;Lsk 2, two gendas share the fastest completion tkne of any task-

both participants wlio tested as androgynous and masculine complaed Task 2 ki 26 saonds. 

The range of complaion tknes for Task 2 wae: 256 saonds for androgynous (26 to 282 

seconds), 246 saonds for fankikie (59 to 305 saonds), 372 saonds for masculkie (26 to 

398), and 80 saonds for undiffaentiated 6 5 to 195 saonds). The avaage for the four 

gendas klustrated more ovaall variay than Task 1:100 saonds androgynous, 149 saonds 

for femkikie, 117 saonds for masculine, and l60 saonds for undffaentiated. 

L ike Task 2, the avaage tunes ki Task 3 for the four gendas -wae almost within a 

minute of each otha. In faa, for Task 3, the avaages wae -within 40 saonds of each otha: 

174 saonds for androgynous, 150 saonds for feminine, 174 saonds for masculkie, and 190 

saonds for undiffaentiated. The femkikie avaage for Task 2 and Task 3 vvae just a saond 

apart: 149 saonds and 150 saonds respativdy. Despke having the lowest avaage of the 

four gendas ki Task 3, the fastest feminkie participant to complete the task took 37 to 14 

seconds longa than the fastest partidpant from any of the otha gendas. The longa 

femkiine complaion tune provides an kitaesting contrast to the range lengths, since the 

range of the femkiuie partidpants was the shortest range 228 saonds for androgynous (77 

to 305 saonds), 89 saonds for femkikie (110 to 199 saonds), 230 saonds for masculkie 

(73 to 303), and 300 saonds for undiffaentiated (96 to 396 saonds). 
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Figure 5.I6A: Range and A\aage of Genda-Based Complaion Times for Tasks 1-3 

Figure 5.16B shows the range and avaage of the genda-based complaion tunes for 

Tasks 4 to 7, and Figure 5.16C shows the avaages for all seven tasks. The avaage and range 

for Task 4 was higha ki genaal for all gendas than any otha task. The avaage complaion 

tknes for the four gendas range from the faninkie usa's avaage of 315 saonds, to 

undkfaentiated's avaage of 346 saonds, to the masculine's avaage of 362 saonds, and to 

andogynous' avaage of 363 saonds. The range for the four gendas in this task included 

two of longest ranges of any of the seven tasks for genda-based dkfaences—862 saonds 

for the androgynous partidpants (134 to 996 saonds), and 613 saonds for the femkikie 

partidpants (142 to 755 saonds). The masculkie usas and undffaentiated usas also had 

long ranges: 487 saonds (145 to 641) and 519 saonds (201 to 720) respeaively. 

The ranges in Task 5 wae shorta than the ranges ki Task 4. In faa, the shortest 

range of the seven tasks and four gendas occurred ki Task 5 whae the length of the 

undiffaentiated partidpants' range was 102 saonds (101 to 203 saonds). The otha range 

lengths were 228 saonds for androgynous (45 to 273 saonds), 155 saonds for femkikie 

(135 to 290 saonds), and 217 saonds for masculkie (144 to 361 saonds). The avaage 

complaion times for the four gendas were within 100 saonds of each otha: 173 saonds 

for androgynous, 209 saonds for femkikie, 251 saonds for masculkie, and 157 saonds for 

undk'faentiated. 
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For the next task. Task 6, the length of the range of complaion tknes was 

dsparate—twi^ gendas had tunes in the 500s and two gendas had times ki the 200s. The 

ranges lengths w a e 510 saonds for androgynous (148 to 658 saonds), 597 saonds for 

feminkie (191 to 788 saonds), 217 saonds for masailkie (144 to 36l saonds), and 278 

saonds for luidk'faentiated (192 to 470 saonds). Howeva, the avaage tknes were fakly 

dose—within 68 saonds of each otha: 323 saonds androgynous, 348 saonds for 

femkikie, 280 saonds for masailkie, and 316 saonds for undk'faentiated. 

For the fkial task. Task 7, the avaages varied slightly more than for Task 6. The 

avaages wae witliki 84 saonds of each otha: 264 saonds for androgynous, 269 saonds 

for femkikie, 277 saonds for masculkie, and 193 saonds for undiffaentiated. The ranges 

for the four gendas -were more dvase, but stkl withki 149 saonds of each otha: 4l6 

saonds for androgynous (54 to 470 saonds), 288 saonds for femkiine (140 to 428 

seconds), 437 saonds for masculkie (137 to 574 saonds), and 353 saonds for 

undiffaentiated (75 to 428 saonds). 

Aaoss all seven tasks, thae appear to be at least some genda-based dkfaences. For 

two tasks, the undiffaentiated partidpants had the highest avaage complaion time (Task 1 

and Task 3), and for two tasks, feminkie participants had the highest avaage complaion 

time (Task 2 and Task 6). For only one task, Task 4, dd androgynous usas have the highest 

avaage complaion tkne, and thdr tkne -was withki one saond of the masculkie usas for 

this task. For the remakiing two tasks (Task 5 and Task 7), masculkie usas had the highest 

avaage time. These variations may suggest that thae could be dffaences in complaion 

tkne -^en analyzuig genda and task type. Howeva, this possibility -will be furtha examkied 

in the next chapta. 
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Figure 5.16B: Range and Avaage of Genda-Based Complaion Tknes for Tasks 4-7 
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Figure 5.16C: Avaage Genda-Based Complaion Tknes for Tasks 1-7 

Tunes to Begki Each Task 

The next area of examkiation is the kiitial task tknes. These wae the times it took 

the partidpants to complae thdr fkst aaion afta readkig the kistruaions for the task 

(dtha entakig the webske provided for the task or beginning the task for tasks when I dd 

not provide them a ske). The kiitial times are important baause they demonstrate how long 

k took the participants to complae the fkst task, and thus provide an kidcation of the 

length of aaions on a webske, and how long it takes for partidpants to choose thek fkst 
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mahod of navigation and orientation. In addition, the kiitial time corresponds to what 

Cockburn and McKenzie callal a "visit... the aa of dsplaykig a page ki the web browsa" 

(908). By aniilyzmg the tune of the fkst "visit," 1 daamkied how long the usas spent on the 

fkst page of thek task. This provides some indcation of what may be thek genaal page 

viskation tune, but more knportantly it allows me to detcTmkie sex and/or genda 

diffaences ki staitkig the task and kiitial page visit tknes. Figures 5.17-5.30C dsplays the 

dstribution of the tknes for Tasks 1 to 7. 

In orda to dsaiss the kiitial task tunes, 1 separated these times into three categories. 

The categories are based on Cockbiun and McKenzie's findkigs concankig the length of 

page visks. Accordkig to Cockbiu-n and McKenzie," [u]sas often visk sevaal pages -withki 

very short paiods of tkne, implykig that many (or most) pages are only dsplayed ki a 

browsa for a ver)- short paiod of time" (911). Cockburn and McKenzie found that the 

most frequent page visitation length -was only one saond. As the length of visit kiaeases, 

the frequency of pages visked for that length of time asymptotically deaeases, so that page 

visits of 10 saonds were half as frequent as the one saond page visk, and page visks of 30 

were about one-sixth as frequent. Page visks of about 100 saonds wae one-thkty sixth as 

frequent, and page visks of 200 saonds approach zao in the amount of frequency. Since 

the initial task tkne is the tkne it took the usas to move onto the next web page, Cockburn 

and McKenzie's page viskation lengths match the initial task tknes. Baause so many visks 

are short, and because Cockburn and McKenzie's frequency rate drops almost 50% ki the 

fkst five saonds, I set my fkst tune range at zao to five saonds. The next 50% drop in 

frequency occurs at approxknately 15 saonds; so, my saond tune range -was sa at six to 15 

saonds (all tknes wae rounded in my research to the nearest saond). The thkd time range 

was 16 saonds and longa, wdiich had the smallest frequency rates (asymptotically droppkig 

ova tkne). 

Initial Task Tknes 

Figure 5.17 dsplays the dstribution of the kiitial task tknes for Task 1 (the 

navigation and orientation photography webske task). The range of tknes was dvase, with 
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nearly as many tknes ki the last category, 16 saonds or longa, than the two otha categories 

(0-5 saonds luid 6-15 saonds). Only tiiree pai-ticipants were ki the 0-5 saond cat^ory, and 

l4 wae ki the 6-15 saonds categoi->'. Skteen partidpants were ki the 16 saonds or longa 

category, and some of these putidpants had extremdy liigli times, kidudng 60 saonds and 

65 saonds. 
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Figure 5.17: Distribution of Initial Times for Task 1 

Figure 5.18A shows the dstribution by sex of the kiitial tknes for Task 1. Only one 

of the females and two of the males had kiitial times ki the 0-5 saond range. An equal 

numba of males and females, seven, -was ki the 6-15 saond range. Howeva, the numba of 

females, 11, ki the 16 saond or longa range -was more than double the numba of males, 

five, in this range. 
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Figure 5.18A: Sex-Based Distribution of Initial Times for Task 1 

The dstributions of initial tknes among the four gendas wae more dvase than the 

dstributions baween the rwo sexes. Figure 5.18B dsplays the genda-based kiitial tknes for 

Task 1. T-wo gendas, femkikie and undiffaentiated, dd not have any tknes in the 0-5 

saond range. Two androgynous participants and one masculine partidpant wae in the 0-5 

saond range. The 6-15 range dd have participants from all four gendas: five androgynous, 

four feminkie, th ra masculine, and two undiffaentiated. The majorky of undkfaentiated 

partidpants, five of seven, -were ki the last range, l6 saonds or longa. The three otha 

gendas also had partidpants ki the longest range five masculine partidpants, four femkikie 

partidpants, and three androgynous partidpants. 
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Figure 5.18B: Genda-Based Distribution of Initial Tknes for Task 1 
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For Task 2 (the toiu date information task), the dstribution of tknes was more 

lunited. Figure 5.19 dsplays the dstribution of kiitial times for Task 2. Most of the 

partidpants had kiitial times ki the shortest times range. Twenty participants wae ki the 

short 0-5 saonds nmge. Elexen participants were in the midde6-15 saonds range, and 

only rsvo pai-tidpants were ki the longest 16 seconds or longa range 
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Figure 5.19: Distribution of Initial Tknes for Task 2 

The sex-based dstribution for Task 2 matches the genaal dstribution suice thae 

was a fakly equal kiitial time dstribution bet-ween males and females. Figure 5.20A dsplays 

the sex-based dstribution for Task 2. The majority of both females and males were ki the 

shortest tkne category, 0-5 saonds. Eleven fanales and nkie males wae ki the 0-5 saond 

category. The saond largest numba of males and females, seven and four participants 

respeaively, wae ki the midde cat^ory, 6-15 saonds. Only one female and one male were 

in the longest category, l6 saonds or longa. 
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Figure 5.20A: Sex-Based Distribution of Initial Tknes for Task 2 

The genda-based dstribution was not as even as the sex-based dstribution. Figure 

5.20B shows the genda-based dstribution or Task 2. The androgynous partidpants tended 

to have the fastest uktial tkne for Task 2, -with dght of the ten androgens participants in this 

category. A majorky of feminine and masculkie partidpants wae also in the 0-5 saond 

category, but not nearly as large of a majority as the androgynous participants. Four feminkie 

participants, 5 masculkie participants, and 3 undk'faentiated partidpants were ki the 6-15 

saonds range The only partidpant ki the l6 saonds or longa range -was undkfaentiated. 

In faa, -with a visual review of Figure 5.20B along -with the numbas of partidpants ki the 

three tkne ranges, the undffaentiated partidpants had longa kiitial times in genaal and had 

the three of the five longest kiitial tknes for this task, kicludkig the two longest. The longa 

times of the undffaentiated participants suggest that thae could be some genda 

dffaences ki the kiitial tknes for Task 2; howeva, the possibkky of such genda dffaences 

wiU be dscussed in more daak in the next chapta. 
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Figure 5.20B: Genda-Based Distribution of Initial Tknes for Task 2 

For the thkd task (the raent legislation searching task), the range of tknes -was 

similar to those for Task 2; howeva, the dstribution -was dsskrular. Figure 5.21 illustrates 

the dstribution of initial tunes aaoss all participants. Only 11 of the partidpants had kiitial 

times for Task 3 ki the 0-5 saond range, compared to 20 in Task 2. More partidpants had 

initial tknes ki the 6-15 saonds range for Task 3, -with l6, than for Task 2, with 11. Likewise, 

thae was a greata numba of partidpants ki Task 3 than Task 2 ki the l6 saonds or longa 

tkne range—six partidpants compared to two partidpants. 

15 20 

Participant 

Figure 5.21: Distribution of Initial Tknes for Task 3 
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The sex-based dstribution, shown in Figure 5.22A, is fakly consistait aaoss sex. 

Seven fanales and four m îles wa-e ki the 0-5 second initial tkne category. The majority of 

males and faiiides, nkie :uid seven respativdy, were ki the midde range of 6-15 saonds. 

Three males and tiiree females were in the longest time category, 16 saonds or longa. Of 

the partidpants with the five longest times, three were female and two wae male, a fakly 

equal pacentage of each sex. 
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Figure 5.22A: Sex-Based Distribution of Initial Tknes for Task 3 

The genda-based dstribution for Task 3 -was less consistent aaoss genda than the 

sex-based dstribution -was aaoss sex. Figure 5.22B dspla-ys the genda-based dstribution of 

initial times for Task 3- For three of the gendas—androgynous, femkikie, and masculkie— 

most partidpants fall kito the midde time range. Five androgynous partidpants, four 

femkikie partidpants, six masculkie participants, and one undkfaentiated participant -wae in 

this midde range of 6-15 saonds. Howeva, the majority of undk'faentiated partidpants, 

four, were in the shortest time range, 0-5 saonds. For the otha three gendas, the 0-5 

saond range was the saond most common, -with three androgynous participants, two 

femkikie partidpants, and two masculkie participants. The longest range, 16 saonds or 

longa, had the smallest numbas of androgynous, femkikie, and masculine partidpants, with 

two, one, and one respativdy. Howeva, the longest range had the saond largest numba 

of undiffaentiated participants -with t-wo. 
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Figure 5.22B: Genda-Based Distribution of Initial Tknes for Task 3 

For Task 4 (the endangaed whale browsuig task), the range of tknes was much 

longa than for the previous three tasks, -with more times ki the longest initial time category 

than for any otha task. Figure 5.23 shows the kiitial tknes of the participants for Task 4. No 

partidpants had kiitial times ui the 0-5 saond range. Fourteen participants had times in the 

6-15 saond range, and 19 partidpants had tknes in the l6 saonds or longa range. 

Participant 

Figure 5:23: Distribution of Initial Times for Task 4 
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The sex-basal dstribution of times matched the genaal dstribution, and the 

numbas of participants by sex in each time category wae fakly equivalent. Howeva, as 

Figure 5.24A shows, the fhe longest kiitial times for Task 4 were all by females. In faa, 

these times wae some of the longest kiitial limes for all seven tasks, and t-wo of the times 

were the longest times aaoss all tasks. The longest male time, 39 saonds, was more than 

doubled by the longest fanale time, 84 saonds. These particularly long times for females on 

Task 4 suggest possible sex dk'faences, -wiiich -will be dscussed in daak in Chapta VI. No 

participants had times in the 0-5 saond range, but eight fanales and six males had times ki 

the 6-15 saond range. Eleven females and eight males had times in the 16 saonds or longa 

range. 

A Female 

. Male I 

10 15 

Participants 

Figure 5:24A: Sex-Based Distribution of Initial Tknes for Task 4 

Like the sex-based dstribution for Task 4, the genda-based dstribution suggests 

possible genda dffaences. Figure 5.24B dsplays the genda-based dstribution of kiitial 

tknes for Task 4. Four of the six longest tknes wae from androgynous partidpants, and the 

two otha longest tknes were from undiffaentiated participants. The two longest tknes wae 

both from androgynous participants. Eight, or 80%, of the androgynous partidpants wae ki 

the longest kiitial tkne category. Howeva, the numba of partidpants from otha gendas 

were much more Iknited ki the longest tkne category—only three fankikie partidpants (or 

43%), four masailkie partidpants (or 44%), and four undffaaitiatal partidpants (or 57%). 
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Thus, it appears thae may be genda dffaaices in the kiitial tknes for Task 4, and this 

possibilit>' will be explored m the next chapta. No participants had tknes ki the 0-5 saond 

range. Two luidrogynous partidpmts, foiu- faiknine partidpants, five masculkie partidpants, 

;ind three undffaentiated participants occupied the remaining tkne category, 6-15 saonds. 

4 6 

Participants 

Figure 5:24B: Genda-Based Distribution of Initial Tknes for Task 4 

For the next task. Task 5 (the cooking -website browskig task), the dstribution of 

times was much more concentrated at the Iowa times than ki the previous task. Figure 5.25 

dsplays the genaal dstribution of initial tknes for Task 5. Fkteen participants had kiitial 

times m the 0-5 saond range for Task 5. Eleven participants had initial times ki the 6-15 

saond range, and only seven partidpants had times ki the 16 saonds or longa range 
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Figure 5.25: Distribution of Initial Tknes for Task 5 

Like the sex-based dstribution for Task 4, the sex-based dstribution for Task 5 

suggests possible sex diffaences. Figure 5.26A dsplays the dstributions of initial times for 

Task 5 and shows that considaably more females had smalla initial tknes. Eleven females, 

or 58% of the females, had kiitial tknes in the 0-5 saond category, -whaeas only four males, 

or 29%, had times ki this cat^ory. Five females and six males had times ki the 6-12 saond 

category, and only three females and four males had times ui the l6 saonds or longa 

category. In addtion, the two longest tknes, 61 saonds and 40 saonds, wae male tknes. 

The possibkky of sex-based dkfaences ki initial times for Task 5 -wkl be dscussed furtha in 

Chapta VI. 
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Figure 5.26A: Sex-Based Distribution of Initial Tknes for Task 5 

Although possible genda diffaences -were not as clear, thae may also be genda 

dffaences ki the kiitial tknes for Task 5. Figure 5.26B dsplays the dstribution of kiitial 

tknes by genda for Task 5. Androgynous partidpants mostly had fast complaion times, 

with six participants ki the 0-5 saond range, two partidpants in the 6-15 second range, and 

two partidpants ki the l6 saonds or longa range. Masculine participants also had fasta 

times in genaal, -with four partidpants ki the 0-5 saond range, five partidpants ki the 6-15 

saond range, and no partidpants ki the slowest range, 16 saonds or longa. Both femkiine 

and undk'faentiated partidpants -were more evenly dspased. The femkikie participants had 

two partidpants ki the 0-5 saond range, t-wo participants in the 6-15 saond range, and 

three partidpants ki the l6 saonds or longa range. Skmlarly, undffaentiated partidpants 

had three partidpants ki the 0-5 saond range, two participants ki the 6-15 saond range, 

and rwo partidpants in the l6 saonds or longa range. 
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Figure 5.26B: Genda-Based Distribution of Initial Tknes for Task 5 

For Task 6 (the akfare surfuig task), the range of tknes was shorta than the past t-wo 

tasks. Figure 5.27 klustrates the genaal dstribution of initial tknes for Task 6. Like Task 5, 

the Task 6 kiitial tknes clustaed at the shorta tknes. Seventeen of the partidpants had tknes 

in the shortest range, 0-5 saonds. Tlkrteen partidpants had tknes ki the next range, 6-15 

saonds. Only three partidpants had times in the longest range: l6 saonds or longa. 
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Figure 5.27: Distribution of Initial Tknes for Task 6 

like previous examkiation of sex-diffaences, the sex-based dstribution of kiitial 

times for Task 6 kidcated that sex dffaences could exist. Figui-e 5.28A dsplays the 
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dstribution of the kiitial tunes for T;isk 6 by sex. The three longest initial times wae all the 

tknes of fanales. In faa, no males had times ui the longest tkne category, 16 saonds or 

longa, and three feniides had times ki this cat^ory. Seven females and six males were the ki 

the 6-15 saonds categoiy, ;uid nme lanales ;ind dglit males wae ki the 0-5 saond category. 
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Figure 5.28A: Sex-Based Distribution of Initial Tknes for Task 6 

Figure 5.28B dsplays the genda-based dstribution of kiitial tknes for Task 6. The 

androgynous participants only had kiitial times in rwo categories: dght partidpants in the 0-5 

saonds category and two participants ki the 6-15 saonds category. Likewise, the feminkie 

partidpants only had kiitial times ki two cat^ories: thra partidpants ki the 0-5 saonds 

category and four partidpants ki the 6-15 saonds cat^ory. Both the masculine participants 

and the undiffaentiated participants had times in all three categories. Four masculkie 

partidpants -were ki the 0-5 saonds category, and three masculkie participants ki the 6-15 

saonds category, and IAM) masculkie participants ki the l6 saonds or longa category. T-wo 

undffaentiated partidpants occupied the 0-5 saonds category, and four undffaentiated 

partidpants occupied the 6-15 saonds category, and one undffaentiated partidpants 

occupied the 16 saonds or longa category. 
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Figure 5.28B: Genda-Based Distribution of Initial Tknes for Task 6 

The dstribution of kiitial tunes for Task 6 and Task 7 -were simkar. Figure 5.29 

illustrates this dstribution of the participants' initial tknes for Task 7. For Task 7 (the vehicle 

findkig task), 16 participants had initial tknes in the 0-5 saond category, compared to 17 ui 

Task 6. Also sknkar between Task 6 and Task 7 wae the numba of participants ki the 6-15 

saond category of initial times: 15 for Task 7 and 13 for Task 6. Only t-wo participants for 

Task 7 were in the longest time range, which was close to the three partidpants from Task 6 

in this category. 
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The breakdown of the genaiil dstribution by sex suggests some sex-based 

diffaences could exist ki the initial task times for Task 7. Figure 5.30A dsplays the sex-

based dstribution of the kiitial tunes for Task 7. A dear majority of female partidpants, 13 

of 19, had kiitial tknes ki the 0-5 scvond r:uige. Only three males, of 14, had kiitial tknes ki 

the 0-5 saond range. But, a majority of males had times ki the 6-15 saond range, and only 

five females had tknes ui this range The 16 saonds or longa range had the lowest numba 

of female and male participants, with t-wo and one participants respeaively. 
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Figure 5.30A: Sex-Based Distribution of Initial Tknes for Task 7 

Figure 5.30B dsplays the genda-based dstribution of the kiitial times for Task 7. As 

Figure 5.30B shows, both the androgynous and masculuie gendas had no participants ki the 

longest time range, 16 saonds or longa. Five androgynous participants -wae in the 0-5 

saond range, and the otha five were in the 6-15 saond range. Thra masculkie participants 

were ki the 0-5 saond range, and the remakikig six wae ki the 6-15 saond range The 

femmkie and undffaentiated partidpants occupied all three tkne ranges. Five fankikie and 

three undiffaentiated partidpants wae ki the 0-5 saonds range, and one feminkie and 

three undffaentiated partidpants -were ki the 6-15 saond range. Only one femkikie and 

one undk'faentiated participant were ki the l6 saonds or longa range. 
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Figure 5.30B: Genda-Based Distribution of Initial Times for Task 7 

Sex-Based Initial Time Ranges and Avaages 

For a fuUa examkiation of possible sex and genda dkfaences in the kiitial times for 

Tasks 1 to 7,1 next analyzed the ranges of kiitial times and the avaage initial times for the 

seven tasks by sex and genda. Figures 5.31A and 5.31B focus on the sex-based range and 

avaage initial tknes. Figure 5.31B solely presents the sex-based avaage initial times for a 

closa comparison. As shown ki Figure 5.31A for Task 1, the females and males had fakly 

equal tkne ranges, with the females' range 60 saonds and the males' range 63 saonds. As 

iUustrated in Figure 5.31B, the avaages for the two sexes for Task 1 -were also simkar—the 

males had an avaage of 21 saonds and the females 20 saonds. 

Although the avaage initial times for females and males ki Task 2 wae very close, at 

six and seven saonds respeaively, the range was not as close. The females had a 15 saond 

range, starting at one saond and gokig to l6 saonds. Howeva, the males had a 20 saond 

range, startkig at three sounds and gokig to 23 saonds. 

The range and avaage for males and females ki Task 3 \ \ ^ dose Females had kiitial 

times as low as 3 saonds and as high as 22 saonds for Task 3 (19 saonds ki length); 

whaeas males had times as low as two saonds and as high as 23 saonds (21 saonds ki 

loigth). The avaages were also dose females' avaage was seven saonds and males' avaage 

was 10 saonds. 
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For Task 4, fanales had a considaably longa range than males: 82 saonds 

compared to 31 saonds. The shortest fanale's tkne was 2 saonds, but the longest was 84 

saonds. For males the shortest time in Task \ was 8 saonds and the longest was 39 

saonds. The a\aage kiitial time for fanales was 28 saonds, and the avaage for males was 

20 saonds. This dkfaaice in avaage times for Task 4 was the largest dffaences baween 

males and females on the seven tasks. 

Task 5 also had noticeable dk'faences ki the range and avaages for females and 

males. Unlk^e Task 4, howex-a, niiiles had the long range ki Task 5: 58 saonds. The females 

had a much shorta range 32 saonds. The shortest tune for females was thra saonds, and 

three saonds for males. The longest time for females was 34 saonds, but for males k -was 

58 saonds, seemkigly much longa. The avaage tkne for females was nine saonds; the 

avaage tkne for males, howeva, -was 15 saonds, a diffaence of seven saonds (the saond 

longest dkfaence ki avaage). 

The tknes for Task 6 also had some diffaences between males and females, but the 

dkfaences were not as large. The shortest time for females -was three saonds and the 

longest -was 30 saonds, makkig a range 32 saonds. The shortest tkne for males -was 2 

saonds, but the longest tune -was only 15 saonds, much shorta than the females' longest 

tkne The 13 saonds range for the males was also shorta than for the females. The avaage 

time for females -was dght saonds, close to the avaage tkne for males, 7 saonds. 

The times for Task 7 -were even dosa than Task 6. The range of times for females 

was 18 saonds, startkig at 2 saonds and going to 20 saonds. The range for males was 27 

saonds, startkig at 3 saonds and gokig to 30 saonds. The avaage tknes wae fakly dose 

females had a six-saond avaage and males a nine-saond avaage for Task 7. 

Aaoss all seven tasks, thae appeared to be some sex-based dffaences. For five of 

the seven tasks, the females had shorta avaage kiitial tknes. For Task 4, one task ki wiiich 

fanales reached the higha avaage, thek avaage was dght saonds above the males' 

avaage, the largest gap ki avaages baween the sexes. For five tasks, males exhibked the 

longa range lengths. The possibkky of sex-based dffaences will be dscussed ki Chapta 

VI. 
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Figure 5.31B: Avaage of Sex-Based Complaion Tknes for Tasks 1-7 

Genda-Based Initial Time Ranges and Avaages 

Figures 5.32A-C klustrate the genda-based range and avaage uiformation for the 

seven tasks. Figure 5.32A shows the range and avaage uiformation for Tasks 1-3, and 

Figure 5.32B shows the range and avaage kiformation for Tasks 4-7. Figure 5.32C provides 

a daaked comparison of just the avaages aaoss the seven tasks and four gendas. 

For Task 1, the length of the ranges varies a fak amount. Femkikie participants had 

the shortest range, 20 saonds, with a low of 9 saonds and a high of 29 saonds. 

Androgynous participants had the saond shortest range, 48 saonds (from 1 saond to 49 
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saonds), -wiiich was more than double the range of the feminkie participants. Both 

masailkie piirtidpants and imcUffaentiated pai-ticipants had long ranges, with 63 saonds (2 

saonds to 65 saonds) and 54 sc\:onds (6 saonds to 60 saonds) respeaivdy. The femkikie 

and androgynous particifxmts' avaages were the same, 15 saonds. The masculkie and 

undkfaentiated participants' averages were dose at 25 saonds and 27 saonds respeaively. 

The tunes for Task 2 wae much closa aaoss the four gendas. Androgynous 

participants had a low of 1 saond, a liigh of 8 saonds, an avaage of 4 saonds, and a range 

length of 7 saonds. Femkikie participants had a low of 2 saonds, a higli of 8 saonds, an 

avaage of 5 saonds, and a range length of 6 saonds. For masculkie partidpants, the range 

was 10 saonds, from 4 to l4 saonds, with an avaage of 10 saonds. Undiffaentiated 

participants had the same avaage, 10 saonds, but the range -was longa at 19 saonds (from 

4 saonds to 23 saonds). 

The times for Task 3 "were even closa for the four gendas. The low times wae 

within 2 saonds of each otha: 4 saonds for androgynous participants, 2 saonds for 

femkikie pjartidpants, 4 saonds for masculine participants, and 3 saonds for 

undffaentiated partidpants. The high times -were also close, all withki thra saonds of each 

otha: 20 saonds for androgynous participants, 22 saonds for femkikie participants, 23 

saonds for masculkie partidpants, and 20 saonds for undkfaentiated participants. The 

femkikie and undffaentiated participants had the same avaage tkne 9 saonds. The 

avaage times for androgynous and masculkie partidpants were only one saond longa: 10 

saonds. 
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Figure 5.32A: Range and Avaage of Genda-Based Complaion Tknes for Tasks 1-3 

The genda-based range and avaage for Task 4 varied more aaoss the four gendas 

than for Task 3- Pahaps the most noticeable range in Figure 5.32B -was that of the 

andogynous partidpants for Task 4, since this -was the longest range at 76 saonds. The 

quickest androgynous tune for Task 4 was 8 saonds, the longest time 84 saonds, and the 

avaage 36 saonds. Feminine participants had a low of 8 saonds, a high of 38 saonds, an 

avaage of 18 saonds, and a range length of 29 saonds. Masculkie participants had a low of 

8 saonds, a high of 27 saonds, an avaage of 15 saonds, and a range length of 19 saonds. 

The undiffaentiated partidpants had a fakly long range for Task 4, although at 48 saonds, 

the range -was stkl much shorta than the androgynous partidpants' 84 saond range. The 

undffaentiated partidpants' low tune, 11 saonds, was higha than the otha genda's low 

tknes. The high tkne for undffaentiated partidpants -was 59 saonds, and the avaage was 

48 saonds. 

Some variay also occurred among the avaages and ranges for Task 5. The most 

conspicuous diffaence was the masculkie partidpants' comparatively short range of 8 

seconds (from tw^ to ten saonds) and low avaage of 6 saonds. The three otha gendas 

had much higha numbas. Androgynous partidpants had a low of 3 saonds, a high of 40 

saonds, an avaage of 10 saonds, and a range length of 37 saonds. Undffaentiated 

participants wae fakly sknkar, with a low of 3 saonds, a high of 33 saonds, an avaage of 

12 saonds, and a range length of 30 saonds. The femkikie participants had the longest 

range for the task, 59 saonds (from two to 6l saonds), and highest avaage, 20 saonds. 
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For the next task. Task 6, the rmge of kiitial times was dosa than for Task 5. The 

ranges were 9 saonds for androgynous (two to 11 saonds), 12 saonds for fankikie (three 

to 15 saonds), 27 saonds for masculkie (thra to 30 saonds), and 18 saonds for 

undffaentiated (foiu to 22 saonds). Howeva, the avaage tknes were also dosa—withki 5 

saonds of eadi otha: 5 saonds androgynous, 7 saonds for fankikie 10 saonds for 

masculine, and 9 saonds for imdiffaentiated. 

For the se\enth task, the avaages of kiitial tknes varied by 5 saonds. The avaage 

tknes were as follows: 6 saonds for androgynous participants, 7 saonds for femkiine 

partidpants, 7 saonds for masculkie participants, and 11 saonds for undffaentiated 

participants. Androgynous participants had a low tkne of 3 saonds, a high of 15 saonds, 

and a range of 12 saonds. Femkikie participants had a low time of 3 saonds, a high of 20 

saonds, and a range of 17 saonds. iVIasculine partidpants had the lowest tknes with 7 

saonds for thek avaage, a low of t-wo 2, and a high of 11 saonds. Undiffaentiated 

partidpants had a low tkne of 4 saonds, a high of 30 saonds, and a range of 26 saonds. 

The dkfaences in ranges and avaages for the four gendas in the seven tasks could 

indcate possible genda-dk'faences ki tarns of kiitial time spent on task. For example, for 

four tasks undiffaentiated partidpants had the longest avaage times, and for three tasks the 

androgynous participants had the shortest avaage tunes. Also, masculkie participants had 

the shortest ranges for three tasks. The possibkky of these times, avaages, and ranges 

supportkig genda-dtffaences -will be dscussed ki detak ki the next chapta. 
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Figure 5.32C: Avaage of Genda-Based Complaion Times for Tasks 1-7 

Task Success Rate 

The next area that I examkie is the task success rate. This was the rate at wiiich 

participants successfully complaed tasks. Wkh this data, I was able to analyze whaha sex 

and/or genda dffaences existed ki the success of complakig tasks and k dffaent sexes or 

gendas complaed certaki tasks more or less successfuUy. I aeated three levds: 
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• Not Successful: for tasks in wiiich the partidpants dd not successfully complae the 

task. These kiclude tasks wiiae the participants gave up, said that they "do not 

know," and ki which partidpants may have thought that they complaed the task 

successfully but dd not. 

• Somewhat Successful: for tasks in which the participants had some success 

complaing the task, but wa-e not complaely successful. This kicludes tasks in wiiich 

the partidpants would fkid pai't of the information, but not all; in -wiiich the 

participants complaed part of the task and thought that they wae totally successful 

but -were not; and tasks ki wiiich the partidp)ants told me how they would complae 

the tasks, but dd not complae the task themselves. 

• Successful: for the tasks in -which the partidpants successfully complaed the tasks 

accordkig to what the task asked for. 

Figures 5.33-5.46B dsplay the pacentage of genaal, sex-based, or genda-based 

partidpants ki each level of success for each task. Figure 5.33 klustrates the genaal 

breakdown of partidpants kito the three success levels for Task 1 (the photography task). A 

large pacentage of partidpants was successful at Task 1:85%. Nine pacent of participants 

were not successful at Task 1, and 6% were somewiiat successful. 

• Not 
Successful 

D Somewhat 
Successful 

D Successful 

85% 

Figure 5.33: Partidpants' Task 1 Success 
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The breakdown b>' sex shows a slightly dfferait dstribution. Figure 5.34A dsplays 

the pacentage of participmits by sex in the thi-a success levds for Task 1. The females dd 

not fuUy match the gaia-;il dstribution baause the females dd not have any participants m 

the somewhat successful oit^ory. Howeva, 95% of the females successfully complaed 

Task 1, and 5"/b dd not successfully complae Task 1. Males dd have partidpants ki all thra 

cat^ories, with 71% in the .successful categoiy, 14% in the somewhat successful category, 

and l4% ki the not successful category. 

• Not 
Successful 

• Somewhat 
Successful 

H Successful 

Female Male 

Sex 

Figure 5.34A: Sex-Based Task 1 Success 

The genda breakdown also shows some diffaences in dstribution -wiien compared 

to the genaal dstribution. Figure 5.34B dsplays the dstribution of the four gendas in the 

three success levds. No genda had partidpants ki all thra success levels. Most gendas had 

partidpants ki two levels, but the masculkie genda had partidpants only in the successful 

category. Androgynous participants wae in t-wo levels: not successful at 20% of the 

androgynous participants and successful at 80% of the androgynous partidpants. Femkikie 

partidpants -wae ki two levels also: somewhat successful, at 29% of the femkiine 

partidpants, and successful, at 71% of the femkiine participants. Fourteen pacent of the 

undffaentiated partidpants wae ki the not successful levd, and 86% wae ki the successful 

levd. 
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Figure 5.34B: Genda-Based Tiisk 1 Success 

Unlike Task 1, the participants only appeared in t-wo success levels for Task 2 (the 

tour date task). Figure 5.35 illustrates the genaal dstribution of the partidpants in the thra 

success levels for Task 2. As with Task 1, the largest pacentage of participants, 97%, -was in 

the successful levd. Only 3%) of participants wae in the not successful level, and no 

partidpants -wae in the somewhat successful level. 

• Not 
Successful 

o Somewhat 
Successful 

• Successful 

97% 

Figure 5.35: Partidpants' Task 2 Success 

The Task 2 dstribution of the two sexes ki the success levds show« the sex of the 

skigle participant who was not successful. Figure 5.36A klustrates the sex-based dstribution 

in the success levds. One hundred pacent of the male partidpants wae ki the successful 

levd, but only 95% of female participants were ki the successful levd. Five pacent of female 

participants, or one participant, -was ki the not successful level. 
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Figure 5.36A: Sex-Based Task 2 Success 

Like the sex-based dstribution, the genda-based dstribution for Task 2 shows the 

genda of the skigle partidpant wiio was not successful with Task 2. The genda-based 

dstribution for Task 2 is shown ki Figure 5.36B. Three gendas, androgynous, masculkie, 

and undkfaentiated had a 100% success rate for Task 2. Howeva, the feminine 

partidpants wae not as successful. E ight-six pacent of feminkie participant dd successfuUy 

complae Task 2, but 14%) -were not successful at Task 2. 

100 
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a Successful 

Andro Fem Undif 

Gender 

Figure 5.36B: Genda-Based Task 2 Success 

Figure 5.37 dsplays the success levd of participants for Task 3 (the legislation task). 

As with Task 1, the largest pacentage of participants, 82%, was ki the successful levd. 

Twelve pacent of partidpants wae ki the not successful levd, and 6% wae ki the 

somewiiat successful level. 
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Figure 5.37: Participants' Task 3 Success 

Although partidpants were found in aU three levels of success, male participants 

•were only ki two levds. Figure 5.38A shows the sex-base dstribution in the three levels. 

Nkiety-three pacent of males -were successful on Task 3, and only 7%> -were not successful. 

Seventy-four pacent of females -were successful on Task 3, l6% -were somewiiat successful, 

and 11% were not successful (these pacentages equal more than 100% due to roundng). 
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Figure 5.38A: Sex-Based Task 3 Success 

Figure 5.38B dsplays the pacentages of each genda ki the three levds of success 

for Task 3. Only one genda, androgynous, had partidpants ki all three success levds: not 

successful (10% of androgynous partidpants), somewhat successful (10% of androgynous 

participants), and successful (80% of androgynous partidpants). Femkikie partidpants were 

the only otha genda to haye partidpants that wae somewhat successful, with 14% of the 
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fanmkie partidpants ki tills levd. The otha 86% of the faninine partidpants successfully 

complded Task 5- The masculine pai-tidpimts wae dtha not successful (11%) or successful 

(89%) at Task 3. Likewise, the imdkfaentiated partidpants were dtha successful (71%) or 

not successful (29-^o) at Tcisk 3-

100 
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a Successful 

Andro Undif 

Gender 

Figure 5.38B: Genda-Based Task 3 Success 

For the fourth task (the endangaed -whale task), the majority of partidpants was not 

successful, as shown in Figure 5.39- Fkty-five pacent of partidpants dd not complae Task 

4 successfuUy. Only 27% d d complete Task 4 successfully, and 18% wae somewhat 

successful. 

55% 
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Figure 5.39: Participants' Task 4 Success 

The sex-based dstribution of the Task 4 success refleaed the genaal dstribution, 

^ th only slight dffaences among the sexes ( sa Figure 5.40A). Both the pacentage of 
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malffi and the percentage of females in the not successful levd wae fairly dose to the 

pacaitage of genaal ptutidpuits: 53% of fanales, 57% of male ,̂ and 55% of the gaiaal 

p:u-ticipants wae ki this le\d. The feni;iles ;uid males had a greata dffaence ki the 

pacentage of somewhat successful participants. Twenty-one pacent of the females wae ki 

the somewiiat successful levd and l4% of the males wae in this same levd. Howeva, for 

the successful le\d the pacentages were once agaki dose: 26% of females and 29% of males 

•wae in the successful category. 
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Figure 5.40A: Sex-Based Task 4 Success 

The genda-based dstribution among the three success levels is klustrated ki Figure 

5.40B. Like the sex-based and genaal dstribution, the largest pacentage of each genda was 

in the not successful category: 60% of androgynous partidpants, 43% of feminkie 

participants, 56%) of masculkie partidpants, and 57% of undffaentiated partidpants. 

Howeva, the four gendas varied somewiiat ki the otha two success levels. Androgynous 

partidpants only occupied one otha level; 40% of androgynous participants wae ki the 

successful category. Undffaentiated partidpants also only occupied one addtional levd, but 

for the undffaentiated participants, this -was the somewhat successful levd, with 45% of 

undffaentiated partidpants. The femkikie participants occupied both of the otha levels: 

29% of femkikie partidpants -were ki the somewiiat successful levd and 29% vvae in the 

successful levd. The masculkie partidpants also occupied the two otha levds; with 11%) of 

masculine partidpants ki the somewiiat successful level and 33%) of the masculkie 

participants in the successful level. 
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Figure 5.40B: Genda-Based Task 4 Success 

For the fkth task (the cookkig website task), the dstribution of partidpants ki the 

three success levds was \er)- dtffaent than for Task 4. Figure 5.41 dsplays the pacentages 

of the partidpants ki each level of success for Task 5. Eight-five pacent of participants wae 

in the successful level for Task 5. T-welve pacent wae ki the not successful cat^ory, and 

only 3% -wae in the somewiiat successful category. 
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Figure 5.41: Participants' Task 5 Success 

Figure 5.42A dsplays the dstribution of the pacentages of each sex ki the thra 

success levds for Task 5. A large pacentage of both females (89%) and males (79%) ̂ ^^e ki 

the successful levd for Task 5. The remakikig 11% of females were ki the not successful 

category. Howeva, the remakikig males wae dstributed ki the two otha categories. Seven 
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pacoit of males were ki the somewiiat successful category, and 15% were ki the not 

successful category for Task 5. 
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Figure 5.42A: Sex-Based Task 5 Success 

Although the sex-based dstribution of success levels for Task 5 shows some variety, 

the genda-based dstribution shows more variay. Figure 5.42B dsplays the genda-based 

dstribution of the gendas in the three success levels. T-wo gendas, femkiine and 

undffaentiated had 1(X)% of thek participants in the successful level. Masculkie 

partidpants were only ki t-wo levels—not successful -with 22% of masculuie partidpants and 

successful -with 78%) masculkie partidpants. Androgynous participants occupied aU three 

levds. Twenty pacent of androgynous participants were in the not successful category, and 

10% -were in the somewiiat successful cat^ory. Seventy pacent of androgynous participants 

wae in the successful level for Task 5. 
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Figure 5.42B: Genda-Based Task 5 Success 
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success 

For the next task, Task 6 (the curfare task), the majority of partidpants wae also 

the successful category. Figiu-e 5. i3 dsplays the pacentage of partidpants ki each 

category. Eighty-two pa-cent of partidpants were in the successful category, and 15% were 

in the not successful category. Only 5% of the partidpants were ki the somewhat successful 

category. 
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Figure 5.43: Participants' Task 6 Success 

Figure 5.44A klustrates the dstribution by sex of the partidpants ki thra success 

levels. The female partidpants occupied aU thra levels with 11% in the not successful levels, 

5% ki the somewhat successful level, and 84% in the successful level. One the otha hand, 

males only occupied two levels: not successful with 21%) of the males and successful with 

79% of the males. 
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Figure 5.44A: Sex-Based Task 6 Success 
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like the males ki the sexdxisal dstribution for Task 6, thra gendas ki the genda-

based dstribution occupied only two success levds. Figure 5.44B dsplays the genda-based 

dstribution among the three success levels. The :,indrogynous genda was the only genda ki 

all three success lex'ds for Task 6. Twenty pacent of androgynous participants wae ki the 

not successful le\-d, 10% in the somewiiat successful level, and 70% in the successful levd. 

Femkikie partidpants were one of the three gendas that occupied only t-wo success 

levds for Task 6; they ocaipied the not successful level (14%) and the successful levels 

(86%). Likewise, masailkie partidpants ocaipied just two levels, also not successful (11%)) 

and successful (89). Undkfaentiated partidpants were the thkd genda -who occupied these 

two levds, with 24%) ki the not successful level and 86% ki the successful levels, matching 

the females' pacentages exactly. 

Gender 
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Figure 5.44B: Sex-Based Task 6 Success 

For the fkial task, Task 7 (the perfea vehide task), the partidpants wae dtha not 

successful or successful. Figure 5.45 dsplays the pacent of participants ki the success levds. 

Nkiay-one pacent of partidpants wae ki the successful levd for Task 7, and only 9% of 

the partidpants -were ki the not successful level. 
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Figure 5.45: Participants' Task 7 Success 

Figure 5.46A shows the dstribution of males and fanales ui the two success 

categories for Task 7. One hundred pacent of males occupied one category, -wiiich was 

successful. The females occupied two categories—successful with 84% and not successful 

with 16%. 
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Figure 5.46A: Sex-Based Task 7 Success 

The only partidpants ki the not successful category, females, were dstributed among 

ki three gendas: androgynous, femkikie, and masculkie, as shown in Figure 5.46B. The 

undffaentiated genda had 100%o of partidpants in the successful category. Femkikie 

partidpants had successful (86%o) participants and unsuccessful participants (14%). 

Masculkie partidpants also occupied the successful category, with 89% of masculkie 

participants, and the not successful category, with 11%) of masculkie partidpants. 

Androgynous partidpants had sknkar numbas to the masculkie partidpants, with 90% of 
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androgynous partidpiuits ki the successful category md 10% of androgynous partidpants ki 

the not successful category. 
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Figure 5.46B: Genda-Based Task 7 Success 

In summary, thae appears to be slight diffaences in sex and larga dffaences ki 

genda in the success of partidpants across the seven tasks. For one task, Task 4, the males 

and females had close pacentages of successful participants, but in three otha tasks females 

wae more successful. In Task 5 feminine and undkfaentiated partidpants -wae aU 

successful at the tasks, but the otha gendas dd not have as many successful partidpants. 

On the otha hand, ki Task 4 no imcUffaentiated partidpants wae successful. For four 

tasks, 80% or more of masculkie partidpants -were successful, and, lU êwise, for four tasks 

(not naessarky the same tasks) femkikie partidpants were successful. But for only thra 

tasks were 80%o or more of the androgynous partidpants successful, and for five tasks, 80% 

or more of undiffaentiated partidpants wae successful. These possible sex and genda 

dffaences -wiU be explored ki Chapta VI. 

Initial Participant Navigation Choices 

The next area of examkiation is the kiitial partidpant navigation choices. The kktial 

navigation choices wae the fkst navigational mahod that the participants chose to use for 

each of the tasks. The kiitial mahod demonstrates what mahod the partidpants prefa to 

use Sknply examkikig the ovaall navigational mahod would Iknit the fkidkigs since the 
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websites are not always designa! ki such a way that the participants can, or can figure out 

how, to navigate uskig thek prefaral mahod. Thus, by examkikig the kiitial mahod chosen 

and then the ovaall na\igational method, 1 was able to daamkie how the partidpants fkst 

navigated (kidcating thdr prefaence) and thdr ovaall navigation (kidcatkig the mahod 

they deem wkl be successful). Figiues 5.47-5.48C klustrate the kiitial navigational mahods 

acTOSs aU participants, by sex. and also by genda, for the seven tasks. 

For the initial mahods I categorized the navigation as one of two types: 

• Landmark: a navigational method ki -which a route -was learned and a route-based 

strat^y employed with catain route identkykig markas—landnarks—used to 

•wayfind Landmark navigation on websites kicludes the use of the navigational Ikiks 

and use of ki-text links; and a route strategy-was landmark-based ki -which a spedfic 

route -was leamed 

• Global: a navigational mahod ki -which poskion -was tracked by geographical and 

cardinal rrfaence pokits. Global navigation on webskes includes the use of brow«a 

controls like "go" and "history," use of the search engkie on the webske, use of a 

ske map, use of browsa "fkid" command, and use of the URL address bar for 

typkigURLs. 

Figure 5.47 dsplays the partidpants' chosen kiitial navigational mahod for the seven 

tasks. Only for three tasks. Task 1, Task 3 and Task 5, dd more partidpants choose an kiitial 

landmark navigational method than a global navigational method. For the remakikig five 

tasks, more partidpants chose a global navigation method For Task 1 (the photography 

website task), 21 participants (or 64%o) started with a landmark navigation mahod, and 12 

partidpants (or 36%)) started with a global navigation mahod. In Task 2 (the tour date task), 

only six partidpants (or 18%o) chose a landmark navigation mahod, and 27 (or 82%) chose a 

global navigation mahod. like Task 1, ki Task 3 (the legislation task) more partidpants 

chose a landmark kiitial navigation mahod than a global kiitial navigation mahod: 18 (or 

55%) compared to 15 (or 45%). For Task 4 (the endangaed whales task), more partidpants 
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diose a global kiitial naxigation mahod, 23 participants or 70%, than chose a landmark 

kiitiiil nax-igation mahod, 10 piutidpants or 30%. The Task 4 numbas wae revasal for 

Task 5 (the cookkig website task): 23 participants (or 70%) chose a landmark kiitial 

navigation mahod :uid 10 partidpants (or 30%) chose a global mitial navigation mahod. 

The kiitial navigation mahod most diosen for Task 6 (the akfare task) was global, with 29 

partidpants (88%). The raiiiunkig foui- participants (or 12%) chose a landmark kktial 

navigation mahod The numbas for Task 7 (the pafea vehide task) wae quite dose as 

wae the niuiiba for Task 6: 28 partidpants (85 %) chose a global kiitial navigation mahod 

and five partidpants (15'>o) chose a landnark kiitial navigation method. 

Figure 5.47: Participants' Initial Navigation Mahod for Tasks 1-7 

Figures 5.48A and 5.48B show the sex-based kiitial navigation mahods for the seven 

tasks. Figure 5.48A dsplays the kiitial choices for the fkst three tasks. For Task 1, thae was 

a gap between the navigational mahod choices of males and females. Seventy-four pacent 

of females chose a landmark kiitial navigational method; whaeas only 43% of males chose a 

landmark kiitial navigational mahod. Convasdy, only 26% of females chose a global kiitial 

navigational mahod for Task 1, and 57%) of males chose a global kiitial navigational mahod 

The pacentages of male and females participants wae even more dvase for Task 2. 

Eighty-nkie pacent of females and 29% of males chose a global kiitial navigational mahod 

for Task 2. Eleven pacent of females and 71%o of males chose a landmark kiitial 

navigational mahod for Task 2. For Task 3, the pacentages of females and males wae 
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dosa than for Task 1 and Task 2. Thk-ty-sevoi pacent of fanales and 57% of males chose 

a global mitial navigational mahod; and 63% of females and 43% of males chose a landmark 

initial navigational mahod for Task 3. 

I • Landmark 

D Global 
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Tl T2 T3 

Sex & Task 

Figure 5.48A: Sex-Based Initial Navigation Mahod for Tasks 1-3 

Figure 5.48B dsplays the sex-based initial tknes for Tasks 4 to 7. The sex-based 

initial navigation methods for Task 4 were closa than for any otha task—just 10% apart. 

Seventy-four pacent of females and 64% of males chose a global initial navigation method, 

and 26% of females and 36% of males chose a global initial navigation mahod. The males' 

initial navigational mahod choice for Task 5 was evenly splk, -with 50% global and 50%o 

landmark. Howeva, the females' kiitial navigational mahod choices wae -widely splk, -with 

16% global and 84%) landmark. The sexes' choice of kiitial navigational mahod for Task 6 

-was diffaent. On one hand, dghty-nine pacent of females used a global initial navigational 

mahod and only l4%o of males used a global initial navigational method. On the otha 

hand 86%o of males and 11%) of females chose a landmark kiitial navigational mahod. For 

the last task, Task 7, males had the largest pacentage of partidpants, aaoss all seven tasks, 

wiio chose a landmark kiitial navigational mahod. Nkiay-thra of males chose a landmark 

kiitial navigational mahod, but only 21%o of females chose this kiitial method. Seventy-nkie 

pacent of females and 7%o of males chose a global kiitial navigational mahod for Task 7. 
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Figure 5.48B: Sex-Based Initial Navigation Mahod for Tasks 4-7 

For the examkiation of the global and landmark kiitial navigation mahod choices by 

the four gendas, I separated the global choices from the landmark choices ki Figures 5.48C 

and 5.48D. Figure 5.48C dsplays the pacentage of participants by genda who chose a 

^obal initial navigation mahod, and Figure 5.48D shows the pacentage of participants by 

genda -wiio chose a landmark initial navigation mahod. Comparkig the two figures, it is 

dear that a global kiitial navigational mahod was chosen by greata pacentages of 

partidpants aaoss the four gendas. Howeva, the findings dd vary by task and genda. Few 

masculkie partidpants chose a landmark initial navigational mahod for any task, and for 

Task 2, no masculuie partidpants used a landmark kiitial navigational mahod. For the 

remainuig six tasks, at least 67%) of masculkie participants chose a global initial navigational 

mahod Task 1 with 67%, Task 3 with 89%o, Task 4 with 89%, Task 5 with 67%, Task 6 wkh 

89%, and Task 7 -with 89%. 

The femkikie partidpants were also fakly polar in thek kiitial navigational mahod 

choices; howeva, femkiine partidpants wae more Ikcdy to choose landmark mahods than 

global mahod. For two tasks. Task 1 and Task 3, femkikie participants only chose a 

landmark mahod for kiitial navigation. But the pacentages of femkune participants who 

chose landmark mahods were not as one-side as the pacentage of masculkie participants 

who chose global mahods. For kistance, for two tasks, Task 5 and Task 6, a larga 

pacentage of femkikie partidpants chose a global mahod (71% and 86% respativdy) than 
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a kindniiu-k mahod (2Wo md U% respativdy). For the otha five tasks, more femkikie 

partidpants chose a landn^irk method: 100%o for Task 1, 57%) for Task 2,100% for Task 3, 

57% for Task 6, cind 57%) for Task 7. 

Both the androgynous and undffaentiated partidpants had a greata dvasky of 

landmark and global kiitial na\igation use. For three tasks. Task 2, Task 6 and Task 7, a large 

majority of the androgynous piu-tidpants chose a global initial mahod (90%, 100%, and 

100% respativdy-). Also, for Task 4, 60% of the androgynous partidpants chose a global 

initial mahod For anotha two tasks. Task 1 and Task 5, more androgynous participants 

chose a landmark kiitial mahod, with 60% for Task 1 and 70% for Task 5. For the 

remakikig task, Task 3, 50%) of the androgynous participants chose a global initial method, 

and 50'̂  o chose a landmark mahod. The androgynous partidpants wae the only genda 

affkiation to have a half and hak̂  spkt for any task. 

One the one hand the undiffaentiated partidpants had the greatest amount of 

variety, -with a majority of partidpants choosing a global mahod for four tasks, and a 

majority of partidpants choosing a landmark method for three tasks. The majority of 

undiffaentiated partidpants chose a global initial mahod for Task 2 (86%), Task 4 (57%), 

Task 6 (100%), and Task 7 (86%). On the otha hand, majority of undiffaentiated 

partidpants chose a landmark kiitial mahod for Task 1 (57%), Task 3 (71%), and Task 5 

(71%). The uncHffaentiated participants wae also the only genda wiio dd not have the 

same pacentages for Task 6 and Task 7. 

In tams of both genda and sex, dffaences occurred in the choice of landmark and 

global initial navigational methods. For example, a majorky of femkikie participants chose 

landmark mahods for five tasks, and a majority of masculkie partidpants chose global 

mahods for all seven tasks. These dffaences, along with the dffaences dscussed above, 

may be due to sex or genda. The possibkky of sex and genda dffaences wkl be dscussed 

in the next chapta. 
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Figure 5.48C: Genda-Based Global Initial Navigation Method for Tasks 1-7 
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Figure 5.48D: Genda-Based Landmark Initial Navigation Mahod for Tasks 1-7 

Partidpants' Complae Navigation Mahods 

The next area of examkiation is the complete navigational mahods for the 

participants aaoss aU seven tasks. The complete navigational mahods include the kiitial 

navigational mahod and all otha navigational methods used to complae each task. The 

same two initial navigational categories, landmark and global, wae also complae 

navigational mahods. Howeva, I added a thkd category for the complae navigational 

mahods: mixed. The mixed cat^ory was applied when the complae navigational methods 

wae ndtha strongly landmark nor global—wiien the mahods wae fakly evenly mixed. To 
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daamine the navigatiomil mahods, 1 codal each partidpants navigation as landnark or 

global and then coimted the niunte- of each type of navigation for each task. Next, 1 used 

these numbas to daamine the pacaitage of landmark and global mahods each partidpant 

used for each task. Skice most partidpants used a nkx of landmark and global navigation 

mahods to complae tasks, 1 had to daamkie a pa-centage of navigational mahods p a 

task naessary for landnark, mixed, or global to be considaed the complae navigational 

mahod. Figure 5.49A dsplays the dstribution of the pacentages of landmark mahods used 

by each partidpant for each task, and Figure 5.49B dsplays the same kiformation for global 

mahods. The x-axis total of 231 was the niunba of dstribution of the pacentages of 

landmark mahods tasks (total numba of partidpants, 33, multiplied by each task, 7). As 

these two figures show, no dear clustas of tknes occurred except at 100% and 0%. 
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Figure 5.49B: Distribution of the Pacentages of Global Mahods for Each Indvidual Task 

Skice no otha clear clustas occ\irred, 1 then found the standard deviation for the 

pacentages. This standard deviation -was 34.6. Along with the standard deviation, 1 analyzed 

the numbas of mahods. For some tasks, as few as t-wo mahods wae used, and sevaal 

tasks use only th ra mahods. So, I -wanted a pacentage that would aUowthe three mahod 

tasks to be counted as global or landmark. Thus, I needed a pacentage that would aUowtwo 

landmark mahods of three navigational mahods to be counted as landmark or vice vasa. 

The standard deviation from 100 and two-thkds fraaion were nearly the same numba: 65.4 

and 66.7. So, I sa my pacentages at the thkds marks, or at the 33-3% marks. Thus, the three 

cat^ories are 

• L andmark: 67%o (rounded from 66.7) or more of navigational mahods wae 

landmark, and 33%o or less were global 

• Mixed with nux of 66%o to 34%o of global and landmark mahods 

• Global: 67%o (rounded from 66.7) or more of navigational mahods wae global, and 

33% or less were landmark 

Figures 5.50-5.63B show the complae navigational mahods of the genaal participants, the 

participants by sex, and the participants by genda for the seven tasks. 
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Figure 5.50 dsplays the partidpants' complae navigation mahods for Task 1 (the 

photography website task). Sbdy-fom- pa-cent of partidpants used a landmark mahod of 

navigation. Onl\' 69/o of the ptutidpants used a nibced mahod of navigation; and the 

remakikig 30<̂/o used a global mahod of navigation. Thus, for Task 1, the majority of 

partidpations used landnai-k mahods to navigate. The sex and genda breakdown of the 

navigational mahods for the participants is shown ki Figures 5.51A and 5.51B. 

• Landmark 

D Mixed 

• Global 

Figure 5.50: Partidpants' Complae Navigation Mahods for Task 1 

The sex-based findings for the complete navigational methods for Task 1, shown in 

Figure 5.51A, suggest possible sex diffaences exist in the -way that females and males 

navigate the -web. The most common complae navigation mahod for females -was 

landmark, -with 84%) of the females ki this category. Howeva, for males the most common 

complae navigation mahod was global, with 57% of males ki this category. Both males and 

females had only a few partidpants who used mixed mahods of navigation—five pacent of 

females and seven pacent of males. The remainkig 11%) of females used a global mahod; 

and the remakiing 36%o of males used a landmark method. 
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Figure 5.51A: Sex-Based Complete Navigation Methods for Task 1 

Unlkce the three-mahod-pa-sex dstribution ki the sex-based findkigs, no genda 

uses more than two mahods. Figure 5.51B dsplays the genda-based complae navigational 

mahods for Task 1. Three of the four gendas, androgynous, feminine, and masculkie, used 

only global and landmark mahods. Just one genda, undkfaentiated, used mixed mahods, 

along with landmark mahods. Seventy-one pacent of undkfaentiated participants used a 

landmark mahod and 29% used a mixed mahod. Sixty pacent of androgynous partidpants 

used a landmark mahod and 40% used a global method. Feminkie participants also had a 

majority use landmark mahods, 86%o. Only 14% of femkikie participants used global 

mahods for Task 1. The masculine genda was the only genda -with a majority of 

partidpants wiio used global methods (56%o). The remakikig 44% of masculkie participants 

used landmark mahods 

D Landmark 

• Mixed 

B Global 

Fem Masc Undil 

Gender 

Figure 5.51B: Genda-Based Complae Navigation Mahods for Task 1 
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For Task 2 (the toiu date task), the dstribution of complae navigational mahods 

was dffaoit from that of Task 1. Only 21% of participants used landmark mahods ki Task 

2 (sa Figiue 5.52), compared to 64'K) ki Task 1. Forty-nkie pacent of partidpants used 

glohil mahods ki Task 2 :uid 30'),, used mixal, both more than in Task 1 60% and 6% 

respativdy). 

49% 

• Landmark 

n Mixed 

• Global 

30% 

Figure 5.52: Partidpants' Complae Navigation Methods for Task 2 

Females and males had a very simkar pacent of partidpants ki the thra navigation 

mahod categories, as shown in Figure 5.53A. Twenty-one pacent of females and males 

used landmark navigational methods. Thkty-t-wo pacent of females and 29%) of males used 

a mixed mahod Forty-seven pacent of females and 50% of males used global mahods. 

These very sknkar pacentages suggest k was not Ik̂ ely that sex-diffaences exist in the 

complae navigational mahod for Task 2. 
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Figure 5.53A: Sex-Based Complae Navigation Methods for Task 2 

like the fenxiles and males, the femkikie and androgynous gendas were also very 

simkar ki terms of thek navigational choices for Task 2, howeva, the otha two gendas 

•wae not. As shown ki Figure 5.53B, the pacentages of feminkie and androgynous 

participants ki each category wae only, at most, thra pacentage pokits apart. Thkty 

pacent of androgynous and 29%o of femkikie partidpants used landmark mahods. Lkcewise, 

30% of androgynous and 29% of feminine partidpants used global mahods. The largest 

pacent of androgynous and of femkiine partidpants used mixed methods, -with 40% and 

40% respeaively (note that the feminkie pacentages aauaUy equal 101% due to roundkig). 

The masculkie partidpants -were the only partidpants in Task 2 - ^ o chose just two 

navigational mahods—mixed (with ll%o) and global (with 89%). Undtffaentiated 

partidpants wae weU dvided among the three methods, with 29% wiio used landmark 

mahods, 29%) -wiio used mixed mahods, and 43%) who used global methods (note that the 

undiffaentiated pacentages also aaually equal 101% due to roundkig). 
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Figure 5.53B: Genda-Based Complae Navigation Mahods for Task 2 

Figure 5.54 dsplays the partidpants' complae navigational mahods for Task 3 (the 

legislation task). The majority of partidpants, 52%, used landmark mahods. Thkty pacent 

of partidpants used global mahods, and the remakikig 18% used mixed mahods. 
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Figure 5.54: Partidpants' Complete Navigation Methods for Task 3 

Figures 5.55A and 5.55B furtha daak the dstribution of complete navigation 

mahods used by showing the breakdown of domkiant by sex (Figure 5.55A) and genda 

(Figure 5.55B). In Figure 5.55A, the pacentages of male partidpants whose uses -were 

classkied as mixed and global -were exactly the same: 29%o. Howeva, for females, these 

numbas -were dkfaent, wkh ll%o for mixed and 32% for global. Fkty-dg^t pacent of 
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fanales and 43% of males, the kugest paccTitage of toth sexes for this task, wae m the 

landmai-k aitegory. 

Figure 5.55A: Sex-Based Complae Navigation Methods for Task 3 

Akhough males and females had participants ki aU thra navigation mahod 

cat^ories, only two gendas had participants in all three categories. Femkikie participants 

had higha pacentages of participants ki the landmark mahod (86%) and Iowa ui the 

global mahod (14%)). The androgynous participants occupied aU thra categories -with 40% 

in the landmark mahod cat^ory, 40%o in the mixed cat^ory, and 20% in the global 

cat^ory. Lkce the feminine participants, undiffaentiated partidpants also occupied just two 

mahods: landmark with 71%o and global -with 29%o. The masculkie participants -wae the only 

genda in Task 3 to have a majorky of partidpants ki the global category (56%). SmaUa 

pacentages of masculkie partidpants -were ki the landmark category (22%) and the mixed 

category (22%o). 
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Figure 5.55B: Genda-Based Complae Navigation Mahods for Task 3 

Figure 5.56 shows the pacentages of participants in each of the navigation mahod 

categories for Task 4 (the endangaed -wiiales task). Forty-six pacent of the partidpants 

navigated -with landmark methods, and 30%o navigated -with global mahods. Only 24% of 

the partidpants navigated -with a mix of both landmark and global navigation. 
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Figure 5.56: Participants' Complete Navigation Methods for Task 4 

The sex-based dstribution of the th ra navigation mahods varied only slightly from 

the genaal dstribution. Figure 5.57A dsplays the dstribution ki each of the thra navigation 

mahods accordkig to sex. Forty-two pacent of females used landmark mahods, 32% used 

global mahods, and 26% used a mix of both landmark and global navigation. Higha 
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pacaitage^ of males uscxl landnai-k mahods (50%). Howeva, only 21% of males used 

niLxed mahods, and 29*' b usai globiil methods. 

Figure 5.57A: Sex-Based Complae Navigation Methods for Task 4 

Genda, howeva, impaas the dstribution of the three navigation methods. Figure 

5.57B dsplays the dstribution of the four gendas ki the three complae navigation mahods 

cathodes. For three gendas the majority of partidpants utkized landmark navigational 

mahods: 50%) of androgynous, 71%o of feminine, and 57% of undiffaentiated. Only 11% of 

masculkie partidpants utkized landmark methods in Task 4. For two gendas, mixed 

mahods were the least utkized mahod: with 20% of androgynous and 22% of masculkie. 

Howeva, undiffaentiated partidpants utkized mixed methods 43% of the tkne, and 

feminkie partidpants utkized mixed methods 14% of the time. The pacent of partidpants 

wiio utkized global navigation varies greatly with genda: 30% of androgynous, l4%o of 

feminine, 67%) of masculine, and 0%o of undkfaentiated. 
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Figure 5.57B: Genda-Based Complae Navigation Mahods for Task 4 

For Task 5 (the cookkig -website task), more participants navigated with landmark 

mahods than ki Task 4. Figure 5.58 dsplays the participants' complae navigation mahods 

for Task 5. Fkty-five pacent of partidpants navigated with landmark mahods, 39%) 

navigated with global mahods, and only six pacent navigated -with mixed methods. 

39% 

55% 
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Figure 5.58: Participants' Complete Navigation Mahods for Task 5 

Figure 5.59A shows the dstribution of males and females into the three navigation 

mahod categories for Task 5. The largest pacentages of females, 74%, employed landmark 

mahods, but only 29% of the males employed landmark mahods. The largest pacentage of 

males, 57%, employed global mahods, and just 26% of females employed global mahods. 
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No fanales anployed mixal mahods for Task 5. Howeva, 14% of male^ anployed mixed 

mahods for Task 5. 
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Figure 5.59A: Sex-Based Complae Navigation Mahods for Task 5 

The pattems of dstribution by genda for Task 5 were intaesting. Figure 5.59B 

iUustrates the dstribution of the four gendas that used the thra navigation methods. The 

androgynous and undiffaentiated participants had simkar dstributions ki the three 

cat^ories; howeva, the feminine and masculkie participants had aknost a revase 

dstribution. For partidpants ki the androgynous and undiffaentiated gendas, the majorky 

used landmark mahods, 60% and 57%) respeaivdy. The saond most common navigation 

mahod for androgynous and undkfaentiated partidpants -was global, with 30% and 29%. 

Only ten pacent of androgynous and 14%) and undiffaentiated used mixed mahods for 

Task 5. Eighty-six pacent of femkikie participants used landmark methods, but only 22% of 

masculine partidpants used landmark mahods. Convasdy, 78% of masculkie participants 

used global mahods, and only l4%o of femkikie participants used global mahods. No 

masculkie or feminine participants used mixed mahods for Task 5. 
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Figure 5.59B: Genda-Based Complae Navigation Mahods for Task 5 

For the next task, Task 6 (the akfare task), the majority of participants navigated -with 

global mahods. Figure 5.60 dsplays the pacentage of partidpants ki each navigation 

mahod category. Sixty-seven pacent of participants navigated with global mahods, and 

27% pacent of participants navigated -with mixed mahods. Only 6% of the partidpants 

navigated -with landmark mahods. 
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Figure 5.60: Participants' Complete Navigation Mahods for Task 6 

Figure 5.61A shows the dstribution by sex of the partidpants that applied the three 

navigation mahods for Task 6. The female partidpants applied aU thra mahods with 5% 

applykig landmark mahods, 37%) applykig mixed mahods, and 58% applykig global 
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mahods. The male particij^uits had the same nuikkig of categories (most common to least 

common) bN- pa-cent of piU'tidpants, but the percentages were dffaent—7% of males 

applied landniu-k mahods, l4-' 6 applied nkxed mahods, and 79% applied global mahods. 
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Figure 5.61A: Sex-Based Complae Navigation Methods for Task 6 

Unlkce the sex-based dstribution, no genda affkiation had partidpants in aU three 

mahod categories. Figure 5.61B dsplays the genda-based dstribution among the 

navigation mahods for Task 6. Feminine partidpants wae the only partidpants of the four 

gendas that used landmark mahods ki Task 6. Seventy-one pacent of feminine partidpants 

used mixed mahods for Task 6, and 29%) used landmark methods. Androgynous, 

undffaentiated, and masculkie partidpants all used both global and mixed mahods. Ten 

pacent of androgynous {participants, 11% of masculkie partidpants, and 29% of 

undffaentiated partidpants used mixed methods. Nkiay pacent of androgynous 

partidpants, 89%o of masculkie partidpants, and 71%o of undffaentiated partidpants used 

global mahods, makkig global the most common mahod for these thra gendas for Task 

6. 
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Figure 5.61B: Genda-Based Complae Navigation Mahods for Task 6 

The dstribution of the complae navigational mahods for Task 7 (the pafea 

vehide task) was the most even of any of the tasks. Figure 5.62 shows the genaal 

breakdown of partidpants into the three navigational methods for Task 7. Forty-thra 

pacent of partidpants navigated with global methods for Task 7, 36% navigated -with mixed, 

and 21% navigated with landmark. 
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Figure 5.62: Participants' Complete Navigation Methods for Task 7 

The breakdown by sex showed a less even dstribution. Figure 5.63A dsplays the 

pacentage of participants by sex ki the three navigational mahods for Task 7. The males 

dd not fully paraUd the fak-ly even genaal dstribution skice the dstribution was 21% 
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landiwk, 21% mixal, and 57% global. Howeva, the dstribution of fanales was more even, 

with 21% landm:irk, 47%) nkxal, ;uid 32%o global. 

Figure 5.63A: Sex-Based Complae Navigation Methods for Task 7 

The genda breakdown also showed some diffaences ki dstribution wiien compared 

to the genaal dstribution. Figure 5.63B dspla-ys the dstribution of the four gendas ki the 

thra navigation methods. Three of the four gendas used all thra navigation mahods. But 

masculine partidpants only used two mahods: mixed -with 33% of the masculine 

partidpants and global -with 67%o. Androgynous partidpants used thra mahods: landmark 

with 20%) of the androgynous partidpants, mixed with 30%, and global -with 50%. Feminkie 

partidpants used three methods also: landmark with 57%) of the femkikie participants, mixed 

with 29%o, and global with l4%o. Fourteen pacent of the luidtffaentiated partidpants used 

landmark mahods, 57% used mixed methods, and 29% used global mahods. 
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Figure 5.63B: Genda-Based Complae Navigation Mahods for Task 7 

Ova-aU the complae navigational mahods fkidings for the seven tasks knply 

possible sex and genda dffaences. For example, for all seven tasks the majority of 

masculkie partidpants used global navigation mahods. Howeva, for five tasks, the majority 

of femkikie partidpants used landmark mahods, and for the remakkng two tasks, the 

majority of femkikie partidpants used mixed mahods. For four tasks, the largest numbas 

of females used landmark mahods, but only for t-wo tasks dd the majority of males use 

landmark mahods. The possibkky of sex and/or genda dffaences ki the complae 

navigational mahods wiU be dscussed ki detak in Chapta VI. 

Initial Participant Orientation Behaviors 

The next area of examination is the initial partidpant orientation behaviors, like the 

initial navigation choices, the initial participant orientation behaviors -wae the fkst behaviors 

the partidpants utkize for each of the tasks. The orientation behaviors that 1 examined -were 

based on Nielsen's research on -web usabkity. According to Nidsen, three types of usa 

behaviors occur: search-dominant (usas go straight to the search), link-dominant (usas look 

around the ske -wiien trykig to fkid information), or mixed (usas wiio dd both) (Desigrung 

224). Examkiing the kiitial mahod klustrates -which behaviors the partidpants prefa to 

employ. Only kivestigatkig the ovaall behaviors could Iknit the fkidkigs, since usas may not 

be able to behave ki thdr prefared -ways for the wiiole task due to webske design. Thus, by 
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studying the kiitial Wia\ iors and then the ovaall orioitation behavior (next sotion), 1 wUl 

be able to ex;unkie the kikiiil orioitation behavior of participants and thek ovaall behavior 

for each task. Figiues 5.(>i-5.651) dsplay the mitial orioitation behaviors aaoss all 

partidpants, by sex, and by gender, for the seven tasks. 

For the initial behaviors, I only applied two of the three behavior categorie^-

search-domkiant and link dominiuit—because the kiitial behavior cannot be mixed, k must 

be dtha seardi- or Ikik-donknant. Figiue 5.(>4 dsplays the partidpants' chosen kiitial 

orientation belia\'ioi- for the seven tasks. Onl\' for two tasks. Task 1 and Task 4, dd more 

partidpants employ a search-domkiant behavior. For the remakikig five tasks, more 

partidpants utkized a Ikik-domkiant behavior. For Task 1 (the photography website task), 20 

partidpants (or 60%) appked search-domkiant behaviors and 13 participants (or 39%) 

applied Ikik-domkiant behaviors. In Task 2 (the tour date task), only 3 partidpants (or 9%o) 

utkized search-domkiant behaviors and 30 partidpants (or 91%) utkized luik-domkiant 

behaviors. Lkce Task 2, more partidpants ui Task 3 (the legislation task) used Ikik-domkiant 

behaviors than used search-domkiant behaviors—27 (or 82%) compared to 6 (or 18%). For 

Task 4 (the endangaed -wiiales task), the numbas for search- and knk-domkiant behaviors 

wae closa than for any otha task; 19 participants 68%) employed search-domkiant 

behaviors and 14 partidpants (42%o) employed Ikik-domkiant behaviors. The kiitial 

orientation behavior most used ki Task 5 (the cooking -webske task) -was Ikik-dominant with 

21 partidpants (64%o), and the remainkig 12 participants 66%) use search-dominant 

behaviors. Lkce Task 5, the dstribution for Task 6 (the akfare task) favored Ikik-dominant 

behaviors. T-wenty-nkie partidpants (64%)) applied link-dominant behaviors and 4 

participants (12%o) apphed search-domkiant behaviors. The numbas for Task 7 (the pafea 

vehicle task) -were fak-ly simkar to the numbas for Task 2. Two participants (6%) drew on 

search-domkiant behaviors and 31 participants (94%) drew on Ikik-domkiant behaviors. 
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Figure 5.(-H: Participants' Initial Orientation Behavior for Tasks 1-7 

Figures 5.65A and 5.65B dsplay the sex-based kktial orientation behavior for the 

se\'en tasks. Figure 5.65A dsplays the sex-based kiitial behaviors for Tasks 1 to 3. The sex-

based kiitial orientation behaviors employed for Task 1 wae fakly c los^us t six pacent 

apart. Forty-two pacent of females and 36%o of males employed search-domkiant behaviors, 

and 58% of females and 64%) of males employed link-dominant behaviors. For Task 2, both 

females and males were much more Ikcdy to apply link-domkiant behaviors than search-

domkiant behaxlors. One hundred pacent of females and 93% of males applied link-

dominant behaviors. No females and only 7%) of males applied search-domkiant behaviors. 

The kiitial orientation behaviors utkized by males and females ki Task 3 wae also fakly 

close, even closa than Task 1. Seventy-nine pacent of females and 86%) of males utkized 

Ikik-domkiant behaviors, and 21%) of females and 14% of males utkized search-dominant 

behaviors. 
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Figure 5.65A: Sex-Based Initial Orientation Behavior for Tasks 1-3 

Figure 5.65B dsplays the sex-based kktial behaviors for Tasks 4 to 7. The sexes' 

choice of kiitial na\'igational mahod for Task 4 (the endangaed whales task) varied more 

than aknost any otha task, except Task 7. For Task 4, 26%o of females used search-domkiant 

mahods, and 64°/'o of males used search-domkiant methods. On the otha hand, 74% of 

females and 36%o of males employed Ikik-dominant mahods. For the next task. Task 5, the 

pacentages of females and males ki the two behaviors categories -wae almost the same. 

Sixty-thra pacent of females and 64% of males applied search-domkiant mahods; and 

37% of females and 36%o of males applied Ikik-domkiant methods. The females and males 

also had close pacentages for Task 6. Eighty-nine pacent of females and 86% of males 

utkized search-domkiant behaviors. Eleven pacent of females and 14% of males utkized 

link-domkiant mahods. For the last task. Task 7, the pacentages bet-ween males and 

females were the most split—more than 82%o apart. Nkiay-three pacent of males drew on 

search-domkiant behaviors and the remakikig 7%o of males drew on link-domkiant behaviors 

for Task 7. On the otha hand, ll%o of females drew on search-domkiant behaviors and 

89% of females drew on Ikik-dominant behaviors. 
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Figure 5.65B: Sex-Based Initial Orientation Behavior for Tasks 4-7 

For the examkiation of the search and Ikik-dominant kiitial orientation behaviors by 

the four gendas, 1 separated the search behaviors from the link behaviors in Figures 5.65C 

and 5.65D. Figure 5.65C dsplays the pacentage of participants by genda -who applied 

search-dominant behaviors, and Figure 5.65D dsplays the pacentage of participants by 

genda -wiio applied Ikik-dominant behaviors. Comparing the two figures, k is clear that 

search-domkiant behaviors wae more common among the four gendas. Howeva, tasks 

and genda d d add variance. Few masculine participants employed Ikik-domkiant kiitial 

orientation behaviors for any task, and for Tasks 2, 3, 5 and 6, no masculine partidpants 

employed Ikik-domuiant behaviors. For the remakikig three tasks, at least 56% of masculkie 

partidpants applied search-domkiant behaviors: Task 1 with 56%, Task 4 -with 78%, and 

Task 7 with 89%. 

The androgynous participants also utkized search-domkiant behaviors for most 

tasks. For three tasks. Task 2, Task 6, and Task 7, androgynous participants only applied 

search-domkiant kktial behaviors. For two otha task. Tasks 3 and Task 5, the pacentages of 

androgynous participants wiio employed search-domkiant initial behaviors was nearly as 

high, 90% and 80% respeaivdy. For Task 1 the pacentage of search- and Ikik-domkiant 

behaviors was splk: 50%) ki each behavior category. Only for one task. Task 4, dd more 

androgynous participants (70%o) use Ikik-domkiant behaviors. 
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In addtion, the luidffoentiated participants, more often applied search-domkiant 

behaviors aaoss the seven tasks. For five tasks; Task 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7; the majority of 

undffaentiated pu-tidpants applied search-donknant behaviors, with 100% for Task 2, 71% 

for Task 3, 57%) for Task 5, 86%o for Task 6, and 100% for Task 7. For the remakikig two 

tasks, the majority of undkYaentiatal partidpants utkized link-domkiant behaviors: 86% for 

Task 1 and 57%) for Task i. 

The fankkne partidpants had the greatest amount of variety, with a majority of 

partidpants employkig lkik behaviors for thra tasks, and a majorky of participants 

employkig search bdiaviors for four tasks. The majority of femkiine partidpants applied lkik 

behaviors for Task 1 (71%), Task 4 (86%), Task 5 (100%), and Task 7 (86%). Convasdy, 

majority of femkikie participants applied search behaviors Task 2 (86%), Task 3 67%), Task 

6 (71%), and Task ^ (̂ l%o). 

The fkidkigs for both genda and sex imply that thae could be possible sex and 

genda diffaences ki the kktial orientation behaviors. For kistance, in at least five tasks, the 

majority of masculine, androgynous, and undiffaentiated participants employed search-

domkiant kiitial behaviors. Also, for six tasks, males applied search-dominant kiitial 

behaviors, but females only applied search-domkiant kiitial behaviors for four tasks. These 

possible sex and genda diffaences -wkl be dscussed ki more detak ki Chapta VI. 

Figure 5.65C: Genda-Based Search Initial Orientation Behavior for Tasks 1-7 
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Figure 5.65D: Genda-Based Lkik Initial Orientation Behavior for Tasks 1-7 

Participants' Complete Orientation Behaviors 

FoUowing the kiitial orientation behaviors, 1 examkied the complete orientation 

behavior. The complae orientation behaviors included the kiitial orientation behavior and aU 

otha orientation behaviors employed to complae each task. Skice a variay of behaviors 

could be applied to complae tasks, 1 added Nielsen's mixed-behavior to the Ikik-dominant 

and search dominant behaviors used ki the previous seaion. My mahod to daermine the 

orientation behaviors -was the same as my mahod to daamkie the navigational mahods. 

Fkst, I coded each partidpant's behavior as lkik or search and next counted the numba of 

each type of behavior for each task. Then, I used these numbas to daermine the pacentage 

of lkik and search behaviors each partidpant applied for each task. Skice most partidpants 

appked a mix of lkik and search navigation behaviors to complae tasks, 1 detamkied a 

pacentage of orientation behaviors p a task naessary for link, mixed, or search to be 

considaed the complae orientation behavior. The mahods I used to daamkie the 

categories wae also the same methods used to detamkie the category for complae 

navigational mahods. As wkh the navigational mahods, the dstribution of the pacentages 

of behaviors d d not dsplay any dustas of tknes ( sa Figure 5.66A and5.66B), besides 100% 

andO%. 
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Figure 5.66A: Distribution of the Pacentages of Lkik Behaviors for each Indvidual Task 
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Figure 5.66B: Distribution of the Pacentages of Search Behaviors for each Indvidual Task 

I also found the standard deviation of the pacentage of the behaviors. The standard 

deviation, 33.8, -was close to the standard deviation for the navigational methods (which was 

34.6). As -with the navigational mahods, I needed categories that allowed lower numbas of 

behavior numbas, for example two of three, to be categorized as somethkig otha than 

mixed. Lkce the navigational mahods, the standard deviation and one-thkd-were nearly the 

same numbas—33.8 and 33.3 respeaively. So, I set my pacentages at the thkds marks, or 

at the 33.3%o marks. Thus, the three categories are: 
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• L uik: 67%o (roiuided from 66.7) or more of orientation behaviors wae lkik, and 33% 

or less were global 

• Mixal: with mix of 66% to ^4% of lkik and search behaviors 

• Search: 67%o (roiuidal from 66.7) or more of orientation behaviors were search, and 

33"'o or less were lkik. 

Figures 5.67-5.80B klustrate the complae orientation behaviors of the genaal partidpants, 

the partidpants b\' sex, and the participants by genda for the seven tasks. 

Figure 5.67 dsplays the participants' complete orientation methods for Task 1. Fkty-

two pacent of participants employed search behaviors for Task 1 (the photography webske 

task). Only nine pacent of the participants applied mixed behaviors of orientation; and the 

remakikig 39%o applied link behaviors of orientation. The sex and genda breakdown of the 

partidpants' complae orientation methods is shown in Figures 5.(58A and 5.68B. 

39% 

52% 

Figure 5.67: Partidpants' Complae Orientation Behaviors for Task 1 

Sex appeared to knpaa the dstribution of the three orientation behaviors. Figure 

5.68A exhibits the dstribution of males and females kito the three orientation behaviors 

categories. The largest pacentages of females, 58%, employed lkik behaviors, and only 36% 

of the males employed lkik behaviors. The largest pacentage of males, 43% utkized search 

behaviors, and a dose pacoit, 42, of fanale utUizai search behaviors. No fonales appkal 

mixed behaviors for Task 1. Howeva, 21% of males used mixed behaviors for Task 1. 
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Figure 5.(T8A: Sex-Based Complae Orientation Behaviors for Task 1 

Genda also appeared to knpaa the dstribution of the thra orientation behaviors. 

Figure 5.68B dsplays the dstribution of the four gendas ki the three complae orientation 

behaviors cat^ories. For t-wo of the genda affkiations, the majority of participants 

employed search behaviors: 60%o of androgynous, and 57% of femkiine. Only 44% of 

masculkie partidpants and 43%) of undiffaentiated participants applied search behaviors. 

For aU four gendas, mixed behaviors were the least common: -with of 10% androgynous, 

14% of feminine, ll%o of masculine, and 0% of undiffaentiated. The pacent of participants 

wiio employed lkik behaviors varied: 30%o of androgynous, 29% of femkiine, 44% of 

masculkie, and 57%o of undiffaentiated. 
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Figure 5.68B: Genda-Based Complae Orientation Behaviors for Task 1 
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For Task 2 (the toiu date task), more participants used search behaviors than ki Task 

1. Figure 5.(i9 dsplays the pai-ticipants' complae orientation behaviors for Task 2. Seventy-

three pacoit of participiuits oiiployed search behaviors, 15% employed lkik behaviors, and 

only 12*̂ 0̂ onployed niLxal behaviors. 

12%/ 

15% _„_-7_ 

^ ^ ^ r 73% 

• Searcti 

0 Mixed 

QLink 

Figure 5.69: Participants' Complae Orientation Behaviors for Task 2 

The sex-based dstribution of the three orientation behaviors varied only slightly 

from the genaal dstribution. Figure 5.70A dsplays the dstribution ki each of the 

orientation behaviors according to sex. Seventy-four pacent of females applied search 

behaviors, ll%o applied mixed behaviors, and 16% applied link behaviors. The males' 

pacentages woe close to those of the females for this task: 71% utkized search behaviors, 

14% utkized mixed behaviors, and l4%o utkized lkik behaviors. 
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Figure 5.70A: Sex-Basal Complete Orientation Behaviors for Task 2 

Figure 5.70B dsplays the genda-based dstribution among the orientation behaviors 

for Task 2. Both faninkie and luidffaentiated participants had behaviors in all three 

categories. Forty-three po'cent of femkikie participants applied search behaviors for Task 2, 

29'yo applied niLxal bdiaviors, and 29% applied lkik behaviors. Fkty-sevoi pacent of 

undkfaentiated partidpants employed seuch behaviors, 14% employed mixed behaviors, 

and 29\i anployed link bdiaviors. And-ogynous participants only utkized search behaviors 

(90%) and mixed beha\iors (10" o). Masculkie participants used search behaviors (89%o) and 

link behaviors (1 Wo). 
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Figure 5.70B: Genda-Based Complae Orientation Behaviors for Task 2 

Figure 5.71 shows the pacentages of participants m each of the orientation behavior 

categories for Task 3 (the legislation task). Sixty-one pacoit of partidpants onployed search 

behaviors, and 18% onployai lkik behaviors. The ronakkng 21% appliol mixal behaviors. 
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Figure 5.71: Participants' Complae Orientation Behaviors for Task 3 

Fanales and males had somewhat sknUar pacentages of partidpants ki the 

orioitation bdiavior ait^ories, as shown ki Figure 5.72A. Fkty-dght pacoit of fonales and 

64% males drew on search behaviors. Twenty-one pacent of females and 21% of males 

used mixed behaviors. Twenty-one pacent of females and 14% of males applied search 

behaviors. These sknkar pacentages suggest that thae may not be sex-dffoences ki the 

complae orientation behaviors for Task 3. 

Female Male 

Sex 

Figure 5.72A: Sex-Based Complete Orientation Behaviors for Task 3 

Akhough males and females had participants in all thra orientation behavior 

categories, not aU gendas had participants ki all three categories. As shown ki Figure 5.72B, 

femkikie partidpants behaved in aU three ways: 14% employed search behaviors, 57%) 

employed mixed behaviors, and 29%o employed lkik behaviors. The androgynous 
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participants ocaipied a[\ tiiree categories with 70% m the search category, 10% ki the nkxed 

category, and 2()"/o in the lkik category. Like the femkiine partidpants, undffaentiated 

partidpants also ocaipied just tiiree mahods: search with 43%, nkx with 29%, and lkik with 

2W. The masculkie partidpants were the only genda affUiation ki Task 3 to occupy just 

one citegor>-. One hundred pacent of mascidkie partidpants applied search behaviors. 
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Figure 5.72B: Genda-Based Complae Orientation Behaviors for Task 3 

Figure 5.73 dsplays the partidpants' orientation behaviors for Task 4 (the 

endangaed wiiale task). The largest pacentage of partidpants, 46%, employed search 

behaviors. Thkty-six pacent of partidpants applied lkik behaviors, and the remakiing 18% 

used mixed mahods. 
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Figure 5.73: Partidpants' Complae Orientation Behaviors for Task 4 

Figures 5.74A and 5.74B fiutho daak the dstribution of complae oriaitation 

behaviors used by showkig the breakdown of orientation by sex (Figure 5.74A) and genda 

(Figure 5.74B). In Figure 5.74A, the pocoitages of male partidpants that utkizal search and 

lkik bdiaviors wei-e dose: %)% and 43%. For fonales, these pocoitages woe also somewhat 

dose, withki 10% of each otha, with 42% for search and 32% for Imk. Twenty-six pacent 

of females and sex'oi pacent of males, the smallest pacentage of both sexes for this task, 

employed mixed behaviors. 

Figure 5.74A: Sex-Based Complete Orientation Behaviors for Task 4 

The genda breakdo-wn shows some dkfaences in dstribution when compared to 

the genaal dstribution. Figure 5.74B dsplays the dstribution of the four gendas ki the 

three orientation cat^ories. Three of the four gendas used all thra orientation behaviors. 

But masculkie partidpants only drew on t-wo methods: search (89%o) and lkik (11%)). 

Androgynous participants employed the three behaviors: search 60%), mixed 60%), and 

lkik (40%o). Femkikie partidpants applied three methods also: search (14%), mixed (29%), 

and lkik 67%)). Forty-three pacent of the undffaentiated partidpants utkized search 

behaviors, l4%o utkized mixed mahods, and 43%) utkized global mahods. 
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Figure 5.74B: Genda-Based Complae Orientation Behaviors for Task 4 

For the next task. Task 5 (the cookkig webske task), the two most common 

behaviors wae within se\'en pacent of each otha. Figure 5.75 dsplays the pacentage of 

partidpants ki each orientation behaviors category. Forty-thra pacent of participants 

appked search behaviors, and 36%o pacent of partidpants applied luik bdiaviors. Twenty-

one pacent of the partidpants utkized mixed behaviors. 
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Figure 5.75: Participants' Complete Orientation Behaviors for Task 5 

The breakdown by sex show« some mkior dffaences when compared to the genaal 

dstribution for Task 5. Figure 5.76A dsplays the Task 5 pacoitage of partidpants by sex m 

the thra orioitation behaviors. The males dd not fuUy match the goiaal dstribution skice 
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the dstribution was 50«/o souch, 29"/o nkxed, and 21% lkik. The dstribution of fonales was 

also skewed, with 57% uskig seu'ch, \6% uskig mixed, and 47% using lkik. 

Sex 

Figure 5.76A: Sex-Based Complae Orientation Behaviors for Task 5 

The genda breakdown also shows some diffaences in dstribution -when compared 

to the genaal dstribution. Figure 5.76B dsplays the dstribution of the four gendas in the 

three orientation behaviors. Thra of the four gendas used aU thra navigation methods. 

But femkune partidpants only applied two methods: search behaviors for 14% and lkik 

behaviors for 86%). Androgynous partidpants drew on the three methods: search with 40%, 

mixed -with 20%o, and link -with 40%o. Masculine partidpants employed thra mahods also: 

search with 78%o, mixed with ll%o, and lkik with l4%o. Twenty-nine pacent of the 

undffaentiated partidpants used search behaviors, 57%o used mixed behaviors, and 14% 

used knk behaviors. 
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Figure 5.76B: Genda-Based Complae Orientation Behaviors for Task 5 

The largest pacentage of genaal participants in any orioitation behavior occurs ki 

Task 6 (the curfai-e task). Figiue 5.77 dsplays the partidpants' complae orioitation behaviors 

for Task 6. A large 850/b of partidpants ki Task 6 employed search behaviors. Only 12% 

applied mixed behaviors, and a small 6% applied lkik behaviors. 
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Figure 5.77: Participants' Complete Orientation Behaviors for Task 6 

Figure 5.78A illustrates the dstribution of males and females kito the thra 

orientation behaviors. The largest pacentages of females, 84%, applied link behaviors, and 

26% applied mixed behaviors. No females used search behaviors for Task 5. The largest 

pacentage of males, 86%), employed search behaviors; and just 7% employed mixed 

behaviors and lkik behaviors. 
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Figure 5.78A: Sex-Based Complete Orientation Behaviors for Task 6 

The pattems of dstribution by genda for Task 6 wae kitaestkig. Figure 5.78B 

Ulustrates the dstribution of the four gendas ki the three orientation behaviors. The 

androgynous and masculkie participants both only appked search behaviors. 

Undkfaentiated participants employed just two types of behavior: search (with 86%) and 

mixed (with U%). Femkikie participants utkized all three behaviors: search (with 43%), 

mixed (-with 43%o), and Imk (with 14%)). Femkikie participants wae the only partidpants in 

Task 6 -wiio used any link behaviors. 
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Figure 5.78B: Genda-Based Complae Orioitation Behaviors for Task 6 

L Uce the partidpants ki Task 6, the partidpants ki Task 7 (the perfea vehide task) 

most frequently employed search behaviors. Figure 5.79 klustrates the partidpants' 
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oriaitation tehaviors for Task 7. The majority of paitidpants, 73%, applied search 

behaviors. Twelve pacent of partidpants utUized lkik behaviors, and the remakkng 18% 

utkized mixed behaviors. 

12% 

• Search 

D Mixed 

DLInk 

Figure 5.79: Partidpants' Complete Orientation Behaviors for Task 7 

Figure 5.80A shows the dstribution of males and fonales kilo the three orientation 

behaviors for Task 7. The largest pacentages of females and males employed search 

behaviors, with 79% and 64%) respeaively. Sixteen pacent of females and 14% of males 

appked mixed behaviors. The remainkig five pacent of females and 21% of males drew on 

lkik behaviors. 

Figure 5.80A: Sex-Based Complete Orientation Behaviors for Task 7 
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Only two goidas onployai iiU tlii-ee Ixiiaviors for Task 7. Figure 5.80B dsplays the 

goida-basal complae orientation tehaviors for Task 7. Masculkie partidpants applial just 

twobdia\iors: search (with H^'o) and mixed (with 11%). Likewise, undffaentiated 

particip.ints drew on only two beha\ iors—86% drew on search behaviors and 14% drew on 

lkik behaviors. Both foiknkie and androgynous partidpants utkized all three behaviors. 

Eighty po-cent of androgynous partidpants and 29% of femkikie partidpants utkized search 

behaviors. Ten pacent of :uidogynous participants and 43% of femkikie partidpants used 

mixed behaviors, and the remakikig 10% of androgynous partidpants and 29% of femkikie 

participants used link behaviors. 
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Figure 5.80B: Genda-Based Complae Orientation Behaviors for Task 7 

ACTOSS the seven tasks, t-wo sexes, and four gendas, a variay of diffaences occurred 

in the orientation behaviors. For kistance, ki thra tasks the largest pacentage of females 

used link orientation, but in no task dd the largest pacentage of males use lkik orientation. 

For Task 5, more than 80% of femkikie participants used lkik orientation, but for no otho 

genda in this task dd the majority chose lkik behaviors. Furtha examkiation of the 

orioitation behaviors wkl occur ki Chapta VI, ki which 1 analyze wiietho or not the 

diffaences can be attributed to sex and genda. 
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ObservalT:i.sk- I-K,-

The fkial area of exiuiknaiion is the obsoved ease of use for the tasks. This data was 

analyzed with the partidptuits' kito-yiew data on thek stated ease of browskig, searchkig and 

surfmg With the task ease that I observed and the task ease that the partidpants stated, I 

anal>'zed the ease of use for spakic tasks, the genaal ease of use, and the dffaences 

baween the obsen'ed and stated ease of use The analysis and dscussion of ease of use 

occurs ki Chapta- \\. For tliis area of examkiation, 1 had sdated three tasks: a searchkig 

task (Tcisk 3), a browsing task (l^ask 5), and a surfing task (Task 6). Through these three 

tasks, 1 can b a t a compare the fkidngs to the interview fkidkigs that only covo searchkig 

tasks, browsing tasks, and surfkig tasks. For the observed ease of use, I daamkied k the 

task was easy, modaate, or hard for the participants based on my paception of the 

partidpants' ease and difficulty, along with any vabal comments from the participants. For 

example, k the partidpant said "this task is hard" I -would rate the task as hard. Figures 5.81-

5.86B dsplay the ease of use for the three tasks. 

For the fkst task, searching (Task 3 ki -which participants woe asked to find raent 

legislation), only a smaU pacentage of partidpants, 6%o, -woe in the hard category. Figure 

5.81 shows the dstribution of the participants for the searchkig task. Fkty-five pacent of 

partidpants -were in the easy cat^ory, and 42% -wae ki the modaate category. 
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Figure 5.81: Participants' Ease of Use for the Searchkig Task 
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Figure 5.82A dsplays the sex-basal dstribution of the participants for the searchkig 

task ki the tiiree allegories of eise. No nî iles wae in the hard category, but 57% of males 

were ki the eisy cat^ory, and i3% of fonales wae ki the modaate category. Females 

ki aU three categories: 53"/o were ki the easy category, 37% ki the modaate category, and 

11% ki the liai-d category-. 

;-were 

Figure 5.82A: Sex-Based Ease of Use for the Searchkig Task 

Only one genda affkiation had {participants ki all three levels of ease for the 

searching task. Figure 5.82B shows the genda-based dstribution of the three ease of use 

categories. Undiffaentiated partidpants were ki aU three categories: 57%) wae in the easy 

cat^ory, 29%o wae in the modaate cat^ory, and 14%) woe ki the hard category. 

Androgynous, femkikie, and masculine partidpants occupied only the easy and modaate 

categories. Forty pacent of androgynous partidpants, 57% of fankikie participants, and 

67% of masculkie partidpants woe ki the easy category. Sixty pacent of androgynous 

partidpants, 43%o of femkikie partidpants, and 33%o of masculkie partidpants woe ki the 

modaate category. 
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Figure 5.82B: Genda-Based Ease of Use for the Searchkig Task 

The genaal dstribution of ease -was the simkar for browskig tasks as k -was for 

searchkig tasks. Figure 5.83 shows the genaal dstribution of participants' ease of use for the 

browsing task (Task 5, ki -wiiich partidpants woe asked to peruse the cooking -webske for 

redpes). Fkty-five pacent of participants -were ki the easy category, 42% -were ki the 

modaate cat^ory, and 3%o -were in the hard category. 
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Figure 5.83: Participants' Ease of Use for the Browskig Task 

The sex-based dstribution for browskig tasks is kitoestkig. Figure 5.84A klustrates 

the sex-based dstribution of partidpants kito the thra levds of ease The browskig task was 

the only task with any sex split evoily kito two levds of ease. Fkty pacoit of males woe in 
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the easy category, iuid 50" „ of nuiles were ki the modoate category. Females woe ki all three 

categpries: 58% were in the easy category, 37% were ki the modaate category, and 5% woe 

in the hard category. 
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Figure 5.84A: Sex-Based Ease of Use for the Browskig Task 

Only two gendas had partidpants ki all three categories for the browskig task. 

Figure 5.84B dsplays the genda-based ease of use for the browsing task. Androgynous and 

masculkie partidpants -were ki all th ra categories. Fkty pacent of androgynous participants 

and 44% of masculkie partidpants wae ki the easy cat^ory. Forty pacent of androgynous 

partidpants and 44%o of masculine partidpants woe ki the modaate category; and 10% of 

androgynous participants and 1 l%o of masculkie partidpants woe ki the hard category. 

Femkikie partidpants only occupied two categories: easy (14%)) and modaate (85%). The 

undffaentiated partidpants -were only ki a single category: easy (100%). 
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Figure 5.S4B: Genda-Based E ase of Use for the Browskig Task 

For the last type of task, surfkig, the three categories of ease -were the most evenly 

dstributed. Figure 5.85 klustrates the genaal dstribution of participants kilo the three ease 

levds for the surfkig task (Task 6, in wiiich partidpants wae asked to compare prices of 

airfare on at least two airfare webskes). Forty-six pacent of participants -wae in the easy 

levd. Thkty-sex pacent of partidp)ants occupied the modaate level, and the remakikig 18% 

occupied the hard level. 

Figure 5.85: Partidpants' Ease of Use for the Surfkig Task 

Figure 5.86A dsplays the sex-based ease of use for the surfkig task. Both males and 

fanales occupied aU three levds. Forty-sevoi pacoit of fonales and 43% of males wae ki 
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the eisy levd. The reniiunkig nialc^ woe split evenly loetwon the modaate and hard levds, 

each with 29% ki aich category. F^orty-two pacent of females occupied the modaate 

category, and 11% cxaipied the hard category. This siufkig task was the only task with any 

males ki the hard categoiy. 
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Figure 5.86A: Sex-Based Ease of Use for the Surfing Task 

AU four gendas occupied aU thra ease levels in the surfing task. No otha task had 

partidpants from each genda in all the levels. Figure 5.86B shows the genda-based ease of 

use dstribution for the surfkig task. Thkty pacent of androgynous participants, 29%o of 

femkikie partidpants, 67% of masculine partidpants, and 57% of undkfaentiated 

participants wae ki the easy cat^ory. Fkty pacent of androgynous participants, 57%) of 

femkikie partidpants, 22%o of masculkie partidpants, and 29% of undffaentiated 

partidpants -woe ui the modaate category. The pacent of partidpants in the hard cat^ory 

was the lowest for all four gendas, with 20% of androgynous, 14% of fonkkne, 11% of 

masculkie, and l4%o of undtffaentiated. 
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Figure 5.86B: Gendo-Based Ease of Use for the Surfkig Task 

L Uce many of the otha areas examined in this chapta, the ease of use varied based 

on sex, genda, and task. For example, ki all thra tasks the largest pacentages of females 

occupied the easy levels, but for one task the males woe splk baween easy and modaate. 

For the surfing tasks the most common ease level was splk ba-ween the androgynous and 

femkikie partidpants (wiio both had a majorky in the modaate level) and the masculkie and 

undffaentiated partidpants (-wiio both had a majority ki the easy level). For the searchkig 

task, the androgynous genda was the only gendo affUiation that dd not have a majority of 

partidpants in the easy level. These and otha dk'faences wkl be analyzed fuUy in Chapta 

VI. 

Conclusion 

In this chapta, I presented the fkidngs from the seven usabUky tasks. These 

fkidngs kiduded the genaal, sex, and genda breakdowns of the task complaion tknes, 

kiitial task tknes, success rate of partidpants, kiitial task navigation choices, complae 

navigational mahods, kktial task orientation behaviors, complae task orientation behaviors, 

and the observed ease of use for sdea tasks. AU of this data was obtakied from my 

obsovations durkig the seven UsabUity Testkig Tasks and mcluded the raorded tkne and 

success rate In the next chapta, I combkie, analyze, and triangulate both sas of data to see 

whaha or not sex and genda dk'faences do exist ki web use. 
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CHAPTER VI 

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

Introduaion 

In Chapto-s IV ;uid V, I presented the fkidkigs from the Genda Inventory and 

Sui-\'e>-. the Pre-Tasks Siu\'e\', the Post-Tasks Interview, and the seven UsabUky Testkig 

Tasks. In addtion to demographic kiformation collated, these findkigs uiduded computa 

expaience; web expaience; participants' task prefaence (browsuig, searchkig, or surfkig); 

participants' ease of use and enjoyment of browsing, searchkig, and surfkig; and kiformation 

on navigation, back button use, and lkik or task dominance. In addtion, fkidings from the 

UsabUity Testkig Tasks presented ki Chapta V, kicluded kiitial task tunes, complete task 

tunes, task success rate, kiitial navigational choices, complae navigational methods, kktial 

orientation behaviors, complae orientation behaviors, and the participants' observed ease of 

use for browskig, searching, and surfuig tasks. AU of these fkidings woe explored in genaal, 

by sex, and by genda. In this chapta, I furtha analyze these fkidngs in tams of my 

research questions, and then 1 dscuss -wiiat the fkidkigs kidcate. In the fkial chapta, 

Chapta VII, 1 present my conclusions and suggestions for furtha research. 

To begki this chapta, I fkst outlkie my research questions and sa up my analysis. 

Next, I answa the research questions through a statistical analysis and dscussion of the 

fkidngs presented ki Chaptas IV and V. 1 examkie navigation; orientation; back button use; 

success rate; tkne; browskig, searchkig, and surfkig; surfkig frequency; and ske loyalty. 1 end 

by comparing my fkidngs to previous research. 

Analysis and Discussion 

In this seaion, I focus on the statistical analysis of the fkidngs presented ki Chaptas 

IV and V. 1 organize the fkidkigs and analysis by research questions. This analysis wUl show 

k signkicant sex and genda diffaences exist ki navigation, orientation, types of tasks, 

prrfaoices, ease of use, and success rate. To begki, 1 outlkie my research questions agaki 
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and thai an̂ Uyze eicli research question with the rdated findkigs and statistics to answa that 

question, wliUe also disciusskig the signkieuice of the results. My research questions, which 

are more fully dscussed in ChaptcTs 1 :uid 3, ;ue as follows: 

1) Do people of ckffo-ent gaidas or sexes use webtexts dffoently? Spakically: 

a) Do people of dkToent gendas navigate dkfaently? 

b) Do people of dkfaent gendas orientate themsdves diffaently? 

c) Are thae sex and or gender dkfaences in the use of back button' 

i) In the frequenc)' of use* 

u) 1 n the t-ypes of use? 

d) Are thae sex or genda diffaences in the task complaion success rats' 

e) Are thae sex or gendo dk'faences in the time it takes to begin and complae 

tasks? 

f) Are thae sex and/ or genda dk'faences in browskig, searching, and surfing 

tahniques? Including: 

i) Pacdved ease of use 

k) Prefaences of use 

ki) Enjoyment of use 

g) Are thae sex and/ or genda diffaences in the frequency of surfkig and ske 

loyalty? 

2) If thae are sex and/ or gendo dffaences, how do they compare wkh previous 

research on sex and/or gendo dtffoences in prkit -writing, oral communication, 

prkit readkig, thkikkig st>ies, and online chats? 

By analyzkig the fkidngs that rdate to each question, I answer each question ki 

r^ards to my research, previous r^earch, and the partidpant pool. I separate the analysis of 

navigation from orientation baause these are two dffaent thkigs. Howeva, my analysis of 

the browskig searchkig, and surfkig tahniques is combkied skice people usuaUy choose one 

tahnique ova the otha and my analysis mdudes comparisons. For all analyses, I sa my 

alpha levd (probabUity of havkig had obtakied signkicant results) at 0.05; thus, for 
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somahkig to be statistioilly signkicant, p< 0.05. This is a common sigmficance levd (see 

Fred Pyrczak). I followed Friuikfort-Naclinkcis and Leon-Guaro-o's guide to variables' 

rdationsliip strength and sa the rdationship levds at the following: 

• + 1.0 and -1.0: pafea rdationsliip 

• + 0.80 to 0.99 and -0.80 to -0.99: very strong rdationship 

• + 0.60 to 0.79 and -0.60 to -0.79: strong rdationship 

• + 0.40 to 0.59 and -0.40 to -0.59: modaate rdationship 

• + 0.39 to 0.20 and -0.39 to -0.20: weak relationship 

• +0.19 to -0.19: no rdationship (259) 

Strength of the rdationship represents how closely the variables (such as navigation 

choices) are rdated aaoss the partidpants (such as females and males). A negative answer 

means that those wlio are high ki one variable are low in the otha, and a positive 

rdationship means those -who are high in one area are high in the otha. For example, k 

females mostly chose landmark navigational methods and males mostly chose global 

mahods, then the relationship -would likely be strong or very strong and negative or kivose 

Howeva, none of my measures of the relationship's strength akow negative numbas, so 1 

-wkl only be able to teU the strength of the relationship and not whaha the relationship is 

dkea (positive) or indkea (negative). 

Sex/Genda Dkfaences in the I Jse of Webtexts 

My examkiation of sex and/or genda dffaences ki web use—wiiat people do on 

the web—is focused wkh the two maki research questions and seven sub-questions. My 

research, designed to answer these questions, Ulustrates that some sex and/or genda 

diffoences doexist. Because the fkst question, do people (fdffavrt^nd^ cr sexes iseudjteKts 

dff&ertlyF, is fakly genaal, I focused this question through seven sub-questions that examkie 

navigation; orientation; back button use; success rate; tkne; browskig, searchkig and surfkig 
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talinique^; :uid frequoicy of surfing md site loyalty I fkst dsaiss the sul>questions ki 

orda to aaswei- the ni:iki question. 

Navigation 

The fkst sub-question asked k sex and/or gendo dkfaences exist ki webtext 

mnigation. As dsaissed ki Chapta II, the two maki types of sex-based navigation are 

landnark and global. Landmark navigation foaises on a route-based strategy and relies on 

landmarks. Global na\igation relies on cardnal dkeaions (such as north, south, east and 

west) and refoence pokits dUce strea names). In addtion, global navigation is more lUcely to 

kidude thkigs lUce dstances. These two mahods are often found to be "sexed"—that is, 

women tend to use a landmark mahod for navigation and men tend to use a global method 

(see Lawton; Lawton, Charleston, and Zieles; MUla and Santoni; and Ward Newcombe, and 

Overton). Skice httle research has examined these navigational diffaences in webske use, 

navigational dkfaences -were my fkst area of analysis. 

To daermine the use of navigation mahods, I examkied the initial navigation 

mahod chosen by the participants and the complae (ovaall) navigation mahod used by the 

participants. I have examkied both sex and gendo results and fkst analyze sex h a e Aaoss 

aU seven tasks, significant diffaences exist between each sex and the navigational mahods 

chosen for both the kiitial navigational choices and the complae navigational methods, -with 

p= 0.03 for the complae mahods (x'(l, N = 231 ) = 7.26,/? = 0.03) andp= 0.004 for the 

kiitial choices (x^(l, N = 32 1) = 8.02,/? = 0.004) (note: N = 231 because N kicludes the 

numba of partidpants multiplied by the numba of tasks). 

Breakkig the sigrdficance down by tasks and lookkig at the kiitial navigational 

choices fkst, we see that certaki tasks result ki sigmficant sex dffaences ui navigation. Table 

6.1 dsplays the pacentage of partidpants ki each genda wiio chose the two navigational 

mahods, the Chi-square for the task,p, and Cramd's Phi (O, the strength of the rdationship 

uskig the strengths dscussed above). A Chi-square analysis reveals that, for Tasks 2, 5, 6, 

and 7, sigmficant sex diffaences ki navigational choices existed. In Task 2, 89% of females 

used an kktial global mahod and 71%) of males used an kiitial landmark mahod, which 
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r^iilts ki a signkicant dU^ference x ' ^ , N = 33 ) = 12.91,/? = 0.0003. The rdationship of sex 

and mahod for Task 2 is strong (0= 0.(i3). For Task 5, signkicant sex dffaences also 

ocau-red ki nmigationiil mahod (x i l , N = 55 ) = 4.47,/? = 0.03); howeva, the relationship 

is weak (O = 0.37). LUce Task 2, more females used global mahods ki Task 6 than males 

(89^ !̂ to l4'\.); and tliis dkloence is va-y signkicant (x'd, N = 33 ) = 18.66, p< 0.0001'). 

LUcewise, ki Task 7 a signkicant dkTaence in sex and kiitial navigational choice occurred 

(X"(1,N = 55^= 16.64, p < 0.0001') with females once agaki more lUcely to use global 

mahods (̂ 9̂ ^ 0 to 7" 0). For both Tasks 6 and 7, the relationship is strong (O = 0.75 and O = 

0.71, respeai\eK-). No signkicant dffaences occurred ki sex and kiitial navigational choice 

for Tasks 1, 3, and 4. 

Table 6.1: Initial Navigation Choices by Sex 

Task 
Taskl 

Task 2 

Task 3 

Task 4 

Task 5 

Task 6 

Task 7 

* for all s( 

Sex* 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 

2ven tasks df= 

Landmark 
74% 
43% 
11%) 
71% 
63% 
43%o 
26% 
36% 
84% 
50%o 
11% 
86%o 
21%o 
93%o 

= 1 and n= 19 

Global 
26% 
57% 
89%o 
29% 
37% 
57% 
74% 
64% 
16% 
50% 
89% 
14% 

79% 
7% 

"or females an 

Chi-square* 
3.20 

12.91 

1.34 

0.34 

4.47 

18.66 

16.64 

d n= 14 for males, -\ 

P 
0.07 

0.0003 

0.25 

0.56 

0.03 

< 0.0001' 

< 0.0001' 

yith a total N 

0 
0.31 

0.63 

0.20 

0.10 

0.37 

0.75 

0.71 

= 33. 

Thus, for this group, sigmficant sex dkfaences do exist ki the kktial navigational 

choices for some tasks with females uskig global navigational mahods such as the ske's 

search engme for all four signkicant tasks. On the o tha hand, males employed landmark 

navigational mahods, such as the consistent navigational Ikiks, for aU four signtficant tasks. 

Also knportant is the non-sigmficant fmdkigs. From the fkidngs alone, t h a e are sex 
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dffooices in initkU naxigation-mostly ki the faa that fonales and males choose opposke 

na -̂igation mahod; for the t^isks-wlioi fonales choose landnark mahods, males choose 

global, and xice versa. With the findngs ;uid analysis, k is apparoit, but not always 

signkicuit, that: 

• Fonales and males nuUce the opposite initial navigational choices (genaally tme for 

six of the seven tasks, sigrufiauit for thrc^) 

• Fonales oiiploy glokU initial mahods and males employ landmark mahods 

(signkicant for three tasks) 

These tuidngs kidcate that the kiitial navigational choices of my partidpants were 

at least kifluenced by sex. For only one task. Task 4, females and males woe lUcely to choose 

the same kiitial mahods. This may be because Task 4 was a difficult task with a compkcated 

website The high numba of Ikiks and busy nature of the main page may have lead 

partidpants to go straight to the search or to utkize otha global mahods. Also, k is 

knportant to note that these fkidkigs do not correlate with previous research that suggests 

females prefa landmark mahods and males p r d a global methods. In faa, for the four 

initial navigational choices that -were significant, the opposke -was found females prrfa 

global and males prefa landmark. Howeva, these results are only for the kiitial mahods; 

the complae mahods also have knportant results. 

Table 6.2 shows complae navigational mahod choices by sex along -with Chi-square 

for the task,p, and Cramd-'s Phi. Only t-wo tasks resulted in significant sex diffaences. In 

Task 1, a modaate but sigruficant relationship occurred baween sex and navigational 

mahod (0? = 0.52, x^(2, N = 33 ) =8.81,/? = 0.01). Skice, ki Task 1, 84% of fanales 

employed landmark mahods (5%o mixed and 11%) global) and only 36% of males employed 

landmark mahods (7% mixed, and 57%o global), females wae sigruficantly more lUcely to use 

landmark mahods than males to use global methods for this task. In Task 5, lUce Task 1, a 

sigruficant diffaence occurred ki sex and navigational mahod exists (x^(2, N = 33) = 7.67, 

p = 0.02), with more females applykig landnark methods (74%o landmark, 0% mixed, and 

26% global) and with more males applykig global methods (29% landmark, 14% mixed, and 
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79'o global). The strength of the rdationship loawon sex and mahod is only modaate (O 

= 0.48). UnlUce the initî d mahods, females and males d d not always choose opposite 

mahods: in faa for tiiree tasks, althougli not signkicant, the majority of both sexes 

emplo>ed the s:mie na\'igational mahod. Howeva, genaally females and males choose 

dffaent mahods. For five of the sexai tasks, males used a global complae mahod (with 

huidmark for the two ronakikig tiisks), and for four of the seven tasks, females used a 

landmai-k mahod (with a global method for two tasks and a nkxed method for the 

remakikig task). These dffaences were reflated ki the fkidngs for the two sigmficant tasks. 

Task 1 and Task 5, with females prefarkig landmark mahods for both tasks and males 

prrforing global. 

Table 6.2: Complae Navigation Mahods by Sex 

Task 
Taskl 

Task 2 

Task 3 

Task 4 

Task 5 

Task 6 

Task 7 

* for aU s( 

Sex* 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Males 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 

^ e n tasks c 

Landmark 
84% 
36% 
21% 
21%) 
58% 
43%o 
42% 
50% 
74% 
29% 
5% 
7% 
21% 
21% 

f=2andn=19f 

Mixed 
5% 
7% 
32% 
29% 
11% 
29% 
26% 
21% 
0% 
14% 
37% 
14% 
47% 
21% 

or female 

Global 
11% 
57% 
47% 
50% 
32% 
29% 
32% 
29% 
26% 
79% 
58% 
79%o 
32% 
57% 

s and n= 14 

Chi-squared* 
8.81 

0.04 

1.82 

0.21 

7.67 

2.07 

2.73 

for males, -with a 

P 
0.01 

0.98 

0.40 

0.90 

0.02 

0.36 

0.25 

total N = 

(D 
0.52 

0.79 

0.23 

0.08 

0.48 

0.25 

0.28 

33. 

The females' prefaences for landmark mahods and the males' prefaences for 

global mahods correspond to the research fkidngs by Lawton; Mklo and Santoni; Ward, 

Newcombe, and Overton; and othas. The contrast between kiitial navigation and complae 

navigation is particularly kitoestkig skice genaally females and males chose dffaent kiitial 

navigational mahods than they used ovaall to complae the tasks, and only the mahods 
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chosoi for the complae tasks match previous research on otha types of navigation 

(outdoors, with niajos, kidoois, ac) . Since previous navigation research focused on the 

overall navigation tills nkglit be the reason for the dffaences. 

When we furtho" imal>7.e the results accordng to socially construaed gendo, we 

once agaki fkid signifiauit dkfaences among the foiu gendas and thdr choice of 

navigational mahod. However, the ovoiUl signkicance is much higha for the gendo 

breakdown, withp < 0.0001' for initial navigational choices (x'G, N = 33 ) = 23.16,/?< 

0.0001) and p < 0.0001 for the complete methods (x^(6, N = 33 ) = 45.27,/?< 0.0001). 

But, the strength of these rdationsliips is only weak (O = 0.32 for kiitial and O = 0.31 for 

complae). The weak rdationsliips could be due to the faa that thae are smalla numbas of 

partidpants ki a larga niunba of categories wiien compared to the sex-based numba of 

categories and partidpants ki the categories. 

The fkidngs also kidude clear gendo diffaences ki initial navigational method—for 

aU tasks, masculkie partidpants favored global methods, for five of the seven tasks feminine 

partidpants favored landmark mahods, and for androgynous and undiffaentiated 

partidpants no clear favoring -was as obvious. Undkfaentiated partidpants used global 

mahods for four tasks and landmark for thra; and androgynous partidpants chose global 

for four tasks, landnark for two, and had an even splk of partidpants wiio chose landmark 

and global mahods for the remakikig task. Significant sex-based diffaences only occuned 

between genda and navigational choice for four tasks. Table 6.3 dsplays the task, gendo, 

kiitial navigational choices, and the Chi-square,/?, and O for each task. In Task 2, 90% of 

androgynous participants, 100% of masculkie participants, and 86% of undiffaentiated 

partidpants chose a global kiitial method, but only 43% of feminkie participants chose a 

global kktial mahod. This dtffaence is sigmficant, x' 6 , N = 33 ) = 9-66, p = 0.02, and the 

rdationship is modaate, O = 0.54. The rdationship between gendo and kiitial navigational 

choice is also sigmficant for Task 3, x'O, N = 33) = 13-57, p = 0.003, but the navigational 

choices woe more dstributed with greata pacentages of femkikie and undffaentiated 

participants (100% and 71%) who chose landmark mahods; the androgynous partidpants 

were evenly splk baween landmark and global choices; and a largo pacent of masculkie 

participants chose global (89%). The rdationship between gendo and navigational choice is 
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strong (O = 0.64). The relationship bet-ween genda and task is also sigruficant and strong 

for Task 6 (x '6 , N = 33 ) = 13.57,p = 0.003, O = 0.62). LUce Task 2, femkikie partidpants 

w a e the only partidpants who d d not mauily choose global mahods: 100% of 

androgynous, 43% of femkiine, 89% of masculkie, and 100% of undffaentiated chose 

global mahods. The pacentages of each genda wiio chose ^obal mahods for Task 7 were 

very sknkar to Task 6: 100% of androgynous, 43% of femkiuie, 89% of masculkie, and 86% 

of undffaentiated chose global mahods. The relationship ba-^\een genda and navigational 

mahod for Task 7 is signkicant, but only modaate in strength (x^G. N = 33 ) = 9.74,/?= 

0.02, C? = 0.54). For two tasks, Task 1 and Task 5, the rdationship baween genda and 

navigational choice is close to being signkicant becausep = 0.06, but does not quite breach 

the threshold of signkicance that 1 applied for this study. Howeva, some researchas may 

find such levels of signkicance valid and, ui addtion, the same sample size of partidpants 

could impaa this, makkig signkicance at thep<0.05 levd hardo to obtain. 

It -would appear, then, that sodaky construaed genda identification does impaa initial 

navigational choices among my participants, espaiaU\' the feminuie ;ind masculuie gendas. 

The majority of the faninkie partidpants chose landmark initi;il mahods for all four 

signkicant tasks; wiiaeas the majority of masculine partidpants chose global initial mahods 

for all four sigruficant tasks. The na\igationiil findings b\- La-wton and othas state that males 

prefa globiil mahods and females landmark mahods. The initial finduigs for genda tela 

match these sex-based navigational findngs in previous studes than the initial findings for 

sex do. So, although females and males d d ha\ e sigruficanth' dkfaent initial navigational 

mahods, femkiine and masailkie partidpants are not only more consistent with thek initial 

navigational choices, but thek choices b a t a match the staeotypical behaviors (with 

fenknine partidpants matchkig the behaviors for females and masculuie participants 

matching the behaviors for males). The androgynous partidpants were not as consi.staii as 

the masailkie and femkikie partidpants, but they d d heavUy favor global mahods, which 

the majority usas for tiiree of the four sigruficant tasks (the fourth task was split tewivn 

global and landmark). The undkfaentiated partidjDants showed the most variay, with the 

majority of participants choosuig landmark mahods for h.df of thdr initial mahcxLs :ind 

global for the otha half. 
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Table 6.3: InitiiU Navigation Choices by Gendo 

Task 
Taskl 

Task 2 

Task 3 

Task 4 

Task 5 

Task 6 

Task 7 

* f or aU s 

andn=71 

Gendo* 
And-ogynoiLs 
Foninine 
Masculkie 
UncUffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Fonkiine 
Masailkie 
UndkTaentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masailkie 
Undlffo-entiated 
Androgynous 
Femkikie 
Masculkie 
UncUffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminkie 
Masculkie 
Undiffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Femkiine 
Masculine 
Undkfaentiated 
Androgynous 
Femkiine 
Masculkie 
Undiffaentiated 

even tasks df = 3 and r 

w undiffaentiated, \ 

Landmark 
60% 
100% 
33% 
57% 
10'\i 
57% 
0% 
l4"4) 

50% 
100% 
11% 
71% 
40%) 
29% 
11% 
43% 
70% 
14% 
33% 
71% 
0% 
57% 
11%) 
0%o 
0% 
57% 
11% 
14% 

1= 10 for andr 

vith a total N 

Global 
40% 
0% 
67% 
43% 
90% 
43% 
100% 
86% 
50% 
0% 
89% 
29% 
60% 
71% 
89% 
57% 
30% 
86% 
67% 
29% 
100% 
43% 
89% 
100% 
100% 
43% 
89% 
86% 

ogynous, n= 7 

= 33. 

Chi-squared* 
7.39 

9.66 

13.57 

2.55 

7.43 

12.75 

9.74 

for feminine, n= 

p 
0.06 

0.02 

0.003 

0.47 

0.06 

0.005 

0.02 

9 for niasa 

O 
0.47 

0.54 

0.64 

0.28 

0.47 

0.62 

0.54 

iline. 

For the complae navigational mahod, some fakly dear gendo dffaences do exist. 

The most obvious is that the majority of masculkie partidpants employed global mahods 

for aU seven tasks. Fonkkne partidpants favored landmark methods for five tasks (for one 

task they favored mixed mahods and for the otha task thae was no majorky prefaence). 

The androgynous participants applied more dvase mahods with the majorky employkig 

landmark for three tasks and global for two (the remakikig two tasks wa-e fakly evenly 
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dstributed with no mahods raeivkig more than 50% of the partidpants). The 

luidkferentiated pLUtidpants lused landmark mahods for four tasks, global for one, and 

mixal for one (for the ronainkig task no majority ova 50% used any skigle navigational 

mahod—the results wae nibced teween the three mahods). But, despite some very dear 

gendo prefo-ences, tlio-e wae only two tasks with a sigmficant rdationship baween genda 

and mahod. Table 6.4 dsplays the sigmficance levds for each task, along with Chi-square, p, 

the three complae na\ igational mahods, and gendo. In Task 1, a sigmficant rdationship 

between genda and navigational choice exist al, x^(6, N = 33 ) = 15,49, p= 0.04, but the 

rdationsliip dd not match the sigrufiauit relationships baween gendo and kiitial choices. 

Instead of liavkig two or three of the gendos more lUcely to use global methods, three 

gendas woe more lUceh' to use landmark methods—60% of androgynous, 86% of femkikie 

and 71%) of undiffaentiated (compared to 44% of masculkie). The strength of the 

rdationship is modaate (<t> = 0.45). Task 6 is the otha task -with a sigruficant relationship 

between genda and mahod (x̂  (6, N = 33 ) = 20.57, p = 0.002), and the relationship is 

modaate (O = 0.56). Pahaps the most intoestkig aspat of this signkicance is that k is the 

only sigruficant task with a majorky of any genda or sex in the mixed mahod cat^ory— 

71% of feminkie partidpants. The rest of the gendas have a majority of participants in the 

^obal mahod category (90% of androgynous, 89% of masculkie, and 71% of 

undkfaentiated). 

The masculkie partidpants wae the orJy genda whae the majority of participants 

chose the same complae navigation for both signkicant tasks. The majority of femkikie 

partidpants employed landmark for one significant task and mixed for the otho. The 

majority of androgynous and undk'faentiated participants used landmark mahods for the 

fkst sigmficant task global for the saond significant task To some degree, these fkidngs 

condate with previous research on sex-based navigation diffaences and my kiitial 

navigation fkidngs ki that the masculkie participants, lUce the males ki otho research, prefa 

global mahods. Howeva, the fonkkne partidpants may ovoaU favor landmark mahods, 

which uphold previous research fkidngs, but for the sigmficant tasks, thdr navigation was 

only landmark for one task (it was mixed—a fakly equal combkiation of global and 

landmark for the otho task). So, k seems that for the complae navigation genda has less 
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impaa on the na\ igatiomU mahods chosen than it dd for the kikial navigation; howeva, 

genda dffaences stUl exist for two tasks. Skice three of the four gendas use a variay of 

navigational mahods for the complae navigation, it is lUcdy that the type of task has some 

knpaa on the use of navigatiomU mahods by the genda. Thus, except for the masculkie 

genda wlkch uses global mahods for both sigmficant tasks, the gendos seem to choose 

mahod based on task and not on o\ o'iUl prefaence. 

Conibinkig these fkidkigs and results to answa k thae are sex and/or genda 

dffaences ki na\igation, we fkid that kideed thae are sigmficant sex and gendo dkfaences 

in na\igation. OvoaU, an equal niunba of signkicant relationships occurred between sex or 

gendo and navigational mahod. Tables 6.6 and 6.7 list what tasks had sigmficant 

rdationsliips by sex and gendo-. With the initial navigational choices, significant genda and 

sex dffaences exist for Task 2, 6, and 7. For Task 3, the only significant dkfaences were by 

genda; and for Task 5, the only significant cUffoences woe by sex. Fewer sigruficant 

relationships existed for the complete navigational mahods than for initial navigational 

mahods. Task 1 is significant by gendo and sex. Task 5 is sigruficant by sex, and Task 6 is 

signkicant by gendo. 

For the mitial tasks, female usas chose global initial mahods for three of the four 

sigruficant tasks (with landmark for the remakikig task), and males chose landmarks for two 

of the four significant tasks (with global for one and a 50% split for anotha). Thus, k seems 

females more frequently use global kiitial mahods. Howeva, for the complae navigational 

mahods, females chose landmark methods for both sigruficant tasks, and males chose 

global. Thus, it seems females -woe more lUcely to start with global navigation, but will 

complae the task with more landmark mahods. Males, on the otha hand, have more 

variay ki thek kiitial navigational choice, but for the complae task will use global methods. 

As dscussed above, these fkidngs provide an kitoestkig comparison to sex-based research 

on navigation because, at least for the kktial mahods, the fkidngs are opposke of what 

otho researchas found ki otha types of navigation. The dffaences between my fkidngs 

for kikial navigation and the fkidngs of previous researchas could be due to the faa I 

studes kiitial navigational and they dd not. Or k could be that navigational mahods change 

on webskes. Ekha way it is dear both sexes can and do employ both types of navigational 
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mahods and thus site design should ndtha assume a certaki sex means certaki navigational 

stnictiues nor that usas consistently employ sinklar navigational mahods for sknkar skes or 

tasks. 

Table 6.4: Complae Navigational Task by Genda 

Task 

Taskl 

Task 2 

Task 3 

Task 4 

Task 5 

Task 6 

Task 7 

* for aU s( 

Genda* 

Androgynous 
Femkiine 
Masculkie 
Undiffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminkie 
Masailine 
Undk'faentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masculkie 
Undiffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masculkie 
Undiffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masculkie 
Undiffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masculine 
Undiffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Femkiine 
Masculine 
Undiffaentiated 

^en tasks df = 6 anc 

LiUicUnark 

60%o 
86% 
4 4 % 

71% 
30% 
29% 
0% 
29%o 
40%o 
86% 
22% 
71% 
50% 
71%o 
11% 
57% 
60% 
86% 
22% 
57% 
0% 
29% 
0%o 
0% 
20% 
57% 
0% 
14% 
n= 10 for an( 

Mixed 

0% 
0% 
0% 
29% 
40% 
43% 
11% 
29% 
40% 
0% 
22% 
0% 
30% 
14% 
22% 
43% 
10% 
0% 
0% 
14% 
10% 
71% 
11% 
29% 
30% 
29% 
33% 
57% 

±ogynou^ 

Global 

40% 
14% 
56% 
0% 
30% 
29% 
89% 
43% 
20% 
14% 
56% 
29% 
30% 
14% 
67% 
0% 
30% 
14% 
78% 
29% 
90% 
0% 
89%o 
71% 
50% 
14% 
67% 
29%o 

5, n=7for 

Chi-
squared* 
13.49 

8.76 

11.97 

11.64 

9.96 

20.57 

10.42 

ferrunine, r 

P 

0.04 

0.19 

0.06 

0.07 

0.13 

0.002 

0.11 

1= 9 for m 

O 

0.45 

0.36 

0.43 

0.42 

0.39 

0.56 

0.40 

asculkie. 

and n= 7 for undk'faentiated, with a total N = 33. 
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Althougli genda dfferences îlso exist, the dk'foences do not always suggest that 

each genda has its own na\ ig-ationiil prefcToice baause androgynous and undffoentiated 

participants do not use consistently dffaent navigational methods for the various tasks. 

Androgynous participants chose a global mahod for thdi- kikial navigation for three of the 

four tasks, and for the complae tasks the androgynous partidpants employed landmark 

mahods for one task and global for the other. Undffaentiated partidpants seem to favor 

global mahods—for the kiitî U choices they applied global methods for three of the four 

tasks (the fourth was landnark) and one of the two complae mahods (the otha was 

landmark). Feminine and niiisculkie partidpants do, howevo, more consistently selea 

navigational mahods, -with feminkie participants choosuig landmark mahods for aU but one 

of the sigruficant relationships and masculkie participants choosuig global mahods for aU 

the sigruficant relationships. The fkidings for masculkie and feminine usas genoaUy fk 

previous research fkidkigs on navigation (with the female/femkiine methods of navigation 

landmark and with the male/masculkie methods global). But, unless webske designas know 

thek audence wUl be only masculkie, both landmark and global navigation mahods should 

be designed kito webskes skice aU otha gendos use some combination of methods. 
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Table 6.5: Initid Navigational Choice Significance by Sex and Gendo 

Task 

1 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Sigruficant for Sex 

No 
Yes 

No 

No 
Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Sigruficant for 
Gendo 
No 
Yes 

Yes 

No 
No 

Yes 

Yes 

Signkicant Relationships 

Sex: Females Global (89%), Males 
Landmark (71%) 
Gendo: Androgynous Global (90%, 
Femkikie Landmark (57%), Masculkie 
Global (100%), Undiffaentiated Global 
(86%) 
Gendo: Androgynous SpUt (50/50), 
Forunkie Landmark (100%), Masculkie 
Global (89%), Undffoentiated 
Landmark (71%) 

Sex: Females Landmark (86%), Males 
SpUt 60%) 
Sex: Females Global (89%), Males 
Landmark (86%) 
Gendo: Androgynous Global (1(X)%), 
Feminkie Landmark (57%), Masculkie 
Global (89%), Undffoentiated Global 
(100%) 
Sex: Females Global (79%), Males 
Landmark ©3%) 
Genda: Androgynous Global (100%, 
Femkikie Landmark (57%), Masculkie 
Global (89%), Undffaentiated Global 
(86%) 
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Table 6.6: Complae Navigational Mahod Sigmficance by Sex and Gendo 

Task 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

7 

Signk'iauit for Sex 

\'es 

No 
No 
No 
Yes 

No 

No 

Sigruficant for 
Gendo 
Yes 

No 
No 
No 
No 

Yes 

No 

Sigruficant Relationships 

Sex Females Landmark (84%), Males 
Global (57%) 
Gendo: Androgynous Landmark (60%, 
Femkikie Landmark (86%), Masculkie 
Global (56%), Undiffaentiated 
Landmark (71%) 

Sex: Females Landmark (74%), Males 
Global (79%) 
Gendo: Androgynous Global (90%, 
Feminine Mixed (71%), Masculkie 
Global (89%), Undffaentiated Global 
(71%) 

It is kitoestkig to note that three gendos dd tend to use global mahods. This could 

be due to the design of the -webskes, such as not havkig clear landmarks or havkig links that 

do not go -wiioe one thinks they-will go. Also, the usas' prefaence for global mahods 

could be a result of expaience—the usas know global mahods work. It is possible that 

webskes are b a t a ddgned for global mahods. In fact, the design of the webske might 

ovaaU fk the "masculkie focus" that Gurak and Baya argue, " r ^ a r l y produced 

tahnologies" have (258), skice global mahods are assumed to be male/masculkie Thus, the 

partidpants' use of global mahods may be not due to actual prefaences but due to the 

adaptation of the uso to the design of the tahnology. The masculkie focus of the design 

could be a result of the univasal uso approach (assumkig all usas are male). Or, the website 

could sknply be well designed to enable the partidpants to do wiiat they want: use global 

methods. 
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It is also importiuit to daonkne what the participants' pocdved prefoences for 

na\ igation were to compare theu- peicdval prdocnce to actual use for triangulation. Durmg 

the mterview, I asked the piu-tidp;uits if they rdy on landmark or global mahods to navigate 

(see Chapta IV for a look at the full fkidkigs). Ovaall, a sigmficant dffaence ki the stated 

navigation mahod existed (x'(2, N = 33) = 12.18,p = 0.002) with 60% of the partidpants 

statkig that the\- used landnark, 27%) staikig that they used global, and 12% statkig that they 

used a nkx (does not equal 100% due to roimdng). Howeva, no sigmficant rdationships 

occurred loaween stated navigatiomil method and sex (x"(2, N = 33 ) = 1.18,p = 0.55) or 

stated navigational mahod and gendo (x-(6, N = 33) = 3-72, p = 0.71). So, although a 

sigruficant rdationsliip between sex or gendo and navigation mahods existed for some 

tasks, no significant rdationship existed baween the participants' stated navigation method 

and thek sex or genda. Thus, participants prefo landmark mahods aaoss sex and gendo; 

howeva, thek actual use of navigational methods was kifluenced by sex, genda, and task. 

This dsaepancy suggests that researchos must not just interview usas about thdr 

navigation or just observe usas' navigation, but must both kiterview and observe navigation 

to ga a complae piaure of prefoence and aaual use. 

The ovaaU prefaence for landmark methods does not clearly correlate to previous 

research on reported navigation. L awton found the same sex diffoences wiien she asked ho 

participants -wiiich navigation mahods they used. Otho studes that -watched the participants 

navigate found the same sex diffaences, with females preferrkig/uskig landmark mahods 

and males prefenkig/using global mahods (Lawton, "Gendo Dkfaences ki Pokitkig" 1; 

Devlki and Bansteki; MUla and Santoni). So, accordkig to previous research, sex 

dffaences, and the same sex dffaences, exist regardess of whaha participants are asked 

how they navigate or partidpants are observed navigatkig. Howeva, thae are no sigmficant 

sex diffaences ki the navigation mahods that my partidpants say they prefo, but thae ai'e 

dffooices ki thdr aaual navigation for the seven tasks. The contrast between my research 

fkidngs and previous research fkidkigs are kitaesting The dffaence baween these 

fkidkigs could occur for two reasons: 
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• The wdl could be an equalizing environment ki regards to the prefoences of at least 

my participants 

• The mahods asal by the p-cUticipants for complakig the seven tasks could be 

diffaent from the mahods usal for the participants' own tasks 

Not only is the percdxe-d prefoence that the participants dscussed durkig the 

kiter\iew dffaent from previous research findkigs, it is also markedly dffaent from the 

kktial na\'igation choices, wiiich was global for four of the seven tasks, but sknUar to the 

o\'aall na\igation, wlkch was landmark for four of the seven tasks (see Chapto V for more 

daaks). The pacd\'ed participants' prefaences for landmark mahods may not match the 

kiitial mahods for th ra reasons. Fkst, k is possible that the -webske design does not easUy 

aUow people to b^in a task with thek prefened navigational mahod, so usos resort to 

^obal mahods instead Or, k is possible that the partidpants dd not consida thdr kiitial 

navigation -wiien answering the interview question. It is also possible that participants' 

prrfaences and actual use do not match, pahaps because the participants chose to not aa 

on thek prrfaences. If partidpants want to foUowthek prefoences for thek initial 

navigation but cannot, then -webske designas need to redesign pages so usas can more 

easUy foUow thek own prefaences. 

Orientation 

The next research question focuses on the orientation behaviors of the participants. 

This question is based on Nidsen's three orientation behavior categories: search domkiant, 

lkik dominant, and mbced-domkiant. As with navigation, I raorded the kktial orioitation 

behaviors and the complae orientation behaviors for each task (see Chapto V for a more 

daaUed dscussion of the fkidngs). I coded the kiitial behaviors as dtha search or lkik 

domkiant, skice a skigle behavior cannot be nkxed, and 1 computed the complaed 

orientation based on the numba of kidvidual oriaitation mahods employed ki each task 

(see Chapta V). My fkidngs and results show that thoe are some sex and/or gendo 

diffoences ki the partidpants' orientation behaviors. 
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StLU-tmg with kiitial bdiavior and sex, ;ui ovaall sigmficant rdationship betweoi sex 

and orientation bdiax ior ocaured, with x'(l, N = 231) = 9.07,p= 0.003. Howevo, the 

rdationsliip's strength qualkies as weak (O = 0.20). Thus, it is very lUcely that males and 

female will choose dk'foent orientation behaviors (based on such a lowp), but a strong 

rdationsliip does not exist baween d tho sex and a particular behavior aaoss the seven 

tasks Ceased on the strength of the rdationship). For the kidvidual tasks, only two dsplayed 

my sex dffaences greata than a 10%o dffaence and for both of these tasks females 

employed lkik behaviors and males employed search behaviors. These two tasks are the only 

tasks with a sigmficant rdationship baween sex and behaviors. Task 4 is the fkst of these 

two signkicant tasks, with x^(l, N = 33) = 11.36,p = 0.0007. The relationship baween sex 

and behaxior is modoate ki strength (O = 0.59). Task 7 is the otho task, with a sigmficant 

and \OT strong rdationship between sex and behavior (x^(l, N = 33 ) = 22.04, p< 0.0001', 

O = 0.82). For both Task 4 and Task 7, females' kiitial behaviors -woe lkik (74% and 89% 

respeaivdy), and males' kktial behaviors were search (86% and 93% respeaively). No 

signkicant relationships existed between sex and initial behaviors for the otho five tasks. In 

fact, the majority of females and males behaved sknUarly for each task, suggesting that ki 

genaal females and males utkize the same orientation behaviors for most tasks. 

Thus, for the kktial behaviors, genaally males and females employed simkar initial 

orientation behaviors, but for the only two tasks ki which they dd not employ sknUar 

behaviors, thae -was a significant dtffooice baween sex and behaviors. For both tasks 

-whae thae woe significant sex diffaences, females favored IkUc orientation behaviors and 

males search orientation behaviors. So, k seems lUcely that genaally sex does not kifluence 

orientation behavior except for particular tasks or websites, wiioe females are more lUcdy to 

utUize lkik behaviors and males to utkize search behaviors. For Task 4, one of the two tasks 

with sigmficant sex dffaences ki kiitial orioitation behavior, the webske provided had a 

long and busy, but weU organized, maki page with sevoal Ikiks on the top, bottom, left, and 

right, a search engkie, and various ki-text Ikiks. The task was a browskig task that requked 

usas to look for rdated uiformation on sevaal pages of the site. Task 7 was a genoal task ki 

which usos woe to look for the vehide of thek choice (with certaki price restriaions) and 
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could use the web ki any way they chose to complae the task (no webskes or task 

complaion mahods were suggestai). Ndtho of these tasks was complady unique. Task 2, 

althougli drfkied as a searching task, dd not require the use of a particular website lUce Task 

7. But, Task "̂  dd allow the usos greato freedom to dtho search or browse to complae the 

task. Task 4 was the fkst of t-wo browskig tasks, so sknUar tahniques were lUcdy to be used 

for both browskig tasks. Howeva, the maki page for Task 4 is longo and more lkik heavy 

than the niiiin page for the otha browsing task. Thus, it seems that it is possible that the 

sigmficant dk'faences could be due to the freedom ki Task 7 and the complexity of the maki 

page for T:isk 4. 

Table 6.7: Initial Orientation Behaviors by Sex 

Task 
Taskl 

Task 2 

Task 3 

Task 4 

Task 5 

Task 6 

Task 7 

* for aU S( 

Sex* 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Males 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 

Search 
42% 

36% 
100%o 

93% 

79% 
86% 

26% 
64% 

6 3 % 
64%o 

89%o 
86% 
11%0 

9 3 % 
2ven tasks df = 1 and n= 

Lkik 

58% 
64% 

0% 
7%o 
2 1 % 
14% 
74%) 
36% 
37% 
36% 

1 1 % 
14%) 

89% 
7% 

Chi-squared* 
0.14 

1.40 

0.25 

11.36 

0.004 

0.11 

22.04 

P 
0.71 

0.24 

0.61 

0.0007 

0.95 

0.74 

< 0.0001' 

19 for females and n= 14 for males, with a lota 

o 
0.06 

0.21 

0.09 

0.59 

0.01 

0.06 

0.82 

J N of 33. 

The sex-based fkidngs do correspond to what could be expeaed from previous 

research fkidngs. The lkik behavior could be associated with the female fenunkie web-lUce 

behaviors expressed ki morals, writmg knowing, and thkikkig and the search behavior 

could be associated with mal©/masculkie laddo-lUce behavior also expressed ki morals, 

wrkkig, knowing, and thkikkig Thus, it would seem lUcely that any sex dffooices ki 
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oriaitation behaviors would result ki fonales using a lkik orientation and males uskig search, 

as is Ulustrated with my results. 

For the complae orientation Wiaviors both sexes genoaUy applied search 

behaviors—niiiles for :ill seven tasks and females for four of the seven tasks (of the 

remakikig tcisks, tluee were Ikik). Table 6.8 dsplays the complae orientation behaviors by 

sex md k idude the pacentage of gendaed partidpants p a behavior, along with the task 

Chi-square p and O. As Ulustrated by Table 6.8, a sigmficant rdationship occurred baween 

sex and complae orientation Ixiiaviors for only one task. In Task 6,84% of females 

employed lkik lxlia\ iors (with l6%) employkig mixed behaviors and no females employkig 

search behaviors), and 86%) of males employed search behaviors (with 7% of the males 

anploykig mixed behaviors and 7%o employing link behaviors). This relationship between 

sex and bdia\ior is sigruficant and very strong, with x^(2, N = 33 ) = 26.08, p < 0.0001 \ O 

= 0.89. T h a e are no o t h a sigruficant relationships between the complete orientation 

behavior and sex. 

Table 6.8: Complae Orientation Behaviors by Sex 

Task 
Taskl 

Task 2 

Task 3 

Task 4 

Task 5 

Task 6 

Task 7 

* for all St 

Sex* 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 

^ e n tasks 

Search 
42%o 

43% 
74%o 
71% 
58% 
64%o 
42%o 
50% 
37% 
50% 
0% 
86% 
79%o 
64% 
df=2anc 

Mixed 
0% 
21% 
11% 
14% 
21% 
21% 
26% 
7% 
16%) 
29% 
16% 
7% 
16% 
14% 
n= 19 foi 

Link 
58% 
35% 
16% 
14% 
21% 
14% 
32% 
43% 
47% 
21% 
84% 
7% 
5% 
21% 

-female 

Chi-square* 
4.89 

0.11 

0.26 

2.02 

2.44 

26.08 

1.99 

s and n= 14 for 

P 
0.09 

0.95 

0.88 

0.36 

0.30 

< 0.0001 

0.37 

males, -with a 

O 
0.38 

0.06 

0.09 

0.25 

0.27 

0.89 

0.25 

total N o 33. 
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The ovo-dl prefooice for sauch orioitation tehaviors suggests that goioally males 

and females, at leist among my p:uticipants, employ the same orientation behaviors (and 

often these beha\ iors i\re scorch Ixiiaviors), but occasionally they will significantly employ 

dffaent orientation lxha\ iors. Thus, sex appears to only influence orientation behaviors for 

particular tasks, ki tliis case Task 6. Task 6 was the only surfkig task and requked multi-

webske penisal for conip:uing flight ticka prices. In this task, the participants could use 

whatevo taliniques they prefared, along with any webskes they prefored. Skice all otho 

thkigs appear constant, po-haps it was the type of task, surfuig, that leads to sex-based 

orientation belia\iors. 

Thus, ONoall thoe are sex diffoences ki the initial and complete orientation 

behaviors for some tasks. For :U1 three sigruficant tasks (two kiitial and one complae), 

females applied lkik behaviors and males applied search behaviors. Howevo, genaally for 

the kktial tasks males and females behaved ki simkar -ways, and genaaUy for the complae 

tasks males and females favored search behaviors. Thoefore, for the tasks in -wiuch 

dkfaences existed, the sex diffoences are comparable to diffaences found in previous 

research on morality, thinkkig, writkig, and knowing. 

For the initial behavior, thoe are slight gendo dkfoences—masculine participants 

appked search behaviors for aU seven tasks; androgynous partidpants applied search 

behaviors for six of the seven tasks; undU^faentiated participants applied search behaviors 

for five of the seven tasks; and femkikie participants applied search behaviors for four of the 

seven tasks (and link for the otha three). These slight gendo dkfoences, howeva, led to an 

ovaaU sigmficant relationship between the kiitial behaviors and gendo (x̂  0 , N = 33 ) = 

26.37, p = < 0.0001). This rdationship is a weak one (O = 0.34). Pahaps not surpriskig 

given the genaal sknUarky ba-ween initial orientation behaviors for the four gendas, only 

one task had a significant rdationship between genda and kiitial orientation behavior. Task 

5. The orientation behayiors for Task 5 wae predomkiantly search—80% of androgynous 

participants, 100% of masculkie partidpants, and 57% of undffoentiated participants 

appked search behaviors. Howeva, 100% of femkikie participants employed lkik behaviors. 

This rdationship baween behavior and gendo is sigmficant and strong (x' (3, N = 33 ) = 
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18.68,p = 0.0003, O = 0.75). No sigmficuit rdationships ocaural teweai gaida and 

behaviors for the otha six tiisks. 

Table 6.9: Initial Orientation Behaviors bv Gendo 

Task 

Taskl 

Task 2 

Task 3 

Task 4 

Task 5 

Task 6 

Task 7 

Gendo* 
Androgynous 
Foninine 
Masculkie 
Undkfo-entiated 
Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masculkie 
Undk'faentiated 
Androgynous 
Femkiine 
Masculkie 
Undkfaentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masculkie 
Undffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masculine 
UncUffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masculkie 
Undiffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Femkikie 
Masculkie 
UncUffaentiated 

Search 
5(>Vo 

29'K) 
56% 
l4"Vo 

100% 
86% 
100% 
100% 
90% 
57% 
100% 
71% 
30% 
14% 
78% 
43% 
80% 
0% 
100%) 
57% 
100% 
71% 
100% 
86% 
100% 
71%) 
89% 
100% 

Lkik 
50% 
86%) 
44fK) 

86% 
0% 
14% 
0% 
0% 
10% 
43% 
0% 
29%) 
70% 
86% 
22% 
57% 
20% 
100%o 
0% 
43% 
0% 
29% 
0% 
14% 
0%o 
29% 
11% 
0% 

Chi-squared* 
3.65 

3.83 

5.82 

7.5 

18.68 

5.34 

4.96 

p 
0.30 

0.28 

0.12 

0.06 

0.0003 

0.15 

0.17 

o 
0.33 

0.34 

0.42 

0.48 

0.75 

0.40 

0.39 

* for all seven tasks df = 3 and 
and n= 7 for undiffaentiated. 

n= 10 for androgynous, n= 7 for femkikie, n= 9 for masculkie, 
-with a total N = 33. 

These fkidings suggest that kktial oriaitation behavior genoaUy does not vary due to 

gendo for most tasks, but for at least one type of task the kiitial orientation behavior was 

kifluenced by genda. The only task with a sigmficant rdationship baween gendo and kktial 
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orioitation behaviors was Task 5, a browsuig task The goido dffooice, wkh the fonkikie 

partidpants only anploykig lkik behaviors and partidpants of the otho thra goido 

prrfo-rkig search loeha\ iors, for Task five coidd be due to: 

• The t>ix of t;isk: Task 5 was a browskig task designed so the partidpants would look 

ai-oiuid the website ;uid compare information for the conea combkiation of 

kilonnation. Both browskig and the lkik orientation behaviors are sknkar to the 

" web'-lUce femkikie/female behaviors found by GUligan, Flynn, Bdenky a al., 

Slilaki, and othas (see Chapta II). So, it is possible that the femkikie participants 

woe more lUceh' to employ the web-lUce behavior of a lkik orientation for the type of 

task that favored web-lUce approaches. 

• The genre of the task: The geme of the task was cookkig—an area considoed 

"forunkie" ki -weston culture (except on the highest levels). The task requked 

participants to fkid a raipe that used four diffoent kigredoits. Since this task is 

considoed femkikie, it is possible that the femkikie partidpants would employ 

dtffaent mahods to compae the task than those otha gendas would employ. 

For the complae behaviors, only one gendo genaally dd not employ search 

behaviors for the majority of tasks. Feminine participants are the only genda that is fakly 

evenly dvided between the three types of complae orientation behaviors, with the majority 

of feminine partidpants employkig search behaviors for t-wo tasks, lkik behaviors for t-wo 

tasks, and mixed behaviors for t-wo tasks, and -with a split baween search and link for the 

remakiing task. The otho three gendas employed search behaviors for the majority of thdr 

tasks—for masculkie partidpants six tasks, for androgynous participants five tasks, and for 

undk'faentiated four tasks. Aaoss aU seven tasks, a sigmficant, ya weak, rdationship existed 

between genda and complae navigational method (x^(6, N = 231) = 35.69,p< 0.0001', O 

= 0.28). For the kidvidual tasks, only two tasks had a sigmficant rdationship between 

genda and complae orientation behavior. The fkst such task, Task 1, has a modoate and 

sigmficant relationship boween sex and gendo (x^(6, N = 33) = 13-49, p = 0.04, O = 0.45), 

with the majority of androgynous partidpants (60%) and femkikie participants (57%) 
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applykig seuch Wiaviors. The majority of luicUffoentiated partidpants (57%) utUized lkik 

mahods; iuid the masailine piu-tidpants were split baween lkik and search (44% each) with 

a few in nuxecl (11%). The orientation behaviors for Task 6 woe less varied: 100% of 

androg\nous, 100%o of masculine, and 86% of luidffoentiated employed search behaviors, 

and the faninkie partidpants were nkxed baween search (43%), mixed (43%), and lkik 

(l4%) bdia\'iors. The rdationship baween gendo- and behaviors for Task 6 is sigmficant 

and modo-ate (x' (6, N = 33) = 20.57, p = 0.002, O = 0.56). Howeva, no otho sigmficant 

rdationsliips occiured ki the rem:iinkig tasks. 

So, gendo (?nly sigruficantly kifluences the complete orientation behaviors for two 

tasks. For the remakikig tasks, no sigruficant relationship baween task and gendo occurred 

howe\'o, genaally the masculkie, androgynous, and undiffoentiated partidpants employed 

search orientation for the majority of tasks. For the sigruficant tasks, androgynous 

partidpants -were the only partidpants wiio utUized search behaviors for both significant 

rdationships. Both feminine and masculuie partidpants utUized search behaviors for one 

task (but these -were diffoent tasks) and woe split mostly bet-ween search and link 

(masculine) or search and mixed (femkikie) for the otha task. The undiffaentiated 

partidpants utkized search behaviors for one task and link for the otho. These results are 

particularly intaestkig -when compared to previous research. The luik behavior, -wiiich is 

hokstic and intaconneaed, is sknkar to the femkiine/female web-lUce behavior found also 

in morality, -writkig, thinkkig, and knowing (see Chapto II). Thus, k seems lUcely that 

femkikie partidpants may favor these mahods, as they dd durkig the only task -with 

sigruficant gendo dffaences ki the kiitial behaviors. LUcewise, searchkig, -wiiich is abstraa 

and sequential, is sknUar to the male/masculine ladda-lUce behavior found also ui morality, 

wrkkig thkikkig and knowing ( sa Chapta II). Howeva, the ovaaU prefaence for the 

ladda-lUce behaviors of searchuig ki otho tasks does not agree with the femkikie/female 

prrfaence ki previous research for the web-lUce Ikikkig behaviors because the femkikie 

participants have no dear prefaences of lkik behaviors. The masculkie partidpants dd favor 

the searchkig behaviors, but for the two sigmficant tasks k was the androgynous partidpants, 

not the masculkie partidpants, who favored searchkig behaviors for both tasks. Thoefore, 

previous research on genda does not strongly rdate to my orientation behaviors fkidngs. 
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Table 6.10: Complae Orientation Behaviors by Gendo 

Task 

Taskl 

Task 2 

Task 3 

Task 4 

Task 5 

Task 6 

Task 7 

Genda* 

AndrogynoiLs 
Foninine 
Masailkie 
Undk'faentiated 
.\ndrogynous 
Fonkiine 
Masculkie 
UncUffo-entiated 
Androgynous 
Feminkie 
Masailine 
Undklaentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masculkie 
Undiffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masculkie 
Undffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminkie 
Mascuhne 
Undffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masculkie 
Undiffaentiated 

Sauch 
60"/o 
57'%) 
44'^ ii 

43"'0 

90" 0 

43'K) 
89\. 
57'!-(i 

70'%i 
U% 
100% 

43% 
30% 
14% 
89% 
43% 
40% 
14% 
78% 
29% 
100%) 
43%o 
100% 
86% 
80% 
29% 
89% 
86% 

Mixed 
10% 
i4'y(i 

11% 
0% 
10% 
29'M) 
0% 
14% 
10% 
57% 
0% 
29% 
30% 
29% 
0% 
14% 
20% 
0% 
11% 
57% 
0%o 
43%o 
0% 
14% 
10% 
43% 
11% 
0%) 

Link 

30% 
29yo 
44% 
57% 
0% 
29% 
11% 
29% 
20% 
29% 
0% 
29% 
40% 
57% 
11% 
43% 
40% 
86% 
11% 
14% 
0% 
14% 
0% 
0% 
10% 
29% 
0% 
14% 

Chi-squared* 
13.49 

8.76 

11.97 

11.64 

9.96 

20.57 

10.42 

p 
0.04 

0.19 

0.06 

0.07 

0.13 

0.002 

0.11 

O 
0.45 

0.36 

0.43 

0.42 

0.39 

0.56 

0.40 

* for aU seven tasks df = 6 and 
and n= 7 for undiffaentiated. 

n= 10 for androgynous, n= 7 for femkiine, n= 9 for masculkie, 
with a total N = 33. 

Thus, ndtha the ovaaU prefaence for searchkig behaviors or the previous research 

on femkiine/female and masculine/male dffoences ki various otho areas can dearly 

preda the complae orientation behaviors aaoss gendo and task. As Table 6.10 dsplays, 

each task has a dffoent mixture of search, mixed, and lkik behaviors aaoss the gendas. So, 

k seems lUcdy that the combkiation of task and gendo may be -what daomkies the 

complae orientation behaviors. The gendos may reaa dffoently to the dffaent tasks and, 
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thus, behave ki dffaent ways to «)mplae the task. Most knportantly no skigle gendo only 

uses one type of orioitation Miaxior. As a result, website design should kiclude tools for 

search, mixed, and lkik Ixhaviors. 

Overall, some gendo dffoenct^ do exist in both initial and complae orientation 

behaxiors on websites. For both the kiitiiU and complete orientation behaviors the 

partidpants of most gendas genaally applied search orientation behaviors. Howeva, for 

the complae mahods femmkie participants woe less lUcdy to employ search orientation 

beha\iors. For the th ra sigruficant tasks (one initial and two complae), the majorky of 

androgynous participants applied search behaviors for all thra tasks; the majority of 

femkikie participants applied search for one task, lkik for one task, and a combkiation of 

search and mixed for the last task; the majority of masculine participants applied search 

behaviors for two tasks and a combkiation of search and mix for the otho task; and fkiaUy, 

undkfaentiated partidpants applied search for two tasks and lkik for the otha task. Thus, k 

app)ears that otha than the androgynous participants, no gendo sigruficantly utkizes only 

one type of behavior. Thus, both gendo and task seem important to daamkie diffaences 

ki orientation behaviors. 

An ovaaU analysis of the sex and gendo behaviors shows some simkarkies aaoss 

kiitial and complae behaviors. Figures 6.11 and 6.12 list the tasks, sigmficance, and 

relationship. As the two tables show, t-wo sigruficant irktial sex-based dkfaences occurred 

and only one significant kktial genda-based dffooice occuned. Howeva, for the complae 

mahods, two sigmficant genda-based dffaences took place and only one sigmficant sex-

based dffaence took place. OvaaU, the sigmficant rdationships for sex-based orientation 

klustrate that females prefa lkik behaviors and that males prefo search behaviors. The non-

sigmficant rdationships show dosdy matching prefaences for kiitial and complae 

behaviors. Gendo dffaences also exist; masculkie, androgynous, and undffaentiated 

partidpants tend to favor search behaviors, and femkune participants tend to favor lkik 

behaviors for kiitial orientation and a mix of behaviors for thdr complae orientation. 

Howevo, the significant rdationships do not fuUy reflea the genoal fmdngs. The only task 

with a sigmficant rdationship baween genda and kktial behavior does match the genaal 

fkidngs, but for the two signkicant rdationshii^ betweoi goido and complae behaviors 
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only one gendo, androgynous, onploys search mahods. The otho three gendas utUize a 

combkiation of sau'ch, lkik, cUid nkx. So, although gendo dffoences do exist, the 

dffoences woe gena-ally task-based. The sex dffoences, howevo, wae consistent aaoss 

tasks. 

Table 6.11: Initial Orientation Behaviors Significance by Sex and Gendo 

Task 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

6 
7 

Signifiamt for Sex 

No 
No 
No 
"̂es 

No 

No 
Yes 

Sigruficiuit for 
Gendo 
No 
No 
No 
No 

Yes 

No 
No 

Significant Relationships 

Sex: Females Lkik (74%), Males Search 
(64%) 
Gendo: Androgynous Search (80%, 
Feminkie Lkik (100%), Masculine Search 
(100%), Undffaentiated Search (57%) 

Sex: Females Link (89%), Males Search 
(93%) 
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Table 6.12: Complae Orientation Bdiaviors Sigmficance by Sex and Gendo 

Task 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

7 

Sigruficant for Sex 

No 

No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 

No 

Sigrufic;uit for 
Gendo 
Ye^ 

No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 

No 

Signkicant Relationships 

Genda: Androgynous Search (60%, 
Forunkie Search (57%), Masculkie Split 
Search/LkiVMbf(44%, 44%, 11%)), 
UncUffoentiated Link (57%o) 

Sex: Females Lkik (84%), Males Search 
(86%) 
Gendo: Androgynous Search (100%o, 
Femkiine Splk Search/Link/Mix(43%, 
43%, 14%) Masculkie Search (100%), 
Undiffoentiated Search (86%) 

These findkigs kidcate that designos must be aware not only of gendo and sex, but 

of types of task and the ovoaU prefoence for searchkig orientation behaviors. Also, 

previous research fkidngs ki morality, thkikkig, writkig, and knowing would be hdpful to 

undostand and possibly preda the sex-dffoences but not the gendo dffoences. Due to 

the variay of behaviors, tasks types, and sex and/or gendo dffaences, an analysis of sex 

and/or genda diffaences may be naessary for each design and task with the design to fully 

undostand possible dffaences or sknUarkies ki sex and gendo behaviors. 

For a variay of reasons, the orientation behaviors that I observed for the seven tasks 

may not reflea tme normal orientation behaviors. Thus, k is also knportant to examkie the 

orioitation behaviors that the partidpants stated they use Analyzmg both the obsoved and 

stated orioitation behaviors can also add rigor though triangulation. Duruig the kitoview, 1 

kiquked about thdr sdf-pacdved orioitation behaviors. Ovaall, the behaviors were 

significantly rdata^-x^(2, N = 33) = 20.36,p< O.OOOl'). Howevo, no significant 

rdationships occuned between stated behavior and sex (x'(2, N = 33) = 0.82, p = 0.66) or 

statai bdiavior and goida (x^(6, N = 33) = 4.20,p = 0.65). These results are kitaestkig 
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baause they a)nflia with the sigmficant sex and gendo dffoences that occurred durkig the 

complaion of the sexcTi tasks. The tUffoence in observed and stated behaviors could be due 

to many factors, kidudkig but not limited to: the design of the tasks preventkig true 

behax'iors, the design of the websites preventkig true behaviors, the partidpants not bdng 

fuUy awiue of how tlie\' actuall>- behave on websites, or the prrfored behaviors were not 

al-ways the actiuU bdiaxiors. 

The answer to the research question that asks k sex and/or gendo dffaences do 

exist ki orientation behaviors is yes, both sex and gendo dkfoences exist ki orientation 

behaviors. The sex- or genda-based dkfoences only occur ki the observed orientation 

behaviors; no significant dkfoences occurred among the partidpant reported behaviors. 

Ovoak, the sigruficant relationslkps for sex-based orientation klustrate that females prefo 

link beha\iors and that males prefo search behaviors. The non-significant relationships 

show closely matchkig prefaences for kiitial and complae behaviors. Genda diffoences 

also exist; masculkie, androgynous, and undiffoentiated participants tend to favor search 

behaviors, and feminkie participants tend to favor lkik behaviors for initial orientation and a 

mix of behaviors for thek complae orientation. Howeva, the sigruficant rdationships do 

not fuUy reflea the genaal fkidkigs. The only task -with a signkicant relationship between 

gendo and kiitial behavior does match the genaal fkidings; howeva, for the rwo sigmficant 

rdationships baween gendo and complete behaviors, only one gendo, androgynous, 

employs search mahods. The otha three gendas utUize a combkiation of search, lkik, and 

mix Thus, although sex and gendo dffoences occurred ki orientation behaviors, otho 

faaors lkce the types of task and an ovaall prefoence for searchkig also seem to knpaa 

orientation behaviors and need to be considaed for a full undastandng of aaual 

orientation behaviors. 

Back Button 

The thk-d sul>question focuses on the use of the web browsa back button. The 

back button is a much-used device that fits both landmark and global navigation mahods. In 

my pkot testkig, I dscovoed the back button was used more frajuoitly than any otha 
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nax igatiomU dexice, so I daided to exankne it m more daail m this study 1 analyzed the 

frequency and typts of back button use accordkig to the partidpants. Skice, ki my pUot 

testkig, the foiiiUei predomki^itdy used the back button, I suspeaed thoe would be possible 

sex and genda dffaences both ki the frequency of use and the types of use Howevo, no 

sex or gendo- cUffoences exist ki d tho the frequency or types of use by gendo or sex (see 

Table 6.13 for the dii-square andpfor frequency, types, sex and genda). AU four gendas 

and both sexes predonknantly stated that they use the back button "often." A greata variay 

in the t>-[^ of use occxurad, wkh" route" uses of the back button dtho for the most 

frequent or tied for the most frequent for both sexes and two gendos (androgynous and 

undk'faentiated). The majority of participants from the otho two gendas stated that they 

used the back button to "corral mistakes" (femkikie) or that they gave "no spedfics" on 

thek use (m:isculkie). But, ovaaU the frequency of use is statisticaUy signkicant (x̂  6 , N = 

33) = 45.1,p< 0.0001'), -with a full 76%o of participants statkig that they "often" use the 

back button. The type of use is not quite sigmficant ovoall, skicep = 0.05 andpmust be less 

than 0.05 to be sigruficant at the alpha level I sa (x^G, N = 33) = 7.6, p = 0.05). 

Table 6.13: Back Button Sex- and Genda-Based Signkicance for Frequency and Types of 
Use 

Category 
Frequency 

Types of Use 

Sex or Gendo 
Sex 
Gendo 
Sex 
Gendo 

Chi-square 
3.62 
8.60 
1.07 
11.57 

P 
0.36 
0.80 
0.78 
0.47 

df 
3 
9 
3 
9 

The frequent, or "often," use of the back button is not surpriskig wiien previous 

research is also considaed. Accordkig to Nidsen, the back button is the saond most 

commonly used web navigation device, right afto Ikiks ("Web Research" 4). Bryne a al.'s 

fkidngs also agree with the frequent use of the back button, saond only to Ikiks (550). 

Thus, my study, along with Nidsen's and Bryne a al.'s studes, Ulustrates that the back 
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button is a common na\ igational device. The lack of sex and/or gendo dffooices ki the 

frequency of back button use may occm- for two reasons: 

• The back button is such a key navigational device that few participants can navigate 

without k, acToss gender and sex lines 

• The back button cui loe used for landmark navigation, as a route device, or global 

navigation, ;is a cai-cUnal dk'eaion point; thus, it works equally well with navigation 

mahods that haxe loeen foiuid to be "gendaed" and "sexed" ki my own research 

and previous research 

Thus, answokig the tlik-d sub-question, thoe are no sex or gendo dffoences in the 

frequency or types of back button use. Howevo, the frequent use of the back button is 

sigruficant, -with 76%o of aU partidpants using the back button often. So, ratho than sex or 

gendo dkloences, we have signkicant simkarity aaoss sex and gendo that is as equally 

unportant as sex and gendo cUffoences found ki otho areas of this study. 

Success Rate 

Through the fourth sub-question, 1 examkied the task complaion success rate. For 

each task, I raorded k the partidpant complaed the task successfully, half successfully 

(complaed part of the task), or not successfully As the fkidngs in Chapto V klustrate, both 

sexes and aU four gendas were predomkiantly "successful" for she of the seven tasks. Only 

for Task 4 were the largest cat^ories of partidpants by sex and gendo "not successful." 

Task 4 may have lead to dfficulties complakig the task baause Task 4 was not only the 

most complex task ki the Usabkky Testkig Tasks, but I observed that many partidpants 

wanted the kiformation ki a certaki form and on not locatkig that form, they often gave up. 

Thus, k seems usas' expatations may play a role ki task success. 

OvoaU, aaoss all seven tasks no sigmficant rdationships baween sex and success 

rate occuned (x '6 , N = 231) = 0.005p = 0.98). Table 6.14 shows the success rate by sex, 

along with the Chi-square, probabUity and Crama's Phi. As the table shows, no sigmficant 
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dffaences baween sex and success rate appeared. LUcewise, no ovoall sigmficant 

rdationship betwec-n success rate and gendo ocaured (x'G, N = 231) = 5.23p= 0.49), nor 

is thoe a condation baween gendo md success rate at the kidvidual task levd (see Table 

6.15). Thus, despite the navigation and orientation dffaences dscussed above, the various 

gendas and sexe; wei'e not significantly more successful or less successful at complakig the 

tasks. Sex it appears that dffaences in orientation and navigation, whUe kitoestkig, do not 

knpaa how successfully the partidpants complaed the task. This, along with the ovaall 

high success rate for all tasks but Task 4, suggests that the participants may sdea the best 

mahods for thek complaion of the task. But, u sa expeaations and task complexity could 

negatheh- knpaa success levd, as may have occurred ki Task 4. 

Table 6.14: Task Success Rate by Sex 

Task Sex* Not 
Successful 

Hak^ 
Successful 

Successful Chi-
square^ 

P O 

Taskl Female 
Male 

5% 
l4%o 

0% 
14% 

95% 
71% 

3.95 0.14 0.34 

Task 2 Female 
Male 

5% 
0% 

0 % 
0%o 

95% 
100% 

0.75 0.68 0.15 

Task 3 Female 
Male 

16% 
7% 

11%0 

0% 
74% 
93% 

2.33 0.31 0.27 

Task 4 Female 
Male 

53% 
57% 

21% 
14% 

26% 
29% 

0.24 0.88 0.09 

Task 5 

Task 6 

Task 7 

Female 
Male 

11% 
14% 

Female 
Male 

11% 
21% 

Female 
Male 

16% 
0%o 

0% 
7% 

89% 
79%) 

1.56 

5% 
0% 

84% 
79%) 

1.40 

0% 
0% 

84% 
100% 

2.43 

0.46 

0.49 

0.30 

0.22 

0.21 

0.27 

for aU seven tasks df= 3 and n= 19 for females and n= 14 for males, with a total N of 33. 
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Table 6.15: Task Success Rate by Gendo 

Task 

Task 1 

Task 2 

Task 3 

Task 4 

Task 5 

Task 6 

Task 7 

Genda* 

Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masculkie 
Undiffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminkie 
Masculine 
UncUffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Femkiine 
Masculine 
Undiffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masculkie 
Undk'faentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masculkie 
Undiffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Femkiine 
Masculine 
Undiffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masculkie 
Undffaentiated 

Not 
Successful 
20% 
0%o 
0% 
i4'yo 

0% 
l 4 % 
0%o 
0% 
10% 
0%) 
11% 
29%o 

60% 
43% 
56% 
57% 
20% 
0% 
22% 
0%o 

20% 
l4%o 
11% 
14% 
10%o 

14% 
11% 
0% 

Half 

Successful 
0% 
29% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
10% 
14% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
29% 
11% 
43% 
10% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
10% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 

Successful 

80% 
71% 
100% 
86% 
100% 
86% 
100% 
100% 
80% 
86% 
89% 
71% 
40% 
29% 
33% 
0% 
70% 
100% 
78% 
100% 
70% 
86% 
89% 
86% 
90% 
86% 
89% 
100% 

Chi-

square* 
10.82 

3.83 

4.63 

7.69 

6.00 

2.81 

0.98 

P 

0.09 

0.70 

0.59 

0.26 

0.43 

0.83 

0.99 

O 

040 

0.24 

0?6 

0 34 

0.30 

0.21 

0.12 

for aU seven tasks df = 6 and n= 10 for androgynous, n= 7 for feminine, n= 9 for masculine, 
and n= 7 for undiffaentiated, with a total N of 33. 

T o answer the fourth sub-questions, t h a e are no significant diffoences ba-ween 

success rate and g e n d o or sex. Ovaa l l , the participants were successful for the majority of 

tasks, so the participants seemed to choose orientation behaviors and navigation m a h o d s 

that aUowed them to successfully c o m p l a e thdr tasks. Howevo , u s o expata t ions and task 

complexity may kifluence the participants' task successes rate. The knpaa of u s o 

expeaations and task complexity on success rate should be examkied more fully ki future 
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reseuch. Anotha- important faaor m using the web and complakig tasks is tkne, which I 

-wUl analy7;e Ixlow. 

Tune 

The fkth sub-question focuses on sex and/or gendo dffoences ki the tkne it takes 

the partidpants to complae thek fkst major aaion for the task (kiitial tkne) and the tknes k 

takes the pai-tidpants to complete the wiiole task (complaion time). Tkne is an knportant 

considaation for luidostandng possible sex and/or gendo dffaences ki web use baause 

how long t:isks take has soious knpacts on web use success rate (if k takes too long they 

niiiy stop), prrfaences ki types of web use, and many otha faaors. 1 begki by analyzkig the 

tkne by sex, and then by gendo. Skice time deals with ratio measurements (a scale of 

measure with an absolute zoo), I use the ANOVA for the analysis of sigrdficance Due to 

the way the ANOVA is structured, a comparison of the results to values on an ANOVA 

table aUow one to teU k the results woe sigruficant at p < 0.5, but not the exaa value of p. 

Because the ANOVA does not daamine -wikch relationships -were significant, just that 

sigruficant relationships exist, 1 also used two post hoc tests, Schrffe's Test and Tuke/s Test, 

•when thae is signkicance to daomine -wikch of the tested groups have sigruficant 

rdationships. 

Tables 6.16 and 6.17 show the kktial and complae task tkne sigmficance by sex and 

include the mean, standard deviation, degrees of freedom baween (df̂ ) and withki (df J , 

observed F value, and sigrdficance level (p}. The sex-based completion times suggest possible 

dffaences, with females genaaUy bdng fasto ( sa Chapto V for more daaks); howevo, 

despite dffoences ki the mean and standard deviation, no signkicant relationship existed 

between sex and kiitial or compae task tknes. So, the partidpants' sex does not seem to 

knpaa the time it takes the partidpants to begki or complete a task. LUce success rate, these 

fkidngs suggest that the sex-based dffaences found ki orientation behaviors and navigation 

mahods do not knpaa the tkne it takes to complae the tasks. Thus, not only dd the 

participants choose mahods and behaviors that mostly enabled them to complae tasks 

successfully but the behaviors and mahods also enabled them to complae tasks ki genoaUy 
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the same tune as the otha partidpants. The lack of sex-basal dffaoices ki complae task 

tkne knply that the pai-tidptuits may have some idoi of how long each task should take, and 

they d tha complae the task ki this cunoiuit of tkne or give up. The sknUarkies ki kiitial 

tknes aaoss the sexes kidcate that regardess of choosuig a landmark navigation mahod or 

a global iia\igatic?n, and regardess of uskig IkUc orientation or search orientation behaviors, 

the pai-tidpants spent sinkliu- amounts of tune startkig the tasks. This is particularly 

siupriskig for the two tasks. Tasks 4 and 7, ki which females were sigmficantly more lUcely to 

employ lkik lxha\iors and males search behaviors because lkik behaviors would seem to 

take more tkne skice they kivolve lookkig around the site fkst. It could be that the 

kiconsistent location of the ske search enguies and otha search behaviors devices, along 

with the typkig requked to use the site search, slow search-dominant usos down. Regardess 

of reasons, k appears that females can look around the ske and choose a link ki the same 

amount of tkne it takes males to use the search engkie or aa ki anotha search orientation 

behavior. 

Table 6.16: Initial Task Tkne Significance by Sex 

Task* 

Taskl 

Task 2 

Task 3 

Task 4 

Task 5 

Task 6 

Task 7 

Sex 

Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 

Mean 

19.90 
20.5 
6.00 
6.50 
9.11 
9.86 
28.37 
20 
8.79 
14.93 
8.05 
7.00 
6.31 
9.36 

Standard 
Deviation 
16.8 
18.76 
3.74 
5.39 
6.00 
6.19 
23.30 
9.89 
9.63 
16.44 
7.40 
4.13 
4.53 
6.66 

df./df.. 

1/17 

1/17 

1/17 

1/17 

1/17 

1/17 

1/17 

F 

0.003 

0.03 

0.04 

0.49 

0.57 

0.07 

0.76 

P 

>0.05 

>0.05 

>0.05 

>0.05 

>0.05 

>0.05 

>0.05 

for aU seven tasks n= 19 for females and n= 14 for males. N=33 
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Table 6.17: Complae Task Tune Significance by Sex 

Task 

Taskl 

Task 2 

Task 3 

Task 4 

Task 5 

Task 6 

Task 7 

Sex 

FenicUe 
Male 
Foiiale 
M:ile 
Foiiale 
Akile 
Foiiale 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Fanale 
Male 
Female 
Male 

Mean 

72.58 
133.29 
108 
114.36 
175.26 
167.57 
552.SA 
330 
199.32 
204 
301.21 
333.29 
240.68 
270.64 

Standard 
Deviation 
39.08 
153.07 
144.34 
98.63 
87.04 
54.90 
198.12 
186.41 
68.30 
80.20 
152.81 
157.22 
118.93 
130.09 

df^df. 

1/17 

1/17 

1/17 

1/17 

1/17 

1/17 

1/17 

F 

1.52 

0.02 

0.04 

0.001 

0.02 

0.19 

0.26 

P 

>0.05 

>0.05 

>0.05 

>0.05 

>0.05 

>0.05 

>0.05 

* for aU seven tasks n= 19 for females and n= 14 for males. N=33 

On the otha hand some significant relationships occurred between gendo and 

initial task tkne and complae task time. Tables 6.18 and 6.19 show the results of a one--way 

ANOVA of genda, kiitial tkne, (Table 6.18) and complaion time (Table 6.19). For the 

kiitial task tknes, some variance ki speed occurred—for thra tasks masculine partidpants 

have the shortest tknes and for anotho three tasks androgynous participants have the 

shortest tknes. Howeva, undkfoentiated participants have the longest times for four tasks. 

As can be seen ki Table 6.18, the rdationship baween kiitial time and genda is sigmficant 

for Task 2. T-wo post hoc tests woe used to daomkie -̂ \ikch rdationships woe signkicant: 

Tuke/s HSD test and Schrffe's test. But, both tests are conservative tests—they woe less 

lUcely to lead to sigmficant results than the ANOVA. Scheffe's test is the most conservative, 

and Tukeys HSD test is genaaUy less conservative; howevo, it baomes conservative wiien 

the numba of cases ki each group varies (as k does for my data) and the harmonic mean 

must be used. Pahaps because both tests woe conservative, ndtha test raurns a sigmficant 

rdationship between gendas, although the ANOVA shows that a sigmficant rdationship 

exists. Howevo, with both tests, one rdationshii>-that betweoi androgynous and 
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luidffaentiated—comes the dosest to being sigmficant with a 5.7 on the Tukey HSD test (a 

6.6 is needed for signifiauice) and a 8.06 on the Scheffe's test (a 8.79 is needed for 

significuice). So, it is likdy that this is the sigmficant rdationship that the ANOVA found. 

Howexo-, tills is the only signifiauit rdationship between gendos and kiitial tkne for the 

se\'en tasks. Thus, lUce sex, genda has little influence ki the time it takes the participants to 

start most tasks. In some of the sLx tasks without sigrdficant gendo cUffoences in time, otha 

genda dkfaences dd occur, such as orioitation and navigation diffaences. Howevo, these 

dffoences dd not kiipact the kiitial task time. So, for six of the tasks the time it took the 

foiu gendas to complae thek fkst step in the task was simkar, despke otho gendo 

dkfoences. 

The only task in wikch gendo knpacted the kiitial tune, Task 2, only two gendas 

seemed to be significantly cUffoent—androgynous and undkf oentiated. Howevo, ndtho 

the genda-based initial orientation behaviors (wikch woe not significant for this task) nor 

the kiitial orientation mahods (wikch woe sigmficant for this tasks, but not between 

androgynous and undffaentiated participants wiio both used global mahods) affeaed the 

initial tkne. So, k -was apparently not the mahods or behaviors used ki the task that 

daermined the only sex diffaence. It may have been the masculuie abUky to make dedsions 

quickly. Task 2 requked the partidpants to find tour date uiformation for thdr favorke band 

or suigo. Akhough I dd not begki tknkig the task untU the partidpants started the task, 

some of the undffoentiated participants started the task, such as gokig to a search engkie, 

before deddng wikch band/singa to research, unlUce the androgynous participants wiio 

quickly chose a band/skigo and then began the task Skice androgynous participants are 

high ki both masculkie and femkikie traits, androgynous participants lUcdy have the 

mascuhne abUity to make dedsions quickly Howevo, skice undffaentiated partidpants are 

high ki ndtho masculkkty nor fendrdnity they may not have high levds of the abkky to 

quickly make dedsions, so thdr kiitial tkne for this task may be knpaaed. Furtha research, 

as dsaissed ki Chapta VII, is naessary to daamkie k speed of dedsion makkig knpaas 

initial task time. 
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Table 6.18: Initial Task Time Signkicance by Gendo 

Task 

Taskl 

Task 2 

Task 3 

Task 4 

Task 5 

Task 6 

Task 7 

* for aU s( 

Gendo-* 

Androgynous 
Fankikie 
Masailkie 
Undk'f oentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masailkie 
Undkfaentiated 
Androgynous 
Foninine 
Masculkie 
Undffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masculkie 
UncUffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masculkie 
Undiffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Foninine 
Masculkie 
Undiffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Femkiine 
Masculine 
Undkfaentiated 

^en tasks n= 10 for a 

Mean 

14.50 
14.71 
25.33 
27 
4.30 
4.86 
6.44 

10.00 
9.60 
8.57 
10 
9.29 
36.20 
18.00 
15.11 
27.86 
10 
20 
6.11 
11.57 
19.00 
7.00 
10.33 
9.14 
6.40 
6.86 
7.11 
10.71 

ndrogynous 

Standard 
Deviation 
14.40 
7.34 
23.36 
18.31 
2.00 
2.27 
3.78 
7.07 
5.76 
6.40 
5.85 
7.34 
25.96 
9.92 
6.07 
18.78 
11.59 
21.12 
2.62 
11.25 
2.69 
4.65 
8.67 
6.36 
3.66 
5.92 
3.18 
9.32 

, n= 7 for fem 

dfn/df. 

3/29 

3/29 

3/29 

3/29 

3/29 

3/29 

3/29 

kiine, n= 9 f 

F 

1.24 

3.02 

0.07 

2.70 

1.62 

0.37 

0.91 

or mascu 

P 

>0.05 

<0.05 

>0.05 

>0.05 

>0.05 

>0.05 

>0.05 

ine, and n= 7 
for undiffaentiated, -with a total N of 33-
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Table 6.19: Complae Task Time Sigrdficance by Gendo 

Task 

Task 1 

Task 2 

Task 3 

Task 4 

Task 5 

Task 6 

Task 7 

Genda* 

Androgynous 
Fonkikie 
Masailkie 
UncUffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Fonkiine 
Masculine 
Undkfaentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masailkie 
UncUffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Femkikie 
Masculine 
Undkfaentiated 
Androgynous 
Femkiine 
Masculine 
Undkfaentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masculkie 
Undkfaentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masculine 
Undk^faentiated 

Mean 

89 
83.57 
80.89 
148.86 
100.2 
148.71 
116.67 
80.00 
173.90 
149.57 
173.56 
189.71 
362.60 
315.29 
361.67 
345.57 
172.80 
208.71 
251.33 
157.14 
322.50 
347.71 
251.33 
315.57 
263.90 
268.86 
276.67 
193.00 

Standard 
Deviation 
35.47 
84.41 
47.79 
210.74 
83.91 
85.18 
111.51 
52.77 
66.74 
30.93 
86.67 
103.53 
251.33 
243.23 
153.68 
175.65 
73.32 
46.43 
75.17 
40.45 
141.45 
210.96 
75.17 
107.06 
130.81 
96.87 
140.40 
115.92 

df,/df„, 

3/29 

3/29 

3/29 

3/29 

3/29 

3/29 

3/29 

F 

0.66 

0.79 

0.33 

0.08 

3.69 

0.73 

0.71 

P 

>0.05 

>0.05 

>0.05 

>0.05 

<0.05 

>0.05 

>0.05 

* for aU seven tasks n= 10 for androgynous, n 
for UncUffoentiated, with a total N of 33. 

= 7 for femkikie, n= 9 for masculkie, and n= 7 

The ovaaU speed for the task complaion times varies among the four gendos, with 

three gendas (femkikie, masculkie, and undkf oentiated) fastest at two tasks each, and the 

androgynous partidpants fastest at only one task. But, only one task had a sigmficant 

rdationship between genda and completion tkne-Task 5. As with the kktial tknes, ndtho 

the Tukey-s HSD test nor the Scheffe's test woe signtficant. Howeva, one rdationship 

comes dose on both tests: the rdationship baween masculkie and undffoentiated 
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participants is dose to tekig sigmficint with a 94.19 on the Tukey HSD test (a 102.68 is 

needed for sigmfiauice) and an 8.71 on the Scheffe's test (a 8.79 is need for sigmficance). So, 

this is lUcdy the sigmficant rdationsliip that the ANOVA found Skice thoe are no 

sigmficant gender cUffaences baween complae orientation behavior or complae 

mi\igation:U mahods used ki Task 5, tliis sigmficant dkfaences in complaion tkne is not 

due to the bdia\ iors or methods. Howevo, the goire of the task type may have knpaaed 

how qidckly the gendos complaed the task. Task 5, as dscussed above, requked usos to 

find a raipe that met cotaki requkonents on a cookkig website This task may be 

considered a " fonkikie" tcisk, due to soc-ially construaed gendo staeotypes. Howevo, 

nekho of the gendas liigh ki femkikiky, the fonirdne gendo and the androgynous gendo, 

had significant dkfaences ki thek tknes. The masculkie partidpants dd, and they took the 

longest to complae the task, more than two-thkds as long as the undtffoentiated 

partidpants. This sigrdficant dffoence could be baause the task is considaed "femkikie," 

and masculine participants are less efficient -with the task dtho due to a lack of expaience 

or because they resist complakig femkiine tasks. Howeva, the task -was not found to be 

"femkikie" ki the sense that feminkie participants complaed k more quickly uistead, k was 

the undkfaentiated participants -wiio complaed the task the most quickly. Pahaps the 

undffaentiated partidpants' ovoaU lack of identkication -with the femkiine and masculkie 

gendas enabled them to complae the "femkikie" task more qdckly or pahaps kistead of 

bdng femkikie, the task is really "undiffoentiated." 

Thus, ki response to the research question on possible sex and/or gendo dtffoences 

ki kdtial and complaion times, no sex diffaences existed but some genda-based dffoences 

existed. The lack of sex diffoences ki tkne is as knportant as fkidkig diffaences would have 

been because k knplies that k is not sex that influences kdtial and complete task tknes, but 

the types of task Although furtha research is naessary to confkni the lack of sex 

dffaences ki tkne, k otho research supports my fkidngs then k is possible that webske 

designs that consida sex, may not have to consida tkne. Howevo, the gendo dffoences ki 

tkne do mean that designas will have to examkie and consido gendo dffoences, 

particularly for the undffaentiated gendo that was the only gendo ki both sigmficant tasks. 
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Browskig. Seu-clikig. :uid Siufing 

Browsmg and sauclikig are, accordkig to Smith, Newman, and Parks, the maki tasks 

ki readng 'uskig hypatextual docmnents, such as web pages. In addtion, surfkig is a 

common web task. In this next sc\.lion, I analyze sex and genda dffoences ki browskig 

searchkig, ;md siufkig 1 exiunkie three areas of potential dffoences: 

• Po'ceixal ease of use 

• Prefaences of use 

• Enjoyment of use 

Pocdved Ease of Use 

The fkst area of analysis of browskig, searching and surfkig is the pocdved ease of 

use In orda to daomine k sex or gendo cUffoences existed in the pacdved ease of use, I 

draw on my own observations of the participants' ease of use and thek own rating of the 

ease of use of the th ra task types. In this seaion, I triangulate quantitative and qualitative 

data to daomine sex and/or gendo diffoences. During the seven UsabUity Testkig Tasks, I 

rated the ease of use on a scale of easy, modoate, or hard As shown on Table 6.20, no 

sigrdficant dkfoences baween sex and ease of use occurred for the thra task types. 

Howeva, as Table 6.21 dsplays, a sigrdficant dkfoence occurred baween gendo and ease 

of use for browskig task (x̂  (6, N = 33) = 12.74 p = 0.04). The rdationship between gendo 

and ease level for browskig is modoate (O = 0.44). Howevo, no otho significant gendo 

dkfoences ki ease levels occurred. 
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Table 6.20: Observed Ease of Use for Browskig Searclikig, and Surfkig by Sex 

Task 

Browskig 

Seardiing 

Surfkig 

Sex 

Foiiale 
Male 
Foiiale 
Male 
Foiiale 
Male 

Easy 

58'>o 
50'Vo 

53%. 
57% 
47')o 
43% 

Modoate 

37% 
50% 
37% 
43% 
42% 
29%o 

Hard 

5% 
0% 
11% 
0% 
11% 
29% 

Chi-
squared* 
1.16 

1.58 

1.89 

P 

0.56 

0.45 

0.39 

CD 

0.19 

0.22 

0.24 

for all tiiree tasks df= 2 :uid n= 19 for females and n= 14 for males, with a total N of 33. 

Table 6.21: Observed E ase of Use for Browsuig, Searchkig, and Surfkig by Gendo 

Task 

Browsing 

Searching 

Surfing 

* for aU three 

Gendo* 

Androgynous 
Femkiine 
Masculine 
Undiffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Femkikie 
Masculine 
Undffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masculine 
Undiffoentiated 

tasksdf=6, n=10f 

Easy 

50% 
14% 
44% 
100%o 
40% 
57% 
67% 
57% 
30% 
29% 
67% 
57% 

or androg 

Modoate 

40% 
86% 
44%o 
0% 
60% 
43% 
33% 
29%o 
50% 
57% 
22% 
29% 

ynous, n= 7 fc 

Hard 

10% 
0% 
11% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
12% 
20% 
14% 
11% 
14% 

)r femin 

Chi-
squared* 
12.74 

5.58 

4.05 

dne, n= 9 f o 

P 

0.04 

0.47 

0.67 

r mascu 

O 

0.44 

0.29 

0.24 

ine, and 

n=7 for UncUffaentiated, -with a total N = 33-

Thus, sex has no pacdved impaa on the easkiess or dfficulty of browsing, 

searchkig, and surfkig In faa for all three tahniques, more partidpants, both males and 

females, rated the tahnique as "easy" So, not only does gendo not seem to knpaa the 

pocdved ease levds, the types of tahniques also do not seem to knpaa ease levds. This 

lack of sex diffaoices for the browskig and searchkig tasks does not agree with expeaations 

from previous research on females and males. Browskig is a tahnique that draws on the 
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foninki^ fanale web-lUce approaches of mtoconnativeness, holism, and contextualkiess; 

thus, it somed lUcdy that foiuUes would fkid browskig easio skice they employ web-lUce 

behaviors ki morality, thkikkig, writkig, and knowing. LUcewise, searchkig is a tahnique that 

draws on the masculkie/male ladda-Iike approaches of separation, abstraaion, and Ikiearky 

and, thus, it seoiied lUcdy that males woidd find searchkig more easy But the previous 

research by GUligan, Flynn, Bdenky a al., Shlaki, and othas does not conespond with my 

findkigs. 

The skigle sigrdficant gender cUffoence in the observed ease for browskig also does 

not complady- correspond to previous research. Since browskig could be considaed a web-

lUce femkikie female technique, it seemed lUcely that the femkikie partidpants would fkid 

this task the easiest. Howeva, the majorky of femkune participants woe observed to fkid 

browskig modaate, not easy. Howeva, and kitoestkigly aU of the undk'faentiated 

partidpants found the browsing task easy. Thus, k appears that previous research does not 

easUy apply to browskig tasks on webskes and that browskig on websites may be more of an 

"undkfoentiated" task than a "femkiine" task. 

AddtionaUy no sigrdficant dtffoences occurred in sex or gendo and the 

participants" stated ease of use, as shown ui Tables 6.22A and 6.22B. The partidpants -woe 

asked to rate thdr eas^ dfficulty for browsing, searching, and surfing on a scale of one to 

five (easy to hard). Table 6.22A dsplays the pacentages of each sex ki each use cat^ory for 

the three tasks; and Table 6.23A dsplays the pocentages of each gendo ki each use 

category. For the tasks ki wiiich no participants rated thek ease/dtfficulty ki a certaki 

category (such as "Do Not Use"), I dd not analyze this category, so the degrees of freedom 

changed from task to task The partidpants' stated ease levds were genoaUy sknkar with no 

sigmficant rdationship baween stated ease and sex or gendo. Thus, partidpants stated thek 

own ease/dfficulty sknkarly aaoss sex and gendo. So, k is not the sex or genda that is 

knportant ki daamkikig the partidpants' levd of ease; k is the type of task. 
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Table 6.22A: Statai Ease of Use for Browsmg Souchkig, and Surfinp by Sex 

Task 

Browskig 

Searcliing 

Surfkig 

Sex 

Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Fanale 
Male 

Do Not 
Use 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
Wo 
0% 

Easy 

26'>o 
36'M) 
26"/;. 
29% 
21% 
^^% 

Mod. 
Easy 
42% 
43% 

37% 
57% 
42% 
50% 

Mod. 

21% 
14% 
37% 
14% 

7% 
7% 

* for all tiiree tasks n= 19 for fonales and n= 14 for males, with a tola 

Mod. 
Hard 
5% 
7% 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

Hard 

T/o 
(Wo 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

N of 33. 

Table 6.22B: Stated Ease of Use Sigrdficance by Sex 

Task 
Browskig 
Searchkig 
Surfkig 
*C 11 *1 

df* 
5 
3 
5 

Chi-squared* 
1.22 
2.25 
4.08 

P 
0.94 
0.32 
0.59 

(D 
0.19 
0.26 
0.35 

Table 6.23A: Stated Ease of Use for Browskig, Searchkig, and Surfing by Gendo 

Task 

Browskig 

Searching 

Surfing 

* for all tlire 

Genda* 

Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masculine 
Undiffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Femkiine 
Masculkie 
Undiffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masculine 
Undffaentiated 

^ tasks n= 10 for ar 

Do Not 
Use 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
0% 
29% 
0% 
14% 

idrogynous, 

Easy 

40% 
29% 
22% 
29% 
20% 
14% 
44% 
29% 
50% 
14% 
33% 
14% 
n=7fo 

Mod. Easy 

40% 
29% 
44% 
57% 
40%) 
57% 
33% 
57% 
40% 
43% 
44%o 
57% 

r feminkie, n= 

Mod. 

10% 
43% 
22% 
0% 
40% 
29% 
22% 
14% 
10% 
14% 
22% 
0% 

= 9 for n 

Mod. Hard 

0% 
0% 
11% 
14% 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
0% 
0% 
0% 
14% 

lasculine, anc 

Hard 

10% 
0%) 
0% 
0% 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
n=7 

for undiffoentiated, -with a total N of 33. 
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Table 6.23B: Stated Ease of Use Sigmficance by Gendo 

Task 
Browskig 
Searching 
Surfuig 

df 
12 

12 

Chi-squared* 
10.28 
3.50 
10.88 

0.87 
0.74 
0.64 

O 
0.32 
0.23 
0.33 

* for all tiiree tasks n= 10 for and'ogynous, n= 7 for fonkkne, n= 9 for masculkie, and n= 7 
for luidkTo-entiated, with a totid N of 33. 

To cuiswei- the research questions, no sex dffaences existed ki the observed or 

stated ease or diffiailty of searchkig, browskig, or surfkig tasks. Howeva, one significant 

rdationship occurred: genda and ease for the browsuig task. For browskig, 1 observed all 

undkf oentiated partidpants with ease of use levels, -wiioeas the majority of femkikie 

partidpants (86%o) were observed as fkidkig the task modoate (14% as easy), and the 

androgynous and masculine participants woe fakly splk ba-ween easy and modoate with a 

few partidpants ui the hard level. Thus, k is only for browskig that gendo influenced the 

observed ease levels. The lack of otho significant diffoences su^ests that for most tasks k 

is the type of tasks, and not gendo and sex, that is knportant for diffaences ki ease levds. 

Only for browsing tasks should gendo be considaed 

Prefaences of Use 

The next area of analysis for browsuig, searchkig, and surfkig is the prefoences of 

use To daamkie the prefoences of use, I asked participants to rank the three tasks ki thdr 

orda of prefaence. Although some variation among the sexes and gendas occurred ki the 

rankkig of the tasks, no sigrdficant dffaences occurred between sex and prefoence or 

gendo and prrfaence. Tables 6.24 and 6.25 dsplay the ranked prefoences and sigmficance 

by sex (6.24) and genda (6.24). It would appear, then, that the partidpants' rankkig of thdr 

browskig searchkig, and surfkig prefaences is not soiously affeaed by thek sex or gendo. 
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Table 6.24: Ranked Prrference of Browskig, Searchkig, and Surfkig Tasks by Sex 

Task 

Browskig 

Searchkig 

Surfkig 

Sex 

Fanale 
Male 
Foiiale 
Male 
Fanale 
Male 

Fkst 

37% 
29V(. 

(H'^O 

21% 
7% 

Saond 

58% 
57% 
42% 

29% 
5% 
fi% 

Thkd 

5% 
14% 
16% 
7% 
73% 
79% 

* for aU tiiree tasks df= 3 and n= 19 for females and n= 14 for males, wkh a total N = 33 

Chi-
squared* 
0.89 

1.67 

1.78 

P 

0.64 

0.43 

0.41 

O 

0.16 

0.22 

0.23 

Table 6.25: Ranked Prefaence of Browskig, Searchkig, and Surfuig Tasks by Genda 

Task 

Browskig 

Searchkig 

Surfkig 

Gendo* 

Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masculine 
Undiffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masculkie 
Undk'faentiated 
Androgynous 
Femkikie 
Masculkie 
Undiffaentiated 

Fkst 

20% 
57% 
44% 
14% 
70%o 

14% 
44%o 

71% 
20% 
29% 
11% 
0%o 

Saond 

70% 
29% 
44% 
86% 
30% 
57% 
33% 
29%) 
0% 
14% 
22% 
0% 

Thkd 

10% 
14% 
11% 
0% 
0% 
29% 
22% 
0% 
80% 
57% 
67% 
100% 

Chi-
squared* 
6.24 

8.64 

6.59 

P 

0.47 

0.36 

0.68 

o 

0.31 

0.36 

0.32 

for all three tasks df = 9, n= 10 for androgynous, n= 7 for femkikie, n= 9 for masculkie, and 
n= 7 for undiffaentiated, -with a total N of 33. 

Drawing on the same web/ladda theory from previous research dscussed ki the 

ease of use seaion above, k seemed lUcdy that females/fendrdne participants would favor 

browskig and that males/masculkie partidpants would favor searchkig Instead k appears 

that the types of task are more lUcely to daamkie prefaences than sex or gendo. For 

example, the majority of both sexes and aU four gendos ranked surfkig thkd. Thus, 

researchas and designas need to fkst consido the types of tasks and ovoaU prrfooice for 

this task before they consida sex or genda. 
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Enjoyment of Use 

T h e fkial Luai of analysis that foaises on browskig, searchkig and surfuig is the 

enjoyment of use for the^e tasks. T o d a o m k i e the enjoyment of use, I asked the 

participants if they lUced browskig, searchkig, and surfkig ( t h r a separate questions, one p o 

task). Despke some viu-iation ki levds of "lUce," no sigmficant d f foences occurred b a w e e n 

sex and " like" (see Table 6.26). Also, n o sigrdficant cUffoences occurred baween g e n d o and 

" lUce" (see TAile 6.26). Thus, sex and g e n d o d d not k n p a a how much the partidpants 

enjoyed (or d d not enjoy) browskig, searchkig, and surfkig. 

Table 6.26: Stated Levels of LUce for Browskig, Searchkig, and Surfkig by Sex 

Task 

Browskig 

Searching 

Surfing 

* for aU tlir( 

Sex 

Female 
Male 

Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 

se tasks d 

DislUce 

21%o 
21%o 
1 1 % 
14% 

53% 
36% 

= 3 and n 

Both LUce 
/DislUce 

5% 
0% 
11% 
14% 

16% 
0% 

= 19 for fema 

Somewiiat 
LUce 

16% 
26% 
21%o 
0% 

0% 
7% 

es and n= 14 

LUce 

58% 

43% 
58% 
7 1 % 

32% 
57% 

o r males. 

Chi-
squared* 

13.94 

14.97 

23.53 

•with a tola 

P 

0.23 

0.55 

0.30 

O 

0.65 

0.67 

0.84 

Nof33. 
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Table 6.27: Stated Le\ds of Like for Browsing Searchkig and Surfkig by Gendo 

Task 

Browsing 

Seardikig 

Surfing 

* for aU thr 

Gendo* 

Androgynous 
Femkikie 
Masculkie 
UncUffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masailkie 
UncUffaentiated 
Androgynous 
Foninine 
Masculkie 
Undiffaentiated 

eetasksdf=9, n=l( 

DislUce 

30% 
0% 
33% 
14'% 

10% 
0% 
22% 
14'% 

40% 
57% 
56% 
29% 

) for andrc 

Both LUce 
/Dislike 
0% 
0% 
11% 
0% 
30% 
0% 
0% 
14% 
10% 
0% 
0% 
29% 

3gynous, n= 

Somewiiat 
Like 
10% 
29% 
22% 
43% 
10% 
0% 
22% 
14% 
0% 
0% 
11% 
0% 

LUce 

60% 
71% 
33% 
43% 
50% 
100% 
56% 
57% 
50% 
43% 
33% 
43% 

7 for femkikie, n= • 

Chi-
squared* 
8.56 

9.83 

8.28 

P 

0.70 

0.72 

0.73 

O 

0.50 

0.54 

0.50 

) for masculkie, and 
n= "' for undkfaentiated, with a total N of 33-

As with the rankuigs of the t h r a types of task above, the web/laddo theory from 

previous research was not supported by my findkigs—female and femkune participants d d 

not enjoy browskig more, nor d d males and masculkie participants enjoy searching more. 

This means, once agaki, that task type is more lUcely to impaa enjoyment of use than sex or 

gendo. So, to answa the question of wiietho or not t h a e are sex and/or gendo diffaences 

ki the enjoyment of browskig, searchkig, and surfkig, no, thoe are no dffoences. 

Ovaall, to answer the sixth sub-question, atetheresex and/or^nla'dfferavs in 

bmsirg seanMrg andsurfirgtedjruquesF, no sigmficant sex dffaences exist ki the ease of use, 

the prefaences of use, and the enjoyment of use, and no significant gendo dffaences exist 

ki the prefaences of use and the enjoyment of use. But, sigmficant gendo dffoences 

occurred for ease of use ki the browsing task Thus, only for browskig and ease of use 

should researcha examkies gendo dffaences. Otherwise, it is the type of task that 

apparently most knpaas ease, prefoences, and enjoyment, and not the partidpants' sex or 

gendo. 
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Frequenq' of Siufkig and Site Loycdty 

The final sub-question for my fii-st m ûn research question spakically looks at sex 

and/or goida dffoenct.^ ki the frequency of siufkig and site loyalty Accordkig to 

O'Connor, thae ;ue sex dffo-ences ui siu-fing ki that females are more loyal with thdr 

website usage ;uid they retiun to the scuiie sites wiiile men surf around. In addtion, Bowman 

contoids that males •̂isit more webskes than females. In ordo to voky k O'Connor's 

suggestion that thae are sex cUffoences ki surfkig and Bowman's contention that males visk 

more pages, I next analyzed the participants' stated frequency of surfkig and ske loyalty I 

drew on data from the kiter\ lew for the frequency of surfkig and on the pre-task survey for 

the site loyalty. 

Tables 6.28A and 6.28B dsplay the stated frequency and the significance of the 

frequency by sex and gendo. Although some sex dkfaences exist ki the frequency of 

surfkig, for example 35%o of females are occasional or frequent surfas, but no males are, 

thoe are no significant relationships between frequency and sex. SknUarly, thoe are some 

dkfaences in the findings for gendo. For example, no masculine partidpants frequently 

stated that they surfed frequently or occasionally, but 20% of androgynous participants, 20% 

of femkikie partidpants, and 28%o of undffoentiated partidpants surf frequency or 

occasionaUy. But, thae are no sigmficant relationships baween frequency of surfing and 

gendo. Thaefore, Bowman's contention that thoe are sex dtffaences ki the frequency of 

surfing is not supported by my fkidngs, wikch not only kiclude no sigrdficant sex 

diffaences, but also no sigmficant gendo diffoences. This contrast ki results could be due 

to dffaent partidpant pools, or pohaps Bowman dd not statistically analyze h o fkidngs 

and, thus, based h a results only on ovaaU pocentages. Ekho way future research is 

needed to establish whaha sex and/or gendo dffaences exist ki otho populations of web 

usos. 
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Table 6.28A: Stated Frequency of Siufing by Sex and Gendo 

Sex or 
Genda 
Sex 

Gendo-

Sex^ Gendo 

Foiiale 
Male 
Androgynous 
Feminine 
Masailkie 
UncUffoentiated 

DoNotSiuf 

37% 
43"/o 
30% 
43% 
44% 

43% 

Rardy 

32% 

57% 
50% 
29% 
56% 
29%) 

OccasionaUy 

14% 
0% 

IQfVo 
0% 
0% 
14% 

Frequently 

2 1 % 
0% 

10% 
29% 
0% 
14% 

* for sex n= 19 for females and n= l4 for males; and for g e n d o n= 10 for androgynous, n= 7 
for feminkie, n= 9 for masculkie, and n= 7 for UncUffoentiated, with a total N of 33. 

Table 6.28B: Sigrdficance of the Stated Frequency of Surfkig by Sex and G e n d o 

Sex or Gendo 
Sex 
Gendo 

df 
3 
9 

Chi-square* 
5.74 
6.18 

P 
0.36 
0.90 

o 
0.42 
0.31 

* for sex n= 19 for females and n= 14 for males; and for gendo n= 10 for androgynous, n= 7 
for fendrdne, n= 9 for masculuie, and n= 7 for undffoentiated, with a total N of 33. 

As shown ki Table 6.29A, some dffoences existed in the loyalty pattans, yet none 

of these diffoences were sigmficant, as Ulustrated ki Table 6.29B. Thoe are some non

significant dffoences ki loyalty to webskes and sex, with the majority of females prefarkig 

to visk the same skes with some variay and with hak" of the males prefened a mix baween 

the same skes and new skes. Howeva, no sigmficant rdationship occurred between sex and 

loyalty The loyalty pattans and gendo are fakly sknUar dess than twenty pocentage pokits 

range ki each loyalty levd), and thoe are no sigmficant rdationships baween gendo and 

webske loyalty pattans. So, although some diffaoices exist betweoi sex or goido and 

frequoicy of surfkig and ske loyalty none of the rdationships are sigmficant; thus, thoe are 

no significant sex and/ or goida dffooice ki the fra(uoicy of surfkig and ske loyalty 
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Table 6.29A: Stated Ske Loyalty by Sex and Gendo 

Sex or 
Genda-
Sex 

Gendo 

Sex'Gender* 

FoiiiUe 
Male 
And-ogynous 
Foninine 
Masadkie 
Undiffo-entiated 

Variay with 
Some Same 

l4'% 

10% 
29'M, 
11'% 
29'>;) 

Mix 

16% 
50% 
40% 
29% 
22% 
29% 

Same -with Some 
Variay 
63% 
36% 
50% 
42% 
67% 
42% 

* for sex n= 19 for females and n= 14 for males; and for gendo n= 10 for androgynous, n= 7 
for femkikie, n= 9 for masadkie, and n= 7 for undffoentiated, with a total N of 33. 

Table 6.29B: Sigrdficance of Ske Loyalty of Surfuig by Sex and Gendo 

Sex or 
Gendo 
Sex 
Gendo 

df 

2 
6 

Chi-
squared* 
4.49 
2.57 

P 

0.11 
0.86 

o 

0.39 
0.20 

* for sex n= 19 for females and n= 14 for males; and for gendo n= 10 for androgynous, n= 7 
for feminine, n= 9 for masculine, and n= 7 for undkf oentiated, with a total N of 33. 

These fkidings also contrast to the fkidkigs in previous research. According to 

O'Connor, females are loyal visitors and males are not. Howeva, no sigrdficant dtffooices 

exist for sex or gendo and loyalty ki my research. Thus, my research does not support 

O'Connor's fkidkigs. The possible reasons for these dtffoences are the same as the possible 

reasons for the dffaences ki surfkig frequency and Bowman's research: dffaent partidpant 

pools or diffaent mahods of daamkikig "dffaences" w o e used. As with the surfkig 

frequency research, furtha research is needed to daomkie k sex and/or gendo dffoences 

exist on o t h a populations. 

Thus, combkikig the loyalty pattans and frequency levds, thoe w o e no sex or 

gendo dffoences for these partidpants. Thaefore, O'Connor's suggestion that males surf 

more is not supported by my fkidngs and n d t h o is Bowman's contention that thoe are 

dffoences ki loyalty to webskes among females and males. UntU addtional research is 

complaed to furtha analyze possible sex and/or gendo surfkig frequency and website 
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loydly researcha-s and designos should not assume that sex dffaences exist ki dtho 

loyalty or siufkig frequency. 

Previous Research 

Afta analyyJng the first maki research question, 1 have buUt a framework of fkidkigs 

that can be used to answer my saond main research question: if there ate sex cnti'or^nder 

ci^aeiES. Ixu'cfothyampaneuithpiuicis lesamh aisoK cvid'cr^ndsrdffaenss inprirt witirg ad 

aoimioucatiai pirt teadrg thiiiiirgst^, aitlaiiivdxts?. As dscussed ki Chapta II, a myriad 

of researchas have examined sex and gendo dkfoences ki a variay of areas includuig prkit 

-writkig, oral communication, prkit reading, thkikkig styies, and online chats, Skice many of 

the sex and/or gendo diffaences in previous research do not clearly correspond to 

diffaences in web use, 1 focus on two particular areas: navigation and the web/laddo 

theory. These two areas do not dk-ealy relate to -web use but can easUy be applied. By 

comparkig my results to previous research, I can detamine how my research matches 

previous studes and wiiat dU f̂aences and new fkidkigs my research provides. 

A thk-d comparison area exists, loyalty and surfkig frequency, but this is dscussed 

more fuUy above In the seaion above, 1 analyzed how the previous research on webske 

loyalty and surfkig corresponds with my fkidngs. O'Connor's suggestion that fanales are 

more loyal and Bowman's suggestion that males surf more are not supported by my fkidngs, 

which shows no significant dffoences ki sex or gendo and loyalty or surfkig frequency. 

Navigation 

Navigation has been an knportant topic of study ki a variay of satkigs: outdoor 

travd, computa navigation, map readkig, and so forth. In aU of these areas, sex dffaoices 

have been noted on at least some levd. Most studes fkid some type of dffooice baween 

fonales and males (see Lawton; Lawton, Charleston, and Zides; Devlki and Bonstdn; MUlo 

and Santoni; Ward, Newcombe, and Ovoton; and othas). In three dffooit studes, Lawton 

found that womoi use a route/ landnark navigation strategy wiiUe moi use a cardnal/ global 
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navigation stmtegy ("Way-FincUng' "Gendo Dkfoences ki Pomtmg" and "Strategies"). 

Lawton's fkicUngs that fem:des use landniaik mahods and that males use global mahods is 

supported by otho- mnigation researchos includngDevlki and Bonsteki; Lawton, 

Chiuleston, and Zides; MUlo and Santoni; Ward, Newcombe, and Ovoton. In addtion, 

Lawton, Charleston, iuid, Zides found that women made more comments about explorkig 

than men. 

In this research study 1 have looked at the sex-based and gendo-based navigation 

dffaences ki tams of landmark navigation and global navigation. Howeva, my fkidngs do 

not complady match the fincUngs of previous research studes on navigation. For sex-based 

kdtial na\igation, fonales dd not genaaUy choose landmark methods. In faa, for the four 

tasks ki wikch sigruficant sex dffoences ki kiitial navigation occurred, females used global 

mahods for three tasks and males used landmark mahods for two of the same tasks (males 

had a splk between landmark and global for the thkd task). Females and males only upheld 

the previous research for the fourth significant task ki -which females employed landmark 

mahods and males employed global methods. But, the complete task navigation findings teU 

a dkfoent story, one that b a t o aligns with previous research. Only t-wo tasks had sigrdficant 

sex and complae navigation mahod dkfoences. For both these tasks, -women appked 

landmark mahods and males applied global mahods. Thus, for the complete navigation 

methods, my fkidkigs match those of previous studes; for the kiitial navigation mahods my 

findkigs do not match. 

Although the navigation research does not consida gendo dkfaences, some 

assumptions about genda dkfoences can be dra-wn from the navigation studes on sex. 

Skice genda is based on the staeotypical sex-roles of biological sex, fkidngs for females 

may genaaUy corrdate to fkidngs on those of the femkikie gendo, and fkidngs on males 

may genoaUy corrdate to fkidngs on those of the masculkie gendo. Skice the androgynous 

genda is composed of a mix of fendrdne and masculkie traits, androgynous partidpants may 

corrdate to both male and female partidpants. Undffaentiated partidpants woe ndtho 

femkune nor masculkie, so these fkidngs should not corrdate to fkidngs for males or 

females. Uskig this logic, fonkkne partidpants should use more landmark mahods; 

masculkie partidpants should use more global mahods; androgynous partidpants should 
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use both landmcu-k and global mahods; and imdffoaitiatal partidpants should use ndtho 

global ncM- landiuu-k mahods. Since gendo is based on roles kistead of biology, the gendo 

dffaences may be more praise than sex dffoences ki navigation k the dscovoed sex 

dffaences woe due to culture and not natiue The gendo-sex corrdation fits wdl for 

masadkie piu-tidpants, who, with globil mahods for all four sigmficant kdtial mahods and 

both sigmficant complae methods, match the previous research fkidngs for males. 

Fenknkie partidpants also match previous fkidngs for females, but not as complady skice 

femkikie partidpants use landmark methods for the four kiitial mahods and one of the two 

complae mahods (a nibc of global and landmark was used for the last complete method). 

Androgynous participants should have a mix of b)oth landmark and global methods, and in 

my research fkidkigs, they do. In faa, the complete navigational mahods woe split—for 

one task, androgynous participants used a global complae navigation mahod, and for the 

otho, they used landmark methods. For the kktial methods, androgynous partidpants used 

global mahods for three of the four tasks and woe split for the final method. 

Undiffaentiated partidpants applied global methods for three of the four tasks (the fourth 

was landmark) and one of the two complae methods (the otho -was landmark). Thus, it 

seems previous research on sex dkfoences and navigation can only be used to genaally 

preda genda-based navigation on webskes. The dkfaences baween my findings and those 

from previous research could be due to dtho the dk'faences navigatkig in a -webske or the 

faa that research that only analyzes sex -wUl not closely correlate to research that examines 

gendo baause sex and gendo are dffoent. 

So, ovaaU the complae navigational methods tend to mkror the findkigs from 

previous research and expeaed fkidngs for gendo. Howevo, the kiitial navigational 

mahods, particularly for sex, do not mkror previous research fkidngs. This could be 

because the previous studes that 1 examkied focused on complete methods and not kiitial 

methods. My study broke down the process of navigation kito two cathodes: the kiitial 

navigation and the complete navigation, thus providng and researchkig a more daaked 

navigation process. It could be that the more genoic studes of navigation, ki which the 

navigation process was not broken down, do not provide the same depth of navigation 
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fmdkigs as the iuicdysis of kktial and complae navigation provided. Pahaps otho research 

on kiiti:d na\igatiomil mahods on- or off-line will match my fkidng for web use 

The Web/ L addo Tlia^ry 

The web/ ladda- theory was devdoped by GUligan to explaki sex dffoences she 

foimd ki the moral devdopment of fonales and males. GUligan names females' moral 

devdopment as "the web," -which suggests kitoconneaiveness, context, and entrapment; 

and she names males' moral devdopment as "the laddo" (wikch suggests achievement and 

kid\'idiialism). These types of morality seem to match closely with otho research on wrkkig, 

thought, knowledge mahods, and outlook. For example, Flynn's research on wrkkig 

supports the web/ladda theory-whoe females wrote nanatives of kitaaaions and 

connations, and males wrote of achievement and separation (117). Belenky et al. also fkid 

that intaconnativeness is a key part of -women's ways of knowing. Shlain supports the 

web/ladda theory by statkig that females have" a hdistic, simitarwus, synthetic, and aoiru&e 

\iew of the -world," and the masculkie outlook is " lirmr, sequatid, redcticmt, and abstract' (2, 

kakcs his). 

T-wo areas of my research can be compared to the web/ladda theory. The fkst area 

is the orientation behavior. The Ikikkig orientation behavior is a more" web-lUce" behavior 

skice both woe intaconneaed and holistic. Link-domkiant behaviors involve lookuig 

around the ske and clicking on the kitoconnated Ikiks. Search-domkiant behavior can be 

pacdved as simkar to the ladda since is not as kitoconnated, but is more indvidual, 

Ikiear, and sequential. Thus, we may posk that females are more lUcely to use lkik behaviors 

and males to use search behaviors. As with the navigational mahod, k foUows that the 

gendos should corrdate with the fkidngs for sex fordnkie participants may match the 

fkidngs for females, masculkie partidpants may match the fkidngs for males, androgynous 

partidpants may match the fkidngs for both males and females, and undffoentiated 

partidpants may match ndtho females nor males. Howevo, skice gendo is based solely on 

traits, k is possible that the gendo dffaences wUl be strongo and more praise than the sex 

dffoences if the dffaences were based on culture and not nature 
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My findkigs for orientation tehaviors and sex do rekiforce previous research. For 

the two initial behaxiors and the skigle complae behavior that were found to be sigmficant, 

fonales predomkiantly chose lkik behaviors and males predomkiantly chose search 

bdiaxiors. Howeva, intoestkigly the gendo-based fkidngs woe not as dear. Femkikie 

participants woe the most vai-ied, with lkik for one kdtial behavior, search for the otho 

initial bdiaxior, and mix for the complae behavior. This is particularly kitoestkig baause 

72% of the femkikie partidpants were fonales. The dffaences, howeva, could be due to 

the fact that the majority of partidpants tended to prefo uskig search behaviors for 

orientation. These ox-oall prrfoences may knpact the femkikie orientation behaviors, 

causkig the fonkikie participants to be more kiclkied to employ search behaviors. Or, the 

dffaence coidd sknply be due to the faa that previous research on sex dffoences does not 

always correlate to research on gendo cUffoences because of the diffoences between sex 

and genda. 

Both masculine and UncUffoentiated partidpants applied search behaviors for t-wo of 

the th ra significant behaviors, -with masculine partidpants applying a mixed behavior for the 

sigruficant complae behavior and undiffoentiated participants applying lkik behavior for the 

fkial behavior. Androgynous partidpants woe the most consistent, choosuig search 

behaviors for aU three tasks. The ovaall prefoence of employing search orientation 

behaviors among masculkie, undffoentiated, and androgynous partidpants fit the genoal 

(non-gendaed) ovoaU prefaences. So, k seems that search orientation behaviors are more 

commonly apphed than mixed or lkik. The prefoence for these behaviors could be due to 

ske design, wiiich may force these behaviors, or just sknply the faa that my participants 

prefared these behaviors. The higha prefoences for search behaviors among the non-

fordnkie usas could be due to gendo or sex dffoences, skice females/fendrdne people 

might be more kidkied (at least accordkig to previous research) to navigate with landmark 

mahods. Howevo, k is very kitoesting that masculkie participants wiio could be predaed, 

from previous sex-based research on navigation, to use the highest numbo of search 

orientation behaviors dd not; kistead the androgynous partidpants used the highest numba 

of search orientation bdiaviors. This unpredcted dffooice may be caused by two faaors: 

the ovaall prrfaence for searchkig behaviors ki genoal and the faa that androgynous 
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piu-tidptuits kiclude liigli levds of masculkie traits and femkikie traits. The high levd of 

masculkie tnuts would suggest higlio prrfoences of searchkig tehaviors, but for the 

androgynous pu-tidpiuits this may have been a)mplemented by the high levd of fonkkne 

traits. Since fonkikie piu-tidpants also employed search behaviors k is possible that search 

behaviors are not just "masculkie" but are :dso "femkikie" Thoefore, the androgynous 

partidpants -wiio are lx)th masadkie and femkikie may thus use more search behaviors. 

In siunmary, my findings for sex cUffoences do clearly correspond to the fkidings ki 

pre\ious reseuch, but for gendo only the masadkie participants come close to matchkig 

wiiat might Ix? expated based on the sex research. Since previous research particularly 

examined sex diffaences, it is not siupriskig that my analysis for sex -would result ki sknkar 

fkidings. The diffaences between my findings for gendo and the previous research findings 

for sex do kidcate that sex and gendo are not synonymous. The gendo categories draw on 

psychological genda: soday/s concepts of gendo that are related to sex, but are not due to 

biological sex diffaences. The gendo categories are more nuanced and behavior-based; 

whaeas sex categories are only due to biological makeup. On the BSRI, -which I used to 

daamkie the partidpants' psychological gendo, the "gendaed" behaviors and traits do not 

kiclude orientation or navigation behaviors. Wkhout these categories included, the possible 

connations boween orientation behaviors and the culture's gendoizkig of the orientation 

behaviors is not accounted for. Thus, on the BSRI, gendo cathodes are daomkied ki such 

ways that do not account for orientation behaviors. Thoefore, k is not surprising that the 

fkidngs for genda do not corrdate to previous research findkigs that only look at sex. 

The saond area of my fkidngs that could correspond to the web/laddo theory is 

the analysis of searchkig and browskig Accordkig to Smith, Newman, and Parks, browskig 

"requkes the reada to fkid rdated kems of kiformation within the stmaure" and searchkig 

"requkes the usa to fkid particular kiformation on a particular node ki the text" (69). Thus, 

browskig is kitaconneaed and conesponds to the web, and searchkig is more Ikiear and 

sajuoitial and conesponds to the laddo. For the browskig and searchkig tasks, 1 examkial 

the pacdval ease of use, prefaoices of use, and oijoymoit of use For all thra areas of 

examkiation, no significant dffooices ocou-rol baweoi sex and the areas examkial. Only 

one significant relationship ocauroi baw«n tasks and goido ki these three areas. In the 
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po-cdval ease of use, I obsa-yal a sigkfiauit goida-based rdationsliip for the browskig 

task. Howeva, the findkigs do not match the sex-based previous reseu-ch. Femkikie 

participcuits dd not predoniki:mtly find browskig easy- m faa, 86% woe obsoved as fmdkig 

browskig" modaate' (not easy or hard). One hiuidrai pacent of the undffoentiated 

participiuits foiuid browskig "easy" and the masailkie and androgynous partidpants wae 

fidrly ex'oily spkt baween "easy" luid" modoate," with one participant from each genda ki 

the hard category. The unpredaable nkx of poceptions could be due to sevaal faaors. 

Pahaps the sdf-nuikkig bias foiuid by Shashaani and othos ki wiiich females tend to rank 

thek computa expaience levds lower than males played kito these fkidngs. Possibly the 

femkikie partidpants also have a sek-rankkig bias. Anotha possible reason for the 

unpredaable results could be that ki the pervious research the researchos categorized and 

explakied the partidpants as '-web" or "laddo," often without d r a t questions to the 

participants and thek prefened categories, but in my research, I asked for the partidpants' 

own prefaences, -which I then compared to previous web/laddo research. By aUowing the 

partidpants to classky thek own prefoences, 1 may end up -with dkfoent results than k I 

had not asked dkea questions and then classkied thek views mysek. In addtion, the 

connations between browsing and searching and the -web/laddo theory may be -weak. It is 

possible that searching could be complaed -with web-lUce methods and browsing with 

laddo-lUce mahods. 

So, the web/ladda theory is partially supported by my fkidngs. For orientation 

behaviors, the fkidkigs do match the web/ladda theory for sex and slightly match for 

gendo. Howeva, Iknited sigrdficant fkidngs existed ki my analysis of browskig and 

searchkig, and these fkidkig woe only related to gendo. The genda-based fkidkigs do not 

clearly support the web/ladda theory. My fkidkigs suggest that the previous web/ladda 

research may preda sex-based dffoences ki related areas, but wiU be more problematic for 

predakig gendo dffaences. The lack of corrdation between the web/ladda theory and 

browskig and searchkig could be due to sdf-rankkig bias, dtffoences ki research tahniques, 

or even that browskig and searchkig are not naessarUy web-lUce and laddo-lUce 

(respeaively). From my fkidngs, k seems that sex-based orientation and navigation genoaUy 
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do conespond to the web/laddo tlio^ry. Thus, the web/ladda tho^ry not only works for 

sex-basal wi-iting, tlikiking, morality and knowing, but also for uskig websites. 

OvaaU, the comparison of my fkidngs to previous resauch provides mtoestkig 

results. My fmdkigs only dearly corrdate to previous fkidkigs m three: 
: areas: 

• Complae navigation mahods ûid sex to previous navigation fkidngs 

• Orientation beha\ iors and sex to the web/laddo theory 

• Na\igation cuid gendo to previous navigation fkidngs 

Howeva, my fkidkigs do not conelate to previous research ki thra areas: 

• Frequency of surfkig/loyalty and sex to O'Connor's fkidngs 

• Frequenq- of surfkig/loyalty and gendo to O'Connor's fkidings 

• Initial navigation mahods and sex to previous navigation fkidkigs 

For the comparison of the orientation behaviors and gendo to the wd)/laddo theory, only 

the masculkie participants clearly matched previous fkidings. So, some of my fkidkigs match 

previous research, and otho findkigs do not match. 

As a genaal response to my two maki research questions, sex and/ or gendo 

dffaences do exist in some areas of Web use, and some of these diffaences compare to 

previous research. AU of the dkfaences that I found have knplications for Web design and 

for the application of UCD methods. 

Conclusion 

In this chapta, 1 analyzed the fkidings covoed ki Chaptos IV and V. I answa each 

of the research questions by applykig statistical analyses of qualkative and quantkative data, 

and dscuss how these findkigs respond to otho research, along with the significance of the 

results. Afta presentkig my research questions, 1 analyzed navigation and found sex and 
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goido cUffooice^ in the kdtial navigation mahod and ki the complae navigation mahods. 

The sex dffaoices show that males and fanales chose dklooit kiitial mahods than they 

use to complae the xshole task; and that whUe females favored landmark mahods for the 

complae task, males favored global. The gendo mahods were more dvose, with only the 

mascxilkie pai-tidpants chooskig glob;d mahods for all sigmficant tasks. The otho 

pai-tidpants iistii a niLx of mahods. Next, I examkied the orientation behaviors and found 

that deal- sex-based behaviors ocaured—all three tknes females predomkiantly chose Imk 

behaviors and males chose search Ixiiaviors. The gendos have a greato mix of behaviors, 

with only the androgynous participants behavkig ki the same way search-domkiant, for aU 

tiiree sigrdficant tasks. Masculkie and UncUffoentiated participants both used search 

behaviors for two of the three tasks, and femkune participants had a combkiation of lkik, 

search, and mix. I found no significant dffoences ki the back button use or task completion 

success rate, but the sknUarkies between the participants suggest frequent back button use 

and an ovaaU high rate of success for tasks. In the next areas of analysis, tkne, one 

sigrdficant diffoences was found. Gendo and kktial tkne woe found to have a significant 

rdationship for Task 5.1 then analyzed the sex and/or gendo dffoences ki browskig, 

searching, and surfing, lookkig particularly at the pocdved ease of use, prefaences of use, 

and enjoyment of use. For aU thra areas of examination no significant diffaences between 

sex and the areas examkied existed; and only one area of significance dkfoences occurred 

for gendo—pacdved ease of use for browsing. Next, I explored frequency of surfuig and 

ske loyalty, finding no significant sex or gendo dkfaences. Fkially I analyzed how my 

findkigs compare to previous research. For the complae navigational mahods, my results 

are compatible -with the sex-based findkigs from previous research and expeaed findings for 

gendo. Howeva, the initial navigational methods, particularly for sex, do not fk previous 

research fkidkigs. I also examkied how the web/ladda theory corresponds to my research. 

For orientation behayiors, 1 found the web/laddo theory does match previous fkidngs for 

sex dffaence, but not as wdl for gendo dffoences (only the masculkie participants come 

dose to matchkig what might be expaloi). The browskig and searchkig task fkidngs have 

Iknited sigmficant rdationships, and the one sigmficant rdationship baween pocdved ease 

of use and genda does not match expeaations from previous studes. 
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In the next chapto-, I siunmarize the previous six chaptos and then dscuss the 

knplications of tliis research for web design for the UCD methods, and for tahnical 

communication, feminist research and gendo studes, and education. I also call for more 

research that looks at a greata variay of participants' dkfoences so we can begki to develop 

wiiat I call the luiivo-sse of uso-s approach to usa-centaed design. 
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Notes 

' In the ca.ses wiierepvvas below 0.0001,1 have replaced the long tinyp value-withp 
< 0.0001. For example uistead of wrkkigp= 0.0000425,1 writep< 0.0001. Because thep 
value is significant bdow 0.05 the exact p value is unnaessary ki such extreme cases wiienp 
is ki the niUlionths or lower. 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSIONS 

Introduaion 

In Chapto- \'1,1 analyzed the fuidngs ki tonis of my research questions, and then I 

situated my findkigs ki tonis of the existing litaature ki the fidd. The fkidngs, covoed ki 

Chapters IV and V, kicluded dita from the Genda Inventory and Survey, the Pre-Tasks 

Survey, the Post-Tasks Interview, and the seven UsabUity Testkig Tasks. These fkidkigs 

kicluded a variay of qualitative and quantitative data such as tknes, success rate, and 

prrfo-ences. 1 analyzed these fkidkigs ki Chapto VI by examkikig navigation; orientation; 

back button use; success rate; tkne; browskig, searchkig, and surfkig; and the surfkig 

frequency and ske loyalty. I also compared my findings to previous research. These results 

not only provided answers to my research questions and klustrated that some sex and gendo 

diffaences do exist, but also responded to the t-wo limitations of tahnical communication 

research that deal -with sex and/or gendo diffoences ki webtexts and design and 

development mahods. They showed the ease with -which uso centoed design (UCD) 

mahods can focus on sex and/or gendo and Ulustrated some of the sex and/or gendo 

dkfaences in webske use. 

In this chapta, I fkst present a summary of the praedkig she chaptos and show 

how my results b^in to respond to the Iknitations ki current tahnical communication 

research. I then provide an overview of the suggestions for future research and limitations of 

the study. Subsequently I dscuss the knplications of this research for web design and for 

UCD mahods, along with the knplications for tahrucal communication, femuiist research 

and genda studes, and education. 1 then call for future research ki various areas to furtho 

enhance, explore, and undastand not only sex and genda dffoences ki web use, but also a 

fuUa range of diffoences and sknUarkies ki the univose of usos. 
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Siunmary of Chaptas 

In Chapto-1,1 explored the knportance of onlkie texts and the lack of research that 

critically exiuiknes gendo eqiuUky design, and use in regards to these onlkie texts, lUce 

wdiskes. Thoe are two giips that result from the defidency of aitical analysis: 

. The lack of reseai'di ex:uiikiing sex and/ or gendo dffoences ki how people use 

webtexts 

. The deficit of design and devdopment research methods that consido sex and/or 

genda dffaences 

From these two gaps, 1 defkied my purpose and research questions. My two maki 

research questions—are thoe sex and/ or gendo dtffoences ki how people use -websites? 

and if thae are sex and/ or gendo diffoences, how do they compare with previous research 

on sex and/or genda dk'faences?—-woe designed to respond to and b^ki to address both 

gaps. With the fkst research question, I furtha focused my examination by investigatkig the 

f oUowing: navigation; orientation; back button use; success rate, times to b ^ n and complae 

tasks; and browsuig, searchkig, and surfing tahniques. Afta the research questions, I 

dscussed the mahods that I used to respond to the questions. Lookuig at these tahniques 

ki the context of sex and gendo adds value to feminist studes, education and tahnical 

communication kicludkig: 

Theories of web and onlkie -wrkkig and readkig 

The design of webtexts and webspaces 

UsabUky testing, contextual inquky and otho fidd methods 

Pedagogy (espedally web-based pedagogy and learnkig) 

The devdopment of course matoials and sites 

The naessity of considaing fenunist issues of sex and genda ki tahnical 

communication 
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In Chapta- II, I Ulustratal two :ueas that should te knportant to tahnical 

commiuiicators: fkst how auroit rc^eu-ch inadajuatdy add-esses sex and/or goido 

dff eraict^ m how prople use webtexts and thai how evoi the UCD mahod^mahods 

spakicdlv sitmted to place the iiso's nods m the ccTita—do not consida sex and/or 

gendo dffoenct^, two areas that should be knportant to tahniad communicators. As 

numo-oiLs resau-chos have shown, sex and goida dfferences are knportant and aui occur 

ki everythkig from speakkig, to thinkkig, readng, watchkig movies, and playuig computo 

games (Lakoff, Gkligan, Flynn, Barnes, Gabrid, and othos). These researchos not only 

dononstrate that myriad sex and/or gendo diffoences exist, but also suggest that sex 

and/ or gendo dffaences are lUcdy to be found ki how people use websites. Howeva, as I 

pokited out ki Chapta I, little has been done to examkie k such dffoences exist ki the use 

of webtexts. 

An knportant and related problem is the lack of sex and gendo considaation ki 

UCD mahods. Tahnical communicators and otho designas often use the UCD methods, 

such as usabkity testkig, to focus on the uso ki the design process. Howevo, common 

apphcations of these mahods often result ki a fiaional constma, the univosal uso. Thus, 

despite the faa that tahnical communication and related fields have thek own mahods, 

they are not suffidently addresskig all that needs to be addressed. Univasalizing often 

occurs through ''representative" consolidated results, selat groups, purposive samplkig and 

marka-based usas, demoaatic representative usos, group design wkh consensus and 

"equal" tkne. This univasalizing can result in produas that are not truly uso-centoed by 

downplaying dtffoences, by dsadvantagkig the non-genoic othos, and by aeating produas 

that are only uso-centaed for a smaU group of selea usos. Anotho area that is knportant 

and can kiform the study of sex and/or gendo cUffoences ki web use is the research on how 

various people use computas, the Intana, and the web. These studes have klustrated the 

wide range of uses for computas, the Intona, and the web, and that diffoent people use 

these tahnologies diffaently Howevo, the existkig research negleaed to fully examkie 

possible sex and gendo dffoences ki web use, wikch aeates problems for tahnical 

communicators and othas that design webtexts. Thus, thoe is a need for research that 

kivestigates how people of dffoent sexes and gendos use the web. 
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Afta exploring the Ikoatiue, I sa up my research study m Chapto III. My study 

design, mahods, :uid mahodology involved a ludque application of a fonkiist mahodology 

to usabUky testkig :uid provided a dstkiaive po-speaive and a rich description of the 

genda/ sex dffoences m the use of webtexts. My mahod, a usabUky testkig-based mahod, 

and otho UCD mahods aui be both rigorous and appropriate tahnical communication 

researdi mahods that respond to the importance of usabUky ki tahnical communication 

and also mea the needs of research ki talirdcal communication. Through the application of 

a femuiist mahodology, cdong with a focus on sex and gendo, my research responded to the 

defkikions of foiknist research b&ng for, ty, about, on, and uith women. I designed and 

applied my qualitative and quantitative research mahods, study design, tools, and data 

LUialysis taliniques to examkie gendo/sex dkfoences ki the use of webtexts, wikle 

provicUng an knportant kitegration of fonkiist research and tahnical communication UCD 

mahods. 

1 focused on the fkidngs from the research ki the next t-wo chaptas, Chaptos IV 

and V. In Chapto IV, 1 presented the findings from the Gendo Inventory and Survey, the 

Pre-Tasks Survey, and the Post-Tasks Interview. The participants—from thek responses to 

interview questions or survey answers—provided aU of this data. The data included 

computo and -web expaience, -web tasks prrfoences, navigation, orientation behaviors, and 

back button use, -which 1 kispeaed in genoal, by sex, and by gendo. In Chapto V, I 

focused on data that I observed from the UsabUky Testkig Tasks. I explored five dkfoent 

cathodes of data from the seven UsabUky Testkig Tasks: 

• Time k took for the partidpants to complete each task and to start each task 

• Task success rate 

• Initial navigational choices and the complae navigational methods 

• Initial orientation behaviors and the complae orientation behaviors 

• Partidpants' observed ease of use for browskig, searchkig, and surfkig tasks 

Just as ki Chapta IV, aU of these fkidngs were explored ki genaal and also by sex and 

genda. 
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The findkigs presoited in Chaptos IV and V woe analyzed in Chapta VI to 

daomkie if sex luid/or gendo dffoences do exist ki web use. In Chapto VI, afta 

outlkkng my research questions and sating up my analysis, I answoed the research 

questions tlirougli a statistical analysis and dscussion of the fkidngs presented ki Chaptos 

1\' and V. To cuiswo my first research question (ate there sex and'or ̂ xkrdffetenEs in how 

papleiseud:teK-ts), 1 exankned the following behaviors: navigation; orientation; back button 

use; success rate; tkne; browsing, searchkig, and surfkig; and surfkig frequency and site 

loyalty. For the saond main research question (f there ate seKanfa^^ndrdffeenos, howcb 

the^'aonpaieuitbpteLiais ixsaoth msex otd/or^nderdffevnEs), I compared my fkidngs to 

previous research. 1 foiuid sex dffaences ki the following aaivities: navigation; orientation; 

and the enjoyment and prrfoences of browsing, searchkig, and surfuig. I found gendo 

cUffoences ki the foUowing activkies: navigation; orientation; tkne; and the ease of browskig. 

1 also found sknUarkies aaoss the two sexes and four gendos in back button use and 

success rate. Some of my findings closely condated to previous research, but otho fkidings, 

kke the kiitial navigation mahods used by males and females, provided an intoestkig 

contrast to previous research. 

In these six chaptas, I articulated the need for research that examines sex and 

gendo diffoences ki web use; I laid the groundwork for such research; and then I provided 

kdtial research that explores a few areas of potential dkfaences ki sex and/or gendo. The 

fkidkigs from this research indcate that sex and gendo dk'faences do exist is some areas of 

web use Baause the results are not complady wiiat one might posk from previous 

research, they provide unique kisight kilo -wiiat people of dtffoent gendas and sexes aauaUy 

abonthe-web. 

Direaions and Limitations of the Study 

Dkeaions 

Current research ki usabUky testkig UCD mahods, and tahnical communication 

may kidude sex diffoences, but this research does not often kidude gendo dffoences. 

Fenunist researchas (kidudng Lakoff, Barnes, Tannen, Gabrid, GUligan, and Flynn) 

surest that myriad sex dffoences exist ki everythkig from communicatkig, wrkkig, and 
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tlikikkig, to navigating, md moral devdopmoit. These resouchos also suggest that the 

dffaoices are not naessarUy due to biology (sex) but are oftoi due to goido (culture). 

Howeva, few of the reseuchos aaidly examkie gendo diffoences spedfically m tahnical 

comniLuiication research, or in research in rdated areas, lUce composkion. In this research, I 

chose to take talirdcal commiuiication and even fonkiist research one step furtho not only 

by exiuiknkig sex dfferences, but also by examkikig the gendo dffoences ki how 

partidpants use the web. In my study which kicorporates fuUo and less essentialist research, 

I foiuid that sex and gendo- dffoences exist ki navigation, orientation, and gendo 

dU'foences ki tkne and browsuig ease. Not only wae thoe more numoous sigmficant 

gendo relationships, but the gendo research gives us the nuanced, more comprehensive 

picture that designos, educators, and othos will ultknatdy need. The faa I found sigmficant 

rdationships for both sex and gendo and web use suggests that tahnical communication 

researchas should consida lookkig not just at sex but also at gendo to obtaki a fuUa 

picture of wiiat the usos are douig Some of these diffaences bear out wiiat previous 

researchas and theorists found for males and females -with regard to navigation and the 

•web/ladda theory. But, otha diffoences, such as the gendo-based fkidings for browsing 

and searching, do not bear out the diffoences found ki previous research and warrant closo 

examination. I also found sevaal areas in wiioe no sigrdficant sex or gendo diffoences 

occurred: back button use, success rate; enjoyment of browskig, searching, and surfkig; and 

prrfaences in browskig, searchkig, and surfkig. Howevo, these fuidngs are stiU important 

because the sknUarkies can be as kiformative to webske design as the dffoences. For 

example, a large majority of participants, aaoss sex and gendo, used the back button 

frequently, Ulustratkig that not only is the back button an important web navigation tool, but 

that designas may not need to be concemed -with sex and gendo wiien analyzkig back 

button use. 

My research fkidkigs support my earlio contention that we need to look beyond 

sknply examkikig sex, espaially ki usa-centaed design. As my results show, gendo is an 

knportant considaation, and, at least ki this study results ki more sigmficant fkidngs than 

sknply exankrdng sex. Howevo, sex should also not be forgotten ki place of gendo. Gendo 

and sex provide diffaent knpaas on navigation, orientation, and otho areas. To fully krav 
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and uttiastaidour usas, as Dmnas ,uid RaUsh suggests, we need this broada 

conceptiudization of oiu asos and thek actions through the analysis of sex and goido. 

Lknitations of the Study and Results 

Althougli the residts of tliis study have implications for the design of websites and 

for a new approadi to luso-centoed design, lknitations also exist ki the results. These 

Iknitations indude the lunited partidpant pool, issues with the strength of rdationships, and 

levrf of sigmficance for genda dffaences, and the usabUky testkig research design. 

The fkst Iknkation is fakly problematic. The pool of partidpants for this research is 

Umited to one sonesta of students takkig the survey tahnical communication dass at Texas 

T a h Univosky Although these partidpants provide enough homogendty that 1 can focus 

on sex and genda and not worry about otho concons lUce age and culture, the results from 

this pool of partidpants are lUcely not representative of largo populations of the genoal 

public. The subjea pool is problematic for many reasons. Not orUy are the partidpants all 

mostly Caucasian, tradtionaUy-aged coUege students, but they are all students at the same 

school (and one that has many ki-state students). Thus, the pool of partidpants lacks 

dvasity in age, race, culture, and education levels, along -with a somewiiat limited range of 

computa expaience (no basic usos and few very advanced usos). In addtion, thae are 

Umited numbas of feminkie males, undiffaentiated males, and masculkie females. AU these 

areas are likely to knpaa my results by not only limiting the range of dkfoences that I could 

have examined, but also by Iknitkig my analysis of a variety of otho dffoences that might 

have knpaaed the sex and gendo diffaences. In addtion, the lack of equal numbos of each 

sex and genda may cause my results to be less representative. The knpaa of a single outlio 

Ul the feminkie males, undiffoentiated males, and masculkie females categories could more 

soiously change the results than an outlia ki the otho categories. These problems can be 

addressed ki otha studes ki two ways: by examkung homogenous groups from otho 

populations and comparing the results to these results and by studykig more dvose groups 

and comparing the results. 
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The saond limitation was the cUfficidty in obtakikig strong and significant results for 

gendo. Genaally, thae wae weako rdationships for the gendo dffaoices than for sex 

dffaences using the statistical tests of rdationsliip strength. This means that gendo was less 

lUcdy to result ki strongo a)rrdatioas for genda and the types of use. For example, a weak 

condation Ixftwoai navigation mahods and gendo could mean that although sigmficant 

dkfo-ences may exist, the asscxiation between any one gendo dUce the fonkkne gendo) and 

one navigation type dUce nkxed) is not va-y predaable. The strength of the rdationship is 

knportant to daonikie how strongly the variables are rdated. Without this data, the 

sigmficance of the rdationship is limited. These weako rdationships could be due to the faa 

that thae are smalla numbas of participants in a largo numba of categories when 

compared to the sex-based numba of categories and participants ki the cathodes. The 

larga numba of categories and smaUo numbos of participants also make obtakikig 

sigrdficant diffoences more difficult. The uneven numbos of participants ki each genda 

also makes significance hardo to prove, as klustrated ki Chapto VI for the kdtial and 

complae times. Some researchas do consida largop values significant, so less rigorous 

research would result ki higho numbas of "sigrdficant" gendo diffoences. Howevo, the 

many sigrdficant gendo dkfoences, despite these lknitations, suggest that some gendo 

diffaences are so strong that they are obvious -with small numbos of participants unevenly 

dvided among four gendas. Research with higho numbas of participants in the four 

gendos, or research that only examkies two or three gendos, may fkid even more significant 

dffaences among the four gendos and -web uses. 

The fkial main area of Iknitations focuses on the constraints ki current applications 

of usabkity testkig research. Wkh the usabUky testkig focus, the usos woe -working ki a lab 

satkig with predetanrdned tasks. The lab satkig, kicludng the fact I was observing and 

raordkig them, may have prevented the participants from aakig naturaUy which could 

knpaa how they use the web. Also, the tasks woe designed to be realistic, but woe not 

naessarUy tasks that the usas would choose to do, so thdr observed use of the web may 

dffa from thek normal use of the web, thus providng results that do not fully reflea real 

aaions and real tasks. Although partidpants were encouraged to thkik aloud not aU usos 

provided the same kiformation, lUce why they woe dokig wiiat they woe dokig as otha 
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usos do. Also, the use of thkik aloud protocol could change the usos aaions. The research 

design is also Iknited Ixiause it does not kidude an analysis of why the participants dd what 

they dd iuid why dlTaent tasks yidded dffoent results. Future research that kidudes real 

uso tasks and a more thorougli ex:uiknation of the types of tasks and reasonkig behkid 

aaion will add a deepo- imdo-standkig to sex and/or gendo dffoences ki web use 

Implications for Web Design 

W ebsite designos do not often consido sex cUffoences ki web use and do not 

consida gendo at all. As Giuak and Bayo argue, "regularly produced tahnologies," such as 

websites, have a "masadkie focus" (258). Barnum pokits out some sex dkfoences otha 

researches have found that could knpaa web design, and she argues that we need more 

usabkity testkig research that examkies sex. Often wiien sex is taken kilo account in webske 

design, the changes are ovoly basic dUce pkik backgrounds) or kisultkig to females (such as 

offering basic drivkig kiformation that is not offoed on the maki ske) (Strom). In addtion, 

-wiien sex is considaed k is considoed ki a -way that separates males and females and makes 

the females the 'otha' by desigrung them a separate site or part of the ske, instead of 

designkig the -wiiole ske for males and females. Strom pokits out some of the problems -with 

basic, kisultkig, and separate designs and caUs one example, pages on AutoByTd, 

"demeankig" and "patronizing" (1). In genaal, Strom thkiks the separate skes or separate 

parts of skes for -women are" anotha dumb idea" (1). 

My research fkidkigs demonstrate that dkfaences do exist baween sex, gendo, and 

web use, and as such can provide valuable kisight for designos so the designas can easUy 

consida sex and/or gendo diffoences without bdng demeankig, kisultkig, patronizkig, and 

without aeatkig dtffaent "pkik pages" for females. In this seaion, I -will dscuss possible 

knplications for web design, fkst presentkig sex-based implications, then gendo-based 

knplications, and fkiaUy genaal knplications. Akhough my results lead nicely kito 

knplications for website design, we must be wary of genoalizkig My study focused on a 

small group of students ki a survey tahnical communication dass. The partidpants woe 

mostly tradtionally-aged coU^e students and Caucasian. Thus, the results for this group may 
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not rd ia t the kugo populations of the United States or espaially the worid. Furtha 

reseu-ch with dffaent, and possibly broada, populations must be complaed to gaki a fuUa 

luido-standkig of sex iuid gender dffaences ki website design. Howeva, untU that research 

is carried out, my residts provide a startkig pokit for considokig and designkig for sex 

and/or genda dk'faences ki websites. 

Sex DkYooices and Website Design 

Previous research has analyzed various sex dkfoences ki genoal use of the web. 

O'Connor found that men spend more tkne on the web and surf more frequently, wiioeas 

women wiU use the web to complae a task and then stop, and women tend to be more loyal 

website viskors, viskkig only a few skes r^ularly (2). Tewksbury and Althaus also found that 

females were less lUcdy than males to use the -web for entotakiment and to pass tkne (131). 

Joo, Bong, and Choi found that females had greato self-efficacy in thek sek-r^ulated 

learnkig and had a b a t a cognitive strat^y ki thdr web use (10-11). Howevo, these research 

findings do not have clear implications for the design of webskes, nor do they examuie 

particular (ratha than more genaal) uses of -webtexts. 

The sex-based diffoences that I found ki this research do, howevo, have 

knplications for the design of -websites. Three areas in particular should concem people -who 

design webskes: 

• Navigation 

• Orientation 

• Enjoyment and prefaences of browskig, searchkig, and surfkig. 

Navigation 

Navigation is an knportant considaation ki the design of any website, because 

navigation focuses on how people fkid thek way around the site Good navigation wUl result 

ki usos who are more satisfied with the webske. In faa, Nidsen calls the web a 
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"navigatiomU syston" and stresses how iniport:uit good site navigation stmaures are (188-

195). In tonis of navigation, I focusal on tlii-ee primary navigational mahods: 

• L andmark: d-aws on the use of consistent navigational links, use of ki-text Ikiks, use 

of "breadcaunbs' navigation stmaure, and use of drop down menus within the ske 

• G lobiU: kidudes the use of browsa controls like" go" and" history," use of the 

seudi engine on the website, use of a site map, use of browso "fkid' command, 

and the use of the URL address bar to type in URLs 

• M Lxed: only used for the complete navigational mahods and kidudes a combkiation 

of landmark and global methods 

Three key fkidkigs from my study are knportant to consida with r^ard to sex cUffoences ki 

website design: opposite choices, kiitial navigational choices, and complae navigational 

choices. 

The prknary knplication for navigation and sex dtffoences is that females and males 

used both landmark and global methods often, but often opposkdy—wiien females used 

global mahods, males used landmark mahods, and vice vasa. The resultkig design 

knplications for these findings are simple: kiclude both landmark and global navigation 

stmaures in aU -webske designs -wiiae females and males are expeaed to visk the webske. If 

a certain ske will only have male or female visitors, research -wiiich method wUl be used for 

the ske based on that sex prrfaence instead of assumkig dtho landmark or global 

navigation. 

The next knplication focuses on the initial choices of the females and males. For 

kiitial navigational choices, usos are only -workkig -with the maki page of the ske or with 

wiiat eva mahod they use to begki the task (such as a search engine). For the four tasks with 

sigrdficant cUffoences baween navigational choices and sex, females chose kdtial global 

navigation methods and males choose landmark methods. For the remakikig tasks, males 

chose global methods and females landmark mahods. Thus, a good website design will not 

Iknit females solely to global kktial mahods or males to landmark methods, but should 

kidude a combkiation of both. To kicorporate both landmark and global mahods, the maki 
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usos 
page of a site shoidd have a cleu ske seai-di engkie ki a predaable location (most 

looked for it in the uppa riglit corno), a site map, navigational Ikdcs in a predaable location 

(aaoss the top p^ut of the page or down the left side of the page), and ki-text Ikiks that 

connat to the maki parts of the site that should kitoest the usos. With a dear choice of 

dffaent navigation:d mahods on the maki page of a website, usos can choose the mahods 

that Ixfst suit thek- prefaences and task. 

The fkial navigation unplication for sex dffaences is for ske-'wide design concons. 

The complae navigation^ mahods are a combkiation of aU the navigational methods used 

to complae the tasks, thus the fkidkigs for the complete navigational mahod should be 

applied to the design of the whole webske In genoal, males tended to use global complae 

mahods, cuid females landmark complae mahods, and the two sigrdficant relationships fk 

this pattem. So sites -with female usos should be comprised of landmark navigation 

stmctures kicludkig consistent navigational links ki the same location on each page of the 

ske, in-text links, a "breadaumbs" navigation stmcture, and drop down menus -withki the 

site. Skes -with male usos should kiclude an obvious search engkie (prrfoably avaUable on 

each page of the ske); a ske map; a clear, logical URL (for the males wiio tried URLs -without 

knowing k' they would -work); and a ske that easky allows the males to use browsa controls 

lUce"go," history," and "fuid" 

The complae navigation methods provide an intoestkig contrast to the kdtial 

mahods, skice the kikial and complete mahods switch for females and males. Thus, k is 

knportant to make sure any site that will have female usos includes a maki page -with both 

landmark and global mahods, and the ske as a -wiiole has a rich landmark navigational 

stmaure For males, a maki page with both landmark and global mahods is also naessary, 

but for the whole site the opposke for the females' landmark stmcture is needed: a strong 

global navigational stmaure. Since males and females employ landmark and gjobal mahods 

for both kktial and complae navigation, k is knportant to not Iknit the design of any ske or 

maki pages of any sites to a skigle navigational mahod. Both landmark and global mahods 

are utUized by each sex and thus should be kiduded ki all web designs to best mea the 

needs of the usa and to be uso-centaed. 
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Orientation 

Orientation is iuiother important concon ki the design of websites baause 

orientation deals with the behaviors usos exhibit when uskig the site. Dkfaences ki 

orientation mean that usos wQl aa in dffaent way« on the site and try to do dffaent thkigs 

to accomplish theu- tasks (even when it is the same task that dffoent usos are trykig to 

accomplish). For tliis research 1 drew on Nidsen's three types of orientation: 

• Seai-ch-donknant: usos are" task-focused" and often go straight to the search or 

dick on luiks that shoidd take them dratly wiioe they want to do 

• L kik-domkiant: usos fkst look around the maki page and then prefo to use Ikiks to 

fkid wiiat they are lookkig for 

• ^ I Lxed-domkiant: usos employ a combkiation of search and Ikik-domkiant behaviors 

Thoe are two maki findkigs from my research that focus on sex and orientation that should 

be considaed by website designos—kiitial orientation and complete orientation. 

Initial orientation, the fkst action on a page, is knportant for the design of the main 

pages of a -website The orientation behavior fkidings for sex are close for both sexes ki five 

of the seven tasks. For four of the seven UsabUity Testing Tasks, both females and males 

predominantly draw on search-dominant orientation behaviors, and for the fkth task with 

sknUar orientation behaviors, both males and females drew on Ikik-domkiant behaviors. The 

two tasks in -wiiich the orientation methods were not sknkar resulted ki sigrdficant 

relationships baween sex and behavior, with females employing link bdiaviors for both 

tasks and males search behaviors. The sex-based significant dtffoences suggest a focus on 

lkik behaviors for females and a focus on search behaviors for males, but ovoak both males 

and females applied a combkiation of search and lkik behaviors, wiuch implies that web 

designas should kidude both. Fonales had the greatest mix of initial behaviors with thra 

tasks ki wiiich they predomkiantly utUized lkik behaviors (two of these sigrdficantly dk'fooit 

than males) and four tasks ki which they predomkiantly utUized search behaviors. Males 

applied search methods for six of the seven tasks (two of wiuch woe sigmficantly dffoent 

than females) and lkik behaviors for only one task So, based on the study at hand it W3uld 
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appau- that m:un page design for females needs to indude a fuUo mix of search and Ikik-

donknant oiablas such as a main page that allows usos to look around Gkik-domkiant), 

dou ki-text Ikik^ on the nî un page Gkik-domkiant), dau and dkot navigational Ikiks on the 

maki page (seuch- cuid Ikik-domkiant), and an obvious souch oigkie (search-domkiant). On 

the otha kuid maki page design for males can focus more haivUy on the search-domkiant 

enMers lUce :ui obvious search engine and dkea navigational Ikdc. Smce males dd use lkik 

bdiav iors for one task, the maki page for iiiale^ needs to also kidude some Ikik-domkiant 

enablas. 

The complae orientation behaviors of females and males also offo some valuable 

kisiglit kito the design of websites, particularly kilo the design of entke websites. In the only 

signkicant rdationship baween sex and complete orientation behaviors, females utkized 

link-domkiant behaviors and males search domkiant behaviors. For the remakikig six tasks 

aU males largely applied search-domkiant behaviors, and for four of the six remakikig tasks 

females makily applied search behaviors, with luik for the remakikig t-wo. Thus, skes 

designed for males can focus on enablkig search-domkiant behaviors (except for the maki 

page as dscussed above) -with a site-wide search avakable on each page and dkea 

navigational Ikiks. Sites designed for females should kiclude the search enablkig designs, but 

also kiclude link enablkig designs, such as clear ki-text Ikiks through the site, pages that 

aUows usas to bro-wse, and clear navigational links. 

The sex-based diffaences in kktial and complae orientation behaviors requke sites 

to kiclude a variety of orientation tools to be uso-centoed. LUcdy skes wUl be designed for 

audences that include male and female usos, so it is essential that the maki page and -whole 

ske include search and Ikik enablkig designs. Howeva, skes that focus on male usos can 

concentrate on search enablkig designs for the wiiole site, as long as the maki page kiclude 

the naessarUy lkik enabling designs that males can use for thek kiitial aaion. Skes designed 

for females should kiclude both lkik and search enablkig designs both on the maki page and 

the site. By considakig and designkig for these sex-based domkiant behavior dkfoences, 

skes can b a t a fackkate the aaions and behaviors of the usos. 
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Enjoyniait and PrefocTices of Browskig, Searclikig, and Surfing 

The fin:d luea ol sex-bascxl website design unplications concentrates on some non-

sigrdfiamt dffo-ences in the enjoyment and prefoences of browskig, searchkig, and surfkig. 

Since these fkidngs are compUed from non-sigrdficant results, it is knportant to realize these 

fkidkigs cannot acciuately preda enjoyment and prefaences within the pool of participants, 

la alone in a kugo popidation. More research is needed to fully examkie and undastand the 

enjoyniait and prrfoences of browskig, searchkig, and surfuig. These knplications are only 

suggestions for designas based on the fkidkigs of this study. 

GenoaUy the sex-based prefo-ences for browskig, searching, and surfuig are -withki 

thirteen pacentage points of each otho, except for searching prefoences. T-wenty-two 

pacent more males than females ranked searching as thek prefened tahnique, so webskes 

designed for males need to make sure that searching the ske is easy. One -way to make 

searching easy is to include obvious ske searches on each page that lead to appropriate 

search results. Addtionally, the sex-based enjoyment of browskig, searching, and surfkig are 

genoaUy withki 15 pacentage pokits of each otha, except for surfkig. The majority of 

fanales dslUced surfkig and the majority of males lUced surfkig, thus sites for female usos 

should not requke surfing, and sites for males should allow surfing through myriad Ikiks to 

otha skes -with related kiformation. 

Although the diffoences ki the enjoyment and prefaences of browskig, searchkig, 

and surfkig are non-sigmficant, a few knplications for design exists wiien considoing these 

diffaences. Sknply by allowing searchkig and surfing for male usos, but not requkkig 

surfkig for female usos, skes -wUl be more encompasskig and uso-centoed. 

The considaation of sex diffaences ki navigation, orientation, and the enjoyment 

and prefaences of browsuig, searchkig, and surfkig ki website design can lead to webskes 

and maki web pages that are more uso-centoed. imricate and ovoly compkcated designs 

are not naessary for webskes that kidude both males and females, and ndtho are separate 

skes or pkik and blue backgrounds. For genoal audoices (composed of fanales and males), 

good sites should allow both landmark and global navigation, should oiable lkik- and search-

domkiant behaviors, and pomit, but not force, usas to souch and surf. With these 

considaations ki mkid, designas can aeate skes that are not insultkig doneankig or 
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patronizkig for foiuiles or nudes. They can instead oeate sites that allow the usos to 

navigate iuid lx?have in the ways they prrfo to complae thdr tasks. 

Gendo Dki'o-ences md W êbsite Design 

Previous reseai-ch on gender dfferences ki the use of the web is Iknited. Howevo, 

an undostcuidng of genda cui lead to a fuUo imdostandng of the usos and result ki 

webske designs that ai-e more fidly usa-centoed. Among the population of partidp»ants wiio 

toc:)k the Gendo Invoitory and Survey, 27% tested as androgynous, 17%o tested as 

undk'faentiated, 20%o tested as fendrdne, and 37% tested as masculkie (sa Chapto IV for a 

more daaked breakdown of sex and gendo). This dstribution may not fit otho 

populations, but the dstribution suggests that the four gendo affkiations may frequently 

occur Ul larga populations. Thus, fkidkigs for all four gendas should be considaed ki 

website design. Designos should only focus on the fkidkigs for particular gendos k they 

know thek audences kiclude larga numbas of that gendo. Of course, fkidkig out the 

specific gender(s) of the site usos could be more difficult and -would lUcely requke them to 

use the BSRI or anotho measure of psychological gendo. It might be easio for designos to 

just assume thek usos -wiU kiclude a mix of gendos and design accordkigjy The gendo-

based dtffaences that 1 found have sevaal knplications for the design of webskes: 

• Navigation 

• Orientation 

• Browskig ease 

Navigation 

LUce the analysis of sex and navigation, gendo plays an knportant role ki the kiitial 

and complete mahods employed and should be considaed ki usa-centaed web design. No 

skigle kiitial navigation mahod is prrfared by all gendas: masculkie participants prefared 

global mahods, femkikie participants prefared landmark mahods, and androgynous and 
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undffaentiatol partidpants piefored a variay of mahods. Thus, the maki page of a 

wdDsite shoidd kidude the landiuirk and global dt^igns dsaissal above The complae task 

navigation dffaoices also indude a variay of mahods, but with more of an onphasis on 

kmdnuu-k mahods wkh the majority of fenknkie partidpants usmg landmark mahods for 

five of the seven tasks, androgynous participants for three of the sevoi tasks (with one otho 

task a split bawon mixed and kuidnark), and luidffaentiated partidpants uskig landmark 

for foui- of the seven tasks. Howevo, masculkie partidpants use global mahods for all seven 

tasks. So, sitt^ designed for a genoal audence should kidude a combkiation of global and 

landmark mahods. Sites designed more for masculkie people can utUize more global 

mahods and sites for femkikie participants can utUize more landmark methods. 

Orientation 

Orioitation also plays an knportant role ki how people of dffaent gendo use 

-websites. The kktial orientation behaviors, knportant to consido ki the design of the main 

pages of webskes, for all four gendos tended towards search-domkiant, although Ikik-

dominant behaviors -were used for thra tasks by the feminine participants, two tasks for 

undiffaentiated partidpants, and one task for androgynous participants (with an equal spkt 

between landmark and global for the remaining task). The only sigrdficant relationship 

between genda and behaviors -was Task 5, in wikch feminine participants utUized link-

domkiant behaviors and the remaining gendas all utUize search- dominant behaviors. So, 

main -web pages designed for aU gendos should kicorporate designs that enable both link-

dominant behaviors and search-domkiant behaviors, with an emphasis on the latto. This 

emphasis on search-domkiant behaviors is also raommended for the design of the wiiole 

wrf)ske, skice three of the four gendas utUized search behaviors for most of the tasks. 

Feminine partidpants used a mix of behaviors (search for two tasks, lkik for two tasks, 

mixed for t-wo tasks, and a splk bet-ween search and IkUc for the remainkig task). Howeva, 

for the two tasks -with a sigrdficant rdationship baween gendo and behaviors, androgynous 

participants wae the only partidpants wiio solely anployed search-domkiant behaviors. The 

otha three gendos had mix of search and link behaviors. So, although websites for an 
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audence that kidudes all foiu genders shoidd emphasize search-domkiant behaviors, the 

skes shoidd also kiclude Ikik-domkiant loehaviors. 

Browskig E ase 

The fkial M\-a of gendo--based knplication for website design focuses on the ease of 

browsing for the four gendas. Browsing was the only tahnique, of the three tahniques, 

that had a sigrdficant rdationship baween ease level and genda ki my study, and this 

rdationsliip has implications for design. The majority of femkune participants woe observed 

to fkid browskig modoate, but all of the undk'foentiated participants (100%) woe observed 

to fkid browsing easy. Both androgynous and masculkie partidpants had fakly equal 

pacentages of partidpants ki both the easy and the modaate categories. Thus, it seems 

cunent site design -works -weU for browsuig by the undkf oentiated partidpants, but the 

otha three gendas, particularly the feminkie gendo, could use designs that b a t o enable 

browskig such as dear and direa Ikiks dkiks that link to -wiiat people expat them to), many 

knks on each page, and clear, consistent navigational Ikiks. 

Navigation, orientation, and ease of browskig all knpaa how the four gendos use 

-webskes and thus should be considoed ki webske design. LUce the sex-based dffoences, the 

genda-based dtffoences do not requke complex designs. The inclusion of landmark and 

global navigation methods, of Ikik-dominant and search-domkiant enablas (with an 

emphasis on search-domkiant enablos), and of designs that inaease the ease of browskig 

-wUl mea the needs of the four gendo affUiations and result ki a design that is more usa-

centaed. 

Genaal Implications 

Some of the research questions resulted ki non-sigmficant rdationships between sex 

or genda and the area bdng examkied; howevo, these results also have knplications ki the 

design of usa-centaed websites. Often the non-significant results are not signU'icant 

because sknUar results were obtakied baweoi the sexes or goidos, and these sknUai-kies can 
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give as much kisight kito Web design as the dffa-oices can provide. Thoe are two partiodar 

areas that re^idted in sinklcuities :unong the sexe, and goidos that have knpliaitions for web 

design: back button use and success rate 

Back Button Use 

The pai-tidpants ki my study accordng to thdr kiterviews, often used the back 

button. Sev̂ enty-sLx pacent of all partidpants, with a mkiknum of 56% of each gendo and 

sex, use the back button often and anotha 12%) of all partidpants use the back button 

occasionaUy Nkie pacent of participants rardy use the back button and a tkiy 3%o (only one 

participant) neva use the back button. Slight, but not sigrdficant, dk'faences exist in the 

frequenq- of back button use, with 100% of femkikie partidpants, 89% of masculkie 

partidpants, and 84%o of females uskig the back button often (aU otho sexes and gendos 

woe between 64%) and 57%). Clearly, the back button is an knportant part of these 

partidpants' use of the web. Based on these fkidkigs, it would appear that web designs must 

aUow participants to use the back button to navigate the web as the usos see fk. Not 

aUowing the back button to be used will lUcely aeate problems in the normal use of the web 

and thus make the uso frustrated -with the -webske 

Success Rate 

Success rate was anotho area ki wiuch thoe woe no sigruficant relationships 

ba-ween the gendas or sexes, but the simkarkies aaoss the sexes and gendas are 

uitaestuig. For six of the seven tasks, a large majorky of partidpants (rangkig from 82% to 

97%o of partidpants) wae successful. For only one task. Task 4, -was the majority of 

partidpants not successful (55%). This task requked usos to fkid data on sevoal pages 

withki the ske and compare it to otho data, and the search engkie for the page was not as 

usrful as most usas wanted. In addtion, the task also had some of the higho complaion 

tknes. The genaally high success rate for the otho tasks suggests that usos can often 

complae the tasks they set out do. Howevo, some tasks are dfficult for usos to 
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accomplish. Since the kilbrmation was not easUy and quickly accessible, many popple quickly 

became fmstrated diuing Task 4. The design implications from these fkidngs suggest that 

good wd^site designs shoidd make it easy for usos to fkid rdated matoial (pahaps through 

dear luiks), that website designos shoidd have a good idea of how usos wkl attempt to use 

the site :uid provide the needed kiformation dearly and conveniently and that search 

engkies shoidd raiun appropriate and predaable results. 

The SknUarkies baween uso's offo equally knportant design concons as the 

dffoences. My research fkidngs suggest frequent use of the back button among all 

partidpants and that generaUy tasks are accomplished successfully but skes without good 

search enguies and clear connations baween rdated matoials can deaease the success rate 

of usas. These two areLs. back button use and success rate, only requke mkiknal design 

knpaas, -with results that can make the site much more usable for the usos. 

The sex-based, gendo-based, and genoal fkidngs from my research have myriad 

knplications for usa-centoed -website design. Good ske design will take into considaation 

sex and genda diffaences ki navigation, orientation, and attkudes towards the three 

tahniques. Also, the back button use and success rate of the participants can have soious 

implications on -webske usabkky, but requke ndnimal design tkne. To truly design for usos 

of diffaent gendas and sexes, the simUarities and dkfoences in navigation, orientation, and 

otha web uses and aaions must be considaed. 

Implications for UCD Mahods 

UCD mahods, such as usabUky testkig, contextual kiquky, and participatory design, 

emphasize that designas must know and undostand thdr usos (Dumas and Redsh 5). But 

-we cannot know and undostand our usas without examkikig the diffaences and sknkarkies 

among our usas. Although some researchos ki usa-centoed design QUce Barnum) pokit 

out that we need to examkie sex and/or gendo diffoences, the examkiations, when they 

occur, are often Iknited to biological sex and stkl result in a univasal uso. Despite the need 

to undastand usa dffaences, usos of a produa are often univosalized through 

"representative" consolidated results, sdea groups, purposive samplkig and marka-based 
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usos, democTatic representative usos, group design with consensus and "equal" tune In 

this sation, 1 position my residts as evidence that we need to examkie dffaences among 

oiu usas and suggest ways we cui easUy alta UCD mahods to focus not on the univosal 

USO", but on the luiiverse of usos. 

My reseai-ch results Ulustrate that some signkicant sex and/or gendo dffaences ki 

nav igation, orientation, tkne, and attitudes towards the three tahniques do exist. These 

diffaences can residt ki v cistly dffaent needs from the kktial navigational stmaure of a site 

to the seuch enabling capabUkies of a site. Thus, uso-centoed website design that kicludes 

people of dtffaent sex or gendas should design to kiclude the gendo and sex-dffoences, 

or dse the design will not be uso-centoed. If the design dtho does not include cUffaences 

or blends cdl cUffaences kito skigle results for "the usa," univosalizkig of the usos kito the 

univasal uso wUl occur, resulting ki design that is only usa-centaed for a smaU group of 

usas, if at all. Howeva, the univosal uso can be avoided by takkig kito account dkfoences, 

lkce sex and genda, and designing for the fuUo uruvose of usos. This research study is one 

example of how people can begki to undostand and then design for this broada spearum 

of usas. 

The sex and gendo dtffoences that I found woe obtauied through the application 

of usabkity testkig, a UCD mahod. The UCD mahods, -with slight altoations, are good 

mahods to use to avoid the univosal usa. Mkior adjustments to existkig UCD tahniques 

aUow researchas to aeate produas with the univose of usos design approach. The 

humanist, partidpatory, contextual UCD methods, aU mahods dscussed ki chapto 3, are 

stkl a good startkig place. To use these methods most effativdy -withki spakic contexts, we 

must change our thkikkig durkig the design process. We must conceptualize the usos of the 

tahnology as not a skigle univosal uso, but a variety of dkfaent usos and uso types. We 

also need to kiclude multiple types of usos ki our analysis, noting pattons that might 

kidcate prefaences. We also must look aaoss our usos to fkid not only sknUarkies but also 

diffaences, so our design may kicorporate the whole picture. We can do this by applykig 

these tahniques: 
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• LGde.d thetypcs cfaonil ims: E xiunine the ciuroit usos to see k various types of 

usas exists. These types am be any subgroups ffom goido, to mkiorkies, to culture, 

to wiiateva- dse you can fkid. If the usos are not homogenous, use stratkied 

aitegories to gatha and analyze data from each type of uso. 

• E.xanvvdffavtis in usa- t\pes: Consido how the dffaent types partidpate ki the 

UCD mahods :md ki thek work oivironment. Look at how they intaaa with othos 

mdudkig those in thdr workplace and the designos. Look at thdr use of the 

tedinology and thdr work practices. 

• CamLryatr aui bicss: Make sure your own biases do not prevent a fak and equal 

evaluation of and coUaboration with the various uso types. Value aU usos. 

• Md^eyao- lesiits r^iesataiiecftheloiveisecfisers: Make sure aU uso types are kicluded 

ki the fkial design and are not lost, lumped togaho with othos, univosalized, or 

genoalized 

• Consider oedir-g varias uak nxxMs (wiien the UCD mahods requke work models): 

Instead of aeatkig a univosal -work model, aeate various work models for the 

various usa types. 

• A rtidpaefiiioe isers: If certain groups of usos are misskig from the types of usos, 

look at -wiiy those groups are not usos of the tahnology. If k is feasible for them to 

baome usas, also consida them ki the design process. This may even broaden the 

marka for the tahnology. 

Sex and gendo prefaoices are just one area ki -wiuch diffaences could exist. To 

fuUo examkie the univase of usos, we must consido aU knportant uso dkfoences. Forays 

have been made kilo areas of diffaoices, lUce age and expoience. Howevo, k will be 

difficult to fuUy undostand the univase of usos untU more research is complaed which 

examkies addtional dffaoices such as learnkig style, posonalky race, and culture Once a 

large variay of research on diffoences and sknUarkies among usos has been done, UCD 

researchos can examkie the dffaences and daomkie which dffoences are lUcely to be the 

most salient to thdr needs. Then UCD researchos can focus on testkig the dffaent groups 

of usas that are applicable to the design. UntU such a tkne, UCD research should not only 
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consida the five taliniques atove, but d̂so look at the data for any outlios or possible 

groupings to dscov o otho- possible dfferences. 

By applykig the UCD mahods in a manna that seeks to undostand explore, and 

design for the fidl luiiv ose of usos, tahnical communicators will obtaki a deepa 

luido-stiuidng of OIU audences and usos, and not the sknple and shallowundostandng 

often acqiured tln'ough basic donogi-aphics and otho common ya problematic means. By 

adoptmg UCD mahods, we can betto consida true dffoences, and not be Iknited to a 

univasal usa or to supoficial dffoences. Integratkig these mahods kito our research and 

design will dumge oui- work, research, and theories of tahnical communication by making 

uso-cento-ed design " usas-centaed design' and thus appropriate for our univose of usos. 

Implications for Tahnical Communication. Education, and 

Feminist Studes 

This study not only responds to two gaps—a lack of research examkikig sex and/or gendo 

diffaences ki how people use webtexts and the deficiency of the considoation of sex 

and/or gendo dk'faences in design and development research mahods—but this study also 

demonstrates the value of adding a feminist methodology to usabUky testkig. The rich 

desaiption of the gendo/sex diffaences and sknkarkies in the use of webtexts along -with 

the apphcation of a ferrdrdst methodology to uso-centoed design mahods have numoous 

knplications for tahnical communication, education, and feminist studes. 

Tahnical Communication 

Raent scholarship ki tahnical communication has argued for a "usa-centoed" 

approach to the tahnological design and development processes (Barnum xiv). Johnson, ki 

desCTibkig the usa-centoed view of tahnology, Ikoally places the uso ki the midde of the 

tahnology design process 00). Howeva, current usa-centaed approaches often 

univasalize the usas kito a" usa": a skigle entity wiuch does not allow for dffaences lUce 

age, sex, sociaUy constmcted gendo, culture, education, sodoaonomic status, and so forth. 
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\ ' a v:u-ious resaudi studes (particidarly femkiist studes such as those by Lakoff, Barnes, 

Tannoi, Gabrid, GUligan, and Flynn) have foiuid dffooices ki these populations. My study 

offas a fidla conceptiuUization of the usos, while respondng to Barnum's statanoit that 

more resau-ch needs to be done examkikig sex dffooicei m produa use. In addtion, this 

researdi moves l̂ eyond the supo-fidal and stoeotypical "sex" dffaences to show how a 

deepa imdo-standkig of usa dffaences is needed in produa design and devdopment. This 

study shoidd provide an kdtial analysis that will shape and kiform many addtional areas of 

technical commiuiication, beyond the usa-centaed design mahods and website design. The 

onpkical research residts demonstrate sex and/or gendo dffoences ki navigation, 

orientation, browsuig ease, enjoyment and prefaences of browskig, searchkig, and surfkig 

along with sknkarities ki back button use and success rate that provide a richo undostatkig 

of how usas, spakicaUy usas of cUffoent gendo and sexes, use the web. The aaual uses, 

such as the sex-based diffoences ki kiitial navigation, need to be considaed and dscussed ki 

the foUowing areas: 

• Our theories of web and orJine wrking and readkig so that our theories betta 

respond to the realky of sex and/or gendo dkfaences and sknUarkies ki web use 

• Pedagogy, espaiaUy pedagogy of web-based education: to broaden our 

undastanding of how sex and/or gendo dkfoences and sknkarkies can knpaa our 

mahods, aims, and goals teaching onlkie through/with -webtexts along -with the 

mahods and behaviors applied by our students -whUe using -webtexts in education. 

Particularly 

o The development of course mataials and sites, -which need to be designed 

for the dkfaences and simkarities ki -webske use due to sex and gendo so 

the students/leamas are not dsadvantaged due to thek sex and/or gendo 

and so that they can use the website ki thek prefored ways, wiuch would 

enable the students/learnos to more easUy meet the learnkig goals. 

• Our theories of audence analysis: Although sex and gendo are often considaed 

durkig audence analysis, these results provide spakic dtffoences and sknUarkies ki 

usas due to gendo and sex, wikch offo conaae audence analysis concons and 
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examples. Also, the foais on web usos aui partiailarly kiform audoice analysis for 

wAsite and webtexts. In addtion, since my resauch does not always corrdate to 

previous research, my fincUngs suggest that audence analysis should not be solely 

based off of assiunptions ffom previous research, but, espaially ki areas with little 

gendo/ sex research lUce the web, should be examkied fully for each drcumstance 

The naessity of coasiderkig fankkst issues of sex and genda ki tahnical 

communication: Otha femuiist talinical communication researchos, such as 

LaDuc, Giuak and Bayo-, and Lay have argued that it is important to consido 

tenikiist issues ki tahnical communication. My results furtho support the otho 

fonkiist reseai-chos argimients and fkidngs, wiike providng new areas of analysis 

and fkidkigs. The inclusion of femkiist issues and research ki tahnical 

commiuiication not only allows tahnical communicators to betto mea the goals of 

our profession, lUce usabUky and audence analysis, but also provides new 

mahodologies, new researcho/partidpants relationships, and new-ways to kifuse 

rigor in research (such as redprodty). 

Femkiist Research and Gendo Studes 

Likewise, my research has knplications for at least three areas of feminist research 

and genda studes. Fenunist research is research that is for, by, aboct, uith, and on-women 

(McHugh and Cosgrove 21-24; Sullivan and Porto 59). Feminist research often -works 

towards sodal change, challenges sexism, kicludes -women as researchos/knowiedge 

producas, considos gendo as a "basic organizkig prkidple that affeas all aspats of our 

lives," and -works for "the benefit and advancement of women" (Cook and Fonow80; 

quotes from McHugh and Cosgrove 22-3). Thus, femkiist research and gendo studes 

provide valuable findkigs that not only help us undastand biological sex simkarkies and 

dk'faences, but also psychological genda sknkarkies and dkfaences, wiike workkig towards 

tools, theories, and sodeties that accept, benrfk, and advance peoples of aU sexes and 

gendas. My research offas th ra areas that can potentiaUy oirich femkiist research and 

genda studes: 
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Reseuch on si^rkic sex ancVor goido web use: Although many studes m fonkkst 

resauch and genda s tud» have looked at a variay of sex or gendo dffoences, 

these dffo-ences have not been studied as they rdate to spedfic web use Skice more 

than half of the United States' Into-na usos are women (Nidsen//NaRatkigs), k is 

knportant, espaially for foiknist and gendo researchas, to undostand what sex 

and/or genda dffoences and sunilarkies exist ki the use of the web and Intona. 

Usa--centaed design mahods: WhUe ki Ikie with the femuiist focus on 

usos/audences and design for sodal change, usa-centoed design mahods do not 

appeir to be often used or even considoed as possible femkiist research and design 

methods. This reseai'ch opens femkiist research and gendo studes to tahnical 

communication usa-centaed design mahods lUce usabkity testkig and contextual 

inquiry. Gurak and Bayo, along -with LaDuc and otho feminist researchos, have 

argued that produa development must consida sex and/or gendo. My research 

supports thdr argument and shows the aaual sex and/or gendo dkfoences and 

sknkarities, -whUe providing design-orientated methods for feminist researchas. 

An ovolappkig of tahnical communication and feminist research and gendo 

studes: This study provides a needed ovolap between feminist/gendo studes and 

tahnical communication, presentkig each -with new mahods and tools to aeate, 

usable, equitable, and usa-focused -webtexts. 

Education 

The use of tahnology ki the classroom and otho educational setting is not orUy 

kicreaskig, but is also valued bythe govanment. The Clinton Adnkiistration's Goals 2000 

Aa emphasizes the kifusion of tahnology kito dl education programs, and the Bush 

Adnkkstration's No Chkd Left Behkid Aa of 2001 emphasizes tahnological litoacy ki 

education. This kitegration of tahnology kito education kicludes kiaeased educational 

In tana and web use ki and out of the dassroom. Baause tahnology, and spakicaUy web 
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use, is baonkng kiaeasingly a)ninion ki akication, my resauch also provides knportant 

fkidkigs for education ki terms of: 

• Ancilysis, design, craition, and use of educational webtexts: Sex and/ or gendo 

dffaences and sknUiukies must be considoed ki olucational webtexts so students 

CUI effidently and fakly use the webtext to complete thdr educational goals. 

Webtexts not designed to enable usos to aa ki the ways that they prefo 

dsadvantage these students and make learnkig more dfficult for them. It is 

knportant to luidastand gendo/sex dkfoences ki the use of websites so our 

kiCTeiskigly webbed education can be equitable and so we can -work webtexts 

appropriately kilo our gendo-fak classrooms. 

• Theoraical and pedagogical concerns: This area is also knportant to tahnical 

communication and is more fuUy dscussed above. My results provide unportant 

addtions to theories of web and onlkie -writkig and the development of online 

course mataials and sites, wiiich should kifluence our tools, theories, mahods, and 

akns in teachkig -with and through educational webtexts. 

As Gurak and Bayo state, "regularly produced tahnologies" have a "masculine focus," and 

these tahnologies along -with the investigation mahods to produce the tahnologies often 

ignore sex and genda dkfoences (258). In this study, I have examined sex and gendo 

dkfaences, in part to uncovo the possible masculkie focus of -webske design. My fkidings 

have various knpHcations for tahnical communication, femkiist research and gendo studes, 

and education. My study ultknatdy provides kiformation that should serve as a basis for 

future study and that could concdvably affat the application of existing skes. Such research 

should be replicated and expanded baause it adds to existing scholarship, whUe furthakig 

the goals of tahnical communication, fenunist research and gendo studes, and education. 
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Calls for Furtho Research 

Tills study only begkus to respond to two Iknitations in tahnical communication 

research: the lack of research evuninkig sex and/or gendo dffoences ki how people use 

webtexts and the drfidt of design and devdopment research mahods that consida sex 

and/or gendo dffoences. Furtho- research is needed ki various areas to more fully examkie 

these two lknitations :uid add to the body of research, throry, and knowiedge. Some spakic 

areas that fiutlia researdi is particularly needed are in: 

• E xpaience Bcunum (along with Grimes, Sandoson, and Chkig) contends that 

expaience can impact web and tahnology use In addtion, Lawton, along with Joo, 

Bong, Choi, has found diffoences ki computo and -web expaience based on sex 

Thus, future research needs to daomkie k some of the gendo and sex dk'faences 

that I found are due to expoience levels. This could be as sknple as analyzing the 

cUffaences by sex, gendo, and also by expaience. 

• Wida range of partidpants and dkfoent participant pools: Age, race, and otho 

demographic dkfaences have been found to knpact -web and tahnology use 

(MoneU, Mayhorn, and Bennett; Bowman; Grimes, Sandoson, and Ching). Thus a 

-wida range of partidpants and diffoent participant pools are needed to daomkie tf 

some possible sex and/or gendo dtffoences and sknUarkies are actuaky due to otho 

demographics. In addtion, research on the diffoences and sknUarkies among those 

of dffaent races, ages, and otho demographic dtffoences is needed to more fully 

undastand the univase of usas. 

• The sex-based contrast between kdtial navigation, complae navigation, and previous 

research: In my study females and males genoaUy chose dffoent kiitial navigational 

mahods than they used ovoall to complae the tasks, and only the mahods utUized 

for complae navigation match previous research on otho types of navigation 

(outdoors, kidoors, with maps, ac) . Pohaps, wiien navigatkig ki any oivkonment, 

fonales genoaUy b^an with global and males with landmark, but then each one 

used the otho method as thek ovaaU mahod. Or pahaps this dffoence was a 

result of the spakic onlkie oivkonment. Wkh these fkidngs alone, I cannot 
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dao-mkie the reason for the dffooice,, and furtha resauch, both on website 

navigation luid otho type; of navigation (particxdarly ki otho onlkie oivkonmoits 

like chat rooms and MOOs), is needed for comparison. 

Task freedom and complexity Since males and females genoaUy employed the same 

kiitial orientation behaviors, it is lUcdy that sex does not kifluence orientation 

behavior except diukig p,utiadiu- tasks. The only sex-based dffaences ki kiitial 

orientation ocaured ki a task that allowed greata freedom and in a task that was 

very complex. As the only clearly luiique propoties of the two tasks, k is lUcely that 

the task freedom and complexity coupled with sex, knpaaed kiitial orientation 

behaviors. Also, the only task whoe low numbas of partidpants dd not successfuky 

complae the task was Task 4, the particularly complicated task. Thus task 

complexity may also lead to lower success levds. Furtho research is needed to 

explore task freedom and complexity on kiitial sex-based orientation behaviors and 

on task success. 

Uso Expeaations: Anotho possible knpaa on task success is uso expeaations. 

The only task ki wikch the majority of partidpants dd not successfully complae the 

task -was also the only task in wikch usos -went into this task -with certain 

expatations of -wiiat they would find. When they dd not find the expeaed matoial, 

they often quk. So k appears uso expeaations may influence the participants' task 

successes rate. Thus, the kifluences of uso expeaations on task success rate needs to 

be furtho explored so -we can undostand possible conneaions. 

Task types: The only sigrdficant sex-based diffaence in the complete orientation 

behaviors occurred duruig the surfkig task. In addtion the only sigrdficant diffoence 

ki gendo and initial orientation behaviors is for the browskig task, anotho task type. 

Skice, genaally both sexes and the four gendos employed sknkar kdtial orientation 

behaviors, k seems lUcely that genoaUy sex and gendo do not kifluence orientation 

behavior except for particular tasks or webskes. Thaefore, future research needs to 

establish the knpaas of task types on sex and genda orientation behaviors. 

Task genre: My fkidings kidcate that mitial oriaitation behavior genaally does not 

vary due to gendo for most tasks, but, for the task that is possibly the most 
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"gendaed," gendo dffoences ocaured. The geme of the task was cookkig—an 

•area considaed "fonkikie" in weston adture The task requked partidpants to fkid 

a raipe that used foiu dffaent kigcxUents. Skice this task is considaed fendrdne, k 

is possible that the faiknine participants would employ dffoent methods to 

complae the task then those of otho gendos would. Furtha research on 

orientation behaviors and "gendoed" task and ske goires (both femkikie and 

mascidine, along with UncUffoentiated and androgynous k possible) is needed so we 

may daamkie k geme kifluenced the dffaence(s) hoe, or k k was the type of task 

Dkfaences ki observai and stated behaviors: For the observed orientation 

behaviors, some gendo and sex diffoences occurred, but -when the participants were 

asked about thdr orientation behaviors, no gendo or sex cUffoences existed. The 

diffaence ki observed and stated behaviors could be attributed to many faaors, 

including, but not lunited to, the design of the tasks prevented tme behaviors; the 

design of the webskes prevented tme behaviors; the participants woe not fully aware 

of how they actuaky behave on webskes; or that the prefored behaviors -were not 

al-ways the aaual behaviors. Thus, furtho research, pahaps a contextual kiquky to 

betto examine and kiquke about actual use ki the context, is needed to establish -wiiy 

the diffoences ki observed and stated behaviors occurred. 

Speed of daision makkig and initial task tkne: The only gendo dk'faences that woe 

exhibked ki the kktial task time occurred for a task that requked usos to begki by 

makkig a dedsion. Quick daision makkig is a masculkie trait, accordkig to Bem. 

Undffaentiated participants, -wiio should have few masculkie traits, took the longest 

to choose a band or skigo, often startkig the task before deddng Androgynous 

participants, wiio should be high ki both masculkie and femkikie traits, complaed 

the kktial task significantly fasto than undiffoentiated partidpants. Thus, it is 

possible the masculkie abUity to quickly make dedsions knpacted the initial tune. 

Furtha research needs to examkie how this masculkie trait, and otho gendoed 

traits, might knpaa the tknes k takes partidpants to begki and complae tasks. 
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Althougli my fmcUngs provide iiiitiid responses to the lack of reseu-ch examkdng sex and/or 

gendo- dffoences ki how people use webtexts and to the defidt of design and devdopment 

research mahods that consida sex and/or gendo- dffaences, the results are only the 

begkinkig of usa-centoed design that tndy considos the univose of usos. Furtha research 

on these various iueis is needed to not only b a t o comprehend why sex and genda 

diffoences and skiklai-kies occur but also to betto undastand the univase of usos. 

Conclusions 

Barnum states that research studes ki the areas of sex and/or gendo and webske 

usabUky is " sauit" and that" no one has gotten down to fkie-turdng the diffaences baween 

men's and women's prefaences or use" (160). Thaefore, research lUce the study desaibed 

hae that kivestigates sex and gendo diffaences and sknUarities in the use of -webskes is 

critical for not only undostanding these dffoences but also for aeatkig usos-centoed 

design. Researchas need to furtha investigate sex and gendo diffaences and simkarkies to 

see how my fkidings compare to otho populations and to examine otho dkfoences and 

sknkarkies. With my research, and these otho future studes, -we cannot only b a t o 

undastand our usos, but can apply the lessons that -we have learned to webske design, UCD 

design mahods, and feminist studes. 

My research can help guide cunent practice, espedally-web design and UCD 

mahods, and future theory. Most knportantly, my research responds to two Iknitations of 

current tahnical communication scholarship (the lack of research examkdng sex and/or 

genda diffaences ki how people use -webtexts and the defick of design and development 

research mahods that consida sex and/or gendo dffaences) by presentkig research on 

sex/ gendo dk'faences ki how people use webtexts and by adjustkig UCD mahods (and 

presentkig furtha tahniques to adjust UCD mahods) to consido sex and/or gendo 

diffaences. Although only the beginnkig of a complete undastandng of sex and/or gendo 

dffaences and sknUarities ki the use of webtexts, my research provides accessible data, 

onpkical research, and rich kisight kito the use of webskes by the two sexes and four 

gendas. In particular, my research hdps us undostand t h a maki pokits: 
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1. Sex-basal dffoences do exist ki how people use webskes, particularly ki 

navigation and orientation. 

2. Gendo-dxised dl ferences also exist and are more common than sex-based 

dffaences. These dffoences indude navigation, orientation, tkne, and 

pacdved ease of browskig. 

3. Sex-based sknkarities ;uid gendo-based sknUarities exist, particularly ki back 

button use and success rate. 

These cUffaences cuid sinklarkies rekiforce genoal webske design principles such as 

providing a clear navigational stmaure, providng a good operdng page, and allowing usos 

to navigate the web as they -wish. These dffoences and simkarkies also provide a model for 

webske design that extend beyond traditional "univosal uso"-centoed design to a fuUo 

"univase of usos"-centoed design. 

AddtionaUy, my research Ulustrates that we need design and development research 

mahods, such as the UCD methods, that consida sex and/or gendo dkfaences. My study 

responds to LaDuc's and Gurak and Bayo's calls for kivestigatkig gendo ki tahnology 

design and to the lack of gendo considoation in website use. Without the design and 

development of research methods that consido sex and/or gendo dkfoences, our designs 

-wiU be limited, genaalized, and univosal. Research, design, and even theory development 

that does not consida sex and gendo often results in fkidkigs, designs, and theories that 

ignore sex and/or gendo diffaences and univasalize aU usas/audence membos kito the 

univasal uso (-who is often a -white, midde-class, Amoican/Westan male). This skigle 

study shows myriad valuable results from examkikig sex and gendo; thus, otho studes are 

lUcely to also fkid diffoences and sknkarkies. In this study I not only Ulustrate how easy k is 

to examkie sex and genda dkfoences with UCD methods, but also provide tahniques for 

otha researchas and designos to incorporate sex and/or gendo and otho dffaences kito 

thek UCD mahods. With design mahods that consida these dkfaences and sknUarkies, 

we can move away from the problematic masculine focus of tahnologies that Gurak and 

Baya akique and can move towards design that betto considos our univose of usos. This 
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fidlo imdostandng of oiu usos wUl idlow us to loato meet one of our maki roles as 

tedinical commiuiicators: that of uso advocate (Hartman 3). 

As we work towards uso-centoed website design, it is knportant to not forget 

possible key dUTo-ences in oiu usos, such as sex and gendo. It is also naessary to continue 

to critique and develop the aurent UCD methods into mahods that allow for and work 

towiu-ds luido-stancUng uso- cUffoences. As tahnical communicators, femkiist researchos, 

and or as educators, we must luidostand our usos, and this includes dffoences and 

sknUarkies among tlioii. We must attonpt to move beyond the problematic, and often 

Ikikted lukvasal uso that oui- current applications of UCD methods create. Tahnical 

communicators ui particidar, wiiose job is to act as the usos' advocates, must do furtho 

research to kivestigate, undastand, and apply dkfaences and simUarities between the usas, 

and we must dsseminate this research to both academics and praakionos so that our 

theory and praaice can be knpacted by these knportant fkidngs. Wkh this research study, 

and -with future studes on dkfaences and simkarkies among our usos, -we can begin to 

devdop and undastand the full univase of our usos and aeate website designs that are 

truly" usas" -centaed. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE GENDER INVENTORY AND SURVEY 

If you have not read it, please fkst go to the Introduaion and Consent Form. 

In my researdi, I wUl be lookkig at sex dffoences and gendo dffoences ki the use 

of websites. This kiventory :uid siuvey wUl be used to daomine your gendo for the saond 

part of my resauch. For the piupose of tlks study "sex" refos to the biological sex of a 

pason and niauis male or female "Gendo" refos to the sociaal (U.S.) stoeotypes of 

femkdnky and masculkiky Jayde Pryzgoda and Joan C. Chrisla, ki "Defkikions of Gendo 

and Sex: The Subtleties of Meardng," pokit out that "the measurement of gendo byway of 

sex doesn't acknowiedge the multkude of indvidual responses to bekig bom a particular 

sex"(2). In otha words caUkig someone's sex thek gendo does not allow for masculkie 

females, femkikie men, or peoples of d tho sex that are androgynous or neutral. It is quke 

possible for a biological female to have a more mascidine gendo and vice vasa. 

This kiventory and survey relies on two methods to daamine your gendo. The fkst 

mahods is the The Bem Sex-Role Inventory (BSRI). It is a psychological measure of gendo, 

that measures four gendo categories: femkiine, mascidine, androgynous (high in both 

feminine and masculkie), and androgynous Gow ki both feminkie and masculine). These 

categories of genda are based off of stoeotypes of gendo. The saond part is the Adjusted 

SneU-AUen Genda Role Assessment Index, -which allows the you to classky yoursdf using 

terms lUce masculkie and feminkie Togetha these mahods -wUl allow me to daomkie your 

gendo accordkig to cultural stoeotypes and your own sek-poceptions. 

If you so detomkie, I -wiU emaU the results of the BSRI and SneU-AUen Gendo Role 

Assessment Index to you, just mark the box in the survey conconkig this. 

Thank you for your partidpation! 
Jenrdfo Bowie 
jebo-wie® rtacs.ttu.edu 
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Name 

E niaU add-ess: 

Biological sex: Fenicde Male otho, please state: 

Part 1: the BSRI 

Rate yoursdf on each itan lodow on the scale of 1 (nevo or almost nevo) to 7 (always or 

aln-iost :dwuvs true). 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

26 

27 
28 
29 

self-reliant 
yielding 
helpful 
defends own bdiefs 
cheei-fid 
mcKxh-
independoit 
shy 
consdentious 
athlaic 
affeaionate 
theitriccd 
assertive 
flattoable 
happy 
strong posonality 
loyal 
unpredaable 
forceful 
femkune 
reliable 
analytical 
sympathetic 
genaous 
has leadoship abUkies 

sensitive to the needs of othos 

tmthful 
willkig to take risks 
undastanding 

_ 1 _ 2 
_ 1 _ 2 
_ 1 _ 2 
_ 1 _ 2 

1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 

1 2 
1 2 

_ 1 _ 2 

_ 3 
_ 3 
_ 3 
_ 3 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

3 
3 

_ 3 

_ 4 
_ 4 
_ 4 
_ 4 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

4 
4 

_ 4 

_ 5 
_ 5 
_ 5 
_ 5 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

5 
5 

_ 5 

6 
_ 6 
_ 6 
_ 6 

6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

6 
6 

_ 6 

7 
7 

_ 7 
_ 7 

7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 

7 
7 

_ 7 
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30 

31 

32 
33 
34 

35 

36 
37 
38 

39 
40 
4l 
42 

43 
4 4 

45 
46 
47 
48 

49 
50 
51 
52 

53 
54 

55 
56 

57 
58 

59 
60 

seaa ive 

niiikes daisions easUy 

compassionate 
sincoe 

self-sikfident 

eago- to soothe hurt feelings 

ccmceited 
donkmuit 
sSoft-spokoi 
lUciible 
niascidkie 
wiuni 
solemn 
wUling to take a stand 
tendo 
friendy 
aggressive 
gidlible 
ineffident 
acts as a leado 
chUdUce 
adaptable 
kidvidualistic 
does not use harsh language 
unsystematic 
competitive 
loves chkdren 
tactful 
ambkious 
gentle 
conventional 

_ 1 _ 2 
—1 _ 2 
—1 _ 2 
_ 1 _ 2 
_ 1 _ 2 
—1 _ 2 

1 2 

_ 1 _ 2 
1 2 

_ 1 _ 2 
_ 1 _ 2 
_ 1 _ 2 

1 2 

_ 1 _ 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 

_ 3 
_ 3 
_ 3 
_ 3 
_ 3 
_ 3 

_ 3 
_ 3 
_ 3 
_ 3 
_ 3 
_ 3 

3 

_ 3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

3 
3 
3 

3 
3 

_ 4 
_ 4 
_ 4 
_ 4 
_ 4 
_ 4 

4 
_ 4 
_ 4 
_ 4 
_ 4 
_ 4 

4 
_ 4 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

4 
4 

_ 5 
5 

_ 5 
_ 5 
_ 5 
_ 5 

5 
_ 5 
_ 5 
_ 5 
_ 5 
_ 5 

5 

_ 5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
:? 

O
S 

O
S

 

6 
_ 6 
_ 6 
_ 6 

6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

_ 6 
6 

_ 6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

6 
6 

7 
7 
7 
7 
7 

_ 7 

7 
_ 7 
_ 7 

7 
7 

_ 7 
7 

_ 7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 

Part 2: Adjusted SneU-AUen Gendo Role A.ssessment Index 

Self-Rank your gendo by answokig the following questions. [Note: This part -was not 

analyzed] 
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I am: 

OtlicTs ssee 
me as: 
My 
signkiauit 
otha and/or 
loved ones 
see me as; 
Othas wiio 1 
bdieve do 
not lUce me, 
see me as: 
Othas wiio 1 
believe do 
like me, see 
meas: 

Vo-y 
fenknine 

Very 
faikrdne 

Very 
foninine 

Very 
feminine 

\'a-y 
faninkie 

Feminkie 

Foninine 

Foninine 

Foninine 

Feminine 

Have charaaoistics 
of both 

Have charaao-istics 
of both 

Have charaaoistics 
of both 

Have charaaoistics 
of both 

Have charaaoistics 
of both 

Masculkie 

Masculkie 

Masculine 

Masculine 

Masculine 

Very 
Masculine 

Very 
Masculine 

Very 
Masculkie 

Very 
Masculkie 

V̂ery 
Masculine 

_Yes, I -want you to emak me results of the BSRI and Adjusted SneU-AUen Gendo Role 

Assessment Index to you' If so make sure you gave me your emaU address. 

By submittkig this survey 1 have agreed to the statements on the Consent Form. 

If you have any questions please emak me: Jenrdfo Bowie (jebowie® ttacs.ttu.edu). 
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APPENDIX B 

PRE-THSTING SURVEY 

1) Name 

2) Biological .sex; Fan:de Male Otho, please state 

3) Age range: 
Younga than 18 18-25 26-33 34-40 41-50 51+ 

4) Race'ahnidty 
Amoican Indan or Alaskan Native 
Asian Asian Amoican 
Black/ African Amoican/Negro 
Spanish/ Hispanic/ L atkio 
White 
Otha or Mixed (please desaibe): 

5) What year are you: 
Fkst year/Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior 

6) What is your major: _ _ ^ 

7) How would you rate your computa expoience? 
B^kina dknited expaience, just learnkig) 
Basic (can use a -word processing program lUce Word, the Intona, and emaU) 
Intamedate (can use a variety of programs. Comfortable -with most computa use) 
Advanced (able to use many programs. Can do coding dUce HTML) and some basic 

programming) 
Expert (very comfortable with many programs. Can code and program. FamUiar -with 

hardware) 
Advanced Expert (can do systems administration. Knows sevaal programmkig 

languages and the theory behkid the languages) 
Otha (explaki):̂  

8) How many years have you used computos? 
0-1 years 1-3 years 4-6 years 6+ years 

9) How much tkne do you spend on the web in a -week' 
Less than one hour a week 
1-5 hours a week 
6-10 hours a -week 
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More than 10 lioius a week 

10) How often do you use the web? 
A few times a week 
Atom once a ckiy 
2-5 tknes a day 
6-10 tknes a day 
10+ times a clay 

11) \X hy do you use the web (chak all that apply)-
Commiuiication 
E ducation 
E ntatainment 
Reseai-ch 
Commace 
Work 
Otha: 

12) What is your web use lkce*: 
1 regularly visk a variay of dffoent sites 
1 r^ularly visk a variay of dffooit skes, but ocaisionallyvisk the same skes 
1 regularly visit a mix of the same skes and a variay of dffoent skes 
1 regularly visit the same skes, but occasionally visit otho sites 
1 regularly visk only the same skes 

13) How often do you use the foUowkig types of sites: 

Cookkig -websites: 

neva nevo 

rarely 
(once or 
twice a 
year) 

_occasionally| 
(sevoal tknes a 
year) 

.often 
(more than 
once a 
month) 

_frequoidy 
(once a -week) 

.daUy 
(once a day 
or more) 

Band or skigg -websites 

nevo 
t-wice 

rarely 
once or (once or 

twice a 
year) 

„ J often 
occasionally;:— 
™„i.: /(more than (sevoal tknes a 

year) once a 
month) 

I f r a j u o i t l i — ^ y 
(onceawak)^°"^^^^y 

or more) 

Photography websites: 

neva 
once or 

t-wice 

rarely 
(once or 
t-wice a 
year) 

_occasionally 
(sevoal tknes a 
year) 

.often 
(more than 
once a 
month) 

_frequently 
(once a -week) 

daUy 
(once a day 
or more) 
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Govermnent website ;̂: 

nevo t-wice 

riudy 
once or (once or 

twice a 
yau) 

_occasionally[ 
(.sevoal tknes a 
yeai-) 

.often 
(more than 
once a 
month) 

_frequently 
(once a week) 

.daUy 
(once a day 
or more) 

Biology or science websites: 

nevo 
once or 

twice 

rarely 
(once or 
twice a 
year) 

_occasionally[ 
(sevoal tknes a 
year) 

often 
(more than 
once a 
month) 

_frequently 
(once a -week) 

daUy 
(once a day 
or more) 

Travd -websites to buy akfare tickets: 

nevo twice 

rarely 
once or (once or 

t-wice a 
year) 

_occasionally| 
(sevaal tknes a 
year) 

.often 
(more than 
once a 
month) 

_frequently 
(once a -week) 

.daUy 
(once a day 
or more) 

Vdiicle (car or tmck) -webskes: 

nevo 

.rarely 
once or Konce or 

twice [twice a 
'ear) 

_occasionally 
(sevaal times a 
year) 

.often 
(more than 
once a 
month) 

_frequently| 
(once a week) 

.daUy 
(once a day 
or more) 

When done please submit this survey. 
Thank you! 
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APPENDIX C 

USABILITYTESTING TASK SCENARIOS 

Task 1 
A friend raently told you about an intaesting travd story that she really enjoyed caUed 
"Travels with Siunantha." You are kitoested ki readkig this story. From the convosation 
with yoiu friend you know it is a stoiy on www.photo.na in thdr travd seaion. For this task 
go to w \̂v^•.plloto.net and fkid the story. You do not need to read the story. When you have 
found the story, tell the researcho, and move onto the next task. 

Task 2 
^'ou raently heard that your favorite band or skigo wiU be gokig on tour soon. You would 
lUce to see k the tour -will come to Lubbock or a nearby dty so you can go. Uskig the web, 
fkid upcomkig (or the most raent) tour kiformation on your favorite band or singo. Fkid 
out -what date the tour -will be the closest. When you have the date and location, teU the 
researcha the date and location and then say "done" to the researcha, and move onto the 
next task. 

Task 3 
You want to fkid out about -wiiat your senators are dokig ki Washington D.C. Using the 
-web, fkid raent (lOS'*" or 107"" Congress) legislation sponsored or cosponsored by a senator 
from your home state. You know the U.S. Senate website < http://www.senate.gov> may be 
one place to start. When you have completed the task teU the researcho -wiiich senator 
sponsored the l^slation and the name of the legislation. 

Task 4 
You raently heard that many -wiiales are d tho proteaed or endangoed. Uskig the Marine 
ẑQ̂ qgv webske <http://-www.markiebio.com>, fkid out how many of the spaies of -whales 

they have on the ske are d tho protated or endangoed. When you have complaed the task, 
teU the researcha how many -whales are on the ske and how many are proteaed and move 
onto the next task. 

Task 5 
You have to make dkina for four this weekend. You want to make somahkig dkfaent, but 
also fakly easy You have tomatoes, pasta, onions, and olive ok on hand and plan to make a 
raipe with these kigredents. For this task, fkid a raipe with these four ingredents (k can 
have othas) that sounds good to you and looks fakly easy to make. You know the 
foodv.com website has a lot of redpes. You may use this webske or anotha of your choice 
to fkid a ra ipe When you have found the raipe teU the researcha and move onto the next 
task. 
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Task 6 
You plan to fly to Ciuicun ;d t o fkials for nine days (May 16-24) and want to do so as 
cheaply as possible. For tlks task, use at least two cUffoent websites to compare akfare 
prices. When you have found the cheapest price, tell the researcho and move onto the next 
task. 

Task 7 
"I'ou have just kdioited $25,000 doUars from your Great Aunt Beatrice on the condtion you 
use k to buy a vehicle. If you do not already have a vehicle in mind for this task, search the 
Intana to find the" pafat" vdkcle for you. If you already have a vehicle ki mkid, fkid out 
-wikch local (~ 100 nikes) dealoslkp has the best buy-with the spakications you are 
kitaested in. When you have found the" pafat" vehicle or the local dealoship, tell the 
researcha and move onto the next task. 

Task 8 
[Note: Tlks task -was not analyzed] For this task, complete the Web task you woe asked to 
brkig to the testing today. Before you b^in the task, teU the testo -wiiat you plan to do. 
W'TiUe you complae the task the testa may ask you questions. TeU the testa -wiien you are 
done. 
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APPENDIX D 

POST-TASKS INTERVIEW 

PiUticip^uit: 

1) Wikch do you prefo: browskig, surfkig, or souchkig? Ploise list ki ordo of prrfooice 
from most prefened to least. 

2) How do you spend your tkne on the web? 

3) \X hai you are lookkig for kiformation on the web, how do you go about fkidkig that 
kifomiation' Do you use search engkies, type ki URLs, or use otho mahods? 

4) Do you surf the Interna much? If so, how do you surf? Please desoibe an example of 
your surfkig. 

5) How easy or dfficult is k to surf on the web? Scale of 1-5. 'Why? 

6) Do you lUce surfkig on the web? 'Why? 

7) How do you navigate ki a webske* Do you go straight to the search, look around the ske 
-wiien trykig to fkid kiformation and choose Ikiks, or some of both? 

8) Do you rely on landmarks such as the navigation bar, or global dkations, such as the go 
or history browso controls? Do you often use the back button? Please desaibe this to me 

9) Do you prefa a focused searchkig for information or an exploratory perusal of 
kiformation wiien uskig the -web? 

10) When -wUl you use the search on a -webske* Whenevo possible* Often, occasionally, as a 
last resort, neva? 

11) How often do you fkid yoursek following kitaesting Ikdcs that may not dkealy relate to 
the reason you -went to the -website* How often do you ga dstraaed or foUow tangents? 

12) Do you lUce searchkig for information on the web? Why? 

13) How easy or dfficult is k to search for kiformation on the web? Scale of 1-5. Why? 

14) Do you lkce browskig the web? Why? 

15) How easy or dkficult is k to browse for kiformation on the web? Scale of 1-5. Why? 
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APPENDIX E 
EMAIL TO INSTRUCTORS FOR STUDENT PARTICIPANTS 

From: Jenrdfa L. Bowie 
Sent: Thiusday March 06, 2003 10:38 PM 
To: English 2311 Sprkig 2003 Instmaors 
Subjat: request for dssotation research participants 

Dear Instmctors of 2311 Classes Spring 2003, 

This sonesta I am conductkig my dssotation research and I need your help to do so. For 
my- research partidpants I am uskig English 2311 students and I would lUce to be able to 
kivolve your students. Please consida allowing your students to participate. 

My workkig dssotation tkle is "Explorkig Uso/Webtext Intoaaions: An Examkiation of 
Genda and Sex Dkfaences ki Web Use." This research -will examkie howweU -websites and 
-web design match the mahods and -ways people use websites. In particular I -will be lookkig 
at sex dkfaences and gendo dkfaences ki the use of webskes. My research -wkl provide a 
much needed examination of sex and genda dkfoences ki students' use of these -webtexts 
so we can -work webtexts appropriately into our gendo-fak classrooms and design more 
effeaive webtexts for education. The research will ultimately provide uiformation that wUl 
serve as a basis for future study that -will kiform website design; and that wiU affat the 
apphcation of existkig skes ki education. 

For my dssertation research I wiU condua t-wo levds of research: 

• L evel 1: Complaion of the" Gendo Inventory and Survey" (approxknately 15 
minutes) 

• L evel 2: Students seleaed (from the survey results) -will also: 
o Take a pre-testkig survey (approximately 10 minutes) 
o Partidpate ki usabkky testing and contextual kiquky (approximately 60 

minutes) 
o Answo post-testkig kiterview questions (approx 15 mkiutes) 

The pre-testkig survey, usabUky testkig and contextual kiquky, and a post-testing kiterview 
wiU all occur on the same day and should take about an hour an a half. Total tkne 
conurdtment for both levds of research should be no more than two hours. 

This is not a huge tkne commitment for your students and should not dstraa them from 
your class. 
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In my 2311 dasses I :un givkig the students who participate extra aedt and I kivite you to 
do the Scinie. 1 will obtaki the muiies and instmaors of the students who partidpate and will 
contact you with this information so you cm give them extra credt, k you so choose 

Besides the possibkky of extra aed t yoiu students may raeive otho benefits from 
participatkig: 

• Residts of gender testkig The subjats will take a test to daomkie thek 
gendo- as they identky themselves with cultural staeotypes of masculkdty and 
fonkdnity. The residts of this test -wUl be provided to the students, wikch may help 
with thek- commiukcation skUls and self-knowledge 
• K nowiedge of usabkity testkig ki practice: Students ki the E nglish 2311 class 
often leun about usabkity testkig. By takkig part ki my study they wiU be able to see 
and participate ki usabkity testkig, -wikch will give them a deepo knowiedge of this 
subjat. 

Please allow your students to pai-tidpate ki my dssertation research. Not only wiU thek 
participation hdp me do my dssotation research, but k -will allow me to research an 
knportant area ki our fidd. Your help is greatly appredated. 

If you choose to have your students participate please send them the foUowing emaU from 
me. They have untU midnight next Friday to participate ki the 1st level of research. 

Thank you. Let me know k you have any questions, 
Jenrdfa Bowie 
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APPENDIX F 

FOLLOW-UP EMAIL TO INSTRUCTORS FOR 

STUDENT PARTICIPANTS 

Hdlo XX 

In orda to keep on top of my dssotation research I wanted to remkid you that k you are 
aUowing yoiu students to participate ki my research, thdr deadine is this Friday by midnight. 
I need a large niunba of people to take the survey so I may choose the appropriate numbas 
of people from stratkied categories for my saond level of research. Your help is greatly 
appredated in forwardkig the kivkation to your students and encouraging thek participation. 

If you are allowing your students to participate I have kicluded the emaU invkation below for 
you to pass out to your students k you have not done so. If you would prefo me emaUkig 
your students please send me thek emak address. 

If you do not want to give your students extra aedit I have also attached an emak for your 
students -without the extra aed t kifo. 

Thanks for aU your help. Your assistance -will help me facUkate one of the most important 
parts of my dssertation—the research. 

Also, -would you please let me know k you -wiU be presentkig your students -with the 
opportunity to partidpate so I may ga a betto idea of numbas? 
Thanks! 

Feel free to ask me any questions you may have, 
Jenrdfo Bowie 
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APPENDIX G 

EMAILS TO STUDENTS INVITING THEM TO PARTICIPATE 

IN THE RESEARCH 

Emak with Extra Credt Mentioned 

To: Students of 2311 
From: Jenrufo L. Bowie, Texas T a h Univosky 
Subjat: Partidpation ki a research study 

As a student ki English 2311 this sprkig, you are eligible to participate in a research projea 
which wiU examine how weU cotain -websites and web designs match the means by -which 
people use web sites. Please consida partidpatkig ki this study. This research projea -will 
provide kiformation that -wUl serve as a basis for a largo study and it might ultknatdy 
inform -website design and application in the future. 

The study -wUl kivolve two basic components: fklkig out a survey onlkie and participating in 
a usabUky test of various webskes. Everyone who volunteos wUl fUl out the survey (wikch 
you can do from home or school), and from those surveys I -will contaa sevoal people to 
see k they -would be wUling to complete the addtional pre/post test surveys and the usabUky 
test/contextual kiquky, -which wiU be conduaed in the TTU usabUky lab. 

If seleaed you -wiU also have the opportunity to respond to my research fkidngs, k you so 
choose. 

Agaki, if you partidpate, you -wkl have t-wo possible levds of partidpation: 

• L evel 1: Complaion of the" Gendo Inventory and Survey" online 
(approxknately 15 mkiutes) 

• L evel 2: Students seleaed (from the survey results) -wUl also: 
o Take a pre-testkig survey (approximately 10 mkiutes) 
o Partidpate ki usabkky testing and contextual kiquky (approxknately 60 

mkiutes) 
o Answa post-testkig kiterview questions (approx 15 mkiutes) 

The pre-testkig survey, usabkky testkig and contextual kiquky, and a post-testkig kiterview 
wUl all occur on the same day and should take about an hour and a half. Total tkne 
commitment for both levds of research should be no more than two hours. 
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Some 2311 Instmaors are givkig thdr students extra aedt to partidpate ki this research. 
The amoiuit and avculabUity of extra aed t is at the dsaaion of your kistmaor. I wUl 
contact yoiu kistructor -with your levd of participation ki the research projea. 

All data 1 collea will be confidential. 1 wUl give each poson a pseudonym ki my research 
notes. When 1 report residts, I may desaite spakic incidents and kiclude dkea quotes. 
Howeva, I -will not use yoiu name or kiclude uiformation that could identky you. If you 
choose to drop out of the study at any tkne, you may do so -with no penalty. 

•̂ 'our input ki this research will be quite valuable. The knowiedge gakied from this study can 
be idtknatdy used by website designos to improve current -websites and aeate b a t o 
websites ki the future. It can also be used ki education and theory devdopment. 

1 wiU be happy to ans-wo any questions you have before or durkig this research process. 

To partidpate ki the research, go to the Level One--"Genda Inventory and Survey"-at 
<http://129.118.l40.22/bowie/consent.htm>, wikch wUl take you approxknately 15 
mkiutes. Submit this survey onlkie by 11:59 pm Friday 3/14. 

You wkl be contaaed about partidpating ki Levd Two of the research afta sprkig break 

Thank you. 

Jenrufo L. Bowie 
Main Researcho 
Texas T a h Univosky, Department of English 
P.O. Box 43091, Lubbock, TX 79409 
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EmaU without Extra Credit 

To: Students of 2311 
From: Jenrdfo- L. Bowie, Texas T a h Univasity 
Subjat: Partidpation ui a research study 

As a student ki English 2311 tlks spring, you are digible to participate ki a research projea 
wikch will evuikne how wdl cotaki websites and web designs match the means by wikch 
people use web sites. Please consida partidpatkig ki this study This research projea -will 
provide kiformation that will serve as a basis for a largo study, and it might ultknatdy 
kiform website design and application ui the futui-e. 

The study wkl kivohe two basic components: fUlkig out a survey onlkie and partidpatkig in 
a usabUky test of viuious websites. Everyone who volunteos wiU fUl out the survey (wikch 
you can do from home or school), and from those surveys 1 wUl contaa sevoal people to 
see k they would be willkig to complete the addtional pre/post test surveys and the usabUky 
test/contextual kiqidry, which -wkl be conducted in the TTU usabUky lab. If seleaed you will 
also have the opportunity to respond to my research findkigs, k you so choose. 

Again, k you partidpate, you -wiU have two possible levels of partidpation: 

• Level 1: Complaion of the "Gendo Inventory and Survey" online 
(approximately 15 mkiutes) 

• L evel 2: Students seleaed (from the survey results) -will also: 
o Take a pratestkig survey (approximately 10 minutes) 
o Partidpate ki usabkity testing and contextual inquky (approxknately 60 

minutes) 
o Answo post-testkig kiterview questions (approx 15 mkiutes) 

The pre-testkig survey, usabUky testkig and contextual kiquky, and a post-testkig kiterview 
wiU aU occur on the same day and should take about an hour and a half. Total time 
commitment for both levds of research should be no more than two hours. 

AU data I coUea will be confidential. 1 wUl give each poson a pseudonym ki my research 
notes. When I report results, I may desaibe spakic inddents and kiclude d r a t quotes. 
Howeva, I wUl not use your name or kiclude kiformation that could identky you. 

If you choose to drop out of the study at any tkne, you may do so with no penalty 

Your kiput ki this research will be quite valuable The knowiedge gakied from this study can 
be ultknatdy used by website designos to knprove cunent webskes and aeate b a t o 
webskes ki the future It can also be used ki education and theory devdopment. 

I wUl be happy to answo any questions you have before or durkig this research process. 
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To participate in the research, go to the Level One-"Genda Inventory and Survey"-at 
<http:// 129,118.140.22/lx)wie/consent.htm>, wiuch wUl take you approxknatdy 15 
mkiutes. Subnkt this siuŷ ey onlkie by 11:59 pm Friday 3/14. 

You will l̂ e contacted alx)ut partidpatkig ki Levd Two of the research afto sprkig break 

Thank you. 

Jenrdfa- L. Bowie 
Ahun Researcha 
Texas Tech Undvasity, Department of English 
P.O. Box 43091, Lubbock, TX 79409 
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